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Abstract 

There is a massive increase of information available on electronic networks. This profu- 

sion of resources on the World-Wide Web gave rise to  considerable interest in the research 

community. Traditional information retrieval techniques have been applied t o  the document 

collection on the Internet. and a panoply of search engines and tools have been proposed and 

implernented. Howevero the effectiveness of t hese tools is not satisfactory. None of them is 

capable of discovering knowledge Erom the Internet. The Web is still evolving a t  a n  alarming 

rate. In a recent report on the  future of database research known as the Asilomar Report. 

it has been predicted that  in ten years from now. the majority of human information will 

be acxilable on the World-Wide Web. and it has been observed that  the database research 

community has  contributed little t o  the Web thus far. 

In this work we propose a structure. calied a Virtual Web View. on top of the e-uisting 

Uëb. Tlirough this virtual view, the Web appears more structured, and cornmon database 

technology is applied. The  construction and maintenance of this structure is scalable and 

does not necessitate the large bandwidth current search engines technologies require. -4 

declarative query language for information retrieval and networked tool programming is 

proposed that takes advantage of this structure to discover resources as well as implicit 

knowledge buried in the World-l'ide Web. 

Large collections of multimedia objects are k i n g  gathered for a myriad of applications- 

The use of on-line images and video streams is becoming cornmonplace. The World-Wide 

IVeb, for instance, is a colossal aggregate of multimedia artifacts. How-ever. finding pertinent 

multimedia objects in a large collection is a difficult task. Images and videos often convey 

even more information than the text documents in which they are contained. Data mining 

from such a multimedia corpus can lead t o  interesting discoveries. 

ive propose the extraction of visual descriptors from images and video sequences for 



content-based visual media retrieval, and the construction of multimedia data cubes which 

facilit ate multiple dimensional analysis of multimedia data, and the mining of multiple kinds 

of knowledge, including surnmarization, classification, and association, in image and video 

databases. 
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Wba tever you do will be insignificaat, but it is v e ~ y  important tha t you do it. 

MAHATMA GAKDHI 

Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In this thesis, we demonstrate the inefficiency and inadequacy of the current information 

retrieval technolo,~ applied on the Internet. We propose a framework. called Virtual Web 

Views. for intelligent interactik-e information retrietiil and knowledge discovery fiom global 

information systems. and put forward a query language. WebXIL. for resource discovery 

and data mining from the Web using the virtual web views. We illustrate how descriptors 

collected for k-irtual web view building can be e-uploited for content-based image retrieval. 

and show how to  carry out on-line analytical processing and data mining on visual data 

from the World-1Vide Web, or other multimedia repositories. 

hlore than 50 years ago, at a time when modern computers didn't yet exist. Vannevar 

Bush wrote about a multimedia digital library containing hurnan collective knowledge, and 

filled with ?rails3 linking materials of the same topic[44]. At the end of World War II, 

Vannevar urgeci scientists to build such a knowledge store and make it useful, continuously 

estcndible and more importantly, accessible for consultation. Toda~., the closest to the 

materialization of Vannevar's dream is the World-Wide Web h-vpertest and multimedia 

document collection. However, the ease of use and accessibility of the knowledge describeci 

by Vannevar is yet to be realized. Since the 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  extensive research has been accomplished 

in the information retrieval field, and free-text search was finally adopted by many text 

repository systems in the late 1980s. The advent of the Worid-Wide Web in the 1990s 

helped text search become routine as millions of users use search engines daily to pinpoint 

resources on the Internet. However, resource discovery 0x1 the Internet is still frustrating and 

sometimes even useless when simple keyword searches can convey hundreds of thousands of 
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documents as results. 

The drarnatic &op in the pnce of storage devices and the advent of the Worid-Wide 

IVeb. an unprecedented information disseminator, are promoting the proliferation of massive 

collections of multimedia resources, either text documents, or images. or other media. Never 

has it been easier than with the World-Wide Web to  publish al1 manner of digital documents 

and make them almost instantly available t o  everyone. However. @en the monumental 

size of the collection' availabili t y  does not necessarily indicate universal accessi bility or 

cven k-isibility of the published artifacts. It is an extrernely difficdt task to find pertinent 

documents (either text, images, or other media) in this agglomerate. Finding relevant digital 

documents in a large collection is known as Resource Discovery. In a recent report on the 

future of database research [29] writ ten by prominent aut horities in database research. it 

hcas becn foretold that the Web and other on-line da ta  stores will hold the majority of 

published human knowledge. Despite the richness of this massive knowledge collection. the 

report underlines the challenges still ahead for the research community t o  produce methods 

for sorting out through this collection. The authors comment on the lack of considerable 

contribution from the database research community in the development of striking methods 

for the management and effective exploitation of the resources anilable on the Web. 

In t his t hesis. we are concerned wit h resource discovery in the World- Wide IVeb context 

and in the context of large visual media collections, as well as the discovery of irnplicit 

information from those same collections. The information is implicit in the sense that it is 

not specifically stored in a clear and visible manner. but rather tacitly impIied. in contrat  

to esplicit information, which is apparent and certain: example. information con\-eyed by 

hlvperlinks, properties of content components. or Web access behaviours. 

The content of the dissertation is composed of two distinct parts. The first part covers 

resourcc discovery from the Internet and Web hlining. The  makeup of a structure for the 

description of on-line artifacts and a query language that takes advantage of the structure are 

proposed. The second part pertains to  resource and knowledge discovery from multimedia 

repositories. It deals specifically with visual artifacts like images and videos. This division 

is simply organizational t o  help the reader. Multimedia repositories are indeed an integral 

part of the Intemet. In the second part of the thesis. however. visual media is treated as a 

particular example and is taken beyond the structure presented in part one. 

In this work we pose the following theses: 

Thesis 1 : (Web Overload) Search engines using Web crawling technology are the state 



of the art in resource discovery from the Wbrld-Wide Web. However, this technology is 

not scalable? is overloading the networks: and is not viable in the long tenn. While search 

engines are necessary, the underlying approach for building indices by crawling the Web 

ought to be improved or replaced. 

Thesis 2 : (Virtual Web View) The Internet artifact collection is unstructureci and 

difficult to manage. There exists a possibility to create a view on this collection to make it 

appear structured and to use the database technology to partially manage it. 

Thesis 3 : (Web Mining) It is possible to eautract explicit and implicit knowledge from 

the World-Wide Web document collection as implied by the content of the documents, the 

inter-connections between documents in hyperspace, and the access to these documents. 

Thesis 4 : (WebML as a query language) There exists an SQLlike query language 

t hat combines capabilities for resource discovery and knowledge discovery using Virtua1 Web 

Views. 

Thesis 5 : (Media Content) It is possible to use image content features like colours and 

textures to solve object similarity search in image and video collections. 

Thesis 6 : (Media Repository Mining) Mining visual media metadata can yield inter- 

est i ng t houg h unrevealed informat ion about a medium or media collections. 

1.1 Motivation and Research Description 

l17e moti~ate  the thesis by discussing a nurnber of open problems related to the theses 

presented in the previous section. 

1. Web Overload: Due to the huge amount of data rapidly accumulated in the World- 

Fiide Web space, "surfingz the web to find information has become cumbersome. 

Finding real information is ofken a hit-and-miss process. Catalogues and searchable 

directories are somehow prohibited by the very dynamic nature of the Web and its 

resources which make these catalogues stale and useIess very rapidly. Automatic collec- 

tion of resources has partially solved the information retrieval problem on the World- 

Wide Web. Processes known as robots, spiders or crawlers, recursively traverse the 

Web space by retrieving web documents and following al1 links in them until no docu- 

ments remain to be retrieved. This automat ic document retrieval method exhaust ively 

visits al1 documents assuming that al1 documents in cyberspace are somehow inter- 

connected with the initia1 web documents with which the crawling process started. 



By visit ing web documents, indexes can be created to allow resource discovery using 

search engines. Notice that to index the whole Web space, al1 documents have to be 

downloaded one by one. In other words, the entire content of the Web is downloaded- 

hjloreover, due to the continuous growth and change of the Web space, the crawl- 

ing process has to be repeated continuously in order to assert a current index. This 

means that the content of the Web is continuously downloaded. Given the fact that 

today there are more than 400 different crawlers traversing the Web at  al1 times[l56], 

the content of the NTeb is continuously downloaded many tirnes. The network t r a c  

generated by crawlers is extremely high. Moreover, it has been demonstrated [237] 

that the network traffic on many web sites is in a high percentage constituted from 

search engine crawlers requests for web content for indexing purposes. In addition, 

spiders generate unnecessary localized load on already overloaded information servers. 

By continuously and consecutively requesting al1 documents from the same semer? 

spiders can flood servers and prevent them £rom serving other users. This has precip 

i t ated controversy. Based on t hese concerns, guidelines for implernent ing spider-like 

programs were proposed [154? 1551 in order to reduce the nurnber of localized requests 

in a given lapse of time. Obviously. at the rate the Web space is grosc-ing and the 

number of crawlers is increasing, the current web crawling technolo,~ is not viable for 

effective Web space indexing, even with availability of larger bandwidth. 

2. Virtual Web View: The World-l'ide Web is a collection of artifacts with corn- 

plex structures. Artifacts are physical objects like documents, images, videos, sound, 

maps. data files, games. applications etc. Artifacts can also be virtual objects, like 

users. hosts, networks etc., playing a role on the World-lVide Web. These objects are 

distributed and stored, or represented, on a large set of heterogeneous repositories. 

Quen-ing such data is very costly, if not impossible, due to the semantic ambi,@ties 

and the heterogeneity of the data sources. Processing and generalizing (summarizing) 

the raw data can resolve certain ambiguities. By storing the processed data in a rela- 

tional table at a more general conceptual level, the cost of query processing is reduced 

[208]. High level queries can be applied directly on the processed data. hloreover, 

users may prefer to scan the general description of the information on the Lnternet, 

rather than read the details of large pieces of information (i-e. web artifacts). This 

rnay lead to cooperative query answering [124] in which the user can successively refine 
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the query by following the description of the selected general surnmaries. The idea of 

generalizing data at a higher conceptual level can be repeated to form layers of gen- 

eralization. These layers constitiite a Multiple-Layered DataBase (MLDB) [127: 2761. 

The philosophy behind the construction of the hILDB is information extraction. Ide- 

ally. the extraction of information from the primitive data to build the first layer of 

the hILDB is automateci- However, in many cases, depending upon the artifacts pro- 

cessed. manual help from the document author, the semer administrator. or other, 

niight be necessary. The advent of the extensible hiarkup Langage (XhIL) [1801. 

a new standard for defining and describing artifacts on-line. is a promising accom- 

plishment that would facilitate the automation of the information extraction from the 

primitive layer. The adoption of XhIL applications for describing documents on-line 

could indeed be key in the efficient and automatic extraction fundamental data frorn 

within the documents. Once constructeci, the h1LDB provides a global view of the 

current artifacts in the World-Wide Web. CVe cal1 it a Virtual Web View (WV). 

Definition 1.1.1 A Virtual Web View is a set of relations organized in layers. 

Relations in a given layer summarize the relations in the lower layers. and are ab- 

stracted in the relations of the layers above. starting jrom the lowest layer containing 

descriptors o j  artifacts in the World-CVide CVeb. 0 

-4 WVV is a on the World-\Vide Web artifact collection. thus abstracting a 

sclected set of artifacts. hlany mVs can CO-exist to cover the whole World-Wide 

\Veb. Another motivation promoting the layered VIVV is the possibility of querying 

the view at different abstraction levels. In general, higher level relations of the VIVV 

are much smaller than their corresponding lower ones. Thus, querying higher layers 

is faster and less costly. Higher layers of a ViW can be cached for efficiency and for 

reduction of network trafEc. 

3. Web Mining: Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) is a process in which im- 

plicit knowleàge is discovered and extracted from large databases. Data hIining: which 

locates and enumerates valid patterns in large databases: is one step among other steps 

in the KDD process. The steps of KDD as described in [202] are: selection during 

which data sets or data samples are selected, preprocessing during which the data is 

cleaned and preprocessed to eliminate noise, transformation during which the data 



is reduced to its usefd features, data mining during which some specific tasks Iocate 

patterns in the data, and interpretation during which the patterns discovered are eval- 

uated and consolidated into know-ledge. The heterogeneous, unstructureci and chaotic 

IVorId-Wide Web is not a database. The Web is a set of different data sources with 

unstruct ured and interconnected art ifacts that continuously change. The selection: 

preprocesçing and transformation steps of Knowledge Discovery in the Web (KDW) 
have to take into account the dynamic and heterogeneous nature of the Web. More- 

over. the transformation step has to consider the fact that the artifacts on the web (i-e. 

web pages and media) are not structureci like records in a database. In addition, the 

h-vperlink structure inherent to the Web can yield interesting information that should 

be taken into account. An artifact Iinked by many documents is obviously popular, 

hence probably more important or relevant than a document that is not linked to by 

other artifacts. However, an artifact linked by many non-important (or irrelevant) 

documents is less pertinent than an artifact iink by one relevant document. Obvi- 

ously, links are a rich knowledge source. In addition, the access patterns of users on 

the hiternet can reveal interesting knowledge about accessed artifacts. 

Definition 1.1.2 Web Mining is the extraction of interesting and potentially useful 

patterns and implicit information from artifacts or actiuity related to the World- Wide 

W e  6 .  O 

Definition 1.1.3 The taxonomy of Web Mining domains includes Web Content 

hlining which pertains to the eztraction of infonnation from artifact content, Web 

Structure hlining which educes information from artifact link structure, and Web Us- 

age h,Iining which trucks access patterns to Web artijacts. 0 

4. WebML as a query language: SQL is a widely accepted dedarative query language 

for relational databases. Many optimizers have been implemented for it? making it 

fast and reliable. 

IVebh,lL, the language we propose, exploits the Virtual Web Views and the concept 

hierarchies with which the layers of the VCW are constructeci. New primitives and 

functions allow browsing, progressive browsing and knowledge discovery. Proposing 

a high level SQL-like language that enhances and enriches SQL synta-u for resource 
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and howledge discovery has s t  raight forward advantages. First . the  new language can 

take advantage of the powerfd SQL syntax structure and SQL expressive pan-er. Sec- 

ond. an  interpreter can be implernented to  translate the queries into SQL and take 

advantage of the fast and reliable SQL query optimizers. Third, the new language 

has a bet ter chance for acceptance by database users and Web programmers. SQL is 

a powerful query language. but is also a programming luiguage for database applica- 

tions. jVebhlL is also intended as a high level programming language for information 

retrieval and data mining applications on the World-Wide Web. 

5. Media  Content: The use of image and video in multimedia databases has proven 

extremely effective in various applications such as ducat ion,  entertainment: medicine, 

commerce, and publishing. Multimedia data is much ncher than  simple te-xtual 

data. How-ever, collections of multimedia objects present many management and re- 

trieval challenges. The most commonly used indexing methods for visual artifacts are 

dcscript ion-based. These approaches use manuall y entered keywords to index images 

or \-ideos. They are inadequate in terms of scalabilit;)r, and are very poor in retrieval 

effectiveness, h,loreover, querying in this context is restricted to  keywords and can not 

take advantage of image content Iike colours, textures, shapcs or  objects represented 

in the images. However, automatically extracting tisual features fiom images poses 

rnany challenges regarding scdability of the process and efficiency in the use of these 

features for content-based retrieval. 

6. Med ia  Repository Mining: Knowledge discovery in multimedia databases has not 

been widely analyzed o r  studied. Data mining is a o u n g  field but i t  has already 

produced impressive resdts. hhdtimedia is very popular and the proliferation of rnul- 

timedia repositories is si,anificant. The  marnage between data  mining and multimedia 

is very tempting and logical. The structure of multimedia objects is however complex, 

and the descriptors of multimedia objects are unlike any common data  processed by 

standard data mining techniques. hiultimedia mining poses interesting challenges 

due to the complexity of the media artifacts and the high dimensionality of artifacts 

descriptors. 
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1.2 Contributions in this Thesis 

The major contributions of t his t hesis are summarized as follows: 

0 Proposa1 of a hamework and modeII Virtual Web View, for hierarchical organization 

and management of Web objects for resource and implicit knowledge discovery form 

the Internet. 

Presentation of strategies for mediating between different virtual web views with dis- 

tinct or interoperable ontoiogies. 

Definition of WebbIL, a declarative query and mining language for the Web. 

Definition of DMQL, a data ~nining query language for mining large databases. 

Proposa1 of automatic descriptors extraction means for image and video summariza- 

tion aimed a t  content-baseà retrie\al and data mining hom visual media. 

Proposal of an architecture for a data mining and OLAP system from tisuat media 

using data cubes. 

Presentation of new efficient and scalable algorithms for content-based multimedia 

association rules with recurrent items and spatial relationships a t  different image res- 

olution levels. 

The following implementations were realized in the contest of the thesis: 

1. Implementation on the Wëb of a client semer version of DBhIiner? a data mining and 

OLAP system for large relational databases. 

2. Implementation of an image discovery and indexing agent. Excavator. which retrieves 

images and related web pages and indexes images using visual descriptors for the 

images and keywords from the web pages. 

3. InipIementat ion of C-BIRDI a content-based image ret rieval system from image repos 

itorics. The system was implementcd as a Web-based application ailowing image re- 

trieval and resource discovery form the Web. 

4. Implenientation of a data mining and OLAP system, h.Iultih3ediah~liner, for mining 

characteristic: association, and classification rules frorn images retrieved form the Web. 



1.3 Organization of the Thesis 

The t hesis is structured in two parts. The first part (Part 1) presents our work pertaining 

to resource and knowledge discovery fiom the Internet, and is divided into two chapters: 

Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. The second part (Part II) covers data mining from visual media 

repositories, and is divided into three chapters: Chapter 4 through Chapter 6. 

Chapter 2 introduces our stratifiai architecture used to build structured views on arti- 

facts distributed on the Internet. We show how a layered structure can abstract information 

about Internet artifacts and offers to view the resources at high conceptual levels. We cal1 

these structures Virtual Web Views. A Virtual Web View covers part of the Web and uses 

local concept hierarchies to represent the 'world" it e-xhibits. This work has been published 

in technical reports and various conference proceedings (127: 128: 276. 2771. Different vir- 

tua1 web tiews can coexîst, each with its own set of concept hierarchies. hlediating between 

virtual web views to solve inter-view queries is also put forth in this Chapter. This work 

has been submitted for publication at the Conference on Cooperative Information Systems 

(CoopIS'99) [X'S]. 

In Chapter 3 we present a declarative query language. WebhlL, that takes advantage of 

the multi-layered structure and concept hierarchies present in virtual web views to discover 

resources <as well as howledge from the Internet. The complete syntas is unveiled and some 

esaniples are given to  demonstrate the expressive pou-er of the query language. Webh,lL 

ancl its predecessors, CVebQL and NetQL, were presented in the following articles [127. 138: 

276. 2771. 

In Chapter 4 we present an overview of content-based visual media retrieval techniques 

and discuss our implementation of C-BIRDI Our content-based image retrieval system. The 

chapter procides details on visual feature extraction from images and video frames for 

content-based querying and object localization. Our researcb related to content-based image 

r e t r i ed  lias been published in [168, 169, 1671. 

Chapter 5 discusses the implementation of hIultihIediaMiner a systern for On-line Ana- 

lytical Processing and high-level knowledge discovery from multimedia descriptors. The 

challenges we faced and the compromises we adopted are describeci in detail. Multi- 

hlcdiahliner has been demonst rated at the SIGhIOD Conference 1998 [279]. 

Finall~., we show in Chapter 6 how data mining can be applied on image content to 

discover relat ionshi ps between localized features in images or video Frames. The research 
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related to data mining on image content has been submitted for publication at the SIGKDD 

Conference 1999 [281]. 

Tfiere are four appendices. In Appendix A we present a survey of information retrieval 

techniques used for resource discovery on the Internet and outline some of the recent a p  

proaches and attempts for data mining from the web. A more extended survey has k e n  

publishcd aç a technical report [270] and submitted to the AChl Computing Suweys .Journal 

[Zl]. 

Appendix B and C present the Backus-Naur Form gramrnar of the Web hfining Language 

WebRIL and the Data Minhg Query Language DMQL, respectively. 

Appendix D present available means for dehing metadata for objects on the Internet. 

Esaniples of the Dublin Core elements are presented using HThIL META tags and XhIL 

document t jpe  definition (DTD). 



Part 1 

Web Mining 



The problems tbat we have today were created at a particular level of  thinking. 
CVe can not solve these problems at the same level of thiaking. 

ALBERT E~SSTEIN 

Na21 et ipsa scientia potestas est. 

FRAXCIS B ~ c o s  

Chapter 2 

Building a Virtual Web View 

I \ ï t  h the rapid expansion of the information base and the user community in the Internet. 

efficient and effective discovery and use of the resources in the global information network 

hcîs become an  important issue in the research into global information systems. 

Although research and developments of database systems have been fiourishing for many 

years, with different kinds of database systems successfully developed and delivered to  the 

market. a global information system. such as the Internet, stores a much Iarger amount 

of information in a much more compIicated and unstructured manner than any currently 

a~xilable database systems. Thus, the effective organization. discoveq,- and use of the rich 

resources in the global information nctwork poses great challenges to database and infor- 

mation system researchers. In a recent report o n  the future of database research known as 

the Asilomar Report [29], it has been predicted that  in ten years from now. the majority 

of humari information will be available on the World-Wide Web, and it has been observed 

t hat the database research community has contributed little to  the Web thus far. 

T h  first major challenge of a global information system is the diversity of informa- 

tion in the global information base. The current information network stores hundreds of 

tcra-bytes of information including documents, softwares. images, sounds. commercial data. 

li brary catalogues, user directory data, weat her, geography, ot her scient ific data, and many 

other types of information. Since users have the full freedom to link whatever information 

they believe useful to the global information network, the global information base is huge, 

het crogeneous, in muit imedia form, most ly unstruct ured, dyiamic, incomplete and even 

inconsistent , which creates t remendous difficulty in systernat ic management and retrieval in 

cornparison with the structured, well-organized da ta  in most commercial database systems. 
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The second challenge is the diversity of user commiinity. The lnternet currently coruiects 

about 40 million workstations [185, 2831 and the user community is still expanding rapidly 

(See Figures A.6 and A.7 in AppendLx A). Users may have quite different backgrounds, 

interests. and purposes of usage. A h ,  most users rnay not have a good knowledge about 

t lie st riict ure of the inforrnat ion system, may not be aware of the heavy cost of a particular 

search (e.g., a click may bring megabytes of data over half of the globe), and may easily 

get lost by groping in the "darkness" of the network, or be b o r d  by taking many hops and 

waiting impatiently for a piece of information. 

The third challenge is the volume of information to be searched and transmitted. The 

huge amount of unstructured data makes it unrealistic for any database systems to store 

and manage and for any queries to find al1 or even most of the answers by searching through 

t hc global network. The click-triggered massive data transmission over the network is not 

only costly and unbearabie even for the broad bandwidth of the communication network, 

but also too wastefd or undesirable to many users. Search effectiveness (e-g.. hit ratio) and 

performance (e-g-, response time) will be bot tlenecks for the successful applications of the 

global information system. 

There have b e n  many interesting studies on information inde-xing and searchinp in the 

global information base wit h many global information system servers developed. Some of 

tiicse studies and systems are presented in Appendix A. including attempts made to discover 

resources in the World ?Vide Web. Crawlers, spider-based indexhg techniques used by seardi 

engines. like the \mVW Worm [179]0 RBSE database [77), Lycos [178] and others, create 

a substantial value to the web users, but generate an increasing Internet backbone traffic. 

They not only flood the network and overload the servers but also lose the structure and 

the contest of the documents gathered. These wandering software agents on the World 

\Vide IVeb have already created controversies [154, 1551 as mentioned in Appendix -4. Ot her 

indesing solutions, like ALnVEB [153] or Hamat  [34], behave well on the network but still 

struggle n-ith the difficulty to isolate information with relevant contest and cannot solve 

niost of the problems posed for systematic discovery of resources and knowlcdge in the 

global information base. 

In this chapter, a different approach, called a Multiple Layered DataBase (MLDB) a p  

proach for building Virtual CVeb Views (mW) is proposed to facilitate information disco\-- 

c l  in global information systems. W e  advocate spider-less indexing of the Internet. Authors 

or web-server administrators send t heir own indexes or pointers to artifacts to be indexed. 
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When documents are changed, added or removed. the indexing process is triggered again. 

A multiple layered database (MLDB) is a database composeci of several layers of information, 

with the lowest layer (Le., layer-0) corresponding to the primitive information stored in the 

global information base and the higher ones (Le., layer-1 and above) storing generalized 

information extracted from the lower layers. 

The proposal is based on the previous studies on multiple layered databases [208, 124) 

and data mining fS03, 1191 and the follow-ing observations. 

With the development of data analysis, transformation and generalization techniques, it 

is possible to generalize and transform the diverse, primitive information in the network into 

reasonably structured, classifieci, descriptive and higher-level information. Such information 

can be stored into a massive, distributed but structured database which serves as the layer- 

1 database in the MLDB. By transfonning an unstructureci global information base into a 

relat ively st ruct ured "global database" most of the dat abase technologies developed before 

can be applied to manage and retrieve inforrnation at t his layer. 

However, the layer-1 database is usually still too large and too widely distributed for 

efficient browsing, retrievai, and information discoveq-. Further generalization should be 

performed on this layer at  each node to form higher layer(s) which can be then merged n-ith 

the  corresponding layered database of other nodes at some backbone site in the network. 

The mcrgcd database can be replicated and propagated to other remote sites for further 

integration [66]. This intesatecl, higher-layer database may sen-e a diverse user commu- 

nity as a high-level, global information base for resource disco ver^., information browsing, 

statistical studies, etc. 

The niultiple layered database architecture transforms a huge, unst ructured, global in- 

formation base into progressit-ely smaller, better structured, and l e s  remote databases to 

whch  the well-developed database technology and the emerging data mining techniques 

niay apply. By doing so, the power and advantages of current database systems can be 

naturally extended to  global information systems, which rnay represent a promising direc- 

tion. hloreover. data mining can be put to use in such hierarchical structure in order to 

perforrn knowledgc discovery on the World-Wide Web (or the Internet). The ne-xt section 

sumeus some techniques and approaches relevant to Knowledge Discovery on the Internet 

also known as Web Mining. W e  intend t o  integrate most of these techniques in Our proposal. 
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Fi,o;ure 2.1: Text h.Iining Pyramid. 

2.1 Data Mining or Knowledge Discovery on the Internet 

Data n~ining, as defined in [302], is the process of  non-trivial extraction of implicit, pre- 

viously unknown and potentially useful information from data in large datab<?ses- Data 

mining is the principal core of the knowledge discovery process. which also includes data 

integration, da ta  cleaning, relevant da ta  selection, pattern evziluation and knowledge visu- 

alizat ion. Traditionally, data mining has been applied to databases. The wide spread of the 

IVorId-\Vide \\ëb technology has made the Iarge document collection in the iVorld-Wide 

iVeb a new ground for knowledge discovery research. In contrast t o  resource discovery 

t hat finds and ret rieves resources from the Internet, knowledge discovery on the Internet 

aims a t  deducing and ext racting implici t knowleùge not necessarily cont ained in a resource. 

Traditional knodedge discovery functions put  t o  use on databases, like characterization, 

classification, prediction, clustering, association, time scries analysis, etc. can al1 be applied 

on the global information network. Not al1 these functionalities were attempted on the In- 

ternet but a few were applied to document repositories with some success. Text mining for 

instance has been a t t  racting much interest. 

One of the most important assets in any corporate organization is the collection of doc- 

uments re,darly amasseci, Iike technical reports, articles, memos, presentations, patents, 
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e-mail messages, web pages. etc. This collection of free text documents embodies the c o r p  

rate cumulateci expertise. \men tirne is of the essence for success, even precise information 

re t r i ed  systems pinpointing relevant documents can become insufiicient. Text mining, 

howeverl can drastically improve the precision of information retrieval systems, or extract 

relevant knowledge fiom documents, alleviating the ne& for going through the retrieved doc- 

uments manually in the search for pertinent knowledge. Text mining includes most of the 

knowleàge discovery steps. from data cleaning to knowledge visualization. The dominant 

categories in text mining are text anaiysis. teixt interpretation. document categorization. 

and document visualization. Text analysis scrutinizes te.* document content to investigate 

syntactical correlation and semantic association betwcen terms. Key concepts and phrases 

are estracted to represent the document or document sections (Le. keywording). Text in- 

terpretation abstracts documents in concise form by paraphrasing the document content. 

Document categorization organizes a document collection in groups. while the document 

visualization consists of the representation of document concentration in groups and the 

group intersections. F iove  2.1 shows a pyramid of text mining themes ordered by category. 

The pyramid illustrates the topdown relationship between text mining functions. The dif- 

ferent functions are: 

Keywording: Extraction of relevant key phrases/words from documents. This extraction 

is limited to the only terrns or concepts that are pertinent to the topic of the whole docu- 

ment (or section). 

Summarization:  Extraction of relevant key information from documents. The essential 

idcas of a document (or section) are abstracted and paraphrased in a synopsis. 

Similarity search:  Search for documents (or sections) containing similar concepts as a 

given document (or section). 

Classification: Organization of a collection of documents by predefiried themes. Given 

a set of classes and descriptions of classes, the documents are classified (or categorized). 

Documents can belong to one or more classes. 

Clustering: Search for predominant themes in a collection of documents and categorization 

of al1 documents in the found themes. 

Text mining is only one of the technologies that constitute knowledge discovery from the 

Internet. It prirnarily acts on textual content. The Lnternet is a highly dynamic multimedia 

environment involving interconnecteci heterogeneous reposi tories. programs. and interacting 

users. Obviously, text mining has a limited grasp on knowledge in such an environment. 
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Fiorne 2.2: Ta-uonomy of Web Mining techniques. 

J 
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Data niining on the Internet. commonly callcd webmining: needs to  take advantage of the 

content of documents. but also of the usage of such resources available and the relationships 

bctwcen these resources. Web mining. the intersection between data mining and the World- 

il'ide Web. is growing to  include many technologies conventionaily found in artificial in- 

t elligence. informat ion retrieval. or ot her fields. Agent-based technology[8 11. concept- based 

iriformat ion retrieval. information ret rieval using case-based reasoning[64]. and document 

ranking using hjperlink features and usage (like CLEVER) are often categorized under n-eb 

niining. ij7eb mining is not yet clearly defined and many topics will continue to fa11 into its 

rcalm. 

i fé  define Web Mining as the extraction of interesting and potentially useful patterns 

and implicit inJormation from urtzfacts or  activity related to the World- Wide Web. 

Figure 2.3 shows a dassification of domains that we believe to be akin to Web hlining. In 

the IYorId-IVide Web field. there are roughly three knowledge discovery domains that pertain 

to n-eb mining: Web Content Mining, Web Structure h h i n g :  and Web Usage hIining. Web 

content mining is the process of extracting knowledge from the content of documents or t heir 

descript ions. Web document text mining, resource discovery based on concepts indexing or 

agent-bascd technology rnay also fa11 in this category. Web structure mining is the process 

of inferring knowledge from the World-Wide Web organization and links between references 
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and referents in the Nëb. Finally? web usage mining, a.iso known as Web Log Mining, is the 

process of extracting interesting patterns in web access logs. 

2.1.1 Web Content Mining 

Most of the knowledge in the World-Wide Web is buried inside documents. Current tech- 

nology barely scratches the surface of this knowledge by extracting keywords from web 

pages. This has resulted in the dissatisfaction of users regarding search engines and even 

the emergence of human assisted searclies' on the Internet. Web content mining is an auto- 

matic procesç that goes beyond keyword extraction. Since the content of a te.- document 

presents no machine-readable semantic, some approaches have suggested to restructure the 

document content in a representation that couid be exploited by machines. Others con- 

sider the web structured enough to  do  effective web mining. Nevertheles, in either cases 

an intermediary representation is ofken relied upon and built using known structure of a 

limited type and set of documents (or sites) or using tj-pgraphic and linguistic proper- 

ties. The semi-structured nature of most documents on the Internet helps in this task. 

Essence[f29I1 the technology used by the harvest system[34] relies on known structure of 

senii-st ructured documents to  ret rieve information. The usual approach to  exploit knon-n 

structure in documents is to use wrappers to map documents to some data model. hlany 

declarat ive langages have been proposed to que- such data models. Weblog[l61] relies 

on Datalog-like rules to represent web documents. iVebOQL[19] uses graph trees to extract 

knowlecfge and restructure web documents, WebhIL[12?. 128. 2761: presented in Chapter 

3. uses relational tables to take advantage of relational database power and data mining 

possibiIities. Techniques using lexicons for content interpretation are yet to come. 

Therc are two groups oE web content mining strategies: Those that  directly mine the 

content of documents and those tha t  improve on the content search of other tools like search 

cngi nes. 

' S r n e  sites Iike http://www.humanscarch.com. http://wwvr-.~archmill.com and 
http://wmu-.searchforyou.com offer search services with himan assistance. 



W e b  Page Summarization 

There has been some research work on retrieving information £rom structwed documents, 

h'pertest, or semi-structured docurnents[l, 2: 421. However, most of the suggested a p  

proaches are limited to known groups of documents, and use custom-made wrappers to  map 

the content of these documents to  an internai representation. Perhaps the most prominent 

research resuits for knowledge discovery from heterogeneous and irre-dar documents, like 

web pages. were presented by the Ahoy!. IVebOQL' and the Shopbot Project. ~hoy-!~[226] 

speciaiizes in discovering personal homepages. Given information about a person. Ahoy! 

ues Internet services Iike search engines and e-mail listsenrers t o  retrieve resources related 

to  the person's data. Ahoy! uses heuristics to identify typographie o r  syntactic features in- 

çide the documents that couid betray the document as being a personal homepage. WebOQL 

is a quex-y l angage  for web page restructuring. Using a graph tree representation of web 

documerits. it is capable of retrieving information from on-Iine news sites like CNN3 or 

tourist guides. The shopping agent described in [Tl] learns t o  recognize document struc- 

tures of on-line catalogues and e-commerce sites, and extracts price lists and special offers. 

This agent is capable of compiling information retrieved from different sites and discovering 

interesting bargains. 

The major obstacle for efficient information e-xtraction from within documents is the 

absence of metadata, and the Iack of a standard way to  describe, manipulate and exchange 

da ta  in electronic documents. The recommendations for Xh,IL 1 .O (extendible hlarkup 

Language) standard by the World-Wide Web Consortium in 1998. and its endorsement by 

many cornpanies major players in the Web arena. is bringing relief for resource discovery. 

XhIL provides a flexible data standard that can encode the content, semantics. and 

schcnia for a wide variety of electronic documents. Xh1L is a universal da ta  format that 

separates the data from the presentation of the document and enables documents to be 

self-describing using Document Type Definitions (DTD). See Section 2.3 for more details 

about XhIL. 



Search Engine ResuIt Surnmarization 

The heterogeneity of the World-Wide Web and the absence of structure has lead some re- 

searchers t o  mine subsets of known documents or  data £rom documents known t o  pertain 

to a given topic. One such subset can be a search resuit of a query sent t o  search engines. 

The system presented in [183] uses a small relational table containing minimal information 

to provide a query language (WebSQL) for better result refining. The system accesses the 

documents retrieved by search engines and collects information £rom within the document 

or from the data usualiy provided by servers like the URI,. title, content type. content 

Iength. modification date. and links. The SQGlike declarative l angage  provides the ability 

to retrieve pertinent documents from within the search result. Zamir and Etzioni present 

in [%-Il a technique for clustering documents retrieved by a set of search engines. The tech- 

nique relies solely on information provided in search result like titles. URLs. snippets (Le. 

descriptions or first lines of the page content). etc- t o  induce clusters and categorize the 

rctrieved documents in these discovered clusters. The clusters. which can present overlap 

ping. represent a higher-level view on top of the list of retrieved documents and facilitate 

the sifting through the often very large search engine result list. 

2.1.2 Web Structure Mining 

Thanks to  the interconnections between hypertest documents. the \Vorld-Wide I i e b  can 

rcvcal more information than just the  information contained in documents. For esample. 

links pointing to a document indicate the popularity of the document. while links coming 

out of a document indicate the richness or  perhaps the variety of topics covcred in the 

document. This can be compared to  bibliogaphical citations. \Vhen a paper is cited often. 

it ought to  be important. The PageRank[40] and CLEVER[46] mcthods take ad~xntage  of 

this information conveyed by the links to  find pertinent web pages. 

Ive n-il1 present later in this chapter the virtual web views. using a multi-layered database 

approach. which also benefits from the structure of the IVeb by abstracting relevant infor- 

mation from web artifacts and keeping relationships between them. The  virtual web views 

csploi t the  knowledge conveyed by the information network but not e~plici t ly stated in doc- 

uments. By means of counters? higher levels cuniulate the nurnber of artifacts subsumed by 

tiie concepts they hold. Counters of hyperlinks. in and out documents. retrace the structure 

of the web artifacts summarized. 
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2.1.3 W e b  Usage Mining 

Despite the anarchy in which the World-Wide Web is grotvîng as an entity, locally on each 

server providing the resources t here is a simple and well s t  mctured collection of records: the 

web access log. U'eb servers record and accumulate data about user interactions whenever 

requests for resources are received. Analyzing the web access logs of different web sites 

can help understand the user behak-iour and the web structure, thereby improving the 

design of this colossal collection of resources. There are two main tendencies in W b  Usage 

h Iining driven by the applications of the discoveries: General Access Pattern Tracking and 

Customized Usage Tracking. The general access pattern tracking analyzes the web logs to 

understand access patterns and trends. These analyses can shed light on better structure 

and grouping of resource providers. Many web analysis tools e?ust4 but they are limited and 

usually unsatisfactory. We have desiqed a web log data mining tool. WebLoghIiner. and 

proposed techniques for using data mining and OnLine Analytical Processing (OLAP) on 

treated and transformeci web access files. These studies were presented in [284. Applying 

data mining techniques on access logs unveils interesting access patterns that can be used 

to restructure sites in a more efficient grouping. pinpoint effective advertising locations. 

and target specific users for specific selling ads [141]. Customized usage tracking analyzes 

individual trends. Its purpose is to customize web sites to users. The information displayed. 

the depth of the site structure and the format of the resources can al1 be d_vnamically 

customized for each user over time bas& on their access patterns. One innovative study 

has proposed such adaptive sites: web sites that improve themselves by learning from user 

acccss terns [200]. 

IVhiIe it is encouraging and exciting to  see the various potential applications of web log 

file analysis. it is important to know that the success of such applications depends on what 

and how much valid and reliable knowledge one can discover from the large raw log data. 

Current web servers store limited information about the accesses. Some scripts custom- 

tailored for some sites may store additional information. However: for an effective web 

usage mining, an  important cleaning and data  transformation step before analysis may be 

needed [282]. 

" ~ h e  university of Illinois maintains a Iist of web access analyzers on a HyperSews page accessible at 
~ittp://union.ncsa.uiuc.edu/HyperXe~s/~et/\~\kw/Iog-anai~me~~.htmi 



2.2 A Multiple Layered Database Mode1 for Global Informa- 

tion Systems 

In this section we present the multi-layered database structure underlying the virtual web 

views. This structure takes into account the three aspects of web mining presented above: 

web content mining, web structure mining, and web usage mining- 

Xlthough it is difficult to construct a data model for the primitive global information base 

(i-c.. layer-O)? adt-anced data models can be applieà in the construction of better structured. 

Iiigher-layered databases. To facilitate our discussion, we assume that the nonprimitive 

layered database (i.e., layer-1 and above) is constructed based on an extended-relational 

model with capabilities to store and handle complex data types. including set- or list- valued 

data. st ruct ured data. hypertext. multimedia data. etc. hIdtiple layered databases can also 

be constructed similarly using other data rn~dels. including object-oriented and extended 

cnti ty-relationship models. 

Definition 2.2.1 A global multiple layered database (MLDB) consists of 3 major compo- 

nents: ( S .  H. D)  , defined as follows. 

1. S: a database schema? which contains the meta-informution about the layered database 

structures: 

2. 3-1: a set of concept hierarchies; and 

,?. V: a set of  (generalized) database relations at  the nonprimitive layers of the MLDB and 

files in the primitive global information base. 0 

The first component, a database schema, outlines the overall database structure of the 

globaI hlLDB. It stores general information such as structures, types. ranges, and data 

statistics about the relations at different layers, their relationships. and their associated 

attributes as well as the location where the layers reside and are mirrored. Noreover, i t  

describes which higher-layer relation is generalized From which lower-layer relation(s) (i-e.. a 

route map) and how the generalization is performed (i-e., generalization paths). Therefore, 

it presents a route map for data and metadata (Le.. schema) browsing and for assistance of 

resourcc discovery. 

The second component, a set of concept hierarchies. provides a set of predefined concept 

hierarchies which assist the system to generalize lower layer information to high layer ones 
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and map queries to appropriate concept layers for processing. These hierarchies are also 

used for query-les browsing of resources like drill-down and roll-up operations. 

The third component consists of the whole global information base a t  the primitive infor- 

mation level (i-e.: layer-0) and the generalized database relations a t  the nonprimitive layers. 

In other words? it contains descriptions of on-line resources summarized in each layer. 

The third component is by definition dynamic. Note that the first, as weIl as the second 

component, can also dynamically change. The schema defineci in the first component of the 

hILDB rnodel can also be enricheci with new fields. and new route maps can be defineci after 

the  system has been init ially conceived. The updates are incremental and are propagated, 

in the case of the schema update, from lower layers to  higher ones. New concept hierarchies 

can be defined as well, or updated. While updates to  curent  concept hierarchies imply 

incremental updates in layered structure. new concept hicrarchies may s u a e s t  the dcfinition 

of a new set of layers or an  analogue hlLDB. 

ive first examine the database schema. Because of the diversity of information stored in 

the global information base, it is difficdt: and even not redistic, t o  create relational database 

structures for the primitive layer information base. However. it is possible to  create rela- 

tional structures to store reasonably structured information generalized from primitive layer 

information. For example, based on the accessing patterns and accessing frequency of the 

global information base, layer-1 can be organized into dozens of database relations. such 

as document. person, organization, images, sounds. software, map, library-catalogue. corn- 

mercial-data, geographic-data, scienti$c-data, games, etc. The relationships among these 

relations can also be constructed either cxplicitly by creating relationship relations as in an 

ent ity-relat ionship model, such as person-organization: or implicitly (and more desirably) 

by adding the linkages in the tuples of each (entity) relation during the formation of layer- 1, 

such as adding URL pointers pointing to the corresponding authors ("persans") in the 

tuples of the relation "document" when possible. 

To simplih our discussion, we assume that the layer-1 database contains onIy two rela- 

tions, document and person. Other relations can be constructed and generalized similarfy. 

Example 2.2.1 Let the database schema of layer-1 contain tn-O relations, document and 

person. as fol1ows (wit h the at  tribute type specification omitted). 

S ~ n i f o n n  Resource Locator. Rejerence i s  auailable by anonymous FTP from jlp.w.3.org as 
/pub/um/doc/url-spec.  tzt 



1 .  document(fïleaddr, authors, title, publication, publicationdate, abstmct, language, fableof-contents, 

calegorydescription, keywords, indez, multimediolrttached, numpayes, jormat, first-pragraphs, s i z d o c ,  

timestamp, access-fmquency, URL-links-in, URL-links-out, . . . ). 

S .  person(1ast-name, jirst-name, home-page-addr, position, p i c t u ~ a t t a c h ,  phone, e-mail, osce-address, 

education, researcfuntmls .  publications, size-ojitomepage, timestamp, access-fnquenq, . . . ). 

Take the document relation as an example. Each tuple in the relation is an abstraction 

of one document from the information base (layer-O). The whole relation is a detailed ab- 

stract ion (or descriptor) of the information in documents gathered from a site. The k t  

att ri bute. file-addr. registers its file name and its WRLV network address. The key could 

have been a system generated object identifier doc-id. used to  identify the documents which 

nlay be duplicated and have different URL addresses such as in [233]. However. for simplic- 

ity we chose to  retain the URL of a document as a key and duplicate the entries in document 

if necessaW. allowing documents to evolve independently. There is a possibility to have two 

URLs for the same on-line document. especially with virtual domain addresse. but it is 

difficult to ident i l  and thus we chose not to add another identifier other than the document 

URL. Thtre are severd attributes which register the information directly associatecl with 

the file. such as ske-doc (size of the document file). timestamp (the last updating time). etc. 

There are aIso attributes related to the forrnatting information. For esample. the attribute 

format indicates the format of a file: .ps. .dvi. .tes. .troff. .htrnl. text. compresseci. uuen- 

coded. etc. One special attribute. access-frequency. registers how frequently the entry is 

k i n g  acccssed. This is either access relative to  the record in layer-1 or access collected from 

the web log file of the n-eb server where the document resides. URLlinksin. U I U J i n k s ~ u t .  

rcgister the nurnber of known pointers pointing to the document (i-e. popularity of the doc- 

ument). and the number of pointers coming out of the documents (Le. number of URLs in 

the document). The popularity of a document can be weighted relatively to the importance 

of the initial document that point a t  it. If the initial document (i-e. parent document) is in 

the same topic or is popular itself, the counter is multiplied by a higher coefficient. however. 

if the initial document is not relevant or from the same site as the current document. the 

counter is rnultiplied by a low coefficient. CI R L L i n k s - i n  x,., C,. where j is the number 

of distinct URLs pointing to  the document. and C, is 1 for an  irrelevant parent page from 

the same web site, and higher othenvise. Relevance in this context can be rneasured by 

intersection of the document keyword sets (topics). The same applies for URLLinks-out: 

U R L L i n k s - o u t  -= C,, where k is the number of distinct URLs in the document, and 
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C, t heir '-importancey. Other attributes register the major semantic information related 

to the document, such as authors, title, publication, publication-date, abstract, language. 

table-of-contents, category_description, keywords, index? multimedia_attached, num-pages, 

jîrst-paragraphs, etc. 0 

Note that getting the Links-out list of a document is straightforward, however. the 

Linksin list can be difficuit if we look a t  the links as a sparse matrix between al1 ewsting 

URLs. Such a matrix for the iATeb can not be computed in a realistic manner. In the WVV 

contex*, Linksin contains only -known links7, that  is links from documents in the VWT. 

IVhen a document is added. its Links-out is divided into two sets: the known links and the 

outside mVV links. The known links are used to update the L i n k s h  of those documents 

in the VNV. The Linksin of the new document is computed by checking for the URL of 

the new document in the Links-out lists of the VWY. 

Layer-1 is a detailed abstraction (or descriptor) of the layer-O information. The relations 

in Iqer-1 are substantially smaller than the primitive layer global information base but 

still rich enough to preserve most of the interesting pieces of general information for a 

diverse cornmunity of users to browse and query. Layer-1 is the lowest layer of information 

manageable by database systems. However, it is usually still too large and too widely 

distributed for efficient storage. management and search in the global network. Further 

conipression and generalization can be performed t o  generate higher Iayered databases. 

Example 2.2.2 Construction of an  AILDB on  top of the layer-1 global database. 

The  two layer-1 reIations presented in Example 2.2.1 can be further generalized into 

layer-2 database which may contain two relations, doc-brief and person-brief. n-ith the fol- 

lowing schema. 

1 .  doc-br iefwcaddr ,  authors. title, publication, publ icat iodate ,  abstmct, l anpage ,  categorydescription, 

keywords, numpages. format, s izcdoc,  access-frequency, U R  L-links-in, UR LJinks-out) . 

2. person-brief ( las tname,  firstname, publications, afiliution, e-mail, researchinterests. sizehome-page, 

access- freguency) . 

The resulting relations are usually smaller wit h less attributes and records. Least pop 

ular fields from layer-1 are dropped, while the remaining fields are inherited by the layer-2 

reIations. Relations are split according t o  different ~Iassification schemes, %-hile tuples are 

nierged relying on successive subsumptions according to the concept hierarchies used. Gen- 

eral concept hierarchies are provided explicitly by domain experts. Other hierarchies are 



built automaticaily and stored implicitly in the database. We have proposed and imple- 

nicnted a technique for the construction of a concept hierarchy for keywords extracteci from 

~veb pages using an enricheci WordNet semantic network[263]. This approach [274. 2751 is 

presented later in this Chapter. 

Further generalization can be performed on layer-2 relations in several directions. One 

possible direction is to  partition the doc-bn'ef file into different files according to different 

c1,assification schemes, such as category description (e-,o.. cs-document). access frequency 

( e -g . .  hot-lwt-document) . countries. publications. etc.. or their combinations. Choice of 

partitions can be deterrnined by studying the referencing stat istics. Another direct ion is 

to further generalize some attributes in the relation and merge identical tuples to  obtain a 

"surnmary" relation (e-g. doc-summary) with data distribution statistics associated [119]. 

The third direction is to  join two or more relations. For example, doclruthor-brief can 

be produced bÿ generalization on the join of document and person. hloreover. different 

schemes can be combined to produce even higher layered databases. 

A few layer-3 relations formed by the above approaches are presented below. 

1 .  CS-doc(/ile-addr. authors. t i f f e ,  publication. publicationdate. abstmct. language. categorydescription. 

keywonis. numpages.  format. s tx-doc,  access-frrquency, URLJinks-in. URLJinks-out) . 

2.  doc~ummary(afi l iat ion,  field. publication-year? firsLauthorlu-t. filcaddr-list. auernge-popularity. count). 

:3. doc-author-briefwe-addr. authors. afiliation, title, publication, pub-date, ~a te~orydescr ip t ion .  key- 

words. numpages,  format, s i = d o c ,  access-frequency, URL-links-tn, URLJinks-out ). 

4. personzurnrnary (afi l iat ion,  researchint erest, year. n ~ m ~ u b l i c a t i o n s .  count). 

The attribute count. is a counter that reckons the records from the 10%-er layer gener- 

alized into the current record. average,popularit~ averages the URL-links-in count of the 

generalized records from the lower layer. 

In gcneral. the overall global hILDB structure is constructed b s e d  on the study of 

frequent accessing patterns. It is also plausible to construct higher layered databases for a 

special-interest cornmunity of users (eg-,  ACAI/SIGhIOD, IEEEICS) on top of a common 

layer of the global database. This generates partial views on the global information network. 

hcnce. the name Virtual Web View (VWV). A WVV provides a window to observe a subset 

of lVeb artifacts, and gives the illusion of a structured world. 
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Figure 2.3: A conceptual route map of the global information base 

Figure 2.4: A VCVV abstracts a selectecl set of artifacts and makes the WWW appear as 
structiired. 
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This customized local higher layer acts as cache which may ùrastically reduce the overall 

network traffic [67, 151. Some systems iike Lagoon6 .'mirror2 remote documents. but we 

believe t hat caching indexes ( i .e. high layers cont aining descriptors) would be defini tely 

more profitable. 

One possible schema of a global MLDB (containing only two layer-1 relations) is pre- 

sented in Fi,o;ure 2.3. 0 

2.3 Metadata Matters 

The first step. and probably the  most challenging one in the construction of the layered 

structure of the VIW. is the transformation and generalization of the unstruct ured data of 

the primitive layer into relatively structured data. manageable and retrievable by databcases. 

The challenge is mostly due to  the common and persistent absence of information describing 

information in the primitive layer: Metadata. 

2.3.1 The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative 

Sirice 1995. the Dublin Core imitational workshop series has gat hered librarians. digital 

l i b rav  researchers. content experts. text-markup experts fronl around the world to discuss 

and promote bet ter discovery standards for digital resources [259]. These experts in the 

library and digital library research comrnunity have stresseci the importance of metadata in 

nctworkcd digital documents t o  facilitate resource discovery Wïth the phenomenal gron-th 

of networked resources, finding relevant information on the Internet became problemat ic. 

The lack of document semantic descript ors hinders the progress in indexing techniques. The 

primary goal that motivated the  participants at  the Dublin Core workshop series was to find 

a simple international consensus for describing metadata for digital documents on the In- 

ternet or other information systems. They insisted on simple and cornmonly understood 

semantics. conformity to emerging standards. exterisibilit~ and interoperability with index- 

ing systems. fC'hat emerged from this effort is a set of 15 element descriptors to  describe 

the content and the representation of digital documents, as wcll as intellectual properties 

related to the documents. The elements have descriptive names intended t o  convey corn- 

mon semantic understanding. To promote and insure interoperability some of the element 
- - - - 

bLagoon Cadiing Software Distribution, available from ftp://ftp.win.tue.nl/pub/infosqstem/~7~7~/READJfE~Iagoon 



descriptions (such as SUBJECT, TYPE, and FOFMAT) are associated with a controlled 

vocabulary for the respective element values. Some of these enurneratecl lists of values are 

still under development in the Dublin Core workshop series. Other elements (such as DATE 

or LANGUAGE) follow strict ISO standards or Network Working Group recommendations 

(rfc for "request for comments" ) . 
The follonring element descriptions are talcen fiom the RFC 2413 Desc7ïption of Dublin 

Core Elernents 12581: 

Tit le (Label: TITLE) 

The name given to the resource, usually by the Creator or Publisher. 

Author or  Creator (Label: CREATOR) 

The person or organization primarily responsible for creating the intellectual content 

of the resource. For exampIe, authors in the case of written documents, artists. pho- 

tographers. or illustrators in the case of visual resources. 

Subject and Keywords (Label: SUBJECT) 

The topic of the resource. Typicallx subject nrill be expresseci as kelwords or phraes 

t hat describe the subject or content of the resource. The use of controlled vocabularies 

and forma1 classification schemes is encouraged. 

Description (Label: DESCRIPTION)  

A testual description of the content of the resource. including abstracts in the case of 

docunient-like objects or content descriptions in the case of \<suai resources. 

Publisher (Label: PUBLISHER)  

The entity responsible for making the resource available in its present formt such as a 

publishing house, a university department, or a corporate entity. 

Other Contributor (Label: CONTRJBUTOR) 

A person or organization not specified in a CREATOR element %-ho has made sig- 

nificant intellectual contributions t o  the resource but whose contribution is secondary 

to any person or organization specified in a CREATOR element (for example, editor, 

transcribcr, and iilustrator). 

Date (Label: DATE) 

A date associated with the creation or availability of the resource. Recotnmended best 



practice is defineci in a profile of ISO 8601 that includes (among others) dates of the 

forms YYrY and YYYY-MM-DD. In this scheme, for example. the date 1994-1 1-05 

corresponds t o  November 5? 1994. 

8. Resource Type (Label: T Y P E )  

The category of the resource, such as home page, novel, poem. working paper, technical 

report, essay? dictionary. For the sake of interoperability, Type shouid be selected hom 

an enumerated list that is currently under development in the workshop series. 

9. Format (Label: FORMAT) 
The data format and. optionally, dimensions (cg., size, duration) of the resowce. The 

format is used t o  identiFy the sohware and possibly hardware that might be needed to 

display or operate the resource. For the sake of interoperability, the format should be 

selected from a n  enumerated list that is currently under development in the workshop 

series. 

10. Resource Identifier (Label: IDENTIFIER) 

A string or nurnber used to uniquely identify the resource. Esamples for networked 

resources include URLs and URNs (when implemented). Other globally-unique iden- 

tifier~. such as International Standard Book Numbers (ISBN) or other forma1 names 

are also candidates for this element. 

1 1 .  Source (Label: SOURCE) 

Information about a second resource from which the present resource is derived. While 

it is gcnerally recornmended that  elements contain information about the present re- 

source only. this elenlent may contain metadata for the second resource when it is 

considered important for discovery of the present resource. 

12. Language (Label: LANGUAGE) 

The language of the intellectual content of the resource. Recommendcd best practice 

is defined in RFC 1766. 

13. Relation (Label: RELATION) 
An identifier of a second resource and its relationship to the present resource. This 

elernent is used t o  express linkages among related resources. For the sake of inter- 

operability, relationships should be selected from an enumerated list that  is currentiy 
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under development in the workshop series. 

Couerage (Label: COVERAGE) 
The spatial or temporal characteristics of the intelkctual content of the resource. 

Spatial coverage refers to a physical region (e-g.. celestial sector) using place names 

or coordinates (e.g., longitude and latitude). Temporal coverage refers to what the 

resource is about rather than when it was created or made available (the latter be- 

longing in the Date element). Temporal coverage is typically specified using named 

time pends (e-g., Neolithic) or the same date/time format ISO 8601 as recommended 

for the Date element. 

15. Rights Management (Label: RIGHTS) 

A rights management statement, an identifier t hat links to a rights management state- 

ment. or an identifier that links to a service providing information about rights man- 

agement for the resource. 

il'hile the order of the elements is not important, each element is optional and may be 

repeated in the same resource. 

The Dublin Core element set is already sanctioned by the i!'Orld Wide W b  Consortium 

(JV3C) and is approved by a multitude of organizations. hIany international digital Iibrary 

projects' havc already adopted and are using the Dublin Core hletadata element set to d e  

scribe their electronic networked resources. The promotion of the Dublin Corc hletadata set 

of commonly understood descriptors irnprows the possibilities of sernantic interoperabilitÿ 

across disciplines and information systems. and. if widely ratified and useci. it would greatly 

assist the  interpretation of on-line artifacts and hence. facilitate the construction of Virtual 

iVeb Views. 

2.3.2 XML The extensible Markup Language 

Although there elcist search engines for postscript documentss and others for other types of 

documents like images, most documents comidered for inde-sing on the Internet are HThIL 

(Hypertest hlarkup Language) documents. HThIL is a simple language composed of a fked 

'A list of projects is available at http://purl.org/dc/projects 

'--ML Papersn, first released in 1997 by Andrew Ng, is a search cngine that automatically ex- 
tracts titles. authors and abstracts from postscript papers found o n  the Web. It can be a c c d  at 
http://gubbio.cs.berkcley.edu/rnlpapers/. 
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set of tags that describe how a document should be displayed. The simplicity and the 

portability of HThlL made it extrerneiy popular and widely accepted standard- However: 

vihile HTML provides rich facilities for visualization of document content , it does not provide 

an>- standard-based way to manage or "comprehend" the data. Although standards like 

HThIL are necessary for the visual part of the digital documents, they are insufficient for 

managing. representing and manipulating data on-line. There is a need for a better format 

that allows data exchange and intelligent search. These are the needs that lcad t o  the XhlL 

(~Xtensible hlarkup Language) recommendations bj- the World-Wide \El> ~onsortium'. 

U-hile XNL resernbles HThlL. it complements it by describing data. such as authors and 

keywords. or even temperature and price. XhIL has also tags, but the set of tags is unlimitecl 

since developers can define t heir own. A document such as the following is perfectly valid 

in XAIL: 

<THESIS> 
<TITLE> Resource and Knowledge Discoveq- from the Internet and .Ilultimedia Repositories </TITLE> 

<AUTHOR> Osmar Rxhid Zaiane/AUTHOR> 
<DEGREE> Doctor of Philosophy</DEGREE> 

<UNIVERSITY >Simon Fraser University< /UNIVERSITY> 

< DEPARTMENT> Computing Science</DEPARTMENT> 

<COPYRIGHTYEAR> 1999</COPYRIGHTYEAR> 

<DEFENCE>Af.IRCH 1999</DEFENCE> 
</THESIS> 

The language is not about tags but is a framework that provides a uniform niethod for 

describing and exchanging structured data. This is a significant improvement on HTML 

since XhlL. which is actually a meta-language, facilitates more precise declarations of con- 

tent and more meaningful search results across multiple platforms. XhIL is a meta-language 

becauce it gives the possibility to define tags that in turn describe content. In other words. 

wit h XhlL. one can define a set of tags (Le. an XhILbased markup language) with which 

documents or records can be describeci. An XhlLbased markup language, once defincd. is 

an XhIL application, like HTML is an application of SGhIL (Standard Generalized hlarkup 

Language-ISO 8879). There are already many industv standard XhILbased languages (or 

applications) such as MhIL (hlathematical hlarkup Language) for mathematical documents. 



ChIL (Chemical hiIarkup Language) for chemistry. OTP (Open Trading Protocol) and OFX 
(Open Financial Exchange) for elect ronic commerce. 

The interesting factor in XML. is that an XhlL document can describe its own format- 

An XhILbased markup language consists of a set of element types that were aven  a label 

and a seniantic. This set of element types serve to  define a type of documents and is referred 

to <as Document Type Definition (DTD). An Xh4L document is associated to a DTD: but a 

DTD can be associated to  many documents. The DTD describes the format of a document 

by dcfining data tags, their order. and their nested structure. A validating XhIL parser 

would use the DTD to verify that the document contains al1 required tags in the specified 

order. DTDs allow the creat ion of vertical applications. The industry standards mentioned 

above. such as hIhIL. CML. OTP. OFX. etc.. are al1 using their own standard DTDs for 

interchangeable data. A standard DTD will eventually be proposed for web documents. t o  

aid search engines and web rnining applications in better extracting content £rom web pages. 

lié present in Appendiv D an XhIL document type definition for the Dublin Core elements. 

This DTD. if used. wouid help an  XhIL parser interpret the information of a web document 

to readily build the first layer of our vïrtual web views. 

There are many projects in progess related to XhIL still in working draft stage a t  the 

Ilbrld-]Vide Web Consortium, such as XSL (extensible Stylesheet Langage)  for format t ing 

semantics of XhIL documents. XLL (extensible Link Langage)  which captures hypertext 

and hypermedia information. and XQL a query Ianguage for queryîng XhIL documents. 

IVhiIe XhIL allows the creation of powerfui vertical applications (Le. specialized in 

a given domain or domains), the development of horizontal XhlL application is l i rni td 

bu the semantic interpretation of tags defined in the different DTDs. Since the creator 

of XhIL documents gets to define the tags. tags can indeed have mnemonic names like 

<AUTHOR> to describe the author or authors of a document. IVliile this niay seem very 

intcresting and powerful. this freedom to create tag label a t  will limits interoperability 

between applications. As a matter of fact? an XML parser may not be able to  distinguish 

between <AUTHOR>. <AUTHORS>. CAUT>: <AUTEUR>: <CREATOR>. <CRT>. 

<lI;MTTENBY>, <WHTER>. etc.. even though the goal of al1 these labels. defined in 

t k i r  respective DTDs. would be t o  describe the document's authors list . This is the reason 

we beiie\*e t here is a need for a limited standard set of descriptors and we recommend the 

Dublin Core element set (see Appendix D). 

Interoperability between web resource applications requires conventions not only about 
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structure and syntax (Le. organization of metadata and encoding grammar), which XML 

provides, but aiso requires conventions about semantics: the meaning of elements in the 

markup language. Providing common and consistent semantics is what current standards 

lack. A particular application of XhIL that  supports a consistent structural representation 

of sernantics, RDF, is being studied and will be presented and endorsed by the World-Wide 

IVeb Consortium. RDF stands for Resource Description Frarnework [l62). I t s  essential 

purpose is to support metadata interoperability using XhIL as syntax for interchange . 

It  provides the infrastructure that will enable interoperability between applications that 

exchange metadata. In this general purpose frarnework? vocabularies can be declared using 

properties defined by specific expert cornmunitics that put constraints on values to  use in 

these vocabularies. W e  believe that RDF, relying on the support of XhlIL will help the 

dcployment of metadata on the World-Wide Web and will make the enrichment of on-Iine 

documents with useful and practical metadata a common practice. 

Construction and maintenance of MLDBs 

X philosophy behind the construction of hILDB is information abstraction. which assumes 

that most users may not like to  read the details of Iarge pieces of information (such as corn- 

plete documents) but rnay like t o  scan the general description of the information. Usually. 

the higher level of abstraction. the better structure the information may have. Thus. the 

sacrifice of the detailed level of information may Iead to a better structured information 

base for nianipulation and retrieval. 

Figure 2.5 presents the general architecture of a multiple layered global information 

base. where the existing global information base forms layer-0, and the abstraction of layer- 

O forms layer-1. Furt her generalization of layer-1 and t heir integrat ion from different sites 

form layer-2. which can be replicatcd and propagated to each backbone site. and then be 

furt her generalized t o  form higher layers. 

2.4.1 Construction of layer-1: Fkom Global Information Base to Struc- 
tured Database 

The goal for the construction of layer-1 database is to  transform and/or generalize the un- 

structured data of the primitive layer a t  each site into relatively structured data: manageable 

and retrievable by the database technology. Three steps are necessary for the realization 



Figure 2-5: The general architecture of a global MLDB and its construction. 
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Figure 2.6: Using tools to generate and update the first layer of the hILDB structure. 



of this goal: (1) standardization of the layer-1 schema. (2) development of a set of softwares 

which automatically perform the layer-1 construction. and (3) layer construction and data base 

maintenance a t  each site. 

Obviously. it is neither realistic nor desirable to enforce standards on the format or 

contents of the primitive layer information in the global information network. However. it is 

desirable to construct a rich, shared and standardized layer-1 schema because such a schema 

rnay lead to the construction of a structureci information base and facilitate information 

management and sharing in the global information network. 

1;hile enforcing a standard for describing document content. which would considerably 

heIp in the construction of the first layer of the MLDB, is a difficdt and probably. and 

arguably. an utopian task. some industry standards such as XhIL (and XhlLbased appli- 

cations) and other recommendations such as the Dublin Core Metadata initiative and the 

IV3C Resource Description Framework. are gaining momentum and will become in the near 

future a great asset that  will facilitate the implementation of the first hILDB stratuni in 

an efficient and economical way. hletadata and a uniform interpretation of descriptors of 

mctadata arc key issues in this respect. Initially. a Virtual Web View can either be restricted 

to a niche of rcsources with metadata attached. or compromise with information extracted 

or deduced by specialized tools and agents. 

A standard layer-1 schenia can be worked out by stud_ving the accessing history of a 

diverse cornmunity of users and predicting the future accessing patterns by experts. Such a 

sclienia is constructeci incremcntally in the proces of increasingly popular use of the infor- 

mation nctwork. or standardized by some experts o r  a standardization committee. Hou-ever. 

it is espected that such a schema may n d  some infrequent. incrernental modifications. and 

the layer-1 database would be modified accordinglÿ in an  automatic and incremental way 

To serve a diverse community of users for flexible information retrieval. the layer-1 

schema should be rich enough to cover most popular needs. and detailed enough to reduce 

escessive scarches into the layer-0 information base. Notice that different ~ V V S  can coexist 

to serve different community needs. Because of t he  diversity of information in a global 

information base. there often exist cases in which da ta  have complex structures or cannot 

match the specified schema. We examine a few such cases. 

1. Attribute values with complex structures or in multimedia forms. 

Some attributes may contain set- or list- vaiued da ta  or  nested structures. For e ~ a m p l e ?  
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the attribute "authors" contains a list of authors each having a structure: namet 

afiliation, e-mail, etc. Some attributes may be of a long text forrn (e-g., abstract, 

first,paragruphs) o r  in a multimedia form (e-g.. the picture of a person could be a photo 

or  a segment of uideo). Such nested structures, sets, lists, hypertext o r  multimedia 

da ta  can be defined by extended data types. as in many extended-relational or object- 

oriented database systems [79, 1521. 

2. Missing attribute values. 

Since different users rnay have different conventions t o  connect the information to the 

network. it often happens that some attribute kalues may be missing. For example. 

publication. publication-date, and table-of-contents may not e i s t  in a particular doc- 

ument. Descriptive elements from the Dublin Core are not mandatory but are a11 

optional. Although missing wdues can be handled in a straight fornard manner by 

introducing a nul1 value, such as value,unacailable, efforts should be paid to dig up 

the \dues  implicitly stored in the global information base. Index can be constructed 

automat ically and/or selectively by searching t hrough a document for frequent ly oc- 

curring terrns. Ke~words  may need to be extracted. if not already present. from the 

frequentiy appearing technical terms in the test. The  document publication informa- 

tion. if not existing in the document, can be estracted from the corresponding authors' 

publication record. or other relevant information. Tools like Ahoy! [226] can be used 

to find automatically personal home pages of authors. -4 person's research interest. 

may be extractable from his/her home page or  from the researcher's frequently used 

kejwords in lus/her publications. 

3. Inconsistent or variant attribute values. 

Some attributes of an entry may consist of multiple, potentially inconsistent values due 

to multiple entries of information. For example. a person may have several working 

addresses. Also. some attributes may contain a set of variant \ a l u s .  For example. 

one document may have several variant forms (such as .tes, .dvi, or .ps forms) on the 

network. The layer-1 schema should be flexible enough to  allow \ariations. Multiple 

variations or their pointers should be stored in the correspoiiding attributes, with flags 

ident ibng their distinctions. 

Sincc the layer-1 construction is a major effort, a set of softwares should be developed to  



automate the construction process. (Notice that some existing global information index con- 

struction softwares, Iike the Harvest Gatherer [34]: have contributed t o  such practice).layer- 

I construction softwares are a coliection of such tools. The eminent appearance of standards 

and recommendations for metadata availability such as Dublin Core, XhIL and RDF, ni11 

sirnplify these tools. The schema of the relation document in the cxample 2.2.1 can be 

easily filled wit h the Dublin Core element set and automatic extraction of some additional 

already existing at tr ibuts:  docsize, rnodif-date, access, links, format, etc. Some already 

esisting tools and standards extract and represent other necessary information needed for 

layer- 1 construction. vCard 'O, for instance. is used to exchange information about people 

on-line. Table 2.1 shows an example how RDF vCard objects can be integrated mith other 

metadata standards, in this case the Dublin Core metadata standard. and encoded with 

RDF. Tools exist to find personal homepages, e-mail addresses, and even phone numbers of 

people on-line. 

c.' xml vsrsion='l.O* ?> 
< R D F  xrnln3 = -http://w3.0rg/TR/WD-rdf-synt.u#" 

x m l n ~ . D C  = 'http://purl.org/DC/1.02F' 
x m l n ~  vCard = "http://imc.org/vCsrd/3.0#- > 

<Description about = 'http://u-u~w.ca.sfu.ca/-zaiane/the=i~.html' > 
<DC:Tit le> Reaourcc and Knoaledgc Dixovcry [rom the Interner and Multimcdia Rcpositorio </DC:Tit le> 
< DC.Crcator piuwType=' Rmurcc'  > 

<vCard:FS > 0 . m ~  S a n e  </vCard:FS> 
< vCard:S parwTypc=' Remurcc" > 

<vCard:F.mily > Zaiane </vCard:Famrly > 
<vCard.Civen > 0 ~ m . u  < /vCardiCireni  

< /vCard-S>  
<vCard: EMAIL> 

< d u e >  zaianec~.sfu.ca</ralur> 
<type remurce ='hr~p://imc.org/vC~d/3.O#interner' /> 

</rCiud:EMAIL> 
< /DC-Creator> 
< DC:Date> 1993-01-12 </DC:Date> 
< DC Stibjrct > Data Mining. \\W\'. Knowledge Discorrry. Visual Data. Content-i3-d Retrieval </DC.Subjrct> 
< DC Publi,har> Simon F r m r  University </DC:Publi&er> 
< D C  R i ~ h t s ,  Copyright 1933 </DC.Riqhts> 
</Description> 
< / R D F >  

Table 2.1: Example of RDF object with vCard and Dublin Core elements. 

XhIL standard applications are in the works to describe and eschange information about 

softlvare (garnes, business applications, etc.), databases. and ot her entit ies on-line t hat we 

consider IVeb artifacts worth being abstracted in Layer-1. CVe will describe in Chapter 4 

'OiiCard (The Electronic Business Card) is a standard to  automate the exchange of personal information 
typically found on a traditional business card- Information can be found in RFC 2425 (MIME Content-Type 
for Dircctov Information) and W C  2426 (vCard XIIXIE Directory Profile), and specification for version 2.1 
in http://~~w.im~.org/pdi/vcard-21.doc. 
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Fi,gure 3.7: Extraction of metadata for Layer-1 construction. 

tools that tve developed for extraction of relevant information from visual media such as  

images and video. The gathering of metadata to create Layer-1 is already possible to a 

certain estent. but will eminently be possible for major artifacts available on the Internet 

thanks to mctadata description standards and the availability of new tools. 

A mVV can also be limited to a subset of documents accompanied with metadata and 

progressively augmented Mth new documents as metadata bccomes available. This strate- 

mi& encourage authors and artifact creators to describe their documents with established 

standards if they wish their documents to be accessible in a WVV-like system. In o w  

esperirnent presented in Section 3.5 of Chapter 3. we have restricted our WVV to a set of 

documents for which we had metadata available. 

Figure 2.7 shows two types of layer-1 construction software: Estraction tools and trans- 

lation tools. \Veb sites with XhlGlike documents that  follow metadata semant ic guidelines 

would just need an XML parser to build the first layer. Honrever. for other sites, documents 

can either be translated to XML form with translation tools for the parser to process. or 

estraction tools are used to retrieve the relevant and available information from the docu- 

ments to bc directly added to the first layer. Notice that these tools can be manageci and 

esecuted on site by the site administrators (or even the document authors) when even they 

fcel necessary or possible. This would avoid unnecessarily overloading the servers to retrieve 

t lie needed information. 



The layer-1 construction softwares? d e r  k i n g  developed and tested, should be released 

to the information system manager in a regional o r  local network, which acts as  a "Local 

software robot" for automated layer-1 construction. Customization may need to  be per- 

Eormed on some softwares, such as handling multilingual information, etc.: before they can 

be successfidly applied t o  their local information bases to  generate consistent layer-1 1- 

cal databases. Softwares for upgrading database structures and information transformers 

should also be released to local information system managers to keep their local layer-1 

database upgraded and consistent wit h ot hers. 

2.4.2 Generalization: Formation of higher layers in MLDB 

Since local layer-1 databases are al1 connecteci via Internet. they collectively forrn a globally 

tlistri buted. huge l a p r -  l database. Aithough information ret rieval can be performed directly 

on sirch a global database. performance would be poor if global-wide searches have to be 

init iated frequent ly. 

Highcr layered databases are constmcted on top of the layer-1 database by generalization 

techniques. Generalization reduces the size of the global database. makes it less distributed 

(by replicating the smaller, higher-layer databases a t .  for esample. network backbone sites 

or local semer sites). while still p r e s e ~ n g  the general descriptions of the lapr-1 data. 

Clearly. successfui generalization becomes a key to the construction of higher layered 

databases. Following s t  udies on attri bute-oriented induction for knowledge discovery in re- 

lational databases [119. 1231. an attribute-oriented generalization method has been proposed 

for the construction of multiple layered databases [124]. According to this method. data in 

a lower layer relation are generalized, attribute by attribute. into appropriate higher l a p r  

concepts. Different lower level concepts are generalized into the same concepts a t  a higher 

lcvel and are merged together. which reduces the size of the database. 

\Ve examine in detail the generalization techniques for the construction of higher Iayered 

databases. 

Concept generalization 

Nonnumeric data (such as kejwords, index: etc.) is the most popularly encountered type 

of data in the global information base. Generalization on  nonnumerical values should rely 

on the concept hierarchies which represent necessary background knowledge that directs 
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Fi,gu-e 2.8: A possible concept hierarchy for keywords 

gerieralization. Using a concept hierarchy, primitive data is expressecl in terms of generalized 

concepts in a higher layer- 

Concept hierarchies are provided esplicitly by domain experts or stored implicitly in the 

database. For the global MLDB. a set of relatively stable and standard concept hierarchies 

should be provided as a conimon reference by al1 the local databases in their formation of 

higher layered databases and in their browsing and retrieval of information using different 

leïeIs of concepts. 

T h e  concept hierarchies for keywords and indexes can be obtained by referencing a 

standard concept hierarchy catalogue which specifies the partial order of the terms frequent 1 y 

used in the global information base. 

A portion of the concept hierarchy for keywords that we used in Our esperiments de- 

scribed in Section 3.5 is illustrateci in Figure 2.8: and the specification of such a hierarchy 

and alias is in Figure 2.9. Notice that a contains-list specifies a concept and its immediate 

subconcepts: and an aliaslist specifies a list of synonyms (aliases) of a concept. which avoids 

the use of complex lattices in the %ierarchy" specification. The  introduction of alias-lists 

allon-s flexible queries and helps dealing with documents using difTerent terminologies and 

languages. Also, the dashed Iines between concepts in Figure 2.8 represent the possibility 

to have other layers of concepts in between. 

Such a concept hierarchy is eit her provided by domain experts. or  const ructed as follows: 

1. CoIlect the frequently used words, technical terms and search keys for classification. 

2. Build up a skeleton classification hierarchy based on the technical term specification 
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AI1 
Science 
Cornputing Science 
Computing Science 
Computing Science 
Thcory 
Psrdle l  Comput ing  
P f o c e m r  Organszation 
Interconncction S e t u o r k s  
Intcrconnection S e t u m r k  
Cossi pi ng 
D n t a k  Systcrns 
D a t a b a s  Sy5tcms 
Deta rnining 
T r . u i s t  ion management  
Compu ta t i ond  Gcomerry  

cont i ins:  
contrins: 
containsr 
contrinm: 
rllri: 
contrins: 
contrins: 
contriras: 
cont i ins:  
*: 
rliu: - 
contrins: 
*: 
alirs: - 
contrins: 
cont i ins:  

Science. Art. . . . 
Comput ing  Science. P h p i c s .  XIathematics. . . . 
Thcory. Database Syaterns. Programrning Languages. . . . 
datab- syatcms. Programrning Language~ .  . . . 
Information Science. Cornputer Science. Cornputer tcchnologio.  . . . 
Parailel Computing. Complexity. Computa t ionnl  Ceometry.  . . . 
P r o c e u o n  Organlzation. lnterconnection S e t w o r h .  PRXLI .  . . . 
Hypercube. Pyramid, Grid.  Spanncr .  X-tree. . . . 
Co-iping. Braadcasting. . . . 
Intercornmunication Sr twor lu .  . . . 
W i p  Problem. Telephone Problem. Rurnor. . . . 
Data  rnining, transaction management.  query  proces+mg. . . . 
Database technologiea. Da t a  management.  . . . 
Knowlcdgc dixm'cry.  d a t a  dredging. d a t a  arch-logy. . . . 
concurrency control. recovery. . . . 
Ceometry  Searching. Convrx Hull. Gronwtry  of Rcctanslca. Viaibil i~y. 

Figure 2.9: Specification of hierarchies and aliases extracted fiom an esperimental concept 
lzicrarchy for cornputer science related documents. 

standards in each field, such as ACM Computing Review: Classification System for 

Computing Reviews, etc. Notice that most of such classification standards are on-line 

documents. 

3. Consult on-line dictionaries (such as Webster d i c t i o n a ~  and thesaurus. etc.) for auto- 

matically attaching the remaining words to  appropriate places in the hierarchy (which 

may need some hurnan interaction). 

1. Consult experts in the fields to make sure t hat the hierarchy is reasonably compIete 

and correct. 

5 .  Incrementally update such a hierarch_v: when necessary? due to the introduction of new 

terminologies. 

In the preliminary expriment  dcscribed in Section 3.5 of Chapter 3. the used concept hi- 

erarchy (also shown in Fi,gre 2.9) was built manually using the set of al1 keywords extracted 

from our document collection. CVe had also first hand experience automatically building a 

concept hierarchy for the Multiklediah~liner project described in Chapter 5. The hierarchy 

shown in Figure 5.2 was built using WordNet semantic network [263.25]' a collectioii of more 

t han 95.000 English words with t heir relationships. commonly used in cognitive science and 

coniputational linguistics. 

Algorithm 2.4.1 Creating a concept hierarchy of recognized keyvords using WordNet se- 

niantic Network. 



Input: (i) List of keywords Lkw; (ii) List of domain specific tenns and phrases domain, 

(iii) enriched WoràNet EWordNet. 

Output: (i) List of rejected keywords R, (ii) Concept hierarchy CIH. 

Method. For al1 given words, accept only those that are domain specific, recognized in 

WordNet or their canoriical form is recognized by NrordNet. Organize the accepted 

words in a hierarchy given the parent-chiId relationship in WordNet. The pseudo-code 

for creating the keyword hierarchy is as follows: 

bcgi n 

(1) 72-0:C-0 

(2) foreach word in C h  do { 

(3) if (word E dmnain) add word to L: neut n-ord 

(4) accept +- false 

( 5 )  CanonicalForms e- n/lorphologicalAnalysis(word) 

( 6 )  foreach form in CanonicaIForms do { 

(7) if (form E EWordNet)  add form to L: accept + true 

(8) 1 
(9) if (7 accept) add word in 72 

(10) 1 
(1 1) foreach word in L do { 

( 13) if (word 6 CH) 

(13) parent - lookup(ParentOf(word) ,ElVordNet) 

( 1 4  while parent 4 CR do { 

(15) descendant +- parent: parent - lookup(Parent0 f(descendent ) E CVordAret ) 

(1'3 1 
(17) 2) - GetChildren(parent, C'H 
( 18) add word to C31 

(19) draw arc from parent to word in CIH 
(30) foreach descendent in 2) do { 

(31) if (IsParent (word, descendent, E tYordNet) 

(22) remove arc from parent to descendant in CX 

(23) draw arc from word to descendent in CX 



(34) endif 

(35) 

( 2 6 )  endif 

(37) 1 
end 

Line 1 to 10 are the cleaning step retaining in L only recognized words. The rejected 

words are put in R (line 9) which is later consulted by an  ontology expert who would either 

discard the words or consider them new domain related terms by adding them manually t o  

the concept hierarchy and WordNet for future runs. MorphologicalAnalgsis is a procedure 

that extracts al1 possible forms and declinations of a given terni. Line 11 to  27 are the 

hierarchy t r e  building. 

The constructed concept hierarchies are replicated to each semer participating in the 

Vl\;VI together with the higher layered databases. for information browsing and resource 

discovery hlanaging very large concept hierarchies is a challenge. An efficient encoding tau- 

onornies and nianaging of dynamic partial orders techniques for reasoning with taxonomies 

(concept hierarchies? lattices, or  complex semantic networkç) in cornputer applications have 

been proposed in [86. 871. 

Gcneralization on  numerical attributes is performed in a more automatic way by the 

esaniination of data distribution characteristics [5, 96, 681. Ln many cases, it rnay not requirc 

any prcdefincd concept hierarchies. For esample. the size of document can be clustered into 

several groups, such as ( below lOKb, 1 0Kb-100Kb, 100Kb-lMb, 1 Mb-l OMb, ouer IOMb) , 

according to a relatively uniform data distribution criteria o r  using some statistical clustering 

analysis tools. Appropriate names are assignai t o  the generalized numerical ranges. such as 

{ tinpsize, small-size: middle-szze, large-ske! huge-szze) to convey more semantic meaning. 

With the availability of concept hierarchies. generalization can be performed to produce 

the strata of the MLDB structure. 

Attribute-oriented generalization 

Data generalization refers t o  generalizing data within an  attribute in a relational tuple, such 

as rnerging generalized da ta  wi t hin a set-valued da ta  item, whereas relation generalization 

refers to generalizing a relation, which often involves merging generalized, identical tuples 

in a relation. 



By removing nongeneralizable attributes (such as long text data, etc.) and generalizing 

data in other attributes into a sniall set of values? some different tuples may become identical 

a t  the generalized concept level and can be merged into one. A special attribute, count, 

is Lassociated with each generalized tuple to  register how many original tuples have been 

generalized into the current one. This process reduces the size of the relation to be stored 

in a generalized database but retains the general description of the da ta  of the original 

database a t  a high concept level. Such a summarized view of data rnay facilitate high-level 

information browsing: statistical study, and da ta  mining. 

IVit h da ta  and relation generalizat ion techniques available, the next important question 

is how to selectively perform appropriate generalizations to form useful layers of databases. 

In principle. there couid be a large number of combinations of possible generalizations by 

selccting different sets of attributes to generalize and selecting the levels for the attributes 

to rcach in the generalization. However? in pract ice. a few layers containing most frequently 

refcrenced at  t ri butes and patterns are sufEicient to balance the implementation efficiency 

and pract ical usage. 

Frequently used attributes and patterns are determined before generation of new layers 

of an hILDB by the analysis of the statistics of query history or by receiving instructions 

from users and experts. It is wise to remove rarely used attributes but retain frequently 

rcferenced ones in a higher layer. Similar guidelines apply when generalizing attributes 

to a more general concept level. For example, for a document, the further generalization 

of laver-1 document to  layer-2 doc-briefcan be performed by removing the les frequently 

inquireci attributes table-ojlcontents, first-paragraphs, etc. 

Notice that a new layer could be formed by performing generalization on one relation or  

on a join of several relations based on the selected, frequentIy used attributes and patterns. 

Generalization [Il91 is performed by removing a set of les-interested attributes, substituting 

thc concepts in one or  a set of attributes by their corresponding higher level concepts: 

pcrforming aggregation or approsimation on certain attributes, etc. 

Since most joins of several relations are performed on their key and/or foreign key at- 

tri butes. whereas generalization may remove or  generalize the key or foreign key attributes 

of a data relation, it is important t o  distinguish between the following two classes of gener- 

alizat ions. 

1. key-preserving generalization, in which ail the key or foreign key talues are preserved. 
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2. key-altering generalization, in which some key or foreign key values are generalized, 

and thus altered. The generaiized keys should be marked explicitly since they usually 

cannot be used as join keys a t  generating subsequent layers. 

I t  is crucial t o  identib altered keys since? if the altered keys were used to  perform joins 

of different relations, it may generate incorrect information [124]. Notice that a join on 

generalized a t t r ibuts .  though undesirable in most cases, could be useful if the join is to  link 

the tuples with approzimately the same attribute values together. For example, to search 

documents, one may like to  consider some dosely reiated but not esactly the same subjects. 

Such kind of join is called an  approximate join to be &stinguished from the precise join. 

Usually, only prec-ise join is considered in the formation of new layered relations using 

joins because approximate join may produce huge sized joined relations and may also be 

xiiisleading in the semantic interpretation a t  different usages. However? approximate join 

will still be useful for searching some weakly connected concepts in a resource discovery 

query 

An MLDB construction algorithm 

Bascd on the previous discussion. the construction of an hILDB can be surnmarized into 

t he following algorithm, which is similar to attri  bute-oriented generalization in knowiedge 

discovey in databases [119]. 

Algorithm 2.4.2 Construction of an  hILDB. 

Input: A global information base, a set of concept hierarchies. and a set of frequently 

referenced attributes and frequent ly used query patterns. 

Output: A multiple layered database (hlLDB) abstracting a given subset of the LVIVIV. 

Method. A global MLDB is constructeci in the following steps. 

1. Determine the multiple layers of the database baseci on the frequently referenced 

attri butes and frequently used query patterns. 

2. Starting with the global information base (layer-O), generalize the relation stepby-step 

(using the given concept hierarchies and generalized schema) to  form niultiple Iayered 

relations (according to the layers determineci in Step 1). 



3. hlerge identical tuples in each generalized relation and update the count of the gener- 

alized tuple. 

4. Construct a new schema by recording the definitions of al1 the generalized relations? 

t heir relationships and the generalization pat hs. 

Rationale of Algorithm 2.4.2. 

Step 1 indicates that the layers of an AILDB should be determined based on the fre- 

qucntly referenced a t  tributes and frequently used query patterns. This is reasonable sincc 

to ensure the elegance and efficiency of an hlLDB, only a small nurnber of Iayers should be 

constructed. which shodd provide maximum benefits t o  the frequently accessed query pat- 

terns. Obviousl_v, the Erequently referenced attributes should be preserved in higher layers? 

and the frequently referenced concept levels should be considered as the candidate concept 

levels in t h e  construction of higher layers. Steps 2 and 3 are performed in a way similar 

to the attribute-oriented induction. studied previously [119: 1241. Step 4 constructs a new 

sclienia which records a route map and the generalization paths for information browsing 

and knowledge discovery. O 

Example  2.4.1 A portion of relation doc-brief is presented in Table 2.2- 

1 I 
t t p  1 ,  f ~ p  cs colorndo edu P B Danzig 
/ p ~ ~ t ~ / c r / t r c h r r p o r t ~  R S HaII SIGCO.\ISI Sept A C m  for Cnching File Objects 

1993 
caching. ftp.  

, '%chunrtz/FTP C.ichinn-PS 51 F Schwartz Inslde 1nccrnetw0rk3 
? 

tili.,widr 

http. /  I i-.>lu c.r/9/cs/rr.r.zrch 
/pro)rcta/?!.\!I-5/documents 
. ~ p ; i p i ~ ~ /  han /coopn4 ~ 5 . ~ 2  

Table 2.2: A portion of doc-brief extracted from document a t  layer-1. 

4 

au t hors 

- Y. Fu 
R. s g  

http /i.wt>olev rnit.rdu/people 
/~phill/pubiic;ition~/~h;~p.dvi 

By extraction of only the documents related t o  cornputing science, a layer-3 relation 

CS-doc can be easily obtained. Also, performing attributed-oriented induction on doc-bn'ef 

... 

J . R . P h i l l i ~ s  
H . S . J .  Luit 
. . .  

leads to another layer-3 relation doc-summary, a portion of which is shown in Table 2.3. 

title 

C o o p c r a t i n  Qucry Ansuer- 
ing Using Slultiple Layerrd 
Databases 

Notice that backward pointers can be stored in certain entries. such as first-author-List 

publication 

Proc. 2nd Inr'l Conf. 
Coopcrative Info. S y s  
trrna 

. . .  p u b d a t e  ] kry-words 

. . .  
Infiuencc of induced m ~ g n e t i c  
fields o n  Shapiro ,tepa in 

h++on nrrn,.s 
. . .  

and file-addr-lzst. in the doc-summaq table, and a click on a first author or a file-addrcs 

will Iead t h e  presentation of the detailed corresponding entries stored in layer-2 or  layer-1. 

O 

. . .  'lay 
1334 

. . .  

P h y ~ i c d  &vie-- B 47 

... 

data mining. multiple 
. . .  Inyered databaae. 

. . .  

1994 

. . .  

. . 

rnagne~ic tlrlds 
J o ~ p h s o n  array. 
Shnpiro %tep. . .  

. . .  

. . 
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( afFiIiation 

1 Sinion Fraxr  Univ. 

Table 2.3: A portion of docsumrnary extracteci from duc-bn'ef at  layer-2. 

L 

2.4.3 Distribution and maintenance of the global MLDB 

field 
Database Systems 

Replicat ion and distribution of the global  MLDB 

cniv. of Colorado 
111T 

A global hlLDB is constructed by extracting extra-layers from a n  existing (layer-O) global in- 

formation base using generalization and transformation techniques. A higher layer database 

is usually much smaller than the lower layered database. However, since the layer-1 database 

is resulted from direct, detailecl information extraction f ron~ the huge global information 

base. its size is still huge. It is umealistic to  have tlris layer replicated and distributed to 

other senTers. A possible implementation is to store each local layer-1 database at  each 

local network server site, but to replicate the higher layered databases? such as layer-2 and 

above. and propagate them to  remote backbone and/or ordinary network servers. Load can 

bc further partitioned between backbone and ordinary servers. For example. one may store 

a complete layer-2 database a t  the backbone site but o d y  the relatively frcquently refer- 

encetl portions of layer-2 and/or higher la>-ers at  the corresponding sites. Also, specifically 

projected l a y r s  (e.g., medical database) can be stored a t  the closely relevant sites (e-g., 

hospitals and medical schools). By doing so, most information browsing and brief query 

answering can be handled by searching n-ithin the local nctn-ork. Only detailed requests 

\vil1 be fomarded to the backbone servers or further to the remote sites which store the 

information. Only when the full document is explicitly requested by a user (with the aware- 

ness of its size), will the full layer-0 document be sent across the network to the user site. 

This will substantially reduce the amount of data to be transmitted across the netn-ork and 

tl-iereby iniprove the response time- 

Moreover, some higher layered databases could be defined by users for easy reference. 

For esample. a user may define a new database at  a high layer as "ail the documents related 

to heterogeneous databases published in major conferences o r  journals since 1990'. An 

information manager cannot construct a new database for every user's definition. hlost 

such definitions will be treateà like views, i-e.' no physical databases will be created, and 

pub-year [ count 
1994 1 15 

Danzig, Hall, - - - 
Bernstein. Phillips. - - - 

Global Xetwork Systems 1 1993 f 10 
Electromagnetic Field 1 1993 1 53 

firstaut hor-iist 
Han. Kameda, Luk. - - - 

... 
- - - 

fileaddr-list 1 - - -  
. - - .. - 

... 

... 



queries on such views Ml1 be answered by the query modification technique [79: 1521. Only 

if such a view is shared and kequently referenced, may it be worthwhile to create a new 

database for it. 

Incremental updating of the global MLDB 

The global information base is dynamic. with information added, removed and updated 

constantly a t  different sites. It is very costiy to reconstruct the whole hlLDB database. In- 

cremental updating couid be the only reasonable approach to m&e the information updated 

and consistent in the global MLDB. 

In rcsponse to  the updates t o  the original information base. the corresponding layer-1 

and higher layers should be updated incrementall~ hcremental update can be performed 

on every update or a t  re,aular times a t  the local site and propagate the updates to higher 

layers- 

IVë only examine the incremental database update a t  insertion and update. Similar 

techniques can be easily extended to  deIetions. \Vhen a new file is connecteci to  the network. 

a riew tuple t is obtained by the layer-l construction algorithm. The new tuple is inserted 

into a layer-1 relation Ri, Then t should be generalized to t' according t o  the route map 

and be inserted into its corresponding higher layer. Such an insertion nfll be propagated to  

higher layers accordingl. Hontever. if the generalized tuple t' is quit-alent to an existing 

tuple in this layer. it needs only t o  increment the count of the existing tupie. and further 

propagations to  higher layers wi11 be confined to count increment a s  ~c-ell. When a tuple in 

a relation is updated. one can check whether the change maÿ affect any of its high layers. 

If not. do nothing. Othentise. the algorithm will be similar t o  the deletion of an old tuple 

iolIowxi by the insertion of a new one. 

Reflections on Mediating Virtual Web Views 

IVhiie in theory it is possible t o  create a unique global virtual web view that would sum- 

marize and represent the entire content of the World-\Vide Web, it is neither practical nor 

desirable. A V\W is based on concept hierarchies and it is very difficult to  find a consensus 

on a gcneral ontologyll. It is more realistic to build different ViVVs specializing in different 

"Some general ontologies are being developed in specific dornains or applications such as for electronic 
commerce: http://uww.ontology.org. 
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Figure 2.10: hlediating Virtual Web Views. 

topics or restricted geographically, etc. VWTs can also share the same prin iiitive data E 
use diffcrent ontologies (Le. concept hierarchies). In such a context. a user of a given WVV 

niaÿ want to access data not visible but available through other WVVs. The user may not 

evcn know of the existence of these other VIVVs. Tliis is an information gathering p rob  

lem. Each VWV is using a private ontology to  generalize the different strata of the hlLDB 

structure and thus the distributed VCVVs are heterogeneous data sources. -4n entity which 

could transparently translate information requests and integrate the different answers. is 

needed. Such entity is typically called an agent. There is no general agreement on what 

an agent software should be or be capable of (see Section A.2.4 in Appendix A). In the 

contest of n V s .  we would like to  delegate to this information agent the task of replying 

to a query in an understandable way when a given VtVV is unable to  provide the ansver. 

ilTe cal1 such information gathering agent a Mediator since it plays the role of an interme- 

diary between WVVs. Basically. it manages, and possi bl y translates. information exchange 

between VlVVs. iVhen a requester submits a query to the mediator: there could be many 

n\Vs t hat could a m e r  it. The mediator also plays the role of a Matchmaker choosing 

the  source which would best a m e r  a request. A mediator would be aware of the existence 

of some VIWs with which it communicates (Le. answ-ers their requests and accesses their 

data). A hierarchy of different mediators could exist where mediators delegate to each other 



Figure 2.11: hkdiation Scenarios. 

rcquests and sub-queries (Figure 2.10). A mediator can also play the role of a Broker by 

creating execution plans of queries when requests have to  be broken down to  subqueries 

and submitted to different ~ W S  (Figure 2. I l ) .  

Being Iieterogeneous, in the sense that each VIVV is using a different set of concept 

hicrarchies, the ideal mode1 would be to have a global knowledge representation used by 

the niediator, and a wrapper around each VIVV for interoperabilitÿ wïth the mediator. 

-4 wrapper transforrns queries from the VlVV representation to  the mediator's one, and 

convcrts the mediator's communications to a format understandable by the VWV. However. 

until a global and a g e e d  upon ontology is available, we propose to  give the mediator the role 

of a wrapper agent (or Elucidator) that rewords queries and a m e r s  to  forms understandable 

by each party it communkates oclth. To do so, a mediator keeps a table of al1 WVVs it is 

aware of and their respective ontologies. 

IVi t Iiout discussing the  wrapper function that translates queries and a m e r s  based on 

diffcrent ontologies, m-e present some possible scenarios for mediating virtual web views: 

Sccnario 1: hlatchrnaking with no translation 

1 VWVo Sends a query Qo to mediator 

2 hIediator transmits Qo to  VWV, 
3 hlediator receives answer A, from VIVV, 
4 hfediator answers VWVo with A, and ontology of VWV, 

5 VWVo interprets A, 



In the first scenario, the  mediator simply passes on  the query of a requester to a W 

that might have the answer. The answer is then returned t o  the requester with the ontol- 

O= of the \UV that answered the q u e -  No translations are done. The requester has 

the responsibility to interpret the answer. The role of the Mediator in this case is juçt a 

matchmaker finding the best source to m e r  the request. 

Scenario 2: hfediating with transiat ion 

1 VIVVo Sends a query Qo to mediator 

2 hlediator translates Qo t o  Q, to fit ontology of VWV, 
3 hlediator sends Q, t o  VWV, 

4 hlediator receives answer A, Erom VIVV, 

5 hlediator translates A, to  A. to fit ontology from V\VVo 

G hleciiator answers VWVo with .Ao 

7 V\VVo receives A. 

IVith the second scenario. the mediator h<?s the task t o  tr<uislate the quew before s u b  

mitting it to the data source (VLVV,). and to  translate the  ammer before returning it t o  the 

requester (VCVVo). In other words. the mediator holds a wrapper for VIVVo and VIVV, to  

translate and transform communications. 

In the third scenario, the mediator trades with more than one WVV for the same re- 

quest. It carries out more sophisticated planning bÿ partitioning the requester's query into 

sub-queries. submitting the  subqueries to different da ta  sources. and integrating the results 

before returning the a m - e r  t o  the requester. The mediator has t o  coordinate between manÿ 

hetcrogeneous data sources. It maintains a Iist of service providers (i-e. VWTs) and their 

capabilities (Le. ontologies). The  query at  hand is broken down according the available ser- 

vice providers' capabilities, translatecl, and sent to the providers in an  appropriate sequeIlce. 

This niay necd careful distributed query planning and query optimization. 

Scenario 3: helediat ing wit h Planning and translation 

1 VIVVo Sends a query Qo t o  mediator 

2 hlediator expresses Qo into QI Qz. .... Q, 
3 hlcdiator sends QI: Q2: ...,Q, to  VI,VVl, VIYV2: .... VWV, 

4 hfediator receives answer Ai,  A2, .... A, from V\VVi, VWV2: ..., V W V ,  

5 RIediator in t e sa te s  A i ,  A2. ...? A, into A. using available ontologies 



6 hkdiator m e r s  VWVo with A. 

7 V W  1% receives A. 

2.6 Discussion 

Virt ual \Veb Views provide the following advantages for informat ion discovery in global 

information systems. 

1. Application of database technology: The bluitiple Layered Database architecture trans- 

forms an unstructureci global information base into a structured. global database. 

which makes the database technology (not just storage management and inde-xing 

techniques) applicable to resource management, information retrieval, and knowledge 

discovery in the global information network. 

2. High-Ievel, dedarative interfaces and views: The architecture provides a high-ievel: 

dcclarative query interface on which karious Lnds of graphics user-interfaces can be 

constructed for browsing, retrieval: and discovery of resource and knowledge. More- 

over. multiple views can be defined by different users or user communities, cross- 

resource Iinkages can be constructed at different layers, and resource search can be 

initiated fie-xibly. 

3. Performance enhancement: The layered architecture confines most searches to Iocal or 

lcss remote sites on relatively smalI and structured databases. which will reduce the 

nctwork bandwidth consumption, substantially enhance the search efficiency. and lead 

to relatively precise locating of resources and quick response of user's requests. 

-1. A global view of  data base contents: By preprocessing and generalizing primitive data. 

a VlVV may transforrn semantically heterogeneous. primitive level information into 

niore homogeneous, high-level data at a high layer. It may pro~ide a global view of 

the current contents in a database with summary statistics, which will assist users to 

browse database contents: pose progressively refined queries. and perform knowledge 

discovery in databases. Users could even be satisfied wit h the general or abstract data 

at a high layer and not bot her to spend time and network bandwidt h for more details. 

5 .  Intelligent query answering and database browsing: A user may not always know the 

exact need when searching in the global information base. With a mW7 a query is 



treated like an information probe, k i n g  mapped to a relatively high concept layer and 

answered in a hierarchical rnanner. This will provide users with a high-level view of 

the database, statistical information relevant to the answer set? and other associative 

and surnmary information at different layers. See Chapter 3 for details about WebML 

the query language we propose for the MLDB structure. 

6. Information resource management: Incrementd updating can be performed on different 

layers using efficient algorithms, as discussed in Section 3. With the hlLDB archi- 

tecture. it is relatively easy to manage the global MLD£3 and make it consistent and 

upto-date. For examplet it is easy to locate weakly-consistent replicas [66] based on 

their property similarity at higher layers (rather than searching through the whole 

global information base!). Based on accessing statisticst one can also decide whet her 

a duplicate should be removed or be p r e s e d  for resource rdirection. 

Conclusions 

Diffcrent from the csisting global information system services. a new approach, called virtual 

web meus (V WV) using multiple layered database (MLDB) structure. has b e n  proposed 

and invcstigated for resource and knom-Iedge discoveq in global information systems. The 

approach is to construct progressively a global multiple layered database by generalization 

and transformation of Ion-er layered data. store and manage multiple laycred informat ion by 

database tcchnology. and perform resource and knowledge d i s c o v e ~  by que- transforma- 

tion. query processing and data mining techniques. The Virtual Web View plays the role of 

a data warehouse for web content. 

The major strength of the V I W  approach is its promotion of a tight integration of 

tfatabase and data mining technologies wïth resource and knowledge discovery in global 

information systems. With the dynamically growing. highIy unstructured. globally dis- 

tributed and huge information base, the application of the mature database technology and 

prornising data mining techniques could be an important direction to enhance the power 

and performance of global information systems. 

Our study shows that the web data  warehousing can be performed and updated incre- 

nientaIly by integration of information retrieval? data analysis and data miniiig techniques. 

information a t  al1 of the non-primitive layers can be managed by database technology. and 



resource and knowledge discovery can be performed efficiently and effectively in such a 

niultiple layered database. 

Enforcing a consistent standard for metadata on the Internet wili simpli6 data exchange 

and the effective information extraction fiom on-tine documents. XML and the Dublin Core 

initiative are new standards endorsed by many organizations, Wit h these standards web 

data R-arehousing c m  start with a niche of documents and progressively add new artifacts 

n.lien these standards are more widely used. 



Discovery consists of seeing wbat everybody bas seen and thinking what nobocfy has thought. 

ALBERT VOX SZEKT-GYORCYI 

A Jore gronTs in the garden than the gardener has sonm. 

USKSOWN 

Chapter 3 

Querying the Web for Resources 

and Knowledge 

&lore than half a century ago. in a paper in which he describes the -.Memes". a systern for 

storing and organizing multimedia information. Vannevar Bush invited researchers to join 

the effort in building an information system for holding the human knowledge. and making 

it easiIy accessible[44]. He writes: '-A record. if it is to be usefu1.-. must be continuously 

estendcd. it must be stored. and above al1 it must be consu1ted.'- A massive aggregation of 

docunients is now stored on the Internet. Some consider it the biggest database ever built. 

The IVorld-IVide LVeb is holding a colossal collection of resources. from structured records. 

images and programs to semi-structureci files and free test documents. The availability of 

information is not questionable. LVe are actually overwhelmed by this excess of information. 

Xcccssibility as described by Vannevar BE!? however is still unsolveci. For many decades. 

information rctrieval from document repositories has drawn much attention in the research 

cornmunity [218. 1421. Information retriewl has been a fertile research field. hlany tech- 

niques have becn proposed and implemented in successful and less pretailing applications. 

IVith the advent of the World-Wide Web. the appearance of a panoply of services and ac- 

cumulation of a colossal aggregate of resources. information retrieval techniques have been 

adapted to the Internet, bringing forth indexing models and search engines. Today several 

search engines are used daily by millions of users. How-ever. the effectiveness of these tools 

is not satisfactory and is even irritating (Se Appendix A). The annojing results of current 

search engine technologies have invited researchers to tockle new challenges. Better indexing 
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approaches, specialized information gathering agents, filtering and clustering methods. etc. 

have since been proposed. 

-4 new research trend in the field of information retrieval from the World-Wide Web is 

web querying [276, 161. 183. 149: 191 and the design of query languages for semi-structured 

data [205. 1. 201. The approach for querying structured and semi-structureci documents 

involves the comtruct ion of tailoreci wrappers that map document features into instances 

in interna1 data models (i.e. graphs or tables). The introduction of new types of documents 

usually necessitates the construction of new custom-made wrappers to  handle them. Due to 

the semi-structured nature of web pages written in HThIL. the migration of semi-structured 

data qucry langages like UnQL[41] and Lorel[l] to the World-Wide Web domain is cvident . 
\V3QL[149]. lVebLog[l61], WebSQL[183] and iVebOQL[l9] are al1 intended for information 

gathcring from the IVorId-Wide IVeb. While IVëbLog and LVebOQL aim a t  restructuring 

web cfocuments using Datalog-like rules or grapli tree representations. lVcbSQL and \V3QL 

are languages for finding relevant documents retrieved by several search engines in parallel. 

Hoivever. none of these approaches takes ad\.antage of the structure of the global inforniation 

network as a whole. hloreover. none of these languages performs data  mining from the 

IVeb. A Ianguage like WebSQL is built on top of alreadÿ existing search engines n-hich lack 

precision and recall. Indeed WebSQL has the sarne strategy as hletacrawler which submits 

a requcst simultaneously to several search indexes[224]. W3QS. the system using iV3QL. 

also uses esisting search engines. A web document structuring language Iike WebOQL 

or iVebLog is capable of retrieving information from on-line news sites like CNN. tourist 

guides. or conference lists. but is limited t o  a subset of the web defined in the queries. 

Thcir powerful expressions. hom-ever. can e s t  ract interest ing and useful informat ion from 

witliin a given set of web pages. Mie intend to use this power t o  biiild Our systeni's data 

niodcl. We propose a web query language. WebhIL that permits resource discovery as well 

as knowiedge discovery from a subset of the Internet or the Internet as a whole. WebAlL 

is an  SQGlikc declarative language for web mining. We have introduced new primitives 

that wc believe make the language simple enough for casual users. These primitives alloiv 

powerful interactive q u e ~ n g  with a n  OLAP (OnLine Analytical Processing)-like interaction 

(i-e. drill-down. roll-up. slice, dice. etc.). The language takes advantage of a hlulti-Layerd 

DataBase (hILDB) mode1[128. 2761. presented in Chapter 2. in which each layer is obtained 

by successive transformations and generalizations perfonned on lower layers. the first layer 

being the primitive da ta  from the Internet. The 1Ugher strata are stored in relational tables 
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and t&e advantage of the relational database technology. Their construction is based on 

a propagation algorithm and assumes the presence or availability of descriptive metadata. 

either provided by document authors through tags and XMLbased descriptions, or extracted 

by tools like WebLog: LVebOQL. and some Web agents. 

In the remainder of the Chapter, we review some relevant query languages before intro- 

ducing IVebhIL. Since IVebbIL is an SQElike declarative language and its synta.  in derived 

from it. me start briefly reviewing SQL and QBE <as exunples of relational database query 

languages. We dso examine some e~arnples of LVorld-LVide W b  query and restructuring 

lariguages and present a data mining language DMQL that we proposed for data mining 

from relational databases. DMQL is relevant in this contevt since LVebhIL heavily borrows 

sernantic and syntactic constructs from DMQL for its data mining capabilities. WebAIL is 

latcr introduced n-ith exampies for resources discovery as well as knowleclgc discovcrq. from 

the Internet. Finally. am irnplementation experiment is described. 

3.1 Relevant Query Languages for Data and Information Re- 
trieval 

Query languages are means to access data. generally stored in databases. or repositories of 

sornc sort. They can be for strict retriek-al of data. or manipulation of the data stored and 

to bc stored. Database query larqpages have been investigated for many years and there 

are nunierous languages specializing in different domains and structures based on the data 

t hey access or manipulate, or based on the database mode1 useci. 

-A query is a statement defining some constraints on the data to be retrieved or manip 

ulated. Languages expressing queries can either be visual (Iike QBE), or in the form of a 

programming language. In the follon-ing section. we review some specific query languages 

in the relational database domain. in the iiorld-Wide Web field, and in data mining. 

3.1.1 Relational Database Languages 

Thcre are many relational database query languages, some more influential than others. 

Al1 are based on strong mathematical foundations. SQL [16] is, Nithout a doubt. the 

relational query language standard today. However: there are other commercial languages. 

like QBE: QUEL, Datalog, etc. [228]. While SQL uses a combination of relational algebra 
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and relational-calculus constructs~ QBE is based on domain relational caiculus, QUEL is 

b,ased on the tuple relationai calculus, and Datalog is based on the logic-programrning 

language Prolog [228]. In this sub-section: more emphasis will be given to SQL and QBE 

'as examples of relationai query languages. 

Structured Query Language (SQL) 

SQL is an acronyrn of Structured Query Language and was originally called SEQUEL-2 

(SQL is still pronounced "sequel"). derived from SEQUEL which was introduced as the 

query language for the relational database management system System/R in the 1970s. 

The  lan-age deals exclusive1y with relations. also called tables. and its underlying data 

mode1 is the relational mode1 presented by Codd in 1970 [58].  

SQL is divided into two distinctive parts: the DDL (Data Definition Language) for 

defining the data  structure. and the DhIL (Data hlanipdation Langage) for retrieving and 

updating the data. However. we will emphasize more the DhIL part. sincc it is more related 

to IVebhIL. the language we define later. and we refer to  SQL as the data manipulation 

language of SQL. 

The basic structure of SQL consists of the SELECT-FROM--RE clauses. The 

SELECT clause determines the attributes and asrebates  to display. It corresponds to the 

project operat ion of the relational algebra (n). The FROM cIause describes the data sets 

from which to retrieve the data. This data set can be a relation or a set of relations. This 

clause corresponds to the cartesian-product operation of the relational algebra ( x ). The 

WHERE clause. which corresponds to the selection predicate of the relational algebra (a). 

spccifies the constraints upon the data to retrieve. 

Tlie following SQL esample retrieves titles and on-line addresscs of al1 documents p u b  

lished after 1995 and where ..zaiane" appears in the author: 

SELECT d.title,d.url 

FROM Document d 

WHERE d-author LlKE "%zaiane%" AND 

d.date.year > 1995 

Used in an  interactive SQL environment, this query would return a remit displayed in 

a tabular form. Indeed: the result of this query is a relation with two colurnns: one for the 
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tit le, and one for the URL. The number of rows depends upon the records in "document' 

that satisfy the conditions stated in the -RE clause. 

SQL supports aggregate functions such as avg, min, max, sum, and count for the 

calculation of the average, minimum, maximum, the total sum, and the count of attributes, 

and has additional clauses such as GROUP BYt HAVING, and ORDER BY for, re- 

spect ively, grouping rows by at t n bute values, fil tering groups under some conditions. and 

ordering the output. One powerful peculiarity of SQL is the possibility to "nest" queries 

together. -4 nested-query is a query that contains another query (or nested-query) in its 

WHERE clause. 

The following SQL example retrieves titles and on-line addresses of al1 documents pub- 

lished after 1995 and authored by someone from SFU who also authored a publication by 

ACAI. grouped by the year of publication. 

SELECT d.title,d.url 

FROM Document d 

WHERE d-date-year > 1995 AND 

d.author IN (SELECT d2.author 

FROM document d2, Person p 

WHERE d2.author = p.name AND 

p.institution = "SFU" AND 

d2.publisher = "ACM" ) 

GROUP BY d-date-year 

It is important to note that SQL can be used in an interactive n-ay. but can also be 

cmbedded into programs. It has been designed for use within general-purpose programniing 

languagcs, such as C/Ct+. Pascal, Fortran, Cobol, Perl, etc. It ist arguably, considered a 

programming language for data manipulation in database systems. 

There are many extensions and "flaveurs" of SQL. Some extensions were added to handle 

compIes data types Iike set-~alued attributes, multimedia (images. maps. soun&, videos, 

etc.), and even multi-dimensional data cubes. 

Query B y  Exarnple (QBE) 

QBE is the database query language of the QBE database system developed at IBM T. J. 

IC7atson Research Center in the 1970s. The peculiarity of QBE is that unlike SQL and 
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ot her languages, which require that the user knows the database schema, $BE provides the 

user with the schema in an empty skeleton table forrn. The query consists of filling in the 

columns of the skeleton tables with the desired conditions and commands. 

For esample, retrieving titles and on-line addresses of d l  documents published after 1995 

and where -.zaiane" appears in the author, requires filling out the form as follows: 

QBE has the same expressive power as SQL. However, its two-dimensional syntax makes 

i t particularly user friendly. Many iiebbased database quew interfaces have adopted this 

approach using Webbased forms, even t hough the underlying database q-stem uses SQL. 

Document 

3.1.2 Querying the World-Wide Web 

The eniergence of the FVorld-Wide Web and its increasing popularity for dissemination of 

information has made it a new target for query language design. Given the chaotic structure 

of the IVeb and its documents. designing a query language for it is challenging. Neverthe- 

Icss. many attempts have been made: some query languages have b e n  proposed. borron-ing 

from relational query languages and semi-structurcd data query languages. These languages 

aim at retrieving data (or resources) from the Web given comtraints on content and struc- 

turc. and at modeling ar,d restructuring the FVeb by constructing new resources that bring 

toget her ot hem-ise scat tered information. Examples of t hese languages are: W3QL [149]. 

IFCbLog [161]. UnQL [4 11, WëbSQL [183]. Lorel [l]. WebOQL [19]. STRUDEL 1951. etc. In 

the following. we will present four of them: WebSQL. W3QL, WebLog and WebOQL. 

WebSQL 

-- 

title 

P. -Title 

IVebSQL [183] was developed at the University of Toronto. It is an SQLIike language. 

However. it does not use relations? but rather virtual relations, and counts on existing 

search engines to reach out for documents. It is considered a first generation Web query 

language [100] since it combines the content-based queries of search engines (test patterns 

appcaring within documents) with structure-based queries (graph patterns describing link 

Date 

> 1995 

author 

zaiane 

- pp 

URL 

P. -URL 
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structure). For CVebSQL, the Web consists of two virtual relations: Document(ur1, title, 

te&: tppe, length, modif) where url is the address of the document, title its title. tezt the 

document itself. type is the hlIh,lE type of the document: length is the size of the documents, 

and modif is the last modification date, and Anchor(6ase. href, label) where base is the URL 

of a document containing the link in question. href is the address pointed by the link. and 

label the link description. This relational abstraction of the Web allows using a relationaI 

q u e v  language t o  submit queries. The synta,u of WebSQL is much like the SELECT-FROhI- 

JVHERE clauses of SQL with some additional kelwords and primitives. The concise syntas 

is as follows: 

<il'ebSQL> ::= 

SELECT <attributeJist> 

FROM <domain> SUCH THAT <domain-conditions> {. <domain> SUCH THAT <domain,conditions>) 

WH ER€ <conditions> 

One interesting characteristic of LVebSQL is the use of primitives to espress hypertext 

links in the WHERE clause and the domain~conditions. For instance. interna1 links. links 

inside a document, are denoted I-. Local links. links to other documents in the same web 

server. are denoted 4. Finally. globaI links are denoted *. These symbols can be alternated 

and repeated in regular expression with 1 and *. 
,As an esample. t o  find the documents mentioning --Data hlining" anci linking through 

paths of length two or 1-s to documents containing a Java applet. the query is as follows: 

SELECT z-url. z. title. y.url. y. title 

F R O M  document z SUCH THAT T MENTIONS -Data hfining". 

document y SUCH THAT z = [-.[--.1*(** y. 

anclior z SUCH THAT z. base = y 

WHERE z. label CONTAI N S  '-applet ": 

This query is translated into search requests sent t o  a list of search engines. The  output 

of these engines is merged and further parsed before displaying the final result. 

iV3QL. the query language of W3QS system [149], is also a first generation web query Ian- 

guage t reating documents as atomic objects containing text patterns and pointers to  ot her 
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atomic objects (Le- documents). It dso uses search engines to  access already built indexes. 

The links to these search engines and their respective query forms are stored in extemal 

files and can be updated on  the fly. The major difference between W3QL and CVebSQL is 

the possibility t o  externa1 programs and unix commands directly wïthin W3QL queries. 

Esternal programs (written by users) can be used to specify content conditions that cannot 

bc espresseci with the query l angage  in order, for esample. t o  parse web pages- These 

written programs are dymamic extensions of the language. They can be run in the SELECT 

or the 1VHER.E ciause. W3QL also allows the definition of views that can be updated and 

maint aineci automat ically a t  re,oular intervals. The  concise grammar of W3QL is as follows: 

<IV3QL> ::= 

SELECT (CONTINUOUSLY] < select,clause> 

FROM <path> 

WHERE <node> IN <file>/ FlLL <node> AS IN <file>l RUN <unirprog> IF <node> UNKNOWN 

[USING <algorithm>] 

[EVALU ATED EVERY <time,unit >] 

As an  esample. t o  find the HThIL documents containing the string *-Market Basket" 

and tit led '-Association Ruiesl , the following que- is submitted: 

SELECT cp n2/* result: 

FROM n i .  LI. n2: 

WHERE nl IN Indezes. url FlLL ni. form AS IN Indaes-fil WlTH keyword= "Ahrket Basket ": 

SQ L COND (n2-format = HThlL) AND (n2. fit le = -.A ssociut ion Rules "): 

1ndexes.url and Indexes-fil are two files containing. respectively. the Iist of search engines 

to t ry the q u e l  against (search with keyword="hlarket Basket") and the forms and syntax 

of thcsc search engines, SQLCOND is a program that determines the format of a file (using 

the unis file command) and attributes some recognized patterns to fields. In this example. 

n2. title is identified fiom the HTML tags <TITLE> ... </TITLE>. The query is submitted 

to different search engines and the results are analyzed (with SQLCOND) and copied with 

the unis cp command to a file named result. 
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WebLog 

Geveloped a t  the University of Concordia in Montréal: WebLogflGl] is considered a second 

generation web query language for its ability to  manipulate components of documents. and 

ewn generate new compositions as result of a query. i t  uses deductive rules instead of 

SQL-like s y n t ~ u  like the previous languages. WebLog queries are regarded as programs. 

The language is inspireci from SchemaLog [160] and takes advantage of the expressive power 

of Datalog and ProIog. with WebLog: a web document is treated as .'groups of related 

information" separated by delimiters. These delimiters are user specified, and are usually 

HThIL tags defining the granularity of the groups, such as paragraphs <P> or Iines in lists 

<LI>. etc Each of the groups of information is deait with as an object with attributes 

sucfi as content (referred t o  as occurs), links (rcferred t o  as hlznk), etc. The language uses 

built-in predicates to  manipulate links and strings. and user defined predicates. It also uses 

predicates to  define string similarity such as synonymy. etc. to  help in kep-ord searching. 

To illust rate the sophisticated capabili ties of WebLog, we give two examples of queries. 

one for information retrieval and one for restructuring. 

Tlie following Weblog program finds ail documents in the  SFU site that have information 

related to "Data hlining" and are linked from Zaïane's web page: 

sfii-pagc;(http://~~n..cs.sfu.ca/'zaiane) - 
sfu-pnges(U) - çfu-pages(V). VIhlinkc-LI. href(L.U). substring(U.http://n-ww.cs.sfu.ca/). 

interesting-urls(U) - sfu-pages(U). U[occurs - TJ. synonym(T. 'Data Mining'). 

No te t tiat the predicate sfi-pages starts wi t h the URL ht t p://m~w.cs.sfu.ca/'zaiane. 

This assumes that the user has partial knowledge about where the information he or she 

is looking for is Iocated. WebLog does not use already built indexes like soliciting existing 

search engines. It crawls the Web recursively with programmed predicates such as sfu-pages 

above. 

Knowing tliat Zaïane's sports page contains references t o  competitions in swimming and 

triathlon around the world? the following WebLog program compiles in a new page called 

result.htrnl. a list of triathlon competitions in British Columbia: 

t ravcrse(L) - http: //~w.cs-sfu.ca/'zaiane/sports. html [occurs-'Jfeets', hlink-LI, 

travcrsc(L) - traverse(M), href(M:U), U[hlink-Lj, U[occurs-'British Columbia']. 
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result.html[L:title-+'Competitions in BC?, hlink-Lt occurs-'Cornpetition date:'.D:General infor- 

mat ion:'.I] - traverse(L), href(L.I), I[occurs-'triathlon'] , I[occurswS] , substring(S.D) , isa(D,date). 

This program assumes that the sports page contains a link to m e t s  which are or- 

derL& geographically. traverse traverses al1 hyperlinks in grouped information containing 

the keyword ..meetst? and stops at  pages wherc the kelword '-British Columbia" appears. 

The result in result. html collects information with dates £rom pages containing the string 

"triathlon". \Ve assume these dates as cornpetition dates. 

IVebLop is powerful and very flexible. Hou-ever. programming with WebLog assumes 

preliminary knowledge about the potential location of the information (Le. initial URL) 

and the rough structure of the documents. It  could be very usefut. when the structure and 

seniantic of a web site is known. to extract and surnmarize some interesting data from the 

site for the construction. for example. of the first Iayer of the NLDB Web  areho hou se" (see 

Chapter 2).  

WebOQL 

IVebOQL[19] m-as developed at the University of Toronto. It is a language to query and 

restructure hjpertexts. structured documents (i-tt semi-structured data). or record-based 

data. Its data model. hypertrets and webs. is capable of abstracting instances from any 

of these tj-pes of data colkctions. WebOQL manipulates hypertrees and webs. and as a 

rcsult of a qucry generates hjpertrees and webs. In the WebOQL model. wcbs are related 

hypcrtrces collected together, while hypertrees are ordered arc-labeled trecs with internal 

and estcrnal arcs. Interna1 arcs are used to stand for structured objects and external arcs are 

used to rcpresent references to objects (usually hyperlinks). Both t-vpes of arcs are labeled 

with records (see Figure 3.1 for an esaniple). In [19]. hypertrees and webs are compared to  

an internal representation of a compiler. Al1 data coIlections are translated into this model 

before processing of queries can proceed. 

WebOQL is a functional language, but its syntax has been fitted to  the SELECT-FROhI- 

IVHERE SQL form and resembles the object-orienteà query languagc OQL. Some operators 

have becn introduced to manipulate trees and arcs. Since WebOQL acts on subtrees (parts 

of documents, web sites, or even databases records) and can gcnerate sub-trees. it is consid- 

ered a second generation web query language. To illustrate the capabilities of the language. 
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Fi,we 3.1: Hypot hetical example of a WebOQL h-vpert ree. 

ive present two queries for exarnining and restructuring the web. 

Giwn the htpertree presented in Figure 3.1 ' . the following query retrieves the title and 

URL address of full version papers authored by --Jiawei Han" : 

SELECT [y.Title. yf.Url] 

FROM z IN csPapers. 9 IN zf 

WHERE y-authors ' -Jiawei Han- 

Tlic prime operator returns the first subtree of its ar ,went .  Since x iterates over the 

groups (top level of the hypertree), the primecl tariable xr iterates over the title (subtrces 

of the groups). Pnming y reaches the external arcs for the URL addresse.  Obviously. the 

structure of the h-vpertree has t o  be known in order t o  write the q u e .  

By iising the AS in the SELECT clause, one can map the hypertree into another to  

gcnerate a new Web document. The  following query performs restructuring. 

SELECT [y.Title. y.Author] AS x.Group 

FROM x IN csPapers, y IN z f  

The examples we gave are straightforward examples from the hypertree in Fi,(;ure 3.1. 

IVebOQL queries can be arbitrarily cornplex with nested subqueries. 

'liypothetical hypertree sirnilar to the one given in [19] 
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3.1.3 Data Mining Query Language 

Believing that the success of the relational databases is partially credited t o  the standard- 

ization of the relationai query l angage  (SQL). we have been working on  the design of a 

data mining query language [126] in the hope that it rnight perhaps become a motivation 

For others to examine and work on an a p p r o d  language. The design of a data mining 

language is a challenging assi,a;nment given that data mining covers a wide spectrum of task. 

From data summarization to rnining association rules. data classification. or  finding some 

spccific patterns. In the developrnent of a general data mining system. our requirement was 

a versatile data mining language that covers different data mining niethods and activities. 

ive have tentatively designed the Data Mining Query Language. DhIQL. m-lich by no means 

can be claimed complete. but may serve as an  interesting example for further discussion. 

The  language bas been partially implemented and is used in DBhIiner da ta  mining system 

[1%. 1201 for the discovery of several kinds of knowledge in relational databases. 

Figures 3.2. 3.3. 3.3 and 3.5 show some snapshots of the web interface we implenlented 

for DBhIiner systern. While the PC implementation is a stand-alone application. the web 

\-ersion uses a client-semer architecture. Users select and submit DAIQL queries. such as in 

Figure 3.3. and have the possibility to interactively manipulate t h e  output. graphies. tables. 

or rules. by drilling donm. rolling up. slicing? dicing. or changing the different thresholds. 

The s~stern can be tried a t  http://db.cs.sfu.ca/DBhliner. 

The design of DhIQL adheres to the following principles: 

1. The set of data relevant to  a data mining task should be specified in a data niining 

rcquest : 

2. The kind of knowledge t o  be discovered should be specified in a da ta  rnining request : 

3. Background lcnowledge (such as conceptual hierarchy information. etc.) could be 

generally available for data mining process: 

4. Data mining results should be able to  be expressed in terms of generalized or multiple- 

level concepts: 

5. Various kinds of t hresholds should be able to  be specified (interactively if possible) to 

filter out less interesting knowledge. 
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Figure 3.3: Snapshots from DBMiner Web Interface (left: main menu - right: rule selection). 

Fi,we 3.3: DBbiiner Web Interface (Ieft: query selection - right: comparator). 
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Figure 3.4: DBMiner Web Interface (barcharts and cross tables for summarization). 

Figure 3.5: DBbliner Web Interface (left: association rules - right: classification tree). 
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DMQL consists of the specifications of four major primitives in data mining: (1) the set 

of data in relevance to a data mining process, (2) the kind of knowledge to be discovered, 

(3) the background knowledge, and (4) the justification of how the discovered knowledge 

could be interest ing (i .e., t hresholds) - 
The first primitive, the set of relevant data, is specified in a way sirnilar to that of a 

relational query, which is to be used to  retrieve the set of relevant data from the database. 

The second primitive, the kind of knowledge to  be discovered, includes generalized rela- 

tions, characteristic rules, discriminant rules, classification rules, association d e s ,  etc. 

The third primitive, the background knowledge, is a set of concept hierarchies or general- 

izat ion operators which provide correspondhg higher level concepts and assist generalizat ion 

processes. 

The fou t  h primitivet the significance of the knowledge to be discovered, can be specified 

as a set of different mining thresholds depending on the kinds of rules to be mined. 

DhlQL adopts an SQElike syntax to  facilitate high level data mining and natural inte- 
gration with relational query language? SQL. The DhlQL langage is concisely defined in 
an estended Backus-Naur Form (BNF) grammar [140]. where "[ 1" represents O or one oc- 
currence. "( )'- represents O or more occurrences, and uppercase words represent kejwords. 
as shown belon.: 

<DlIQL> ::= 

USE DATABASE <database~ame> 

{USE Hl ERARCHY < hierarchymarne> FOR <&tribute> ) 
<rulespec> 

RELATED TO <attr,oragglist> 

FROM <relation(s)> 

[WHERE <condition>] 

[ORD ER BY <order-list >] 
(WITH [<kinds-of>] THRESHOLD = ~threshold-value> [FOR <attribute(s)>j) 

Appendix C presents a more elaborated syntax of the DMQL language. Moreover, 

DMQL allows the specification and manipulation of concept hierarchies. We miIl present 

t hese capabilities later. 

In <DMQL>, ;USE DATABASE <databaseliame>" directs the mining task to a specific 

database "<databasename>": and the optional statement, ;'USE HIERARCHY <hierarchy> 

FOR <attribute>'?, assigns <hierarchy> to  a particular attribute <attribute> (otherwise, 
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a default hierarchy is used). The statement, <rulespec>, is the specification of the kind of 

rules to be discovered. The following kinds of d e s  are considered in DMQL: 

1. hslining characteristic rules. 

<rulespec> ::= SUMMARIZE <attributes> WlTH RESPECT TO <attributes> [AS <nilename>] 

2. hlining discriminant rules. 

<rulespec> ::= COMPARE <class-l> WHERE <conditionl> 

IN CONTRAST TO <classL!> WHERE <condition-2>) 

{IN CONTRAST TO <clas-i > WHERE <condition2 >) 
[AS <rulename>] 

3. hIining classification rules. 

<rulespec> ::= MINE CLASSIFICATION [AS <rulenanie>] WlTH RESPECT TO <attributes> 

4- hlining association d e s .  

<rulespec> ::= MlNE ASSOCIATION [AS <rulename>! WlTH RESPECT TO <attributes> 

5. hlining prediction rules. 

<rulespec> ::= MINE PREDlCTlON [AS <rulename>] WlTH RESPECT TO <attributs> 

The WlTH RESPECT TO statement selects a list of relevant attributes and/or aWe- 

gations for generalization "<att-oragglist>'. The FROM and WHERE clauses. form an 

SQL query to collect the set of relevant data. The ORDER BY clause simply specifies 

the order of rows to be prinied. The '-WITH-THRESHOLD" statement specifies various 

kinds of t hresholds, noise, support, confidence. etc. depending upon the type of rules to be 

discovered. 

While i t  is possible to use DMQL for interactive mining, the language was not designed 

for this purpose, even though a user interface allowing this interaction has been implemented 

for the Web and the PC versions, but without a robust parser. The major goal in the design 

of DhlQL is to provide a user with primitives for data mining programming. In the same 

way SQL is embedded into programming languages? DM QL is also meant to  be embedded in 

languages such as C/C++.  A function library translates DMQL into SQL before acting on 
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the database. It is the same goal that we are aiming for WebML, the language for resource 

and knowledge discovery from the Web that we wili present in the next section. 

The following DMQL evample query finds multi-level strong association rules in a 

database containing information about documents and their authors. Patterns related to 

documents sizes? access frequency and the institution of the authors are found for documents 

in com put er science published after 1990. 

USE DATA8ASE \\'ebDocuments 

MINE ASSOCIATION 

WITH RESPECT TO D-size, D.accessfrequencq., A-institution 

FROM document D. author A 
WHERE D.date > 1990 AND 

D.Topic = "Cornputer Science" AND 

-&.author = D.author 

The portion of the query for finding the relevant set of data is first transformed into 

a standard SQL query which retrieves al1 the data items in the "computer science*' topic 

and dated after 1990. WITH RESPECT TO becomes a SELECT in this case. The topic is 

t aken at a high concept level: "computer science'' covers "dat abase" , a art ificial intelligence". 

"software engineering" etc. The three attributes size, access-frequency and institution are 

generalized in the relations document and author along the concept hierarchies for the re- 

spective interested a t  tributes. Then the muiti-level association rule algorit hm is applied on 

t his data set, giving the possibility to the user to drill-down and roll-up interactively along 

any dimension. 

The background knowledge that DMQL exploits is in the form of concept hierarchies (or 

lattices). As  presented in the concise grammar earlier, USE HIERARCHY allows to  speciS 

hierarchies to  use. DMQL also offers the possibility to create and manipulate hierarchies. 

DEFINE HIERARCHY is used to either generate hierarchies at  the schema level based on the 

database attribute relationships, or generate hierarchies by grouping sets. For example, the 

following commands generate a sub-hierarchy defining the locations subsumed by Western 

Canada and by Canada: 

DEFINE HIERARCHY FOR Location 

{British Columbia, Alberta, Manitoba, Saskatchewan) < {Western-Canada) 
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DEFl NE HIERARCHY FOR Location 
(IVestern-Canada, Central-Canada, Maritimes) < (Canada) 

D ELETE and l NSERT commands allow maintenance of hierarchies. For example, the 

folloning cornmand adds the node 'Territories" to  the set subsumeci by Canada: 

I NSERT {Territories) UNDER Canada 
TO HIERARCHY FOR Location 

The DhIQL version currently implemented in DBMiner differs slightly £rom the syntax 

and keywords presented in this section. After the publication of [126]. DMQL has been 

refined by other members of the DBMiner implementation team. 

Ive present a more elaborate syntax in Backus-Naur Form (BNF) in Appendix C. 

3.2 Multi-Layered Database Mode1 - The Short Story 

The goal for the construction of the hILDB is to  transforrn and/or generalize the us t ruc -  

tured data of the primitive layer at each site into relatively structured data. manageable 

and retrie~xble by the database technology. Our motivation is not web page restructuring. 

as n-ith IVebLog and WebOQL. but rather web page content and web page inter-relations 

abstraction. However, answers to CVebhIL queries can be used to generate new Ueb docu- 

ments. and t hus, can be considered Web restructuring. 

Specialized tools, similar to Essence[l29] are executed locally on information provider 

sites to extract pertinent data from documents. WebLog and WebOQLlike query languages. 

or networked inforrnat ion retrietal tools like Ahoy! [226]. or tools t hat take advantage of 

rnetadata if present, can also be exploitecl to gather the needed information from within 

documents. This information is stored in the first layer and is generalized in higher levels. 

The layer-1 is distnbuted and could reside locally on each information provider site. It is 

only the higher levels that are gathered in a centralized location and rnirrored for better 

performance. 

Extracting information from structured bibte.. files or postscript papers is fairly smooth. 

How-ever. most web pages don't easily convey the  needed information. The extensible 

markup language (XML) developed by the World-Wide CVeb Consortium. and the Dublin 
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Core initiative. will help in this direction. hlany web publishing tools are adopting XhplL 
and Ml1 help promote widespread improved structured web documents. The Dublin Core 

hfetadata workshop has st ressed the importance of metadata (Le. document descriptors) in 

networked documents to faciIitate resource àiscovery [259,258] and the 15 metadata element 

set seems to gain popuiarity. Already: extensions to the HTML specifications include some 

tags allowing the description of keywords and content sumrnary inside the HTML document 

(see Appendix D). Because of their use by search engines in their ranking of documents, 

more web document authors are now willing to manually add these descriptions in their web 

pages. 

3.3 Web Mining Language 

Similar to other e-xtended-relational database systems, a Virtual Web View (WW) systern 

treats the requests for information browsing and resource discovev like relational queries. 

Howevcr. since concepts in a are generalized a t  different layers, search conditions 

in a quev  may not match exactly the concept level of the currently inquired or amilable 

huer of the database. For example, to find documents related to a particular topic. such 

as --attribute-oriented induction", a query may put this term as a search key- Howevert 

the current layer may only contain terms corresponding to a higher concept Ievel, such as 

"induction techniques7: or "data mining methods". In this case. it is unlikely to find in 

the current layer an exact match n-ith the provided search key. but is likely to find a more 

general concept that subsumes the search key. On the other hand, a search key in a query 

rnay be at a more general concept level than those at the current layer. For example. a 

search key "sports", though conceptually covers the term "baseball", does not match it in 

the database. Therefore, a key-oriented search in a n V V  leads us to  introduce four addi- 

t ional relational operations to extend the semantics of traditional selection and join- These 

operators, couerage, subsumption, synonyrny, and approximation, have their correspondent 

built-in language primitive in WebhIL defined respectively as COVERS. COVERED BY, LlKE 

and CLOSE TO. Other primitives could be defined by users and written as external programs 

accessing the concept hierarchy (See Appendix B for s_vnta..u). 

Definition 3.3.1 In the global MLDB system, four additionai intririsic relationships: cov- 

erage, covered-by, synonym, and approximation, are defined as follows. 
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1. coverage (2): A concept A covers another concept B, denoted as A 2 B, if A or A's 

sjnonym is an ancestor of B or B's synonym in the same concept hierarchy. 

2. covered-by (c): A concept A is covered by another concept B: denoted as A C B, if 

A or .4's synonym is a descendant of B or B's synonym in the same concept hierarchy. 

3. synonyrn (-): A concept A is a synonym of another concept B, denoted as -4 = B: if 
A and B are in the same alias list in the same concept hierarchy. 

4. approximation (-): A concept A is an appro-ximate of another concept B. denoted as 

A - B, if A or A's synon-ym is a sibling of B or B's synonym in the sarne concept 

hierarchy. t] 

Based on these relationships, additional selection and join operations can be defined as 

follows. 

Definition 3.3.2 Let u be a selection performed on the i-th attribute (column) of relation 

R using the selection constant c. Four addition selection operations are defineci as follows. 

1. coverage-selection: if the selection predicate is c > $i. i-e., the selection operation is 

0 c I ~ i R :  

3. covered-by-selection: if the selection predicate is c c Si, i.e.: the selection operation is 

~ c c s *  R? 

3. synonym-selection: if the selection predicate is c = Si? i.e., the selection operation is 

uc+iiR and 

4. approximation-selection: if the selection predicate is c - Si, i.e.? the selection operation 

is O , , ~ ~ R .  13 

Siniilarly, one can define four correspondhg join operations in the global MLDB systems 

bÿ replacing the query constant c in the selection predicate of the definition wit h the j-th 

colurnn of a relation S. 

3.3.1 A query language for information discovery in the global MLDB 

lCTit h the construction of the global MLDB, a query language, WebM L, can be defined for 

resource and knowledge discovery using a syntax similar to the relational language SQL 
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[79. 1521. Four newly introduced operators have t heir correspondent language primitives in 

FVebhlL. as shown in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1: New WebML primitives for additional relational operat ions. 

WebML primitive 

COVERS 
COVERED BY 

LlKE 
CLOSE TO 

c W b h I L >  ::= <mse KEADER> FROM relationlist 
[ RELATED TO name-iist ] [ XN locationlist ] 
wHEX3.B where-clause 
[ORDER BY attri  butenamelist] 
[RANK BY] {inward 1 outward 1 access) 

<.VISE KUDER>::= 

{ {  SELECT 1 LIST ) { attributesnamelist 1 * ) 
] <DE!SCRIDE HUDER> 1 <CLASSIFY HUDER>)  

<DESCRIBE t i w ~ e n > : : =  MINE DESCRIPTION 
IN RELEVANCE TO { attributesnamelist 1 * ) 

<CLASSIFY HEACIER>: := MINE CLASSIFICATION 
ACCORDING TO attributesnamelist 
IN RELEVANCE TO { attributesnamelist 1 * ) 

Table 3.2: The top level syntax of Webh,IL. 

operation 

3 
C 
Cu - 
CV 

WebML borrows heavily from a data mining query language DMQL [126] which we de- 

fine in Section 3.1.3. The toplevel WebML query s y n t a ~  is presented in Table 3.2. A more 

formal grammar of WebML in BNF is presented in Appendix B. At the position for the 

keyword select in SQL, an alternative keyword list can be used when the search is to  browse 

the summaries a t  a high layer, mine description can be used when the search is to discover 

and describe the general characteristics of the data, mine classification is used t o  find classifi- 

cations of web objects according to some attributes, whereas select remains t o  be a keyword 

indicating t o  find more detailed information. Two optional phrases, "related-to name-list" 

and "in location-lis€' , are introduced in WebML for quickly Iocating the related subject fields 

Name of the operation 

coverage 
covered-by 
SYnOnYm 

a~~ro-uimat ion  
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and/or geographical regions (e-g., Canada, Europe, etc.). They are sernantically equivalent 

to some phrases in the where-clause: such as "ke yword covered- by field-nameso and/or -loca- 

tion covered-by geo-areas": etc. But their inclusion not only makes the query more readable, 

but also helps the system locate the corresponding high layer relation if there exists one. 

The phrase "according-to attnbutes-name-list in-relevance-to attributesaamelist-' is only 

used for classification with mine classification. It indicates the attributes upon which to 

classify web objects. The where-clause is similar to that in SQL except that new operators 

niay bc used. 

Illiile this query language is simple. users do not have to learn it and write queries. 

A .Java-based or HThILbased user interface can easilÿ be developed on top of WebML to  

a\-oid heavy instruction queries? and to provide a means for interaction based on field-filling 

and button-clicking. This is one of our future projects. 

3.3.2 WebML Operat ional Semantics 

l\ëbhIL queries are applied and pertain only to a given WVV which uses an h1LDB struc- 

turc. According to  Definition 2.2.1 in Chapter 2, a VCVV has three major components: 

(S. H. D ) .  S contains the schema of the virtual view, 'H contains a set of concept hierar- 

chies which are a set of partial orders of the form (P. a. 5) where a is an attribute defined 

in the schema. P is a set of talues in the domain dom(a) and (_ is a reflevive, transitive 

and anti-symmetric binary relation representing subsumption of =lues in P .  and 2) is a set 

of relations containing descriptors and abstractions of artifacts on the Web. Relations in V 

are organized in levels where relations in cach level abstract the relations in the lower let-els. 

T h  relntionships among the relations at different levels of V are outlined in a route map 

in S. Besides the route map and the conventional schema definitions of the relations in V? 

S contains a set of generalization paths each of which shows how a higher layered relation is 

gcneralized from one or a set of lower layered relations: formally, r = n,\(rl M r 2  W ... M r,) 

whcre II and w are respectively the projection and join operators in the relational algebra? r 

is the relation at level L, r 1 ... r, are relations a t  level I such t hat l< L and A is the attribute 

set of r. A = {al - - .ak)  where ai is an attribute from one of ri ... r, and the value of ai is 

eit her its value at level I or an upper bound in its partial order (P. ai? 5).  A value z of 

attribute ai is an upper bound of y in P =dorn(ai) if y 5 x. 
IVebhlL queries pertain to the relations in V and utilize the partial orders in Fi as well as 

the generalization paths in S. Note that the result of a CVebML query is always a relation. 
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The result relation can be a t  any ievel of the MLDB structure, and can be " interceptd  by 

a data mining process for further computation. Processing WebML queries is made straight- 

forward by translating them into corresponding SQL queries and mapping values in query 

conditions into upper or Iower bounds in the pertinent partial orders. Since WebhIL takes 

advantage of concept hierarchies using the four additional intrinsic relationships: coverage. 

subsumption. synonymy, and approximation presented in Definition 3.3.1, these primitives 

are converted into disjunctions of concepts as follows: 

1 .  COVERS (2  x): The coverage is replaced by a disjunction of ancestors of z, Q > z 
such that V q E Q,  z 5 q in partial order (e a .  5) where a is the attribute of concept 

x. Q is the set of least upper bounds of x ,  noted i {z). 

2. C O  VERED B Y ( C  x): The subsumption is replaced by a disjunction of descendants 

of x. Q C x such that  V q € Qt q 5 x in partial order (P. a. 5) where a is the attribute 

of concept x, Q is the set of al1 lower bounds of x ,  noted + (x). 
3. LIKE (= x): The synonymy is replaced by a disjunction of synonym concepts Q from 

the alias Iist of concept x in the partial order (P. a. 5 )  where a is the attribute of 

concept x such that V q E Q. z 5 q A q 5 x. Q is the set of al1 synon-vrns of concept x. 

noted 2 {x). 

4. CLOSE TO (- x ) :  The approximation is replaced by a disjunction of sibling concepts 

of x. Q - x such that V q E Ql q 5 u A x 5 u and u is least upper bound of x and q 

in partial order (P, a. 5)  where a is the attribute of concept z. u = U{X, q ) .  Q is the 

set of al1 direct siblingç of z: noted fl U (x). 

Processing WebML Queries 

'I\éb&lL qucrics are translated into SELECT-FROM-CVHERE SQL queries with identical 

structure, except for additional conditions in the IVHERE clause from the RELATED TO 

and IN Webh4L clauses. RELATED TO F? adds conditions on the subject field and can 

be substituted by "A acoveredbyI.' in the CVHERE clause, where a is the attribute of F. 

IN L,  adds conditions on the geographical location (i.e. Internet domain) and can also be 

substituted in the  LVHERE clause by "A ZcoveredbyL~ where 1 is the attribute location or 

web address. LIST, like SELECT, is translated into an SQL SELECT statement with the 

exception that LIST aims at  the highest MLDB layer possible while SELECT directs its 
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results to the lowest layer. MINE DESCRIPTION and MlNE CLASSlFlCATiON queries are 

also translated into SELECT statements with the attribute list fkom the IN RELEVANCE TO 

clause. In both cases, the information is retneved at the lowest layer (Layer-1) and either 

collecteci in a data cube for OLAP purposed in the case of MINE DESCRIPTION, or a decision 

tree is constructed for the retrieved data, based on ciass labels from the ACCORDING TO 

clause in the case of MlNE CLASSIFICATION. 

The major challenge of processing CVebhrIL queries in a WVV is to find the appropriate 

relations in the appropriate layer of the hILDB structure to e w u t e  the equivalent SQL 

queries. IVhile the FROM clause indicates the lowest lewl relation containing descriptors of 

a given artifact on the Internet (i-e. document. person. image. game. etc.). the RELATED 

TO and IN clauses add conditions to help pinpoint the appropriate AILDB layer to execute 

the query If the field or location specified in the RELATED TO or IN clause is known in 

the route map in S. the relevant generalized relation is selected as source for the query, 

hloreoï-er. the highest level in the partial orders of the different concepts used in the query 

is uscd to indicate the MLDB layer to use. For a query IV. C is the set of al1 concepts 

and ternis used in the query CV and H the set of al1 partial orders of concepts in C. c is 

the highest concept used in hierarchy P if c E C A V q E C. q 5 c with (P. a. 5) where a is 

attribute of c. V P E H. P has only one highest concept level in C. The set of al1 highest 

concept levels in C and the route map in S identif$ the hILDB layer to use as source of the 

query I V .  

3.4 WebML Exarnples 

As rncntioned earlier, the hILDB structure provides ground for resource discovery on the 

Internet (i.e. pinpointing relevant documents) as well as knowledge discovery (i.e. impIicit 

knowledge extraction). Following are examples of queries for resource discovery and for data 

miriing from the Web which illustrate the semantics of WebhlL. 

Example 3.4.1 ( Q u e q  for Resource Dzscouery) The query, List the documents published in 

Europe and related to "data mznzng", is presented as follows. 

LIST * 
FROM document IN Europe 

RELATED TO computing science 
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WHERE ONE OF keywords COVEFLED BY "data mining" 

Notice that the keyword LIST indicates that the query is to briefly browse the informa- 

tion, and therefore, it searches the relations using the where-clause as a constraint. Using 

SELECT instead of LIST would locate a set of URL addresses of the required documents, 

together with the important attributes of the documents. The keyword LIST, however, al- 

lows to display document attributes at  a high conceptual level and provides and OLAP-like 

interaction. "FROM document-" does not indicate to find the docunient relation a t  layer-O 

or layer-ll but indicates to find the topmost layer of the document relation which fits the 

query. Therefore, "document" is a clue to the system to  find the appropriate relation at a 

liigti lapr .  We adopt this convention since it is the system's responsibility to find the best 

match, and it is unreasonable to  ask users to remember al1 the relation names at  different 

layers. hloreover, the RELATED TO clause can help the system Iocate the appropriate top 

laycr relation in case the relations are split by topic. To execute this query, the VWV 

system uses the phrase "FROM docurnen t" and "related-to computing science" t o  locate the 

top layer relation. CS-document for example. The phrase, "ONE OF keywords COVERED 

BY .data mining" means that there e-uists an entry in the set ke?pords which is subsumed 

under 'data mining'. Moreover, the phrase "IN Europe" confines the search to  be within 

Europe which will be mapped into concrete countries using a concept hierarchy for Internet 

doniains. In this case, a relatively large set of answers will be returned. An interactive 

process to deepen the search will usually be initiated by users after browsing the a m e r  

set. O 

Example 3.4.2 ( Q u e q  for Resource Discouerg) I o  locate the documents related to data 

mining topics and linked from Osrnar's webpage, and then rank them by importance, a 

simple WebhlL query is presented as follows. 

SELECT * 
FROM document 

WHERE EXACT "http://www.cs.sfu.ca/'zaiane" IN linksin 

AND ONE OF keywords COVERED BY .'data mining" 

AND 'Teà Thomas" IN authors 

RANK BY N V A R D ,  ACCESS 
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Notice that "SELECT *" means to  print al1 the important attributes in a relation a t  a high 

layer? and moreover, "'Ted Thomas' IN author3 means that 'Ted Thomas' is in the set 

of authors? whereas "ONE OF keywords COVERED BY 'data mining " means that there 

exists an entry in the set keywords which is subsumed under 'data mining'. "RELATED TO 

computing sciencey is not necessary in t his particular query since 'data mining' is subsumed 

under 'computing science'? however, this clause can alleviate ambi,@ty in case the search 

term is subsumed under more than one ancestor. Moreover, the RELATED TO clause can 

tielp the system locate the appropriate top layer relation in case the relations are split 

by topic. The EXACT kejword specifies that the URL should be used as given in the 

cornparisornt and not as prefiv of potential URLs as we shall see in the next example. To 

execute this query? the VCW system uses the phrase T R O M  document-" and "RELATED 

TO computing science" to locate the top layer relation CS-docwment for example, and then 

uses the two search keys in the where-clause as well as the links-in set to locate a set of 

URL addresses of the required documents, together with the brief descriptions: authors. 

title. publication, publication date, keywords. etc. The documents would be ranked by the 

nuniber of hyperlinks linking to them from other resources and how often these documents 

are accessed- This translates the subjective term importance stated in the request. Users 

have the choice to either find more detailed layer-1 descriptions (Le. drill-down): or directly 

access the documents by clicking at  ciifferent but tons (drill-tlirough). O 

Example 3.4.3 (Query for Resource Discovery) To locate the documents about '-Intelligent 

Agents" published at Simon Fraser University (SFU) and that link to Osmar's web pages 

in at least two depth link paths, the following query could be written: 

SELECT * 
FROM document IN b h ~ - . s f u . c a "  

RELATED TO "cornputer science'' 

WHERE ~~http://www.cs.sfu.ca/'7;aiane" IN links-out (- > OR - > - >) 

AND ONE OF keywords LlKE "Intelligent Agents'' 

In this query the EXACT keyword wrts not uscd. This means that the URL given in the 

query could be used as a prefix to any address in the linksaut set. hloreover, + and -- 
arc used to check recursively the l i n k s ~ u t  sets at a depth 2 for other links that verify the 

condition. Only local links are used since the URL and the SFU domain match: global links 
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are not necessary. The 'IN %ww.sfu.ca?' ' phrase is used to  limit the retrievai to  the SFU 

dornain. estracted from the Internet domain hierarchy. The LlKE keyword is used to match 

--Intelligent Agents' t O O t her synonyms defined in the concept hierarchy. 

Tliis query returns a list of URL addresses together with important attributes of the 

documents t hat match. 0 

Exarnple 3.4.4 (Query for Knowledge Discovery) To inquire about Ewopean universities 

productive in publishing on-line popular documents related to dat abase systems since 1990. 

a F'ebhIL query is presented as foliows: 

SELECT affiliation 

FROM document IN "Europe" 

WHERE affiliation COVERED BY "universitf 

AND ONE OF keywordî COVERED BY .-database systems" 

AND publication-year > 1990 

AND count = "high 

AND h(1inks-in) = %gh" 

In t his query. "productivev is measured as t hose t hat published a high number of papers. The 

term '-high" is a generalization of the numeric value of access-frequency dong its concept 

hierarchy. IVhile constructing the layers of the IclLDB structure, concept hierarchies for 

numerical attributes are automatically built and labeled later by users. The label '-high" 

would. for example, correspond to a count greater than 20, in other words affiliation with 

niore tfian 20 published papers. "Popular" is measured by the high number of hyperlinks 

coming from other resources towards these papers. links-in in t his case is not just counted 

(cardinality of links-in set), but is surveyed by a heuristic function h? provided by the user, 

which calculates the popularity based on the importance of the links. For exarnple, a local 

link would get the weight 0.5? a link from a resource related to  the condition in the where- 

clause would get 2, while other global links get 1. 

IVhat is interesting to note is that the execution of this query does not return a list of 

document references, but rather a list of universities (publishing popular documents about 

databases), which is implicit information (or knowledge) extracted from a conglomerate of 

documents. 0 
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Exarnple 3.4.5 ( Q u e q  for Knowledge Discovery) Suppose the query is to  "describe the 

general characte~stics in relevance to authors' afiliations, publications, etc. for those docu- 

ments which are popular on the Internet and are on "data mining". A knowledge discovery 

query to a m e r  this request, characterized by the keyword "MINE DESCRIPTION'' is shom 

belon-: 

MINE DESCRIPTION 
I N  RELEVANCE TO aut hors.affiliation, publication, pub-date 

FROM document RELATED TO Cornputing Science 

WHERE ONE OF keywords LIKE "data mining" 

AND accessfrequency = "hi&" 

The d i scove~ query d l  be first executed as a retrieval to collect from CS-document the 

data which are relevant to "authors.afiliation: publication, pub-date- and satisfy the where- 

clause. Then the attribute-oriented induction is prformed on the collected data, which 

generalizes "publicationt into groups, such as major AI journals. major database conferences, 

and so on, and generalizes publication date to year, etc. The generalized results are collected 

in a data cube and can be interactively manipulated by the user using OLAP operations 

O 

Example 3.4.6 ( Q u e q  for Knowledge Discouerg) To classify according to update time 

and popularity the documents published on-line in sites in the Canadian and commercial 

Iriternet domain after 1993 and about information retrieval from the Internet. a WebhIL 

query can be presented as follows: 

MINE CLASSIFICATION 

ACCORDING TO timestamp, accessfiequency 

IN RELEVANCE TO * 
FROM document IN Canada, Commercial 

WHERE ONE OF keywords COVERED BY "information retrievaf' 

AND ONE OF keywords LIKE "Internet" 

AND publication-year > 1993 

The phrczse MINE CLASSIFICATION requests a classification tree from the system. The 

query first collects the relevant set of data Erom the VUrV relations: executes a data classi- 

fication algorithm to classify documents according to their access frequency and their last 
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modification date, then presents each class and its associateci characteristics in a tree. The 

user can navigate the tree representation and drill through to  the documents if needed. 0 

3.5 Preliminary Experiment 

iVe have conducted an  expenment as a proof of concept for the Virtual Web View using 

a subset of artifacts found on the Internet. The intent of t.his experiment was not t o  

irnplement WebML: but to show the capabilities and fle'ùbility of the language, given an  

hlLDB structure. 

In our experiment [276] we wanted to dernonstrate the  strength of our model for informa- 

t ion discovery. We assumed t hat the layer- 1 construction softwares exist and built layer- 1 

manually. Our esperiment is based on Marc Vanheyningen's Unified Computer Science 

Tcchnical Reports Index (UCSTR1)[250] and is confined to  cornputer science documents 

only In other words, our experimental mVV is specialized in computer science technicaf 

reports published on-line. It is the best represented subset of the Internet since computer 

scientists are those who put most papers and technical reports on-line today. UCSTRI mas- 

ter index was created by merging indexes of different FTP sites. These indexes, though not 

fully satisfactory to our usage, contain rich semantic information like keywords, abstracts. 

etc. iVc used the master index as primitive data to create ouï- hlLDB structure by select- 

ing 1224 cntries from four arbitrarily chosen FTf sites (University of California Berkelex 

Indiana University, INRIA France and Simon Fraser University). Since an important nurn- 

ber of documents did not have keywords attached t o  them. we manually deduced them or 

used the title and: if available, the first several sentences of the abstract t o  do so. Using 

a subset of the Internet simplifies the concept hierarchies to  be built. The  results can be 

easily estrapolated to  the whole Internet t o  prove the  feasibility of our model. The aim of 

using Vanheqningen's master index as primitive da ta  for our experiment is to be able to  

compare the query results with what the conventional UCSTRI search engine available on 

the Internet can provide- The  first l a y r  of Our WVV was built based on the information 

provided by the four FTP sites we chose. The layer-1 of Our simplified hjILDB structure 

contains just one relation: 

document(fi1e-addr, authors, afiliation, title, publication, publication-date, abstract. key- 

words. WRL-links, numpages,  form, szze-doc, timestamp, LocalJD, note) .  
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The 1224 tuples relation constitutes our mini database on top of which we constructeci a 

concept hierarchy for keywords. Part of the concept hierardiy is illustrated in Fig. 2.9. Note 

that our concept hierarchy was built manually for this experiment, but we could have used 

an a1ready built tauonomy. To build the hierarchy, we collected al! unique keywords and 

grouped t hem by synonyms. AI1 synonyrn representat ives were clasçified in a t ree hierarchy. 

This hierarchy was used to deduce general topics for generalization of layer-1 tuples. Once 

gerieralized to layer-2, our relation look. as foilows: 

docsummary( affiliation, field, pub tication, yea. count, first-authors-list, file-addr-List) . 

The field field contains a high lcvcl concept which embraces al1 lower concepts under 

it. The field count is a counter for the documents that correspond to affiliation. field and 

pub-year. 

Table 3.3 shows a portion of the tuples in doc_summary. 

Table 3.3: A portion of doc-summan/. 

Notice that b a c k a r d  pointers can be stored in certain entries' such as flrst-author-List 

and file-addr-list. in the duc-sumrnamj table. and a click on a first author or a file-address 

will lead to the presentation of the detailed corresponding entries stored in layer-1. 

WebM iner, the experimental prototype, allows a progressive search leading to a subop 

tirnal hi t ratio. The same simple query submitted to the search engine UCSTFU and to our 

VIVV rcturns tw-O different answers revealing a better hit ratio with our model. A query 

li kc: 

affiliation 

Simon Fraser Univ. 
Simon Fraser C'niv. 
Indiaria Cniversitv 

select * 
from document 

related-to Parallel Corn put ing 

where one of keyrvords closeto "Gossiping" 

pub-year 

1993 
1993 
1994 

field 
Satura1 Language 
Parallel Prograrnming 
,\lachine Learning 

count 

6 
5 

first-author-list 

Popowich. Dahl. - - . 
Licstman. Shermer. - - - 

fileaddr-iist 
..- 
- - - 

5 

- - . 
... 
. - - 

Leake. Fox. - - - . . . - . -  
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gives. using UCSTRI, 50 references in the 4 targeted FTP sites. Ody 13 of which are indeed 

related to  parallel computing. The  same query subrnitted t o  our model, return 21 references 

al1 related to parallel comput ing but wit h reference t o  gossi ping or broadcasting (i .e., siblings 

in the concept hierarchy). WebMiner not only reduces the noise by giving just documents 

related to  the appropriate field, but also irnproves the hit ratio by checking synonyms and 

si blings in the concept hierarchies. 

A IVebAIL parser was not implemented for this expriment.  The queries were translated 

(manually) to  SQL and C program routines. For UCSTRIl we simply entered the search 

keys in the appropriate fields of the search engine. Since both UCSTRI and WebMiner were 

cssentially using the same index (the VWV is built on top of the index). it was possible to  

compare the resdts. 

IVliilc thc master index of UCSTRI is used solely for resource discovery. WebMiner allows 

queries like: 

descri be affiliation, publicat iondate-year 

from document 

where one of kejwords like "Computationai Geometry" 

This query returns the brief description of al1 universities or organizations that published 

docunients about Cornputational Geonietq- with the date of publication as shown in Table 

3.4. This query clearly does not target the documents t hemselws but the informat ion about 

t hem. Note t hat this information is not explicitly published anjwhere on the Internet but 

t he  generalization in layers of the mW makes it fully revealed. The question mark in the 

last entry is due to  the fact that  the publication date  is not indicated on the documents 

scrved a t  INRIA'S FTP site. 

affiliation 

Simon Fraser University 
Simon Fraser University 
Univ. of California Berkeley 
Univ. of California Berkeley 
Univ. of California Berkeley 
INRIA France 

Table 3.4: Affiliations that published about Computational geometry. 

pub-year 

1990 
1991 
1988 
1990 
1991 
? 

For a query like: 

count 

1 
2 
1 
3 
1 
4 

count % 
8.3% 
16.6% 
8.3% 
25.0% 
8.3% 
33.33% 
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descri be affiliation 

from docsummary 

where affiliation belong-to ikniversitf' and field = "Machine Learning' 

and publication-year > 1990 and count > 2 

a simple search in the table docsummary produces the list of the universities which serve a t  

Ieast 2 documents about machine learning published after 1990 s h o w  in Table 3.5. Such a 

query is not processible with the conventional search engines on the  World-Wide Web. 

affiliation 1 count 1 count % 1 

Table 3.5: Affiliations tha t  published more than 2 documents about Machine Learning after 
1990. 

Indiana University 
Univ. of California Berkelev 

It is clear that the gencralization of the VWV allows Webhliner t o  mine the Internet 

by simply querying the metadata summarized in the different layers without accessing the 

a r t  ifacts t hemselves. once the VIVV is constructed. 

IVhile Our preliminary experiment was confineci to computer science documents only by 

using hIarc Vadieyningen's Unified computer science master index [ X O ]  as primitive data  

to create our WVV. it illustrates the feasibility of our mode1. Using a subset of the Internet 

also simplifies the concept hierarchies to  be built. For a first step. before the automated 

tools arc constructed. we believe that this subset is rich enough to  give us interesting results. 

The  layer-1 was built into a unique Sybase relation and the upper Iayers were constructed 

using a semi-automatically generated concept liierarchies. 

3.6 Conclusion and Future Work 

- 

13 
G 

Scarch engines currently available on the Internet are kc-vword-driven. and the answers pre- 

sented are lists of presumably relevant documents. The ViW and WebiLIL allow us t o  

apprehend and solve the resource discovery issues by presenting lists of relevant documents 

to  users. but also allowing the users t o  progressively and interactively browse detailed in- 

formation leading t o  a targeted set of pertinent documents. The resource discovery led by 

progressively detailed information browsing suits the users who do not have a clear mind 

on what are the exact resources they need. WëbhIL queries arc treated like information 

- 

68.4% 
31 -6% 
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probes, k i n g  mapped to a relatively high concept layer and answered in a hierarchical 

manner. h.foreover: the knowledge discovery power of WebML is unique. It  helps find in- 

teresting high level information about the global information base. It provides users wit h a 

high-level view of the database, statistical information relevant t o  the answer set, and other 

associative and surnmary information a t  different layers. in addition. the WVV mode1 can 

take advantage of other web page restructuring query languages. such as WebLog and \ie- 

bOQL, and available networked agents, such as Ahoy!, t o  retrieve pertinent descriptors Eiom 

web documents and build the first Iayer of the MLDB structure. 

We see WebML as a programming language for Web mining, to be embedded in other 

traditional programming languages, more than an  interactive query language, much like 

SQL is today- An interpreter for WebML would translate queries t o  SQL to  take adwntage 

of the powerful and sophisticated SQL optimizers available. 

Esperiments run iocally on a collection of on-line documents were very promising. We 

plan to extend these esperiments and include full operational web sites. The design and 

implementation of a point-and-click user interface is also projected. The  interface wodd 

alleviate the need for writing queries directly in \Vebh.IL, and it mi11 also allow interactive 

OLAP on a --hyperspace" da ta  cube. 

\Ve have studied data mining from web access logs[282, lU] and we plan to design a 

query language for web log analysis and data mining. Like DMQL 11261, the language will 

be specialized for data mining and will integrate web content mining, web structure mining 

and web usage mining by merging the capabilities of both WebhIL and DhlQL. 



Part II 

Multimedia Mining 



The future befongs to those who believe in the beauty o f  their dreams. 

ELEASOR ROOSEVELT 

Xothing is more difficdt, and therefore more precious. than to be able to decide. 

XAPOLEOY BOXAPARTE 

Chapter 4 

Content-Based Visual Media 

Ret r ieval 

The Virtual \Veb View (VCVV) is a stratified structure that attempts to  make part of 

the Interriet artifacts appear structured enough for resowce and knowledge discovery by a b  

stracting their features along different layers (see Chapter 2). The first Iayer generated (Le. 

la-r-1) is organized into dozens of database relations, such as  document, person. organi- 

zation. i.mages, sounds, software, map, libranj-catalogue, commercial,data. geographic-data, 

scientific-data, games. etc.. where each of these relations contains descriptors of artifacts 

froni a particular class. These artifacts from the internet can either be physical. like text 

ciocumcnts and images. or virtual like people and networks. One of the relations that is 

of a particular interest in this chapter is the relation image, which contains descriptors of 

still images and videos found in the World-\Vide W b .  Like in the Example 3-21 gïven in 

Chapter 3, here is an example of a database schema for the relation image: 

Example 4.0.1 Let the database schema of layer-1 contain the relation, image as follows 

(wi t h the at t ri bute type specification omit ted) . 

1 .  irnage(image-addr, author, title, publication. publicationdate, c a t e g ~ r y d e s c ~ p t i o n ,  keywords, size, 

uldth, heighl, dumtion, fonnat, parentpages, cofour-his topm,  tezlure-histogmm. colourJayout, L e z -  

ture-layout, chrornaticity-vector, rnovemenLvector, locale-vector, limestamp, access-frequency, . . .). 

Each tuple in the relation is a n  abstraction of one image or video from the information 

base (layer-0). The whole relation is a detailed abstraction (or descriptor) of the informa- 

tion from images gathered from a site. The first attribute, file-addr, registers its file name 
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and its 'WU" network address. There are several a t  tributes which register the informa- 

tion directly associated with the fiie, such as size (size of the image file), timestamp (the 

last updating time), etc. There are also attributes related t o  the formatting information. 

For example. the attribute format indicates the format of a file: .gif, .jpeg, .bmp, .avi. 

.mov, .png, etc., height and width indicate the height and width of the image or the vidm 

frame, while duration indicates the duration of the video in time. One special attribute, ac- 

ces-frequency, registers how fiequently the entry is being accessed. Similar t o  URL-links-in 

in the relation documents, which indicates the popularity of a document, parent-pages for 

the  relation image contains the list of web pages that contain the image or video in ques- 

tion. The number of URLs in this list would indicate the popularity of the  image on the 

\Veb. Other attributes register the major semantic information related to the image or 

\ideo. such as authors, title. publicationt publication-date, categonl,descrip lion, keywords. 

etc. while at t ributes like colour-histogram, texture-histogram, colour-layout. texture-fayout, 

chrornaticity~vector~ movement-vector. focale-vector indicate features related to  the content 

of the image. O 

IVhile the relation image in Iayer-1 is treated and generalized in the sarne manner as 

other relations from layer-1 t o  higher layers in the hlLDB as described in Chapter 2. in ad- 

dition to the resource and knowlcdge discovcry that the i A V V  allows with the  images. the 

relation zmage can convey interesting retrieml properties thanks to the attributes that hold 

features related to the content of the images. In this Chapter we perceive hon- image de- 

scriptors are automatically extracted and study the potentiai offered by the attributes such 

as colour-hzstograrn. colour-layout, texture-layout. movement~uector and others. to  perform 

content-based r e t r i e d  from multimedia repositories. Content-based image retr ie~al  is a 

rctrieval founded on image content features Iike colours and textures. rather than just iden- 

tifier~ or "external" descriptors like keywords . We will show that it is possible to use 

iniage content features like colours and textures to  solve object similarity searches in im- 

age and vicieo collections. find images relevant to content-based qucrics. and  even perform 

resourcc discovery on the b a i s  of images contained in the resources (i-e. web documents). 

Content-based search and similarity search are often considered a sort of d a t a  mining, or at 

least processes and advances leading t o  data mining from multimedia databases. Such data 

mining is esplored in the ne-ut chapters. 
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4.1 Related Work in Multimedia Resource Discovery 

Image and video indexing and retrieval has always been an interesting research field that 

drew the attention of many researchers[l99, 99, 21, 102, 12, 2311. The advent of the World- 

IVide LVeb brought a new challenge to the computer vision and artificial intelligence corn- 

munity. Research in computer vision, artificial intelligence, databases, etc. is taken to a 

larger scale to address the problem of information retrieval £rom large repositories of images. 

Traditional pattern recooanition and image analysis dgorithms in the vision and Artificial 

Intelligence fields dealt with small sets of still images and did not scale well. The large 

collections of images and video fiames on the Internet require scalability as weli as speed 

and efficiency. Some interesting image and v ida  retrieval systerns are beginning to appear 

on the IVorld-l\*ide Web scene[231, 187, 102, 21, 1691. 

There are two main families of image and video indexing and retrieval systenis: those 

based on the content of the images (content-based) like colour, texture, shape. objects, etc., 

and those bascd on the description of the images (description-based) like ke~words~ size. 

caption. etc. Description-based image retrieval systems suffer poor precision usually due 

to the term e-xtraction process. Automatically assigning kep-ords to images is a tricky 

task. Content-based image retrieval systems [99, 21, 102. 231. 1871 use visual features to 

index iniages. These systems differ mainly in the way they extract the visual features and 

index images. and the way they are queried. Some systems are queried by providing an 

image sample. These systems search for similar images in the database by comparing the 

feature vcctor (or signature) extracted from the sample with the available feature vectors. 

The image retrieval system image Surfer1 provided by Yahoo, for example. is based on this 

t-vpe of search. Other systems are queried by speci&ing or sketching image featurcs like 

colour. shape or testure. which are translateci into a feature vector to be matched with the 

known feature vectors in the database. QBIC (991 (Query By Image content)' and WebSeek 

[23 11. for example, provide both sample-based queries and the image feature specification 

queries. WebSeer [101] on the other hand, combines image descriptions, like kep-ords. and 

image content. like specifying the number of faces in an image. and uses image content to 

dist inguish between photographs and figures- Howtver, the visual feat urcs extracted are very 

limited. C-BIRD [265, 169! 1671 (Content-Based Image Retrienl From Digital Libraries), the 

'Image Surfer akailable at http://ipix.yahoo.corn/ 

'QBIC atailable at: http://wwwqbi~~alrnaden.ibrn.com 
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system that we developed, also exploits bot h content-based and description-based ret rieval 

techniques: and combines conjunctions and disjunctions of image features and descriptions 

in t lie queries. It is aiso the onlÿ k n o m  image retrieval systern t hat retrieves images £rom 

a large image repository based on objects (or models) they contain. 

Another major difference between image retrieval systems is in the domain they index. 

IVhile QBIC and Virage[21] solelÿ index image databases (Le. images from an internai 

database presented via a \Vorld-\Vide Web front-end), using COIR (Content-Oriented Image 

Retrieval) [132], C-BIRD and .LMORE (Advancd Multimedia Oriented Retrieval Engine) 

[187] index images from the  World-Wide Web. Indexes of images on the Internet can also 

be used to pinpoint web pages containing particular images. GBIRD for instance, using 

a graph of web pages and images they contain. can easily discover resources (web pages) 

given an image descriptor. 

Image content-based systems give a relatively satisfactory result with regard to the visual 

dues. however. their precision and recall are still not optimized. It is important to  note that 

image retrieval is usually based on similarity search rather than "exact" search. 

Effective strategies for image retrieval will benefit from exploiting both content-based 

and description-based retrieval techniques, and will combine conjunctions and disjunctions 

of image features and descriptions in the queries: as well as providing users with adequate 

and efficient user interfaces for both querying and browsing. 

Ive have been developing the C-BIRD (Content-Based Image Retr ie~al  fioni Digital- 

libraries) system which combines automatically generated ke-ywords and visual descriptors 

like colour, texture, shape, and feature localization, t o  index images and videos in the 

iIrorld-l'ide Web. 

Swain and Ballard's work on coIour object recognition by means of a fast matching of 

colour histograms [241] began an interest in the use of simple colour-based features for image 

and video database retrieval. In this method, a database of coarse liistograms indesed by 

three colour values is built up. A very simple and fast histogram matching strategy can 

often identify the correct match for a new image. or a near-match: by using an L l  nietric3 

of histogram differences [241]. It was soon realized that, along with confounding factors 

such as objcct pose, noise. occlusion, shadows, clut tert specuiarities, and pixel saturation, 

a major problem arose because of the effect of changing illumination on images of colour 

3~ 1 norrnaIization normdizes X, into whilc L2 normalization normdizes X, into 
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objects [110]- 

Several colour object recognition schemes exist that purport to  take ilLunination change 

into account in an invariant fashion. 

In 1721. the problem of illumination change is addressai by extending the original Swain 

and Ballard method to include illumination invariance in a natural and simpler way than 

tieretofore. First, it is argued that a normalization on each colour charnel of the images 

is really a11 that is required to deal properly with illumination invariance. Second. with 

an aim of reducing the dimensionality of the feature space involved, a full-colour (3D) 

representation is replaced by 2D chromaticity histograms. It is shomn that the essential 

illumination-invariant colour information is maintained across this data reduction. The 

norrnalization step has the effect of undoing a changing-illumination induced shift in pixel 

colour-space position and in chromaticity space. 

Histograrns in chromaticity space are i n d e d  by two values, and are treated as though 

tliey were images. In order to greatly improve the efficiency in searching large image and 

video databases. the chromaticity histogram-images are compressed and then indesed into 

a database with a small feature vector based on the compressed histogam. In the current 

i~iiplementation. the chromaticity histogram-image is first reduced by using a wa\-elet scaling 

function. Then. the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is applied. followed by a zona1 coding 

[246] of the DCT image. This results in an effective low-pass filtering of the chrornaticity 

histogram. The resulting indexing scheme is v e v  efficient in that it uses a DCT-chromaticity 

vector of only 36 lalues. We ha\-e also applied this technique to video segmentation [%6]. 

Sincc it is much more frequent that illumination changes due to camera motions and object 

motions in video. the colour-channel-normalization method is shown to  clearly outperform 

other cut-detection methods[l33, 256. 121 (in video segmentation) that only rely on colour 

histograms. 

hIost existing techniques for content-based image retrieval rely on global image features 

such as colour and texture. These global methods are based on simple statistics extractcd 

from the entire images. They are easy to obtain and to store in a database. and their 

matching takes little time. Inevitably, the global methods lack the power of locating specific 

objects and identifying their details (size? position, orientation. etc.). Some extensions to 

the global rnethod include search by colour Iayout [99]: by sketch [12. 1871, and by colour 

regions according to their spatial arrangements [231]. 

In the remainder of this chapter, we describe the content-based image retrieval features 
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in C-BIRD. and give an account of our implernentation effort to  retrieve images fiom the 

World-Wide ~ e b " .  Some retrieval resdts are also given. At the end, we summarize our 

conclusions and future possible enhancements. 

4.2 A Content-Based Visual Media Retrieval System 

Conceptually. C-BIRD is constructed on top of the hfLDB structure (see Chapter 2) and 

uses one of the artifacts descriptor relations in the first bed of the structure. In reality. it has 

been designeci independently fiom the Virtuai Web Views described in Chapter 2. Note that 

C-BIRD does not exclude the V\WI and vice-versa. The multimedia repository considered 

is indeed the IVorld-Wide Web. Images and videos are retrieved from the Internet. then 

processed to extract their visual content and descriptive features which are stored in a 

set of relations. This set of relations represent the relation image in layer-l as previouslÿ 

mentioned. Given this data extracteci fiom the images and vidco frames. C-BIR.  is capable 

of different t~rpes of searches for resource discovery in visual media repositories such as 

the \iorid-iVide IVeb. Search by conjunctions and disjunctions of kepords.  as well as a 

conibination of al1 the following searches are also possible. 

Similarity Search: a sample image is given and the system looks for similar images 

based on the colours present in the sample image. There are two possible similarity 

searches: 

1. search by colour histogram: similarity with colour histogram in a sample image: 

2. search by illumination invariance: similarity n-ith colour chromaticity in a nor- 

malized sample image. 

TeniplateBasecl Search: some visual clues are dven about the desired images to be 

retrieved. such as colour and texture patterns. The system matches thesc tlsual 

patterns with the visual descriptors collected frorn the multimedia repository. There 

are four types of these searches - two for colours (presence and layout). and two for 

texture densi ty and orientation ( presence and layout ) : 

" ~ h e  development of C-BIRD system is a tearn effort Ied by Dr. Ze-Xian Li. In particular. Birig Yan. 
Zinovi Taubcr. Dr. Mark Drew and Dr. Jie Wei have also made significant contributions with original 
concepts. aigorithms and implementations. 



1. search by colour percentage: specification of up to 5 colours and percentages: 

3. ~ e a r c h  by colour Iayout: specification of the layout of colous in a 1 x 1. 2 x 2, 

4 x 4 or 8 x 8 grid; 

3. search by edge density and orientation: 

4. search by edge layout: specification of edge density and orientation in a 1 x 1. 

2 x 2, il x 4 or 8 x 8 grid. 

a hIodel-Based Search: an object mode1 is given as a guide and the system l o o k  for 

images n i t  h the specified object regardless of its position. its orientation (in 2 dimen- 

sions), and its size in the image. 

Videos are treated as images after key frames are extracted from the video streams. .4 

cut-dctection algorithm [256] is used to  detect drastic changes in the scene and determines 

d i e r e  the scene changes occurs. Independent video se,gnents are then identified. From each 

video se,gnent a set of video hames are selected to represent the segment. ive chose to select 

orily one frame (the first frame of the video segment) to represent the segment. In ot her 

words. each video strearn ends up  being represented by a set of frames, one for each distinct 

se,a;ment. hlost cut-detection methods used are colour-based. The algorithm simply detects 

drastic changes in the colour histogram from one frame to the other. This could mean for 

csample that the camera has mot&. a new scene is siiown. or an  object has appeared in 

the picture. etc. This is a v e v  easy and efficient approach. however it may detect cuts 

where they shouldn't be. for esample when there is an  illumination change (i.e. flash. cloud 

covering the Sun. etc.). The  technique we opted to use acts on chromaticity rather than 

colour histogram comparisons 1256, 2571. The results shown in [256, 167) demonstrate the 

efficiency of this method. 

4.2.1 Similarity Search for Images and Video fiames 

Given an initial image. called sample image. looking for similar images is a common need 

in many applications. Sirnilarity, however, is very relative. Two similar images could be 

images of the same scene, for example two pictures of actions on the beach. or  two images 

containing a boat, even if one is sailing and the other is in the harbour. Similar images couid 

also be defined as containing objects semantically related, for esample a picture of a school 

and a picture of a pupil, or  two pictures of different animals. These definitions of similarity 
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are however complex to  "comprehend" by current cornputer applications". In the context 

of the C-BLRD system, we opted for a more simple definition of similarity. Two images are 

considered similar if their colours are similar: they are similar if their colour histograms (or 

chromaticity vectors) are close enough given a threshold. 

For simplicity, we have used the RGB colour space where colours are represented by 

triplets (r. g. b). r k i n g  a value of red, g a value of green. and b a n  value of blue. al1 ranging 

from O to 255 giving more than 16 million colours (the use of HSV or  L W  colour space is also 

possible). We have discretized the colour space to reduce the number of distinct colours 

given the fact that human beings using a system like C-BIRD can not easilÿ distinguish 

betwee~i a large nurnber of colours. We have chosen to quantize the colours to  512. then 

2.56. and firlally to  64 distinct colours (Le. four values for each dimension r .  g. and 6 ) -  

Search by Colour Histograrn 

Thc colour histogram of an image is obtained by counting the nurnber of times each discrete 

colour of the discretized colour space occurs in the image ar ray  Similar colours in the 

cont inuous RGB space which were quantized toget her in the discret ized space count for the 

sanie discrete colour. In our case, n-e have 64 colours in the histogram (512 and 256 in 

Our previous implementations of C-BIRD). Each bin in the histogram counts the number 

of pisels in a particular discrete colour. Since the sum of the numbers of al1 bins in the 

histogram is equal to  the number of pixels in the picture. tustograms can only be compared 

whcn images have the same sizes. In order to  be able to compare images of different sizes. 

~ v e  normalizcd the histograrns by converting the number of pixels in bins t o  percentages. 

In othcr words. the bins of a normalized histogram indicate the percentage of the pixels of 

an image in a particular discrete colour, and the liistogram becomes a probability density 

niaking, effectivelq., each image have the same number of pixels. 

Swain and Ballard developed in [241] a very useful histogram metric used for histogam 

cornparisons. Given two histograms: Hnf  of the mode1 image: and H I  of the image the 

mode1 is compared to, the intersection p between H,![ and HI is defined as in 2.1 with n 

being the number of discrete colours. 

"herc is no known functionai image interpretation aigoritlim yet. 
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The intersection d u e  p is the number of pixels in the picture model that have corre- 

sponding pixels of the same colour in the image compared t o  the model. Swain and Ballard 

normalize intersection (or match) values by the number of pixels in the model histogram 

(Hi\/)  and thus matches are between O and 1. 

Y ' =  CL1 min{Hsr(k), Hr(k)) (2.2) 
CL1 H d k )  

\l'e have adopteci Swain and Ballard's definition of histogram intersection. but since Our 

histograms are already normalized (Le. the volume under each histogram is equal t o  unity), 

the calculation of T in Equation 2.2 is not necessary. Indeed ail images are normaiized to  

the same size by using probabilities in the tiistogams. In C-BIRD we compare two images 

by calculating p and contrasting it to a threshold O. The match is successful if p exceeds 

O. and the image 1 is declared similar to  the image model hl. When looking for the best 

matches in an  image repositorq-, the system proce& by intersecting the colour histograms. 

The highest \=lue of CL!  or in other words the smallest distance value (1 - p )  indicates the 

image t hat matches best. 

The time for calculating histogram intersection is proportional to the number of distinct 

discrete colours nt and so is very fast. 

Search  by Illumination Invariance 

Siniilar pictures taken over v a ~ i n g  light conditions may not be considered similar to  the 

colour histogram intersection method presented above. since with different illuminations. 

colours are not constant. Drew, Wei and Li introduced in [72] an indexing method that 

is efficient and invariant under illumination change by correcting the chromaticity of the 

illuminant in an  image. 

The chromat ici ty (r?  g) for each pixel is defined by 12641 as: 

It is shown in [72] that normalizing a chromaticity histogram and reducing its size by a 

wavelet transformation, and then further reducing it by going to  the frequency domain 

and discarding higher-frequency DCT coefficients, can j-ield a simple yet efficient colour 

indexing method that is invariant under illuminant change. We have used the colour- 

channcl-normalization method proposed by Drew, Wei and Li in [T2] t o  derive and implement 

a similari ty search by Illumination Invariance. 
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Given an image of size m x n, each of the RGB charnels is treated as a long vector 

of length m - n. It is shown in [72] that by employing an L2 normalization on each of the 

t hree RGB vectors, the effect of any illumination change is appro-ximately compensatecl. 

The L2 normalization of a colour Ci is defined as  *. The  usage of chrornaticity 
k-, cc 

provides two additional advantages: (a) the colour space is reduced from 3D to  2D: hence 

l e s  coinputations, (b) the chromaticity value is guaranteed to  be in the range of [O. 11. 

The ciiromaticity histogram obtained this way is compressed with a symmetrical wavelet 

low-pas filter f 1741. Applying this scaling fùnction to the chromaticity histogram h results 

in a netv histogram W. T h e  Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) of H is denoted N. Because 

the DCT is linear, it is possible to index the image on n. Since the  lower frequencin in 

the DCT capture most of the energy of an image: after applying the DCT we can retain 

just the lower frequency coefficients to index the image with fairly good accuracy. For our 

prototype implementation we chose t o  retain 36 coefficients6. 

Populating the database, then, consists of calculating off-line the 36 values Hdl viewed 

as indexes for each image. For the image que-, first the 36 talues for the query image 

are computed. thus obtaining HL: then for every image in the database, the L2 distance 

[ x ( H L  - H~)' ] ' / '  is calculateci. An image minimizing the distance is taken to be a match 

for the query image. Note that  in this method only reduced, DCT transformed, quantized 

histogram-images are used - no inverse t ransforms are necessary and the indesing process 

is entireIy carried out in the  compressed domain. See [167] for more details. 

4.2.2 Template-Based Search 

Coiour and texture play an  important role in content-based image retrieval. Dominant 

colours and textures usually leave an  impression on the user, who often uses these content 

characteristics to Iater retrieve the image if needeù again. Querying an  image repository 

bcasically consists of submitting the visual characteristics needed, like colours and textures. 

Tlie submission of these characteristics can be done by means of templates, which arc simply 

containers where desired colours and textures can be specified. We have d i ~ t i n ~ i s h e d  four 

different templates for search by colour percentage. search by colour layout. search by edge 

density and orientation? and search by texture layout. Note tha t  a combined search is 

'By experiment. it is found [72, 2571 that using only 36 coefficients worked these being thase in the 
first 36 nurnbers in the upper left corner of  the DCT coeficicnt matrix. 
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possible by combining the templates. 

Search by Colour Percentage 

This template is used to define the colours to be present in the image to retrieve. A certain 

number of colours to be present can be specified with their appro-ximate percentage in the 

image to retrieve. The specified colours and t heir percentages are matched to the colour 

histograms in the database. The matching is not to the exact percentage. but given a 

threshold 8. percentages are converted to ranges (percentage f 0). 

Search by Colour Layout 

This template is used to define localized colours in a 1 x 1, 2 x 2, 4 x 4 or 8 x 8 grid. The 

prescnce of the colour and its appro-ximate location in the image is indicated by defining 

the desired colour in the appropriate ce11 of the grid. The 1 x 1 grid, for example, is used to 

spcci& a dominant colour in the images to retrieve. Note that not al1 cells of the grid have 

to be filleci. In that case. for an empty cellr al1 possible colours are a match. 

Search by Edge Density and Orientation 

Tn-O of t lie hown texture measures are coarseness and directzonalit y [242]. Recent st dies 

[207. 1731 also suggest that they are among the few most effective perceptual dimensions in 

discriminating texture patterns. The directionality is especiallj- usefd in handling rotations. 

The texture features considered are edge density (ive. coarseness), which git.es an estimation 

whether the image (or an area in the image) is highly texturecl, and edge orientation (i-e. 

directionality). The edge orientations supported are: horizontal, vertical, oblique right, and 

oblique left. in other words: 0": 90a, 45': and 135'. These were chosen just as a proof of 

concept. Xny angle could be chosen too. These orientations are Iike quantized colours in 

a 360 colour space. Indeed the search by edge density and orientation template is used 

to define the edge orientation to be present in the image and its densitx exactly like the 

prcsence of a colour and its percentage. Again, the matching is not to the exact orientation 

and density. The four orientations we chose (O0, 90": 4Soy and 135O) divide the 360" circle. 

and density has b e n  defined by three values: high, medium and low. 
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Search by Texture Layout 

This template is used t o  define localized edge orientations and their density in a 1 x 1: 2 x 2. 

4 x 4 or 8 x 8 @d. The presence of the edge orientation and its approximate location in 

the image is indicated by defining the desired orientation in the appropriate ce11 of the grid. 

The desired edge density accompanies the edge orientation. Like the colour Iayout grids, 

not ail cells of the grid have to be filled. 

4.2.3 Model-Based Search 

III al1 t h  content-based image retrieval systems we have studied, there is no known system 

capable of retrieving images containing a given object model. hlodel-based search consists 

of retrieking images containing a given object model regardless of the size. position. or 

orientation (in 2 D) of the object in the image. We have proposed two approaches to search 

by objcct model. one using windowing matching [169]. in which the object is matched in a 

sliding mindon- at different resolution levels. and the other using feature localization (1671. in 

whicli images are fra,gmented into rough se,ments called locales and a three step algorithm 

matches the features in the object with the locales. 

The idea behind windowing matching for object search is a recursîve search of the object 

iri  tvindows at different resolution levels, starting with a m-indow qua1  to the complete image. 

If the objcct is not identified in the first round (i.e. the window is the whole image) the 

window is divided into nine overlapping windows. each k i n g  25% of the window (see Figure 

4.1). The recursive process at different scales takes care of the different possible sizes the 

objcct might have. whiie the windows deal with the different possible positions the object 

niight have in the image. The different possible orientations are considered within individual 

windows by first testing the presence of object's hIFCs and verifying the vectors connecting 

the hIFC centroids. h4ore details about window-ing matching procedure for search by object 

model using a rnulti-resolution level recognition kerneI can be found in [169]. 

Object Search with Feature Localization 

Image segmentation is a process to segment an entire image into disjoint regions. A region 

consists of a set of pixels that share certain properties, e.g.? similar colour (or gray-level 

intcnsity): similar texture, etc. As in [23], if R is a region, 
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Fi,gre 4.1 : Nine overlapping search windows. 

1. R is connected. if and only if al1 pixels in R are connecteci 

3. uP= =1 Rk = I I  the entire image. 

Although regions do not have to be connected. most available region-based and/or edge- 

bü,scd segmentation methods would yield comected regions. and it is error-prone to merge 

sonie of thcm into non-connecteci regions. In short. the traditional segmentation algo- 

rithnis assume (1) regions are mostly connected. (2) regions are disjoint. (3) segmentation 

is complete in that any pixel d l  be assigned to some region. and the union of al1 regions is 

the entire image. 

Such a segmentation algorithni would yield more than a dozen purple regions. one for 

cach character. for the title of the first book shown in Fi,gxe 4.9. It would also yield 

(unespectcdly) many white regions. since al1 the white b l o b  ilrside the letters .A'. -P.. .R' 
-0' will unfortunately be identified as regions unless some really effective algorithm can 

idcntify them as belonging to a non-connectecl region together with the two white boxes. 

The above esample, aibeit simple and not at al1 unusual. indicates that the traditional image 

segnient at ion does not yield u s e h l  grouping and representat ion for object recognition. 

' ~ i t h c r  +connecteci or 8-connected. See [23] for more details. 
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A more usefui and attainable process is feature locaiization that will identi& features 

by their locality and proximity. A new concept locale is hexice defined in 11671 by Li? Zaïane 

and Tauber. 

C d  C L  

Fi,we 4.2: An image of 8 x 8 tiles. and locales for colours red and blue. 

Definition 4.2.1 -4 locale C, zs a local enclosure (or  locality) of feature x. 

C, has the following descriptors: 

envelope L, - a set of tiles to represent the locality of C,. 

O geometric parameters - m a s  M(Lz).  centroid C(L,)? variance u2(&), and shape 

parameters for the locale, etc. O 

-4 tile is a square area in an image. Its size is arbitrarily chosen as 16 x 16, but could 

be bigger or smaller. The tile is the building-unit for envelopes. A tile is - r d '  if a sufficient 

number of pixels within the tile are red. It follows that a tile can be both ked' and 'blue' if 

somc of its pixels are r d  and some are blue. LVhile a pixel is the unit for image se,gmentation, 

a tile is the unit for feature localization. Thus. feature localization is a kind of rough 

segmentation where overlap is possible and completeness is not necessary. 

Tiies are grouped into an envelope, if they are geornetrically close. The closeness will be 

measured by variance to be defined below. 
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Figure 4.2 shows a square mode1 image that has 8 x 8 tiles, two locales for the colour red. 

and one locale for the colour blue. The envelope L : ~ ~  in Fi,we 4 2 .  for example. consists of 

5 tiles. 

Since Area(L,) equals to the maximum number of pixels in L, that have the feature z. 

Ares( L,) can also be viewed as the -magnitudew of &. 
31 (L,) is the nurnber of pixels in L, that actually have feature x ,  e-g.. the number of 

pixels that are red. Af(L,) is usually less than the Area of L,. although it couid be equal 

to it. C(C, )  is simply the centroid of the rnass. 02(C,) is the variance of the Cartesian 

distance from pixels in L, to the centroid. it measures the eccentricity of &. Note. RI .  C. 

0'. etc. are measured in unit of pixels. not in tiles. This guarantees the granularity. Hence 

the fcature localization is not merely a low-resolution variation of image segmentation. 

The procedure for gcnerating the locales basically uses merge. First. simple statistics 

(-11. C. a') are gathered within each tile. Afterwards. a method sirnilar to '-pyramid- 

linking" [134] is used to merge the tiles into locales. In terms of the parent-child relation. 

the ovedapped pyramid is used. 

Iiorking bottom-up. al1 tiles having feature x are linked to their parent and merged 

into L,. if the mer& envelope will have o 2 ( L X )  < T .  wliere T is a threshold normalized 

agczinst the size of C,. Othemise. they will be linked to tn-O different parents belonging to 

different envelopes L: and y,. During the merge. dl(&). C ( 6 ) .  and o"Lz) are updated 

accordingly 

From the above definition. it is important to note that the follon-ing can often be true: 

1. (3x)L ,  is not connected? 

3. u,C, # I .  the entire image. 

Narnely: (1) pixels inside a locale for some features are not necessarily connected. (2) 

locales are not always disjoint, their envelopes can be overlapped, (3) not al1 pisels in an 

image must be assigneci to some locale in the feature localization process. 

Locale is not simply a variant of non-connected region: the main difference between locale 

and non-connected region is illustrateci by the above property (2). In the proposed feature 

localization. it is the approximate location that is identifieci, not the precise membership as 

n-hich pisel belongs to which region. The difference is not a philosophical one. If indeed only 
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some simple process is to be applied, e-g., template matching, then the precise membership 

of the region is important. In the domain of content-based image r e t n e d :  where a very 

large aniount of image and video data are p r o c d ,  such simple and precise matches are 

not feasible. Instead, a more heuristic (evidential) process is going to be adopted which 

usually involves multiple features and t heir spatial relationships. For this purpose, it should 

be et-ident that  the 'blobby' locales are easier to extract, and more appropriate than regions 

formeû by (connected) pixels. 

As iIlustrated in Figure 4.9. perceptually wliat is important are the two purple n-ords 

--.Active Perception" on a white background which in turn  appears a t  the upper portion of a 

pink cover. The  colour, shape, location, spatial relationship, etc. provide a rich set of cues 

for the recognition of this book cover. 

Property (3) indicates that,  unlike the image segmentation. the feature localization is 

incomplete. Colour localization. for example, concentrates on dominant colours and does 

not take notice of small noise spots (rare colours or isolated few pixels). Wlen only the 

locales of the few prominent colours are identified, the union of them is not the whole image. 

1% present a three-step matching algorithrn for searching by object models in image 

and xideo dat abases. i.e., (1 ) colour h-vpot hesis, (2) texture support. (3) shape verification. 

It is generally accepted that colour is fairly invariant t o  scaling and rotation, and it can 

be weIl-preserved in relatively low resolution images t o  Save computing time. After coIour 

localization, a hypothesis of the existence of an  object a t  a certain location, size and ori- 

entation can be made. If there is a sufficient similarity in their texture between the object 

niode1 and the image a t  the vicinity of the h p o t  hesized enclosure. then a shape verification 

procctiure based on the Generalized Hough Transform w-ill be invoked. 

The Generalized Hougli Transform (GHT) [22] is adopted to represent the shape of the 

object. Brieffy, each edge point in the object model is represented by a vector ri connecting 

the edge point to a chosen reference point for the object. Al1 ris are stored in an  R-table 

which serves as  an  object model. The R-table is indexed by the edge orientation di of the 

cdge point. 

The major advantage of the GHT (and its \ariants) over other shape reprcsentations 

[194] is its insensitivity to  noise and occlusion [171, 1181. It  can also be applied hierarchically 

to describe the object (or a portion of the object) a t  multiple resolutions. It is known that 

the discriminative power of the GHT diminishes when the aim is to recognize the object 

at  al1 possible scales, orientations, and locations. However, in Our algorithm, GHT is only 
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applied after a certain hypothesis of a possible object size, orientation: and location is made. 

For both colour and shape, there is an issue of s imi lady .  It is dealt with effectively 

using the hlFC and MF0 vectors and the geometric parameters of the locales. First, if the 

model object appears in the image with exactly the same size and orientation: then the 

m a s  AI, variance a2 of each localet the length pi and orientation ûi of each MFC or MF0 
vectors, and the angles Oj between the pairs of the MFC or hfFO vectors are al1 identical, 

whether they are e-xtracted from the model or from the object in the image. Second, if 

the object in the image has a different size and/or orientation. then i\.I and pi should be 

scalcd according to the size ratio, ai should be incremented by a rotational angle, whereas 

O, would remain the same. Certain tolerance for error (using thresholds) is implemented 

to support the similarity. In summary, the matching algorithm is condensed in Algorithm 

4 - 2 1  as described in [16?]: 

Algorithm 4.2.1 Find the images that contain a gîven object model. 

Input: ( i )  Object model: (ii) Locale descriptors of al1 images in database. 

Output: Set of images that match the object model. 

Method. After anal-yzing the object model, progressively eliminate images that can not be 

potential candidates: Step 1: e-xtract descriptors for model: step 3: keep only images 

that match the model colours: step 3: keep only images that match texture of the 

model. step 4: keep only the images that match shape. The algorithm is outlined as 

follaws: 

/* ANALYSE MODEL */ 
/* Image 'tiling' */ 

IVithin each 8 x 8 tile of the image model (with a reduced-resolution) 

Gather ?'II, C, <r2 for each hlFC associated with the  object model; 

/* Colour localizat ion */ 
Use overlapped pyramid linking to group tiles into locale C s  for each MFC: 

/* MATCHING IMAGES */ 
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( 12) 

(13) 

( 1-11 

(1.5) 

(16) ) 
end 

(4) For al1 images do { 

/* Colour hypothesis */ 
(5) Starting a t  each C(Llirsr FC) ,  

( 6 )  if (nurnber-of-MFC-vectors > 1) and they are 'similar' to 

the MFC-vectors in the model 

( 7 )  hlake h p t h e s i s  of matched object size, orientation, and enclosure: 

Proceed to check texture do { 

/* Texture support */ 
At the vicinity of the hypot hesized enclosure 

if (number-of-MFO-vectors > 1) and t hey are consistent wit h 

the hypot hesized object size, orientation 

Proceed to check shape using the GHT do { 

/* Shape verification*/ 

Wit hin the enclosure of the hypothesized object 

Al1 edge pixels use R-table of the (rotated/scaled) 

object model to vote: 

if number-of-votes near the reference point > TO 
Confirrn the detection of the object: 

This algoritlm is basically a progressive refinement that goes over al1 images but avoids 

elaluating al1 visual features for d l  the images when not necessary. The complcxity of this 

algorithm may vary greatly depending upon the abdability of indexes for the visual features 

testcd. 

4.3 Implementation 

Our image r e t r i e~d  system GBIRD has been implemented on both Unix and PC platforms. 

On  both platforrns, we used the same search engine and pre-procesor written in C+'. 
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One version of the user interface is implemented in Perl and HTML as a Web application, 

another version is implemented as a java applet. Another user interface was also developed 

in C++ for the PC platform [265]. Fimwe 4.3 shows the general architecture for GBIRD 

impIementation. The system is accessible £rom ht tp://j upiter.cs.sfu.ca/cbird/cbird.cgi, and 

http://jupiter.cs.sfu.ca/cbird/java/ (TE 4.0 or Netscape 4.0). 

Imge Rcposiiory (ex: WWW) 

C-BIRD Lhbbrisr 

Fi,we 4.3: C-BIRD general architecture. 

C-BIRD system rests on four major cornponents: 

Estraction of images (Image Excavator): 

Processing of images to extract image features and storing precomputed data in a 

dat a h s e  ( Pre-Processor) : 

Querying (User Interface): 

hIatching query with image features in the database (Search Engine). 

Thc Image Excavator estracts images and video frameç from a multimedia repository. 

This repository can be the \V\.VW space, in such case. the process crawls the Web search- 

ing for still images and video streams, or a set of images and videos on disk or CD-ROhi. 

Once images are extracted from the repository, t hey are given as input to  the image analyzer 
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(C-BIRD pre-processor) that extracts visual content features like colour and edge character- 

isticç. These visual features. dong  with the context féature like image URL, parent URL', 
ke_vniords. etc., extracted with the Image Excavator, are storeci in a databaseg. The collec- 

tion of images and the extraction of image features are processed off-line before queries are 

subniit ted. When a query is submitted. accessing the original data in the image repository 

is not necessary. Only the precomputed data stored in the database is used for image feature 

matching. This makes C-BIRD more scalable and allows fast query responses for a large 

number of users and a huge set of images. When queries are submitted. only two processes 

are in action: the user interface interacting with users. and the search engine accessing and 

matching precomputed data. The user interface communicates wit h the search engine wit h 

a set of primitives. This allows having different user interface implementations. The search 

cngine accesscs the database of the image visual and contextual features. If necessary. both 

the user interface and the search engine can access the images using their URL. We have 

iniplemented eight types of searches in C-BIRD as described in Section 4.2: 

1. search by conjunctions and disjunctions of keywords: 

2. search by colour histogram: similarity with colour histogram in a sample image: 

3. search by il1 umination invariance: similarity nrit h colour chromaticitÿ in a normalized 

sample image: 

-1. search by colour percentage: specification of up to 5 colours and percentages: 

5. scarch by colour layout: specification of the layout of colours in a 1 x 1, 2 x 2: 4 x 4 

or 8 x 8 grid: 

G .  search by edge density and orientation; 

7. search by edge layout: specification of edge density and orientation in a 1 x 1: 2 x 2. 

4 x 4 or 8 x 8 grid; 

8. search by object model: specification of an object to look for in images. 

A combination of these searches is also possible. The left of Figure 4.3 shows the user 

interface ming Netscape to  browse the image repository or the image set resulting from a 

"Parent URL is the URL of the web page containing the image 

' ~ h i s  database is equivalent to the relation image in the first layer of the XILDB presented in Chapter 2. 
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query. While browsing, users can submit a query by image similarity. The right of Figure 

4.3 shows a user interface t o  speciSl colour layout for a given query. 

Fi,aure 1.4: C-BIRD Web user interface. 

4.3.1 Retrieving the images from the World-Wide W e b  

Thc ad~antage  of using the images available on the IVCVW- is two-fold. First. the \kWTV 

providcs us with a hirge image repository which is a superb opportunity t o  test the efficiency 

and scalability of Our implementation. Second. by using the images available on the IFTVlV 

WC can build an  index for the \ V C V W  and contribute in the construction of the AILDB 

structure of the iAVV. This not oniy allows finding and retrieving images but also finding 

resources containing or referring t o  given images. hloreover. indexing images by sites can 

give interesting site content surnmaries by displaying thumbnail-sized images from a given 

IVeb site. Images from web pages are surprisingly representative of the associated textual 

content. Thus. browsing thumbnail-sized images frorn a site can give a broad idea about 

the content of the site. 

To retrieve images from the \iWl we built a web spider (Excavator) that crawls 

the Web and d o d o a d s  HThIL pages and images. While images are analyzed by the pre- 

processor to extract content features. HTML pages are parsed t o  extract links t o  images and 

ot  her HThIL pages as well as descriptive information about images. When parsing a Web 

page, the Excavator extracts HThIL IMG and EMBED tags and identifies image and video 

URLs. Subsequent ly. t hese images are downloaded and passeci to  the pre-procesor. Images 
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are disregarded if they are dynamic (Le. generated by a CGI), too small, or contain l e s  

t han a certain number of colours (example: 3). Thumbnaik are generated for the remaining 

\Veb pages on the \WW contain not only images, but also contextual information 

"describingt- the images that can be extracted from text neighbouring the images. The 

dscript ive text can be used to d u c e  keywords related to images. Being semi-structured. 

sections and components of an HTh.IL pages can disclose valuable information about an 

image contained in the page. HTML structure components provide hints for ke-ywords 

extractions like: image file name and path if i t  contains a word or recognizable words, ALT 

field in the IMG tag, HTML page title, HTML page headers, parent HTML page title, 

hjperlink to the image from parent HThIL page, and neighbouring text before and after the 

image. The new META tag placed in the HEAD element of the HTRlL page, if availablet 

can provide valuable keywords extracted from the description and keywords sections. The 

set of al1 words collected tiiis way? is reduced by eliminating "empty" words like articles (Le. 

the. a. this: etc.) or common verbs (i-e. is, do, have: was. etc.), or aggregating words from 

the same canonical form (e-g.: ciearing, cleared, clears, clear) as presented in [273]. There 

arc 400 frequently found words in English, defined in [261]: that can be considered of low 

seniantic information content and thus. can be eliminated (stopwords). The automatically 

generated keyword list can later be rnanually enriched. 

Figure 4.5: Excavator: The Web crawling process for image extraction. 

Figure 4.5 illustrates the process of extracting images From the CV\,ViV. From an initial 

set of pages, the Excavator recursively fetches pages, parses them, and adds their hyperlinks 

to the list of pages to visit . Links are extracted fkom hyperlink references? frarnes t ags, image 
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maps. and client pull references in HTML pages. The Excavator uses 3 lists: a list of pages 

to  visit (Ln). a list of pages not to  visit or restrictions (Lr)? and a list of visiteci pages 

(Lv). The 2 first lists. Ln and Lr. allow the restriction of image extraction from a given 

site. a given path or directory, or even a given page. In return. this can give interesting 

site content summaries by displaying thumbnail-sized images from a given Web site. Images 

from web pages are surprisingly representative of the associated textual content. Thus: 

browsing thumbnail-sized images £rom a site can give a broad idea about the content of the 

site. 

Lr iimits the exploration by the Excavator. The Excavator adheres to  the Standard for 

Robot Exclusion1* initiated by h.iartijn Koster. which allows webmasters. by rneans of a 

robot-tst file. to specie areas and directories of the Web site that should not be visitai by 

spiders. Since the goal of the Excavator is not to  index Web pages but to  retrieve and index 

images. the Excavator follows the restrictions specified in the robot-txt file when adding a 

new URL to Ln. These restrictions: added to  Lr. are not considered when donnloading an 

image. Robot LIETA tags present in some HThlL pages are also not considered for the 

same reasons. 

When parsing a W b  page. the Excavator extracts HThlL IhIG and EhIBED tags and 

identifies image and video URLs. Subsequent ly. t liese images are downloaded and passed 

to the pre-processor. Images are disregarded if they are ddvnamic (i-e. generated by a CGI). 

too srnall or contain l e s  than a certain number of colours (example: 3). Thumbnails are 

generated for the remaining images. The Escavator retriews textual information fiom the 

parsed Web pages to  automatically generate kej-words associated with images contained in 

the pages. and to be used in queries in conjunction %<th content-based features. IVhen 

an  image URL is identifieci. the path leading to the image is used to  retrieve other images 

possiblÿ stored in the same directory. On a web site. images are usually stored in the sarne 

sub-dircctory (ex: gifs. images....). 

Because the URL of the page containing an image is stored n-ith the image meta-data. 

given an image, it is very easy t o  find the FVeb pages in which it is located. This allowed 

us to build an image-based index on top of the course material web site for a multimedia 

course at  Simon Fraser University. Students remembering passages of the course notes by 

the  images contained in them and not their textuai content. can search for the images with 

''The standard for robot exclusion is available at: h t t p : / / i n f o . w e b c r a w l e r . c o m / r n a k / p r o j ~ i o n . h t m l  
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C-BIRD then link to  the pages using the parent URL. Figure 4.6 shows an euamp1e of an 

output froin the Image Excavator after parsing a web page- The output shows images and 

their automatically generated keywords. 

Fiebure 4.6: Output from the Image Excavator 

4.3.2 GBIRD database 

The database used by GBIRD is an addition to the image repository and contains mainly 

meta-tlat a extracted by the pre-processor and the Image Excavator. As e~plained above, 

o d y  features collected in this database at pre-processing time are used by the search engine 

for image or image feature matching. During run time, minimal processing is done. For each 

image collected, the database contains some description informat ion, a feature descript or, 

and a layout descriptor, as well as a set of multi-resolution sub-images (Le. search windows) 

feature descriptors. Neither the original image nor the subimages are directly stored in the 

database: only t heir feature descriptors are stored. 

The description information encompasses fields like: image file name, image URL, image 
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type (Le. gif, jpeg, bmp, ...), list of al1 known web pages referring to  the image (Le. parent 

URLs), a list of keywords, and a thurnbnail used by C-BIRD user interface for image and 

video browsing. 

The feature descriptor is a set of vectors for each visual characteristic. The main vec- 

tors are: a chrornaticity vector containing 36 values, a colour vector containing the colour 

histogram quantized to  64 colours (4 x 4 x 4 for R x G x B): locale vector, MFC vector, 

and MF0 vector. The MFC and MF0 contain 5 colour centroids and 4 edge orientation 

centroids for the 5 most frequent colours and 4 most Gequent orientations. These centroids 

are used to  derive the MFC and hIFO vectors in the recognition kernel. 

The layout descnptor contains, a colour layout vector, and an edge layout vector. These 

vectors allow matching with user defined layouts. Regardless of their original size, al1 images 

are assigned an 8 x 8 @d. The most frequent colours for each of the 64 cells are stored in 

the colour layout vector and the number of edges for each orientation in each of the cells 

is stored in the edge layout vector. The latter is used for both search by edge density and 

search by edge orientation layout. 

Al1 these attributes and vectors constitute a subset of the relation image of the ViVV 

shown in Example 4.0.1. 

Since the recognition kernel searches for ob jects in each search window at  a given resolu- 

tion level. each subdivision (i-e. search window) is represented with a feature descriptor like 

the full image at the highest resoIution level. These feature descriptors for the subimages 

are stored with the image meta-data. 

CVe usc Our illuminance invariant method to detect cuts in videos. and sement a video 

clip into frame sequences. The starting time and duration of the image sequence are stored 

with the meta-data. While the thumbnail is generated from the first fiame. colour and 

tcsture features are extracteci from al1 frames. 

The database was originaily implemented with miniSQL database and structured files 

on the Unix platform. The version running on Windows N T  is using an SQL server. 

4.3.3 Content-based retrieval results 

C-BIRD on both platforms, has a simple and friendly user interface that allows querying 

by simple mouse clicks, browsing, and composing conjunctions of complicated queries- The 

current test database has over 1,300 images. The meta-data is stored in a SQL server 

running on a Pentium-II 333 MHz with 128 MB RAM. Search times are in the order of 0.1 
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to 2 seconds, depending upon the type of search, except for the search by object, which rnay 

take up to 10 seconds to make cornparisons in al1 subwindows in the different resolutions and 

do al1 the necessary rotations. Notice that the search by object model begins by selecting 

only images t hat may potentially contain the object by shortlisting the images that contain 

the colours present in the object. 

(b) 

Figure 4.7: Conjunction of searches. 

Figure 4.7 demonstrates the use of conjunction of different searches, content-bas& and 

description-based. Figure 4.7 (a) is the top20 matches of a query based on the colour 

iüyout where the top cells were blue (i.e. for "blue ski;'). Figure 4.7 (b) is the resdt for 

a combination of content-based and description-based query, with the same colour layout 

specified as for Figure 4.7 (a) and an additional ke-mord "airplane". Figure 4.7 (c) is the 

result of the querq. "blue sky and g r e n  grassland" specified with a coIour layout g i d  with 

the top cells blue, the bottom cells green and a medium edge density. 

Search by object model 

Figure 4 -8 shows detailed resdts of a search wit h mult ilevel resolution window matching. 

The  model book image and the centroids of the 5 MFCs are shown a t  the bottom of the 

figure. Among the 5 MFCs the colour orange-red is the first MFC. As can be seen from the 

original image at the left: the çought book is at  the upper-left quarter. The correct match 

occurs in the first of the nine search windotvs. The graphical display of the search window, 

the located book and locations of the colour centroids are shown at  the right of the figure. 

The book orientation (44O) and scale-ratio (1.09) are calculated using the weighted-average 
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Figure 4.8: Search by Object Model wit h Mult iLevel Resolution Window Mat ching. 

of the orientations and the lengths of the MFC vectors (vectors connecting the centroid of 

orange-red and the centroids of the other MFCs). respectively. Accordingty, the position 

(centre of the book) is determined to be a t  (64, 79) which corresponds to the resolution 

of the bottom level of the recognition kernel. The search continues a t  the third level of 

the recognition kernel where the edge orientations and the MF0 vectors are checked and 

(a) 

Fi,gure 44.: (a) Object h~Iodels. 

(b) 

(b) Al1 solutions for pink book. 

The search by object mode1 using feature localization proceeds differently and uses the 

LocaIes introduced in Section 4.2.3. 

Ive first identify the pixels with dominant colours and the colours that the transitional 

pixels would merge into. Transitional pixels are changed to the closest dominant colour in 
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their neighbourhood. 

Figure 4.10: The tiles generated for the sample image 

\Ve generate the image tiles array using the dominant colours tve identified, and then 

generate al1 the Locales for the image. An example of different Locales generated from an 

image are shown in Figure 4.10. The original image, is the image in the bottom-left corner 

of Figure 4.10. Most features are correctly enveloped. In particular, the white colours of the 

book and the "Tide" box are split into 2 locales, yet other locales with similar m a s  are not 

split. The orange rainbow colour on the '"Tide" box is split into 2 locales because it is not 

compact enough, but has a large mass. The dark brown background is merged with al1 the 

black colours in the lower book because the black pixels are just as close to the background 

as they are to each ot her and the compactness of the merged Locale is good enough. 
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Figure 4.1 1 : Three-step matching: (a) Retrieved Images d e r  the colour hypothesis: (b) 
Images that also have texture support; (c) Images that  finaily p a s  the shape verification 
step. 

Figure 4.9 illustrates an  example of search by object model using feature localization. 

Figure 4.9(a) shows the eight book models of which the first book is selected. The object 

mode1 in this case is a book. Al1 five occurrences in Our test database of this book with 

various sizes: positions and orientations are shown in Figure 4.9(b). In the curent  imple- 

mentation only a few book models as shown in Figure 4.9(a) are tested. Ln the future, users 

will be able to  crop out  any object/pattern in any image and use it as a model. Figures 

4.11(a). 4.11(b) and 4.11(c), respectively show the results of each of the three steps in our 

matching algorithrn. Figure 4.11(a) shows the preliminary result after the colour hypothesis - 

(step 1). Al1 the images retrieved contain the MFCs of the object model. We can see that  

in Figure 4.11(b), after the texture support has been verified, the tree pictures with flowers 

have been eliminated. Figure 4.11(c) is the final result after the shape verification step. Four 

occurrences of the object model (pink book) with various sizes, positions and orientations 

are correctly retrieved. The result has a perfect precision (100%): but the recal1 is only 

80%. Indeed, there are five occurrences of the object in the database (Figure 4.9(b)) but 

the  final result shows four, despite the fact that al1 five occurrences of the book appear in 
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the preliminary results in Figures 4.9(a) and 4.9(b). The missing occurrence is due to  the 

fact that the pink book was placed on a white sheet overlapping from the top. The white 

area next to the top of the pink book was merged with the white locale of the book, hence 

the rejection by the third step even though the pink book was hypothesized a t  the first two 

steps. The algorithm mistakenly interpreted the two objects (white paper and pink book) 

as one with a different shape. 

4.4 Conclusion and Discussion 

Content-based image retrieval is an important issue in the research and deveiopment of 

digital libraries which usually employ large multimedia databases. This Chapter presented 

Our prototype system C-BIRD for content-based image retrieval Erom large image and video 

databases. Issues in both database design and image content based retrievaï are addresseci. 

A multi-ievel recognition kernel is developed to support search by model. Unlike most 

existing systems which use only global image features (colour, texture, etc.), the modeling 

and matching methods described are capable of handling a range of different sizes, 2-D 

rotation, and multiple occurrences of the objects in the images. Feature localization and a 

t hree-step matching algorithm are presented to  support Search by Object Rlodel. It is shown 

that instead of image segmentation, feature localization should be used as a preprocessing 

step before matching. 

Several content-based image and video retrieval systems use region-based search meth- 

ods. For example, QBIC [99] uses rectangular shaped coloured regions Video-Q [225] keeps 

the description and spatial relationship of regions, so that user can sketch the trajcctory of 

moving colour regions for the retrieval of certain moving objects. These systerns rely heavily 

or1 a good se,gmentation preprocess and they do not have a systematic means of retrieving 

objects. To the best of our knowledge, C-BIRD is the first system that successfuily performs 

object model search from image and video databases. 

This work also shows how pertinent information can be extractecl from images and 

videos from a global network information system in order to build the first layer of the 

hlultiple-Layered Database (MLDB) structure defined in Chapter 2. Concept hierarchies 

could be defined on colours, textures and other visual and non-visual features to  aid in 

the generalization process towards higher layers. Such an approach is adopted in the n a t  

Chapter for OLAP and data mining from visual media repositories. 
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Chapter 5 

OLAP and Data Mining from 

Visual Media 

Data hlining is a young but flourishing field. hIany algorithms and applications exist t o  

mine different types of da ta  and extract different types of knowledge. hllining multimedia 

data is. hoWever, a t  an  e~perimental  stage. 

i lTe have implemented a prototype for mining high-level multimedia information and 

knowledge from Iarge multimedia databases. h,fultih~lediah.Iiner has been designed based 

on our esperience in the  research and development of a relational data mining system, 

DBhIiner[l20, 119. 1211, and a Content-Based Image Retrieval system fkom Digital Libraries. 

C-BIRD, dcscribed in the previous Chapter. 

hlu1tihlediahIiner includes the construction of multimedia da ta  cubes which facilitate 

multiple dimensional analÿsis of multimedia data, and the mining of multiple kinds of knowl- 

edge. including surnmarizat ion, classification: and association, in image and video databases. 

The images and video clips used in our experiments are colIected by crawling the L V .  

hIany challenges have yet t o  be overcome, such as the large nurnber of dimensions, and the 

existence of mult i-valued dimensions. 

Substantial progress in the field of data mining and data warehousing research has b e n  

witnessed in the Iast few years. Nurnerous research and commercial systems for data mining 

and data warehousing have been developed for mining knowledge in relational databases and 

data wnrehoues [92]. Despite the fact that Multimedia has been the  major focus for many 

researchcrs around the  world, data mining hom multimedia databases is still in its infancy. 
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While one of the first dominant and referenced papers in the field of knowledge discovery 

by Fayyad et aL(90, 911 describes discovering patterns from satellite pictures, multimedia 

mining still seems shy o n  results. Many techniques for representing, storing, indexing, and 

retrieving multimedia da ta  have been proposed. However, rare are the researchers who 

ventured into the multimedia data mining field. Most of the studies done are confineci 

to  the data filtering step of the KDD process as dehed  by Fayyad e t  al. in [202]. In 

[63] ,  Czyzewski shows how KDD methods can be used to analyze audio data and remove 

noise from old recordings. Chien et al. in [54] use knowledge-based AI techniques to assist 

image processing in a large image database generated from the Galileo mission. Others use 

multimedia to complement data mining systems. Bhandari e t  al. [30], for instance. marries 

a data mining application with muitimedia resources. His application does not da im to 

mine a multimedia database, but uses video clips to  support the knowledge discovered from 

a numerical database. More recently, Tucakov and Ng in [248) used a method for outlier 

dctection to identiijr suspicious behaviour £rom videos taken by surveillance cameras. 

RIultimedia data mining is a subfield of data mining that deals with the extraction of 

implicit knon-ledge, multimedia data relationships. or ot her pat tems not explicitly stored in 

multimedia databases. A multitude of applications can benefit from multimedia data mining 

such as interesting pattern discovery in medical imaging, global weather understanding 

from satellite and radar imagery, patterns detection in surveillance carneras, solar storms 

understanding, etc. h4ultimedia da ta  mining is not Iimited to  images, video or sound. but 

encompasses text mining as well. There has been interesting research in text mining from 

text documents(93. 941 and Web or semi-structured data querying and mining[276? 149, 81, 

1821. The availability of affordable imaging technology is leading to a n  euplosion of data 

in the forms of image and video. relational databases are now including multimedia 

information, such as photos of customers, videos about real estate, etc. The  proliferation of 

huge amounts of multimedia data is becoming prominent- Global information networks like 

the Internet, as well as specialized databases, are filled with a cciriety of multimedia, medical 

images, satellite pict ures, etc., necessitat ing means to ret rieve, classify and understand t his 

data. hloreover, with the populanty of multimedia objects in e-xtended and object-relational 

databases, it is becoming important t o  mine knowledge related t o  both multimedia and 

relational data in large databases, and maybe, to deal with them in the same manner. 

Most of the recent work on muitimedia systems has concentrated on transmission, syn- 

chronization and management of continuous data streams of audio, video and text. Other 
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fields, no less important , are aut horing, coding, indexing and ret neving of media data. The 

last focused area has drawn the attention of many. Researchers? for instance, try to "sum- 

marize" video clips in one image. Salient stills were introduced in [247], in an attempt to  

represent an abstract of a video clip in one stiii image. The  salient stills reflect aggregates of 

temporal changes that  occur in a moving image sequence. Stills are created automatically or 

Ftith user intervention by combining affine transformation and multiple frames of the image 

sequence. Taniguchi e t  al.[243] use "mosaicingt to  glue overlapping video frames to create 

a panoramic s t  ill image representing the video sequence. Despi t e  the fact t hat representing 

a video clip in one still image summarizes in a way vicieo clips, it is hard to claim that this 

is data mining f?om video. 

\Vith huge amounts of multimedia data collected by video cameras and audio recorders. 

satellite telemetry systems, rernote sensing systems, surveillance cameras. and other data 

collection tools, it is crucial to  develop tools for discovery of interesting knowledge from 

large mu1 timedia databases. 

In addition, many relational databases start including multimedia information as well. 

such as the photos of a customer, etc. Therefore, it is important t o  mine knowledge related 

to bot h multimedia and relational data in large databases. Unfortunately, there have not 

been many multimedia data mining systems reported in previous studies. 

Recent advances in the research on multimedia databases [144, 48, 195, 991 enable cre- 

ation of large multimedia databases which can be queried in an  effective way. These ad- 

\.rinces. in combination with the research into multimedia database and advances in data 

niining in relational databases [92], created a possibility for the creation of multimedia data 

mining systems. 

ive have DBMiner systern [119, 122, 1201 and the C-BIRD system [169, 1671 to manip  

ulate and interpret multimedia data for knowledge discovery purposes. 

The cu ren t  MultiMediaMiner system, which was demonstratecl a t  the SIGh,lOD98 con- 

ference, inciudes a module for characterization of knowledge in image and video databases, 

a nioduIe for classification of multimedia data, and a module for detection of association 

between multimedia features. 

A more detailed description of the MultiMediaMiner system is presented in Section 5.1. 

The challenges and obstacles that we encountered with mining multimedia data, and the 

t un-arounds for our prototype implementat ion are presented in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 

surnmarizes our on-going research. Finally, a section is dedicated to multimedia association 
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rules which attempt to  go beyond the rules discovered by the MM-associator of the current 

Mult i Mediahiliner system, by integrat ing more content-baseci descriptors. 

5.1 A database mining systern prototype 

The MultiMediaMiner system is based on our eqeriences in the development of an on-Iine 

analytical data mining system, DBMiner, and C-BIRD, a system for Content-Based Image 

Ret rieval from Digital libraries. 

The DBMiner systeml, demonstrated in SIGMOD.96, KDD'96/97. CASCON'96/97, and 

ot her conferences. currently contains the following five data mining functional modules: 

characterizer, comparator, associator, predictoq and classifier. A general description of 

these hnctional modules is in [120]. Several additional functionai modules, especially with 

time-related data, clustering, and visual data mining, are at the research and development 

stage. DBMiner applies multi-dimensional database structures [l2O], attribute-oriented in- 

duction [l 191, multi-level association analysis [121], statistical data analysis, and machine 

learning approaches for mining these different kinds of rules in relational databases and 

data n-arehouses. C-BIRD system. presented in Chapter 4. was demonstrated in CAS- 

CON97 (some of the function modules can be playcd on the Internet interactively via 

lit t p://jupiter.cs.sfu.ca/cbird/) . It contains four major components: (i)  Image Excava- 

tor (a web agent) for the extraction of images and videos from multimedia repositories. 

(ii) a pre-processor for the extraction of image features and storing precomputeà data in a 

database, (iii) a user interface? and (iv) a search kernel for matching queries with image and 

video features in the database. C-BIRD allows searches by conjunctions and disjunctions of 

ke>-ords, colour histograms, colours with illuminance invariance, colour percentage, colour 

layout . edge density, eàge orientation and texture coarseness. In particular, C-BIRD is char- 

acterized by its ability to cope with significant changes in image chrominance and to search 

by object mode1. The database used by C-BIRD is an addition to the image repository 

and contains mainly meta-data extracted by the pre-processor and the Image Excavator, 

like colourl texture, and shape characteristics and automatically generated keywords. Mul- 

tiMediaMiner, the general architecture of which is shown in Figure 5.1, inherits the CBIRD 

database. 

'Srne of the function modules can bc played on the Internet interactively via 
http://cib.cs.sfu.ca/DBMiner with a webbased user interface we developed, see Figures 3.2 to 3.5. 
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Figure 5.1: General Architecture of MultikIediaMiner. 

The Image Excavator and the pre-processor have been enhanced to collect and pre- 

process more informat ion necessary for the MultiMedia Miner. Video clips are se,gnented 

after cuts have been detected. Each video se,oment is represented by one or more video 

frames lvhich are later treated and processeci by the system like images. For each image 

collected, the database contains some descriptive informat ion, a feature descriptor. and 

a layout descriptor. The original image is not directly stored in the database: only its 

feature descriptors are stored. The descriptive information encompasses fields like: image 

file name. image URL, image and video type (i-e. gif. jpeg, bmp. avi. mpeg, . . .). a list of 

al1 known web pages referring to the image (i-e. parent URLs), a list of keywords, and a 

thumbnail used by the user interface for image and video browsing. The feature descriptor 

is a set of vectors for each visual characteristic. The main vectors are: a colour vector 

containing the colour histogram quantized to 64 colours (al1 colours are represented in the 

RGB space by 4 values in red, 4 values in green and 4 values in blue) , MFC (hfost Frequent 

Coloiir) vector, and M F 0  (Most Frequent Orientation) vector. The MFC and IVIFO contain 

5 colour centroids and 4 edge orientation centroids for the 5 most fiequent colours and 4 

most Frequent orientations (the edge orientations used are: 0": 45"? 90": 135"). The layout 

descriptor contains a colour layout vector and an edge layout vector. These vectors allow 

matching with user-defineà layouts as in the user interface shown at  the right of Figure 

1.4(a). RegardIess of their original size, al1 images are assigned an 8 x 8 grid. The  most 
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Figure 5.2: Selecting (and browsing) data sets of images using keyword hierarchy. 

frequent colours for each of the 64 cells are stored in the colour layout vector and the number 

of edges for each orientation in each of the cells is stored in the edge layout vector. Other 

sizes of grids. like 4 x 4: 2 x 2 and 1 x 1: can be derived easily. These colour layout grids 

can be used for spatial relationships between colours at different levels of resolution. 

The Image Excavator uses image contextual information. like HThIL tags in web pages, 

file name and path, neighbouring text, etc.? to derive keywords (see Chapter 4). 

The hierarchy of ke~words with its hypernymy and hyponymy relationships allows one 

to browse the image and video collection by topic. In Figure 5.2, for example, thumbnails 

of conimercial airplanes pertaining to the aircraft manufacturer Boeing are displayed. This 

user interface also allows the selection of a multimedia data set to be mined. The hierarchy 

of keywords on the lefi of Figure 5.2 is a section of the concept hierarchy automatically 

generated by visiting some web sites containing aircraft images. 
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Fi,gure 5.3: Snapshot of Mult ihzlediahmliner Characterizer 

The mining modules of the MultiMediaMiner system include three major functional mod- 

ules. characterizer? classifie- and associator. hlany da ta  mining techniques are used in the 

development of these modules, including data cube construction and search [47], attn'bute- 

oriented induction [120], rninzng multi-leuel association rules [121], etc- 

The functionalities of these modules are described as follows: 

MM-Characteriter: This module discovers a set of characteristic features a t  multiple 

abstraction levels from a relevant set of da ta  in a multimedia database. It provides 

users with a multiple-level view of the da ta  in the database with roll-up and drill-down 

capabilities. Figure 5.3 describes in a histogram graph the generd characteristics 

for tw-O dimensions: the size of the  media in bytes and the Internet domain from 

which the media were extracted. For this example? only three Internet domains were 

considered, while the sizes were "rolled-upl t o  a higher concept of media size (i.e. 
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Fi,gure 5.4: Visuaiization of association rules. 

small, medium, large and very large). Wit h t his user interface: it is possible t o  visualize 

any two dimensions a t  a time: and drill-down or roll-up along a given dimension to 

find characteristics on more concrete values o r  specialized concepts. 

For esample. the module may describe the general characteristics of image sequences 

b'ased on the topic of the video, the topic being a high level keyxord defined in the 

concept hierarchy. The user can drill-down along the topic dimension t o  find charac- 

teristics of the image sequences based on more concrete topics. 

MM-Associator: This module fin& a set of association rdes  from the relevant set(s) 

of data in an  image and video database. An association rule shows the frequently 

occurring patterns (or relationships) of a set of da ta  items in a database. A tipi- 

cal association rule is in the form of "X - Y[s%. c%]" where X and Y are sets of 

predicates? s% is the support of the rule (the probability that X and Y hold together 

among a11 the possible cases), and c% is the confidence of the rule (the conditional 

probability t hat Y is true under the condition of X). For example? the module mines 

association rules like: "what are relationships among still images, the frequent colours 

used in them, their size and the ketyword 'sky ' .' One possible association rule among 

many to  be found is "if image is big and is related to sky, it is blue mith a possibility 

of 68%" or "if image is small and is related to sky, it Es dark blue with a possibility 
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Figure 5.5: Excerpt fkom a classification tree generated by h~Iultih~Iediah~liner 

of 55%". Figure 5.4 shows a visualization of some association rules. The existence of 

a column on the grid represents an  association between the left-hand side parameters 

and the right-hand side parameters. The height of the column depicts the support of 

the rule it represents, while the colour of the column describes the confidence of the 

rule. 

MM-Classifier: This module classifies multimedia data based on some prot-ided class 

labels. The result is an  elegant classification of a large set of multimedia data and a 

characteristic description of each class. This classification represented as a decision 

tree can also be used for prediction. Figure 5.5 shows an output of this module 

where a classification of images and fkames based on their topic, with reference to the 

distribution of image format, is made for a given Web site. By clicking on a class, it 

is possible to  drill t hrough to the raw data. A window displays the images pertaining 

to the class (ex book, animal, flower in Figure 5.6). 

The user interface of al1 these modules allow drilling and rolling-up along the different 

concept hierarchies defined on the dimensions, and thus? allow interactive mining. It is also 

possible to drill through right to the raw data. In our case the  raw da ta  are images and 

videos stored on the Web. MultiMediaMiner calls a Web browser and displays the original 

image in its original size or even the web pages that contain the image. This gives an 
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Figure 5.6: hlultihIediahliner Classifier user interface with drill-through to  the class images. 

opportunity for information retrieval from the Web. based on the data mining results. 

The hIhI-Characterizer, hlM-Associator. and h4h4-Classifier are useful modules for visual 

asset management and indirect visual media ret r i e d .  The additional OLAP capabili t ies 

attach strengt h to the interactive management and retrieval for multimedia repositories. 

5.2 Obstacles and Challenges with Multimedia Mining 

The first problem with mining multimedia databases is gaining access to  significantly large 

multimedia da ta  sets. This may seem trivial: but getting access to CT scans fiom hospitals. 

for instance. is not easy due to privacy issues. CT scans would have been an interesting 

application for the discovery of association rules based on colours in these scans. We chose 

the World-Wide Web as our image and video source because it is free? available and has a 

reasonably large collection. Another advantage of using the Web as our source for images 
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and video is that we can use the context of the images t o  autornatically extract additional 

information like the keywords fiom the  pages containing the image, the popularity of the 

image (Le. how many pages use the same image). the Internet domain of the image, etc. Al1 

this information was added to the already dimension-rich database. Moreover, by saving 

the URL of images, we avoid the need for Iarge storage space for the images and videos. The 

World-FVide Web is used as the repository. This, however, requires regular validation due to 

the dynamic nature of the World-Wide Web. Indeed, some images may disappear and some 

new ones appear in the web pages already visited by our crawler. If images disappear froni 

the Web, t hey are discarded from our database. If the images change, t hey are processed 

again and the descriptors in our database replaced while the changes are propagated to 

the data cube structure. In addition, by saving the URLs of the images and the URLs of 

the pages that contain the images, i t  is possible to do information retrieval and resource 

discovery from the Web by drilling through the results of the data  mining process. 

5.2.1 Keyword hierarchies 

Ke>words describing images are very important and useful when dealing with large col- 

lections of images. Hoivever. automatical~y associating keywords t o  images is not easy, 

while manual keywording is definitely not scalable. .4s mentioned in Section 5.1, we take 

advantage of the semi-structure of the iveb pages and the syntax of the URLs t o  extract 

candidate kepords  that, after normalization and filtering. are associateci t o  the images. 

Thc normalization process uses rnorphological analysis to draw forth the canonical forms of 

words, while the filtering process uses a list of stopwords and WorcWet lexical database to 

eliniinate illicit or unwanted words. While the candidate kedyword selection and the ke-word 

filtering eliminate most of the unwanted words, the list of keywords per image still remains 

large. This can be reduced by adding new stopwords and/or use natural language heuristics 

to eliminate outliers. 

For On-Line ha ly t i ca l  Processing (OLAP). concept hierarchies are needed to  drill-down 

and roll-up along the dimensions defined on the data. These hierarchies are also important 

for multi-level mining in order to  specialize or  generalize the knowledge discovered. Thus. 

organizing the keywords in a concept hierarchy is pertinent for multimedia mining. However. 

building a concept hierarchy of natural language words is difficult because of the controver- 

sies it may generate. We had to build an explicit representation of the set of keywords in 

the form of concept hierarchy that most people (users) would agree upon. The solution m-as 
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Figure 5.7: Portion of the ke;word hierarchy generated by traversing the Yahoo directories. 

to use esisting word hierarchies that are widely and extensively ~ c e d  and accepted. Our 

first atternpt was t o  automatically build a concept hierarchy by traversing a manually-built 

and widely-used on-line directory structure. By traversing the on-line Yahoo directory: for 

instance, one can build a general hierarchy with al1 nodes of the directories. Figure 5.7 

shows a portion of the kejword hierarchy generated by traversing the Yahoo directories and 

mapping the directories to keywords. Unfortunately, this hierarchy tends to  be too gen- 

eral and is not flexible enough t o  accommodate new terms. In other R-or&, the hierarchy 

generated is shallow, narrow and not Be-xi ble. 

Ultirnatelq-, we opted to use the on-line dictionary, thesaurus, and semantic network 

WordNet developed a t  the University of Princeton [263,25] and used by many researchers in 

linguistics and cognitive science. WordNet version 1.6 contains approximately 95,600 differ- 

ent w r d  forms organized into 71,100 word meanings interconnected with links representing 

subsumptions. Unfortunately, WordNet's word list does not contain specific words Iike "Boe 

ing 747' or "fighter F 1.5" that were extracteci from the Web sites our crawler visiteù. After 

consulting the list of words rejected by the filtering process, sorne words were selected and 

added to enrich WordNet's semantic network with these new domain related terms. 

Finally, the subsumption connections in the enhanceci WordNet semantic network were 
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used to  build a concept hierarchy with al1 (and only) the kejwords extracted and accepted 

from the web pages. This hierarchy is used to classi& images by topic and browse the image 

and video collection. Figure 5.2 shows a portion of such hierarchy starting Erom the node 

-'entity2 of the enhanceci WordNet network. The method for creating the concept hierarchy 

is presented in Algorithm 2.4.1 in Chapter 2. Figure 5.8 illustrates the use of WordNet for 

lieumord filtering and word hierarchy building. 

Web pages 
I l  

Page and image URLs . 
Images Featu re 
videos '[mage and ' vec tors Data 

r processing vide0 , 

Figure 5.8: Kejword Normalization and Concept Hierarchy building using WordNet. 

5.2.2 The curse of dimensionality 

A data cube is a particular structure for storing multi-dimensional data and handling queries 

t hat aggregate over some of these dimensions at different levels of abstraction. This structure 

can be storeci either in main memory or on disk. 

The multimedia data cube we use has many dimensions. The following are some exarn- 

ples: (1) The size of the image or video in bytes with automatically generated numerical 

hierarchy. (2) The width and height of the frames (or picture) constitute 2 dimensions with 

automatically generated numerical hierarchy. (3) The date on which the image or video 

w,as created (or last modified) is another dimension on which a time hierarchy is built. (4) 

The format type of the image or video with two-level hierarchy containing a11 video and still 

image formats. (5) The £rame sequence duration in seconds (O seconds for still images)with 

numerical hierarchy. (6) The image or video Internet domain with a pre-defined domain 

hierarchy: each image or video collected has a unique URL (Unified Resource Locator) that 
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indicates the location (Internet domain) where the image or vida> is stored. (7) The Ln- 

ternet domain of pages referencing the image or video (parent URL) with a pre-defined 

domain hierarchy: when an image or video is located in a web page, a reference to that 

page (parent URL) is stored with the image meta-data in our database. (8) The keywords 

with a term hierarchy defined as describeci above; (9) A colour dimension with a pre-dehed 

colour hierarchy: colours are quantized and indexed in a range between O and 255. A colour 

hierarchy is defined fiom specific colours to more generai colours. An image or a v i d a  is 

considered containing a given colour if the percentage of pixels in that colour exceeds a 

given t hresliold. (10) An edgwrientat ion dimension wit h a pre-defineci hierarchy, etc. An 

image is considered containing a certain edge orientation if the percentage of edges in the 

orientation in the image exceeds a given threshold. (11) The popularity of an image or video 

n-ith a numerical hierarchy The popularity of an object is the hown number of pages that 

reference that object. (12) The richness of a web page with a numerical hierarchy. The 

richness of a web page is the nurnber of multimedia objects referenced in the page. 
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Using these different dimensions and their respective concept hierarchies, it is possi- 

ble to build a muiti-dimensional data cube that aggregates the values for ail attributes in 

each dimension domain. Fi,o;ure 5.9 shows a visualization tool used to  browse such muiti- 

dimensional data cubes, 3 dimensions at a time. The concept hierarchy defineci on each 

dimerision allows drilling-down and rolling-up d o n g  any given dimension. This type of data 

cube browsing gives a big picture of the content of the database and even allows one t o  see 

rough clustering of data values. Selecting a sub-cube from the view drills through it up to  

the raw data. and one can s e  the set of multimedia items in the selected subcube and even 

the web pages that contain them. 

Unfortwiately, it is very difficult. if not impossible, t o  have more than a given nurnber of 

dimensions in a physical data cube. This is not due to  the visualization or conceptuatization 

as i t  may seem, but it  is duc t o  the fact that the size of the da ta  cube grows exponentially 

with the number of dimensions. Each time a dimension is added, the size of the data cube 

is multiplied by the number of distinct values in the new dimension. This is the curse of 

diniensionality In [214] Ross illustrates how the number of dimensions in a data cube is 

physically limited due to the physical size of the memory. 

The colour attribute of an  image has 256 dimensions, for instance. Each of the di- 

mensions counts the Frequency of a @en colour in images. This already goes beyond the 

liniit of rnost da ta  cube-based systems. Even after quantizing the colours t o  64 \dues, the 

number of dimensions is still too large for hlultihlediah~liner to handie. In order to reduce 

the number of dimensions, w-e decided to collapse and pivot the 64 colour dimensions into 

one. One previous colour dimension represented a colour and the values were frequencies of 

that colour in an  image. With the colIapsed dimension. the values represented are colours 

(prcrsence of colours), and the colour frequencies are discarded. Tliis loss of information is a 

compromise to reduce to dimensionality The same principal was applied for the dimensions 

of the attribute texture. This brings up  yet another challenge: the problem of multi-valued 

attributes. The collapsed colour dimension represents al1 the colours, however, an image or 

a video frame has more than one colour. If al1 the colours of an  image are reprcsented in 

the sarne dimension, the aggregate values in the aggregated layers of the data cube become 

wrong and rneaningless. To solve this probIem, a colour dimension for each colour present 

in a n  image is needed. However, this contradicts the goal of reducing the dimensionality. 

In our implementation, we have chosen to represent only the three niost kequent colours 

of an image with 3 colour dimensions. This reduces the colour representation from 256 
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Fiove  5.10: Multi hlediahliner data warehouse wit h cubes and dimensions. 

dimensions to  3. 

-4s might be expected, colour is not the only multi-valued dimension. An image has 

many testures. is described by many keyurords, and can be present in many web pages. In 

other words, the dimension texture? the dimension keyword, and the dimensions related to 

the web page (page richness and parent page Internet domain) are a11 multi-valued. For 

our prototype implementation, we had to compromise by choosing to represent only the 

most frequent texture in an image, only the first parent w-eb page of an image found by 

our crawler, and we chose not to represent the keywords in Our data cube. Not only it is 

not significant to select only one keyword by image or  video since the kejwords can not 
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be ranked effectively, but the keyword dimension has also a very large nurnber of potential 

values formed from words and phrases. This would cause the size of the cube to rapidly 

exceed the physical available limit . 
Despite the fact that keywords are not represented in our cube, we use the keywords 

as a data set selection attribute to  select a set of images on which to  build our data cube. 

Thus. the aggregate values in the data cube pertain to the rnultixnedia objects that are 

associated &th the keyword used for the selection. By doing so. the selected keyword can 

be appended as a predicate to any d e  discovered by our data mining modules based on the 

constructed data cube. Figure 5.2 shows the selection process using the ke-word concept 

hierarchy. This selection is used for browsing images and for data set selection for data cube 

construction. iVhen a keyword is selected. al1 keywords subsumed by it are also selected. 

This allon-s generalization and specialization along the word hierarchy Note that selecting 

the image subset by constraining the keywords (left of Fi,gure 5.2) can be replaced by a 

content-based constraint such as the content-based ret rieval provided by C-BIRD. In ot her 

words. the user interface in Figure 5.2 could be linked to C-BIRD in order to  select images 

to mine. 

Aithough we reduced the number of dimensions. the nurnber is still large. For the im- 

plenlentation of the hlultiA,Iediahliner prototype. we have chosen to create not one cube. 

but a set of different data cubes with different (overlapping) dimensions. Figure 5.10 shows 

the user interface of the hlultihlediahliner data warehouse with 4 data cubes and the di- 

mensions and measurements defined in one of them. Separating the data cube into smaller 

ones is a limitation. This restriction brought up new challenges. It is not trivial to choose 

~vhich dimension should be represented in which cube when we have our data materialized in 

separate cubes. It is important to mention that the OLAP interaction and the data rnining 

algorithms operate on one given cube a t  a time. Thus. it is not possible to discover corre- 

lat ions. for example. between two dimensions in different data cubes. Moreover. nierging 

rules discovered from two cubes that do not overfap, is not possible. 

In [130] selective materialization of data cubes is proposeci to  select the appropriate 

cuboids for materialization rather than materializing al1 the views. This approach. using a 

lat tice that expresses dependencies among views and contains cube materialization costs, is 

intended to optimize the data cube construction based on the n d s  dictated by the user 

queries. In Our implementation, as mentioned above. we chose to materialize 4 cuboids and 

pre-compute them after the user selects a data set using the keyword hierarchy. The cubes 
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are built on-t he-fly, once the images are selected, and can easily be built in parallel. There 

are some heuristics regarding the selection of the dimensions in the different cuboids, some 

based on the access frequency and some based on the size of the dimensions t hemselves. We 

opted for a more semantic approach. The set of dimensions was divided into 3 subsets: a 

content-based dimension set (colour and texture), a size-based dimension set (size, width. 

Iieight , etc.) , and a resource-bas4 dimension set (Internet domain, popularit~., etc.). Each 

set was materialized in a different cuboid. In addition, a fourth cuboid was materialized with 

dimensions from the 3 dimension sets. In order to create an  overlap between the cuboids, 

the Internet domain and the size dimensions were repeated in ail 4 cuboids. 

Each ce11 of a data cube can contain a=egate values (Le. measurements) like a count, a 

sum. etc. Because measurements are not expensive in memon. size, we decided to materialize 

numcric attributes (like size, richness. popularity, etc.) as measurements. rather than as 

CU be dimensions. whenever the a t  t ri bute is not selected as dimension effect ively present in 

the cuboid. This allows the consideration of values of that attribute, however, without the 

possibility to drill-down or roll-up along the dimension it represents. 

5.3 On-going work and Conclusions 

In this chapter, we have discussed online analj-tical processing (OLAP) and descriptor-based 

data mining from a multimedia repository. lie have designeci and developed an interesting 

niultimedia data mining system prototype, MultiMediaMiner, with the following features: 

( i )  a multi-dimensional multimedia data cube, (ii) multiple data mining modules, including 

characterization (or summarization) , association, and classification, and (iii) an interactive 

nlining interface and display with Web information retrievd capabilities. Our preliminary 

esperiments demonstrate that multimedia data mining may lead to interesting and fruit ful 

knowledge discoveries in multimedia databases. 

Therc are some major tasks calling for further research into the design and developrnent 

of the MultiMediaMiner system. 

A new model for data cube materialization is under study. In this model, called MDDB 

for Rlulti-Dimensionai DataBase. we conceptualize the entire data cube in a database with 

a special-purpose structure. The structure contains al1 dimensions and the aggregation of 

interesting values in preparation for cube materialization. The structure is not a data cube 

per se, but the "definition" of the hypercube which heIps speed up the materialization of 
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Figure 5.1 1: hIulti-Dimensional Database model with materialization of cuboids. 

cuboids. Cuboids are then materialized on-the-fly depending on the dimensions needed 

by the query. Moreover, borrowing from the multi-layered database technology presented 

in [27G]. a cuboid can generalize a set of cuboids along the hierarchies of its dimensions. 

A cuboid would join the dimensions of other cuboids at a higher conceptual level. This 

model allows the creation and manipulation of da ta  cubes with an  unrestricted number 

of dimensions. and allows multi-dimensional selection on ranr data.  Figure 5.11 shows the  

ciiboid niaterialization path from a hypercube definition. 

hlulti-dimensional data cubes are created in order t o  reduce the response time when 

querying large databases for decision support or da ta  mining. Typically, al1 the dimensions 

are aggregated in the cube. However, it is not always necessary to represent al1 the dimen- 

sions in the cube. Depending upon the  application and the user needs. we can choose not 

to  materialize some dimensions: and keep them as raw da ta  in the database. For euample. 

if colour is considered unnecessary for some applications, we can avoid materializing the 

colour dimensions and keep the colour information in the database. This obviously reduces 

the size of the data  cube. However, if colour is required for some queries, we need t o  build 

on-the-fly a new data cube with colour dimensions directly from the raw data. This can 

be very costly. Another approach would be t o  adapt the da ta  mining algorithrns t o  use 

simultsineously the aggregations in the data cube and the raw data in the database without 

rnaterializing the portion of the da ta  tha t  is still in the database. This is acceptable if t he  

queries accessing the non materialized portions are scarce. 
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The  design and construction of multimedia da ta  cube can be improved by integrating 

the MDDB rnodel or by using a virtual composite da ta  cube that  has some of its dimensions 

not materialized but in the database. T h e  current design of the multimedia da ta  cube' al- 

though it works. produces a huge muitirnedia da ta  cube. due to  the big size of two numeric 

dimensions: colour and tedure. Most relational da t a  cubes contain o d y  categorical dimen- 

sions each having a relatively small number of distinct ~a lues .  However. since we would 

like to  support search from colour and edge-orientation. it is necessaxy for the data  mining 

algorithms to  have access t o  the da ta  either materialized in a cube o r  directly from the 

database. Our current irnplementation supports only a limited number of intervals on these 

two dimensions in the da ta  cube. The search along these dimensions with finer granulari- 

ties than those currently supported has t o  access the C-BIRD database. which degrades the 

performance but can be improved by using the h-vpercube structure of the  MDDB rnodel. 

There are plans to add new da ta  mining functionalities into the system. Iike a clustering 

module which would group images into different clusters based on their multiple dimen- 

sional features. including both multimedia features. such as coIour and edge-orientation. 

and  relational features. such as keyxords. URL information. and duration. 

ifë have used the kej-m-ord hierarchy for browsing our image collection and selecting 

a data  set for mining. In other words. the  selection of images t o  mine is done based on 

ke>-n-ords. 1Ve pIan to use the content-based image retrieml features of C-BIRD t o  also 

select the images for mining. 
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LEOXARDO DA VISCI 

Chapter 6 

Content-Based Multimedia Data 

Mining 

Discovering knowledge from large data has been the focus of rnw research studies and 

applications in the Iast few years. Many effective algorithnis and successful applications 

have becn suggested. However. most of these studies emphasiçed corporate data typically 

in alphanumeric databases. Very little research has been conducted on mining multimedia 

data. [236] describes the CONQUEST system that combines satellite data with geophisical 

data to discover patterns in global climat change. The SKICAT system described in [91] 

intcgrates techniques for image processing and data classification in order to identif'. --sky 

objccts" (i-e. patterns) captured in a very large satellite picture set. Visual data are also 

the focal point of our research. and we integrate image processing with database mining 

techniques in order to discover fiequent i tem-sets to *certain content-based multimedia 

association rules. Current database mining technologies are still not capable of estracting 

knowledge from images and videos, alt hough some researchers are starting to investigate 

how to determine interesting patterns in multimedia. Recently. Tucakov and Ng in [248] 

used a mcthod for outlier detection to identib suspicious behaviour from videos taken by 

surveillance cameras. 

IVhat was presented heretofore in this thesis. was esscntially online analytical processing 

(OLAP) and mining (OLAhI) fiom a database containing visual data descriptors. CVhile 

extracting and processing the descriptors for OLAP and OLAAI is a challenging task. it 

can arguably be depicteci as limited multimedia mining. Indeed, most of the descriptors are 
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not content-based? as size. popularity, keywords. etc. The content-based descriptors, such 

as colour and texture, were taken at a high level. For example, the presence of a colour 

(most frequent colours) was taken into account, but not its position in the picture. its size 

within the picture, its movement in time. etc. Clearly. there are other content-based features 

that can be e-xploited in multimedia data mining such as in association d e  discovery or 

cIassificat ion. 

In t his Chapter, w-e undertake the task to enhance our data mining algorithms to take 

adlantage of content-based features pre-processed and stored in the C-BIRD database. 

such as the hIFC and MFO centroids. the layouts. the locales. etc. l i e  extend the concept 

of content-based m d t  imedia association rules using feature locaiization and introduce the 

concept of progressive refinernent in the discovery of patterns in images from coarse to fine 

rcsoliit ion. Our contribution in t his Chapter is a progressive resolution refinement approach 

for the discovery of multimedia association rules with recurrent objects. and for the discovery 

of spatial rclationships between visual descriptors in large image collections. 

Feature 1ocaIization is a new concept of rough se,omentation that n-e introduced in Chap- 

ter 4. Image se,gnentation is a process to se,o;ment an entire image into disjoint regions. 

A region consists of a set of pixels that share certain properties. e-g.. similar coiour (or 

gray-level intensity). similar texture. etc. In short. the t raditional segmentation algorithms 

assunie (1) regions are mostly connected: (2) regions are disjoint (R, n RI = 0. for i # j):  

and (3) segmentation is complete in that any pixel d l  be assigned to some region. and the 

union of al1 regions is the entire image (Ukm,,Rk = 1)- Although regions do not have to 

be connected. most available region-based and/or edge-based segmentation met hods would 

yicld connected regions. and it is error-prone to merge some of them into non-co~ected 

regions. Such a segmentation aigorithm will yield more than a dozen purple rcgions. one 

for cach character. for the title of the book shown in Figure 6.1. It will also yield (unes- 

pectcdly) many white regions. since ail the white blobs inside the Ietters 'A'. 'P.. .Re -0' 

will rinfortunately be identified as regions. The above example. albeit simple and not at al1 

unusual. indicates that the traditional image segmentation does not yield useful grouping 

and representation for object reco,glition. A more usefui and attainable process is feature 

localization that will identie features by their locality and proxirnity- As we defined in [167]. 

a locale L, is a local enclosure (or locality) of feature L. L, has an envelope L, which is 

a set of t iles to represent the Iocality of &, and some geometric parameters: mass M(C,).  

centroid C(Lz),  van'ance a2(L,): and shape parameters for the locale. etc. A tile is a square 
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area in an image. Its size is arbitrarily chosen as 16 x 16: but could be bigger or smaller. The 

tile is the building-unit for envelopes. A tile is 'red' if a sufficient nurnber of pixels within 

the tile are red. It follows that a tile can be both 'red' and -blue' if some of its pixels are red 

and some are blue. CVhile a pixel is the unit for image segmentation. a tile is the unit for 

feature localization. Thus, feature localization is a kind of rough segmentation where over- 

lap is possible and completeness is not necessary. The right columns of Figure 6.1 show an 

esample of feature localization: each image illustrates a different locale. Perhaps the closest 

to this description a locale is the '-blob- in the ..blobworlù" system from the University of 

California Berkley. presented in [ll6]. However: blobs have always an eliptic shape and 

there are only up to 10 representatives in an image. Blobs give just an appro?umate and 

xague representation of an image. We believe that locales depict better the content of an 

image in terms of dominant colours and te-xtures. 

Tiles are grouped into an envelope. if they are geometrically close. The closeness will be 

nieasured b_v cariance to be defined below. M(C, )  is the number of pixels in Lx that actually 

have feature x. Al(L,) is usually less than the Area of L,: although i t  could be qua1  to it. 

C(Lx) is simply the centroid of the mas .  02(L,) is the variance of the Cartesian distance 

from pixels in L, to the centroid. and it measures the eccentricity of L,. Note. A l .  C. u2. 

etc. are measured in unit of pixels. not in tiles. This garantees the granularity. Hence 

the feature localization is not merely a low-resolution cariation of image se,gnentation. ive 

also define a minimum bounding circle around a locale to approsimate the locale when 

ew-duat ing t opological relationships at  different resolut ion levels. 

The centroids of locales can help in discovering interesting spatial relationships wîthin 

an image or between frames of a video clip. We are defining spatial primitives like nezt-to. 

ontop-ofand under to describe relationships between colours or colour segments in an image. 

These primitives and colour layout grids extractecl by the preprocessor can help discover 

association rules about colours within an image or a vïdeo clip. In the prevïous chapter 

we defined the notion of localization or locales [167] which are rough colour and texture 

segments in an image. tVe will study the option to use these locales. rather than al1 the 

colour and texture of an image, to describe the colour features of the image or objects within 

the image. since they are perceptually more accurate. 

In Figure 6.2. we enumerate some of the locale characteristics and relationships that 

we would like to capture in association rules discovered in a multimedia database. Colour, 

texture. size and shape do not need explanation. The centroid of a locale determines its 
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Figure 6.1: Example of feature localization based on colour for a multi-level resolution 
image. 

Topology 

Location 

Visual 

Colour(X, colour) 
Size(X, size) 
Texture(X, texture) 
Shape(X, shape) 

Movement 

Speed(X, speed) 

Figure 6.2: Feat ure Relat ionships for Locales. 
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position in a picture. Vertical(X, v) and Horizontal(X,h) can give this location. Note 

that this location can also be given by the layout grid that we use for colour layout and 

texture layout searches. This location would be relative to the granularity level of the grid: 

8 x 8.4 x 4 , 2  x 2, or 1 x 1. Given the location (z. y) of a locale and its size, a topology: or 

spatial relationship wit h other locales can be determined, such as closeness with H-next-to 

and V-nezt-to, overlap wi t h Overlap, and inclusion wit h Include. H-nest-to and V-nezt-to are 

generalizations of primitives such as ontop-oJ unde. left-next-to, right-nezt-to, etc. Again, 

the cioseness of colours and textures can also be determined with the layout grids at different 

resolution levels. The vertical next-to and the horizontai next-to could be determined wit h 

the coordinats i. j of cells in the grid and their content (orientation and colour). To a 

certain extent, overlap and inclusion can also be determined with the layout grids, since 

cach ce11 holds more than one colour at  a time. We chose locales to illustrate the concept of 

topological closeness, overlap and inclusion in multimedia associatior d e s  without claiming 

t hat using locales is better than using the grid layout. We believe t hat the choice should be 

determined by the application domain. 

In a video sequence. locales can be identified in different frames and their motion vector 

can be determined. In that case. a motion direction can be associated to the locale with 

Motion(,Y. m), as well as a relative speed (for esample pixels by kame) nith Speed(X. s). 

In the subsequent sections, nre will re-introduce the association rules and underline the 

liniitations of the curent algorithms for association rule discovery vis-à-vis multimedia data. 

Ive m-il1 present a coarse-te fine strate= for mining multimedia and discuss two algorithms 

for the discovery of multimedia association rules wit h recurrent items and recurrent spatial 

relat ionships. 

In our discussion, we will assume locales as being objects. This is an approsimation that 

will simplify the discussion. Note tliat locales that always have a similar movement vector 

in an image can be merged into one object. 

The remainder of the Chapter is laid out as following: In Section 1 we discuss the 

progressive resolut ion refinement approach and present our algorit hm for mining multimedia 

association rules with recurrent items: we put forth a method for mining association rules 

with spatial relationships in Section 2: Section 3 describes our performance study: finally, 

our conclusions are presented in Section 4. 
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6.1 Multimedia Association Rules 

Association rules have been extensively studied in the Iiterature [6, 176, 8? 246? 121, 105, 

150, 198: 184, 7, 94, 51, 52, 108, 53, 186: 24, 39, 14, 164, 206, 190, 1961. The efficient 

discovery of such des  has been a major focus in the data mining research community. 

hrlany algorithms and approaches have been proposed to deal wit h the discovery of different 

types of association rules discovered from a variety of databases. However, typicdly, the 

databases relied upon are alphanumerical and often transaction-based. WEle some of these 

algorithms proposed can be applied to visual data, to a certain extent, after transforming 

the data into a form that can be processed, new algorithms should be better suited. Indeed, 

visual data has some peculiarities proper to images and videos. For example, some visual 

features can be repeated in an  image, and the repetition of the feature can carry more 

information than the existence of the feature itself. 

The problem of discovering association rules is to find reiationships betm-een the existence 

of an object (or characteristic) and the existence of other objects (or characteristics) in a 

large repetitive collection. Such a repetitive collection can be a set of transactions for 

esample. also known as the market basket. Typically, association rules are found from sets of 

transactions. each transaction k i n g  a different assortment of items. like in a shopping store 

({milkl bread, etc}). Association rules would give the probability that some items appear 

wit h ot hers baseci on the processed transactions, for example milk.-tbread[50%], meaning 

that therc is a probability 0.5 that bread is bought when milk is bought- Essentially, the 

problem consists of finding items that frequently appear together, known as frequent or 

large item-sets. 

Forrnally, as defined in [SI, the problem is stated as follows: Let Z = {i l ,  i2, ... i,} be 

a set of literals, called items. Let V be a set of transactions. where each transaction T is 

a set of items such that T C Z. A unique identifier T I D  is given to each transaction. A 

transaction T is said to contain X ,  a set of items in 2, if X C T. An association rule is an 

implication of the form "X a Y": wherc X C Z, Y C 2, and X n Y = 0. The rule X Y 

has a support s in the transaction set V is s% of the transactions in 2) contain X U Y. In 

othcr words, the support of the rule is the probability that X and Y hold togethcr among 

al1 the possible presented cases. It is said that the rule X + Y holds in the transaction 

set D with confidence c if c% of transactions in V that contain X also contain Y. In other 

words, the confidence of the rule is the conditional probability that the consequent Y is 
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true under the condition of the antecedent X. The problem of discovering al1 association 

rules from a set of transactions 'D consists of generating the ruies that have a support and 

confidence greater t hat given t hresholds. These rules are called strong rules. 

Looking at this formal definition, we immediately see limitations vis-à-vis mining as- 

sociation rules from an image and video collection. An image for instance. can indeed be 

represented by a transaction with items k i n g  the visual features in the image. however, 

items in the antecedent of the rule repeated in the consequent can be an interesting factor 

in image analysis applications. For example. in an infra-red satellite picture for weather 

forecast . the existence of a blue pocket (cold front) may suggest the e-uistence another blue 

pocket. hloreover. the repetition of the same item in an image is not negligible. As men- 

t ioned previously. the repetition of a same object in an image can be more important than 

its occurrence in the image. Besicies. recurrent objects in images are very frequent. In 

addition. one may be interesteci in finding associations with a coarse-to-fine search strategy. 

In othcr worcis. association rules can first be found at a low resolution. then progressively 

confirmed at higher resolutions. Indeed some tisual features. such as dominant colours in an 

image. are well presewed at a low resolution level. Thus. we can rapidly approsimate mul- 

tirriedia association rules at a coarse level. then eliminate false positives by ve r i eng  them 

at a higher resolution. hloreover, the approximation of a locale by a minimum bounding 

circIe can speed up the discovery of association rules at a hiah conceptual Ievel for spatial 

topological concepts such as closeness. overlap or containment. The precision of the rules 

discovcred are irnproved by eliminating the minimum bounding circle and using the  locale 

en\-elope with higher image resolutions. The main adlxntages of this approach is that: (1) 

locale features estraction can be conducted at multiple (often reduced) resolutions to Save 

processing time: (2) locale intrinsic features can be defined at appropriate resolutions to 

avoid too much detail/noise or insufficient detail. Dominant colours are well preserved at 

a Ion: resolution. but some texture information can be lost when the resolution is  too low. 

The coarse-to-fine search strategy is important for large image and video databases even 

when the features are e-xtracted and analyzed at pre-processing time. The left column of 

Figure 6.1 shows an example of image at  different resolution levels. 

The proposed algori t hms for discovering association rules al1 assume the items are unique 

in 1. hence the definition of support.  Wit h the well-known Aprion' algori t hm [8]. for cxarnple. 

duplicates are never considered when the k-item candidate sets Ck are formed. It is assumed 

that the items are unique. In multimedia mining. we would like to discover rules such as 
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2 b l u e  circles high texture density". This means that the sole existence of blue does 

not necessarily imply the consequent high texture density. Two occurrences have to  coexist 

in the image for the rule t o  be "confidentr'. In addition, the definition of strong d e s  based 

on large support is quite inadequate in some imaging appIications. Features appearing very 

frequently (i.e. having a large support) in some medical images, for e,uamplet can be normal 

phenomenon, and uninteresting to users. A low support, on the other hand. could generate 

item-sets w-it h extremely rare items. While t hese rare items could either be just meaningless 

noise or sought for rare phenomenon (in medicinq applications for example) tliey fa11 in the 

realm of outlier analysisl and are out of the scope of this study- \\ë believe that a range 

for an  acceptable support s h o d d  be introduced for such applications. Hence the definition 

of the suficiently strong association rule. tVe would also like t o  introduce a new definition 

of support. Typically, the support is the percentage of transactions that contain an item 

or verify a condition; it measures how interesting and frequent an  item or predicate is in a 

data set. Since images are represented by transactions. but identical objects can be repeated 

in an  image. our support could be a count of objects rather than a count of transactions. 

This. of course. should depend upon the application. and it is up to the user to choose 

the  appropriate support definition. We call this support Object-based support while the 

"traditional" support is called transaction-based support. W e  also call Association Rules with 

Recurrent Items association rules that allow items to  be repeated in the rules. 

Definition 6.1.1 An Association R u l e  with Recurrent Items is a rule of the form: 

where c% is the conjidence of the rule. predicates P,? i E [l..n] and Q j . j  E [l..m] are 

predicates bound to variables, and a: .i3, y ,  6. X and p are integers. Û P  is true if and only if 

P h m  a occurrences. O 

Definition 6.1.2 A Multimedia Association Rule is an association rule vith recurrent 

items tltat associates visual object features in images and video fiames, and is of the form: 

' ~ h e r e  arc studies in data rnining about outlierç [ I - l Ï ]  
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where c% is the confidence of the nile' one or more predicates Pi, i E [l..n] and Qj .  j E [1 ..m] 

are predicates instantiated to topological, vfsual, A-nernatics, or  other descriptors of images, 

and a. p.?, d. X and p are integers quantifying the occurrence of the object feature o r  item. 

aP is t m e  i f  and only if P has a occurrences. CI 

The predicates P, and QJ in the d e s  are not just top~logical~ visual or kinematics 

descriptors such those in Figure 6.2, but can also be other descnptors such as picture size. 

\ide0 duration. or just relateci kep-ords. In a medical imaging system. for eixample. the 

physician's diagnosis attached to the image can be eicremely beneficial in an association 

rulc. 

Definition 6.1.3 The  Support of a predicate P in as set of images V denoted by n(P/V) 

is the percentage of objects in al1 images in 2) that ven fy  P at a given conceptual leuel. 

T h e  Confidence of a multimedia association rule P -. Q is the ratio a(P A Q/V) versus 

a (P/V) .  which is the probability that Q is verqed by objects i n  images in V that verify P 

nt the same conceptual level. Such support is called object-based support i n  contrast to 

transaction-based support. which is the percentage of images having a given feature. O 

As mentioned earlier. depending upon the application. the definition of support can 

also be dependent on the number of images. In that case the support of a predicate is 

the pcrcentage of images in which the predicates holds (transaction-based support). W e  

define three thresholds that verify the adequate fiequency of a pattern and the adequacy 

(or certainty) of a rule. To find suficientlg frequent image objects that veriS a predicate 

P. in other words a frcquent pattern P in V. the support of P should be not greater that a 

maximum support Cf and not smaller than a minimum support of. To find sufficiently strong 

multiniedia association rules P - Q: the following should be true: al 5 a(P A Q/V) 5 Cf 

and t hc confidence of P - Q should be greater than a minimum confidence 91.  The 

mininiuni and maximum support are defined regardles of the type of support transaction- 

based or object-based. 

Definition 6.1.4 A pattern p is  sufficiently frequent i n  a set 'D at a level E if the support 

of p is no  less than its corresponding minimum support threshold, and no more than its 

corresponding maximum support threshold. Cl 
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Definition 6.1.5 A multimedia association d e  P -. Q in  a set of images V is sufficiently 

strong in 2) if P and Q are suficiently frequent (P and Q E [uI..CI]) and the confidence of 

P - Q is greater than p. 0 

Note that the strength of a rule and the values of a? and CI depend upon the concept 

level in which the predicates are applied. Al1 attributes such as colour, texture, motion 

direction. etc., are defined on concept hierarchies. Depending on the concept level selected 

by the user. al and CI can be higher or lotver. 

Given an image I as a transaction and locales (or objects) as the items in the 

image 1, we envision two types of multimedia association rules: association d e s  based 

only on atomic visual features that we call Content-Based Multimedia Association Rules with 

Recurrent Visual Descriptors, and association rules with spatial relationships t hat we call 

Multimedia Association Rules with Recurrent Spatial Relationships. Wlat  we call atomic fea- 

tures arc descriptors such as colour, texture, etc. They are attributes of an object defined 

dong coucept hierarchies Association rdes based on atomic visual features are similar to 

niulti-diniensional, multi-level association rules, emphasizing on the presence of values of 

some at t ri butes at  given concept levels. They are multi-dimensional because each object 

h,zs different attributes, each being a dimension, and they are rnulti-level. sincc the val- 

ues of each attributc are defined at different conceptual levels, for esampie the colour blue 

could be defined dong this hierarchy: All-blue(dark-blue(NavyB1ue . RoyalBlue, DeepSky- 

Blue). bIue(LightSteelBlue, SlateBlue, SkyBlue, h~lediumTurquoise), light-blue(Pa1eTurquoise. 

LightCyan. Cyan)). One such association rule could be: DarkRed circleALight5iue circle - 
Green square(SG%). Note that we used only two dimensions in this example: colour and 

siiapc. Any other dimension or other descriptors such as image size or keyword could be 

used 'as well. 

The second type of multimedia association rdes uses the topological relationships be- 

tn-cen locales (v-next-to for vertical closeness: h-nest-to for horizontal closeness. overlap, 

anci include). Perhaps the closest to what we intend to work on for multimedia associa- 

tion rule enurneration with spatial relationships is the work presented in [150] about spatial 

association rules which uses primitives to describe spatial relationships between entities in 

maps. Howcver, there is a fundamental difference between our approaches. In (1501: it is as- 

sumed that a grouping is clone based on a data set selection, Mth a spatial mining language 

GhIQL. The associations found are on the grouping, making spatial predicates holding only 
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one argument. In other words, the spatial association d e s  are restricted and describe only 

one type of objects a t  a time, example road or  water. In our case. we have tweargument 

predicates and objects are not typed- Each predicate P describes the relationship between 

two objects 0, and Ob: such as Overlap(O,, Ob), each object being multi-dimensional. Bi- 

naq- predicates involve a join of more than one relation. hioreover, spatial predicates on 

the same object \dues  can bc rccurrent. One such multimedia association rule with spatial 

relationships could be: V-Nezt-to([red. circle. small], [blue, square, *]) A H-Nerct-to([red. 

circle. *].[yellow. *. large]) - Ouerlap([red. circle, *].[green. *. *]) (34%). Note that not al1 

dimensions of the locales are used. The maximum dimensionality would be specified b -  the 

user. In this example, only three dimensions xere needed and we made use of the n-ildcard 

+ to replace absent values. 

6.1.1 Progressive Resolution Refinement 

For effective and efficient discovery of patterns in multimedia databases. we chose a multi- 

resolution strategy by first finding patterns a t  a low (Le. rough) resolution and persevering 

the search at a higher (i-e. finer) resolution with only the data selected in lower resolutions. 

This assumes the  preservation of the patterns t o  be discovered in coarse resolutions. Re- 

cent ly. some researchers started to employ muit i-resolut ion image representations in t heir 

content-based retrieval. We have adopted the same approach when matching object models 

in images and videos [169. 1671 ( s e  Chapter 4). In his earlier work. Burt f.131 proposes a 

structure of pattern tree for active sensing. The structure describes objects in difTerent levels 

of details in a hierarchy with multi-resolutions. A coarse-tefine scarch strategy is adopted 

to actively and rapidly locate objects or events in a scene. Smith [232] uses wavelets for 

multiscale image representation in the Alexandria Digital Library project . Lately, Koperski 

in [151] proposes a progressive refinement approach for spatial data mining using two steps 

to filter out large data  sets. 

The basic idea of progressive refinement is to  quickly approsimate patterns a t  a coarse 

level. then eliminate false positives by v e r i l n g  them at  a higher resolution. The  refine- 

ment. however. has to  be doiie carefùlly without inadvertently elirninating false negatives. 

For instance: by knowing how visual features are preserved in coarse resolutions. some visual 

featureç can be tested a t  low resolution such as colours, others like edge density could be 

testcd at an intermediate level. w-hile fine texture should only be tcsted a t  a higli resolution. 

Spatial relationships are not completely presemed. The topologïcal characteristics are not 
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fully retained, making the  the topological features change from one resolution level to the 

ot her. In Section 6.2.1 we discuss the preservation and the potential changes of topological 

features when the image resolution is altered or improved. The refinernent of the image 

resolution can be done in many ways. We distinguish three different refinements: (i) a 

cleansing at the pixel level (raster refinement). This refinement has many resolution levels: 

(ii) an approximation with minimum bounding circles. This refinement hm only two res- 

olution levels: and (iii) a zooming by changing the size of local t iks  (tile shrinking). This 

refincment h,as five or more levels, with tile sizes 32 x 32,lG x 16.8 x 8.4 x 4. and 2 x 2. 

The following is the general algorithm of the progressive resolution refinement for mul- 

timedia data mining. 

Algori t  hm 6.1.1 (PRR) Progressive Resolut ion Refinement for Mining h,Iultimedia Asso- 

ciation Rules in Image Collections. 

Input: ( i )  V a set of transactions representing images a t  different resolution levels, with 

items being the visual and non visual descriptors of the images: (ii) a set of concept 

hierarchies for each attribute: (iii) the minimum and maximum support thresholds 

01 and CI  for each conceptual level: (iv) the m a - m m  number of resolution level 

amilable. 

O utput: Sufficient ly frequent item-sets with recurrent items a t  different resolution levels 

R, - 

Method. The progressive resolution refinement mining of multimedia association rules pro- 

ceeds as follows: 

begin 

(1) i + O /* Lowest resolution level */ 
(2) D o - V  

(3) while (i  < n~axirnunz resolution kuel)  do { /* Coarse to  fine discoveq- */ 
(4 R, ( r  1 r is a sufficiently frequent item-set a t  resolution level i ( inV; ) )  

( 5 )  i + i + 1 /* ILlove to higher resolution level */ 
( 6 )  Di - Fil ter (Vi - i ,  Ri-r) 

( 7 )  1 
end 
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The algorithm is a loop with two considerable steps: (a) finding Erequent item-sets a t  

a given resolution level: (b) Reducing the size of the da ta  set by filtering out images and 

infrequcnt objects t o  prepare the nedut round a t  a higher resolution. The move from one level 

to  another does not have to be one a t  a time (Line 5). It is sometimes desirable to  skip some 

resolution levels and jump to  a higher one. Note that depending upon the application and 

the user's needs, it is not always necessary t o  do al1 the resolution levels and iterate to  the 

highest resolution (Line 3). Line 4 calls the algorithm for enumerating frequent item-sets 

n-i t h recurrent items at a given resolution level. This can eit her be for frequent visual features 

or for frequent spatial relationships. We will discuss in the coming subsections the discovev 

procedure for these two types of association rules. Filter(Vi- i ,  &-l) in line 6 removes 

images t hat do not contain the frequent item-sets discovered a t  the resolution level i - 1 and 

filters out the infrequent objects in the remaining images. This reduces the set of images 

and visual features to  be processecl a t  higher resolution. The filtering, howevcr. does not 

consider the re-occurrence of items since the low resolution can affect the numbering of visual 

icatures. Figure 6.3(a). for esample, shows one blue locale at a coarse level that becomes 

clearly two distinct blue locales a t  a finer resolution. This shows t hat only the presence and 

absence of a feature should be considered in the filtering process, and not the frequencÿ of 

appearance of the features in the image. Fi,pre 6.3(a) also illustrates an  example depicting 

t h e  relativity of some spatial relationships. like overlap, based on the resolution used for 

defining locales. \Vhile two locales may appear overlapping because their niininium bounding 

circles intersect , considered a t  the locale envelop level: t hey do not. RIoreover. reducing the 

size of the tile's edge form 16 x 16, as in our experiments, progessively down to  pixel by 

pixel. another level of coarse-to-fine refinement can be performed. 

Ive will discuss in the foliowing subsection the algorithm for enumerating sufficiently 

irequent item-sets wit h recurrent items. 

6.1.2 Generating Synthetic Images 

il'e believe that data  mining from images content is effective only when the ccllection of 

images considered for mining is homogeneous: meaning that the content of images in the 

collection should have analogous semantic content. If the content of the images is not 

comparable, the content mining becomes meaningless. For example. rnining the content of 

a conglomerate of images randomiy collecteci from the Internet, like flowers, people: b a t s ,  

etc., would lead t o  unavailing and useless results. For these types of images, a mining based 
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Figure 6.3: Relativity of visual feature concepts a t  different resolution levels. 

on csternal descriptors and minimal content, such as the mining presented in Section 5.1. 

is more useful. A repository of infra-red satellite pictures, a collection of brain CT scans. a 

set of frames from a fived surveiIlance camera. are good esamples of homogeneous images 

collections where content-baseci multimedia data mining can be effective. 

To illust rate the algorithms and test their performance. we have generated synt hetic 

iniages with random locales and random features. -411 the iniages are generated the same 

way to get a homogeneous collection. We generated the synthetic images as follows: (i) we 

gcncrated n images each with a random background colour: (ii) for each image. we generated 

a random nuniber k of locales: (iii) for each locaIe, we randomly generated featues (colour, 

nicas (i-c. number of pixels), texture. shape. position, etc.): For each image. given the 

generated localest we randomly gave movement directions to each locale. by generating a 

random number of frames n-ith random new positions. 

Algorit hm 6.1.2 Generating synthetic images. 

Input: n the number of frame sets. 

Output: 1V images where N = ry(l+ random(rn)) 

Method. Algorithm for generating synthetic images is as follows: 

bcgin 

(1) get n: /* number of original images */ 
(2) for i = 1 to n do ( 
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F i o v e  6.4: Syntlietic images. 

generate background colour for Zi; 

generate k: /* number of objects in image i */ 
for j = 1 to k do { 

generate (position. c01ou.r~ shape. size? tel-tue!.. .) for L(i- j )  in z: 
1 
generate m: /* number of frames associated to image i */ 
for f = 2 t o r n + l d o {  

COPY image Z,,-,, into Z, 

for j = 1 to  k do { 

generate(newpositi0n) for C( i  j )  in I,, : 

1 
1 

The result of Algorithm 6.12 is an açsortmcnt of n sets of frames. each with a different 

number (m)  of images. Each image has a certain number (k) of different objects. Images in 

diffcrent frame sets may have a different number of objects. Figure 6.4 shows a portion of 

a synthetic image set with n images (in rom),  each with a random number of objects with 

random features, and each image replicated in a random number of fiames (in columns) 

with the objects in different position. The first raw example shows the motion vectors 

of moving objects- Algorithm 6.1.2 fills Table 6.1 with the generated objects descriptors 

and movement vectors, one row for each image frame. This table is used for discovering 
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Content-based multimedia association rules with recurrent items. The Naïve algoritkm 

and hIasOccur algorithm, presented later: mine the information in th% table. Given the 

size and the positions of the objects, the extendeci-relation in Table 6.2 is filleci with spatial 

relationships attributed to each object in individual images. This second table along with the 

previous table. is exploiteci to discover multimedia association rules with recurrent spatial 

association rules. The algorithm is presented later in this Chapter. 

Table 6.1: Relation with Visual Atomic Features. 

... 

... 
* - - 

... 

Table 6.2: Extended-Relation with Spatial Relationships. 

Motion 

Directioni 
.*. 

... 

6.1.3 Naïve Approach for Finding Frequent Itemsets with Recurrent Items 
at a Given Resolution Level 

Shape 

. Shapq 
... 

... 

Include 

{ }  
(-4 

If the iipriori algorithm [8] is to be used to discover frequent item-sets in such data sets as 

the image collections~ it w u I d  miss al1 item-sets with recurrent items. A naïve way to find 

al1 frequent item-sets with recurrent items would be to first find al1 frequent 1-item-sets, 

check how often they might re-occur in an image (maximum occurrence), and t hen, for each 

k .  combine these frequent 1-item-sets in sets of k elements where elements can be repeated 

up to their respective maximum occurrence possible. The calculation of the support would 

filtcr out the infrequent ones. The pseudcxode of such algorithm is as follows: 

Image ID 

ri 
1 1  

. . - 
r2 
... 
I n  

Colour 

Colouri 
. . - 

... 

... 

Object ID 

O( 1. 
O( 1.2) 

O(2.1) 

O(n.a) 

V-Next-to 

{ o . )  0(1.5)  

. . - 

Image ID 

1 1  

Il 

I n  

H-Next-to 

0 ( 1 2 ) ( . 6 )  
L-) 

Object ID 

O(1.1) 
O( 1.2) 

O(n.a)  

Overlap 

{O(l.ï)} 
L- 1 

Texture 

Texturel 
..- 

. -. 

Mass 

Sizel 
... 

... 
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begin 

Ci + {Candidate 1 item-sets and t heir support) 

FI +- (Su f f iciently f requent 1 item-sets and their support) 

AI - {Alazimum occurrence in an image of frequent 1 item-sets) 

Count # of k-item-sets (total[l..k]) 

for ( i  - 2: Ftei + 0 : i  - i + 1) do{ 

C, - (c= { x l ? q  .... I,) [l . . i]x,~ Fr h ( i \ f [x ,J  2 CARD of x, i n c ) )  

C, - Ca - { C  1 (i  - 1) item-set of c @ F,-1) 

Di +- FzlterTable(23,-r. Fa- 1 ) 

foreach image I in V, do { 

foreach c in C, do { 

c.suppor-t * c.support + Count(c. I )  

1 
1 

c.su rt Ft b { C  Cr 1 t ~ t d  1 ?-set > a/) 
1 
Result - U t  {c E F, 1 i > 1 r\ c-support < C I )  

This naïve algorit hm. which varantees to find al1 frequent item-sets wit 11 recurrent 

items. could be improved by replacing FI as the starting set for enumerating candidates 

of al1 k-item-sets by a set composed of FI and al1 item-sets with single items tn-inned to 

t k i r  maximum capacity. such as {x, ) . {x,. x, ) . {x,. x, . x, ) . etc.. where the number of x, 

is sriiallcr or equal to J f  [x,] . This would improve the processing of C, in line 6 .  

In the next subsection we present our algorithm MaxOccur. a more efficient algorithm 

for discovering multimedia association rules with recurrent items. The performance of this 

naïve algori t hm and Our hIaxOccur algorit hm are compared in Section 6.3. 

6.1.4 Max-Occur Algorithm 

A met hod for enumerat ing sufficiently strong multimedia association rules t hat are based 

on recurrent atomic visual features is presented in this section. W e  d l  give an abstract 

esample and then present the algorithm. To simplify our discussion, we will use a one 

dimension, one level problem where images arc transactions of objects and the sanie ob jects 
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can be repeated. \\%le objects are multi-dimensional, in this discussion we will treat 

t hem as items with only one dimension and no concept hierarchy. The algorithm can be 

extrapolateci to the multi-Ievel association rules discovery algorithm presented in [106]. The 

multi-dimensional issue can also be solved by using a data cube [286]. 

Example 6.1.1 Let us consider the images represented in Table 6.3(left) by a set of trans- 

actions Dl  . Each image is a set of objects that can be repeated. At this point. we ignore the 

descriptors of the objects for simplicity. To determine the support of each object . a first scan 

of the database is done and each time a distinct object appears. its counter is incremented. 

Xt t hc same time, a second counter keeps track of the maximum appearances of the same 

object in an image (Le. transaction). Table 6.3(right) shows the result of the counting. 

Cl  contains al1 unique objects with their support and A l  contains the maximum number of 

tinies a given object occurs in an image. To simplifq. the discussion. since the total number 

of images and object occurrences are fked. the support of the o b j e t s  is espressed in an 

absolute d u e  (nurnber of occurrences) rather than a relative percentage- Let the minimum 

support or be 2 and the maximum support CI be 5. To derive the suficiently frequent 1 

item-sets. if Cl is filtered and only the objects that have a support between a/ and CI are 

kept. vcry frquent objects (o > CI )  n-ould be elirninated. While this may seeni the natural 

t liing to do. it is counter-productive a t  t his stage. Indeed. item-sets that are not frcquent 

cnough should be eliminated. since combining infrequent objects with other objects wouid 

be bound to generate infrequent item-sets (apriori property [SI). However. very frequent 

item-sets that are greater than the maxiniuni support. when conibined with other objects 

may generate item-sets that are l e s  frequent than the ma-umum support but still frequent 

enough to be interesting. Thus. too frequent item-sets should not be eliminated until al1 fre- 

qucnt item-sets are found. Table 6.4(left) shows Fi, the list of frequent 1 item-sets. Notice 

that O? and O.t were not eliminated even if they appear too often in the data set (a(02/V1) 

and O ( O . ~ / D ~ )  > CI) .  However. 0 1 .  0 5 .  Os and O7 were elirninated because they do not 

appcar frequently enough (a(Ol/Vl) a(Os/V1): a(Os/V1) and o(Oï/Vl) < al) - Given Fi. 

we can filter out from Dl  al1 irrelekant objects, and al1 transactions that do not contain fre- 

clirent objects present in Fi. This wouid considerably reduce the time for scanning the data 

set in search for k-item-sets. Table G.Li(right) shows ï??. the image transactions with only 

the interesting objects. The generation of the candidate 2 item-sets is done by joining Fi 

with itself to create al1 possible pairs with frequent objects. It is similar to the aprïori-gen 
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in [8] except that the information stored in A< regarding replication of objects in images, is 

used to generate new pairs of the same objects that occur in a transaction more than once. 

The 2 item-sets {O2, 02) and {O4, 0 4 )  in Table 6.5(left) are produced t hat way, Notice 

that when filtering C2 to generate F2 (Table 6.5), {O2, 04) was not eliminated despite the 

fact t hat its support a({02,  0 4 ) / n )  is higher than the maximum support: this is for the 

same reason 0.' and O4 were not eliminated when generating F I .  The candidate 3 item- 

set list C3 is produced by joining F2 elements and eliminating 3 item-sets that contain 2 

item-sets not recognized as frequent (Le. not in FJ .  The counters in AI are also usecl to 

generate itcni-sets such as {O2. 02,  O?) in Table 6.6(left). After filtering the infrequent 3 

item-sets, FJ is produced. The candidate 4 item-sets is produced the same way by joining 

t lie frequent 3-item sets and pruning the unnecessary ones. For instance (02, 0 2 .  03.  0 4  ) 

and {O2. Os! O.l. are eliminated since, respectively, (0-1, Oz. 03) and {O3. O4 , 0.1 ) are 

not in F3. Finally, since no 5 item-set can be induced, the resuit is al1 Fi without their 

item-sets that have a support higher than the maximum support CI. The following are the 

sufficient ly frequent item-sets: 

Given t hesc sufficiently frequent item-sets, sufficiently strong association rules could be 

found by generating al1 rules from a k-item-set of the form *-(k-p) item-set - p item-set'' 

with O < k < p and such t hat the confidence of the rule is higher than a given confidence 

thrcshold. \Vith a confidence threshoid set to 100%. only these rules are induced: 

(1) (0.1.0.1) -+ {O2. 03)[100%] 

(2) (02.04. 04) + {02)[100%] 

(3) (03-0.1) -. {02)[100%] 

(4) (03)  - (02: 0.1) [100%] 

(.5) ( 0 2 .  0 2 )  - {O4) [iOO%] 

(6) (0.1.0.1 ) - (02) [100%] 

( 7 )  (03) -. {02)[100%] 

(8 )  ( 0 3 )  {0-1)[100~] 

X simple scan of t hese rules can count replicated objects (or similar objects depending upon 

the conceptual level and the dimensions used) and produce the foilowing rules: 

2 0 4  - 2 [100%], O2A 2 0.1 -r 0 2  [100%]. o3 A o4 + 0 2  [100%]. 0 3  + 0 2  A 

O, [lOO%]. 2 0 - O4 [100%]. 2 O4 - O2 [lOO%], O3 + 0 2  [100%]. and 0 3  -. 0 4  [100%]. 
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Notice that the nile " 0 4  + 02" is not confident enough, while -2 O4 -. 2 02" or "2 

o4 - 02" are 100% reliable. This would not have b e n  true had the support been based 

on the nurnber of images rather than on the nurnber of objects. 

Table 6.3: Left: Image transaction table Di. Right: Ci and Al tables. 

Table 6.4: Left: Fr and d l  tables. 

Object 

( 0 2  1 1 
Right : 

I I item-sets I Sumort 1 

Support 

8 

Image ID 1 Sufficiently Frequent Objects 

( 0 2 .  O-. 03. 04. o.,) 

Filtered image transaction table V2. 

Max. Occurrence 

3 

2 item-sets 1 Support 

( 0 2 . 0 . 1 )  

(03: 0.1 ) 
(027 0 2 )  

(o.t.o.4) 2 

Table 6.5: Candidate 2 item-sets C2 and sufficiently frequent 2 item-sets F2. 

The above example and discussion proceed to the following algorit hm for mining content- 

b,?sed multimedia association rules. Note that the supports used in the example are absolute 

~alues  for the sake of sirnplicity. Support for a k-item-set should be k-i"m-se' Dkt 

CI transaction t (C  ) 
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1 3 item-sets 1 S u ~ ~ o r t  1 

(03: 0-1.0-1) 

(O?. 03 Oz} 

Table 6.6: Candidate 3 item-sets C3 and sufficiently frequent 3 item-sets F3. 

1 
1 

Table 6.7: Candidate 4 item-sets C4 and sufficiently frequent 4 item-sets F4. 

rvhere (Ci) arc k-combinations of objects in transaction t without redundancy of unique 

objects- Algorithm 6.1 -4 gives a glimpse into the combination enurneration process. A 

recursive algorithm could also be implemented. 

4 item-sets 

{O2.o2, 0 4 .  Cl4) 

Algorit hm 6.1.3 ( M a x O c c u r )  Find sufficiently frequent item-sets for enumerating content- 

bascd niultimedia association rules in image collections. 

4 item-sets 

{O2. O?. 0 4 .  0-1) 

Support 

2 

Input: (i) V I  a set of transactions representing images. with items being the visual and non 

visual descriptors of the images: (i i)  a set of concept hierarchies for each attribute: (iii) 

the minimum and masimurn support thresholds ut and Cf for each conceptual level. 

Support 

2 

Out put: Sufficiently frequent item-sets wit h repet itions allowed. 

Met hod. The pseudo-code for generat ing sufficient ly frequent i tem-sets is as follows: 

begin 

(1) Cr - {Candidate 1 item-sets and their support j 

( 2 )  Fi - { S u  f f icientl y f requent 1 item-sets and their support) 

(3) + {A1aximum occurrence in an  image of frequent 1 item-sets) 

(4) Count # of k-item-sets (total[l..k]) 

(5) f 0 r ( i - Z : F , - ~ # 0 ; i - i + l ) d o {  
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Ci + (Fi-l  w Fi- l )  u { y f X  1 X E Fi-l A Y E  FI A Count(y. X) < (Al[y] - 1))  

Ci +- Ci - {c 1 (i - 1) item-set of c 4 Fi-l) 
Di F~lterTable(Zi~-~, Fi - l )  

foreach image I in Di do { 

foreach c in Ci do ( 

c-support +- c-support + Count(c, 1) 

1 
1 

csu rt F' + { c  E Ci I ,,,a, iZset > 0'1 
} 
Result +- Ui{c E Fi 1 i > 1 A c.support < Cr) 

O 

Line 1. 2. 3 and 4 are done doing the same initial scan. AI contains the masimum 

number of times an object appears in the same image. This counter is used later to generate 

potential k-item-sets. The total number of k-item-sets is used for the calculation of the item- 

set support in line 14- 

In line 6 and 7. the candidate item-sets are generated by joining (i-1) frequent item-sets 

and the use of AI to  generate repetitit-e objects ( ~ l l [ ~ ]  > 1). The pruning process (line 7) 

eliminates infrequent item-sets based on the aprion property 

Line 8 filters the transactions in V t o  minimize the data set scanning tinie. 

In lirie 14. only the frequent item-sets that are higher than the minimum support 01 

are kcpt. It is only a t  the end of the loop (line 16) that mâ.uimum support Cf is used to  

eliniinate item-sets that appear too frequently 

The  calculation of the support for one item-set is based on the occurrence of the item- 

set in the images. Line 11 cumulates this count. -4 particular precaution has t o  be taken 

n-lien counting appearances of k-item-set in an  image. especially that objects and features 

can be repeated. A simple k-permutation (c: = - m-here n = I  t 1) can lead t o  

miscalculations. For example. let the transaction t be cornposed of repeated four objects 

such as t = { O 4 4 4 V V w ) .  Cfo = 45 while we have only 9 possible unique Zitem-sets 

as show-n belon-. There are also 14  possible Sitem-sets wlulc c;~ = 240. 
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r 

- 
Possible one. two and three item-sets and their occurrences in t. 

The correct calculation of the repetitions of these item-sets in the transaction requires 

caution in order not to calculate occurrences more than necessary. The algorithm for enu- 

riicrating the k-item-sets and counting their occurrences in the images transaction is given 

in Aigorithm 6.1.4. 

Algorithm 6.1.4 Counting occurrences of k-item-sets in an image transaction. 

Input: (i) Image transaction Z; (ii) item-set size k- 

Output: Set of k-item-sets and nurnber of tirnes they appear in 1. 

Method. Generate ail combinations from the unique objects in Z and verify if they can 

be replicated (Combination and Replication): Generate item-sets with k tirnes the 

same objects (Twinning): Generate item-sets with combinations of repeated objects 

(Combination of twinned objects). The pseudo-code for generating and counting the 

item-sets is as follows: 

begin 

U (unique 1-item-sets and their count in 2) 

C - (k-combinations of u in U) 

foreach c in C do { /* counting combinations and repIications */ 
cxount +- 1 

do CountReplication(c) 

} 
v - U  

foreach u in V do { /* Twinning */ 
while V[u].count > k do { 
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( 10) c + @ k u  

( 1 1 )  V[u].corrnt + V[u].count - k 

(12)  Add c in C if not in set: c-count c.cuunt i 1 

(13)  ) 

( 1 - 1 )  1 
(15)  foreach u in U do ( /* Combination of twinned objects */ 
(16) for(n = 2: n < k - 1 A n 5 U[u].caunt: n + +) do { 

( 17) d - S,u 
(18) B + (k-combinations of d and dl 1 u E dl A v # u A U[v].count > 0) 

(19)  foreach c in B do ( 

(30)  c-cmnt - 1 

(21 Add c to  C 
(32) do Coun tReplica tion(c) 

(23)  1 
(34)  1 
(35)  } 

('26) Result - C 

end 

begin Coun tReplication(c) 

v - u  
forcach 1-item-set i in c do {V[ i ] . cmnt  - V[i].cr*unt - 1)  

while Vb].count > 1(Vj in c )  do { 

c-count - c-count + 1 

foreach 1-item-set i in c do {V[i].count - V[i].count - 1) 

Multimedia Association Rules with Spatial Relationships 

IVhile the previousiy presented content-based multimedia association rules exclusively use 

visual atomic features such as in Table 6.1. multimedia association rules with spatiai rela- 

tionships in addition use the extended relation with spatial predicates such as in Table 6.2. 

A rnethod for mining multimedia association rules with spatial relationships is introduced 
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in t his section. The met hod uses MauOccur after rninimizing predicates. Since spatial pred- 

icates (next-to. overlap, etc.) have two ar,auments. the strategy is to  find frequent one and 

two-i tem-set s, combine the spatial predicates wit h only t hese frequent i tem-sets and consider 

the result as the candidate 1-item-sets of the multimedia association rules wit h spatial rela- 

tionship. hlau0ccu.r is then used to find the k-item-sets of spatial predicates. This strategy 

is b'ased on the following property: for a spatial predicate P ( X ,  Y )  to be sufficiently frequent, 

.Y and Y have to be sufficiently frequent, and the 2-item-set {X. Y) has to be sufficiently 

frequent. This can be done a t  any conceptual level. starting £rom the highest concept in 

the hierarchy to the lowest ones. The naïve method wodd  be to  combine al1 pairs of object 

attributes at  a given conceptual level and join them with al1 spatial predicates to derive 

potent i d  1-item-sets. This. however. would generate a t-ery large number of candidates and 

el-en candidates that do  not exist in the data set. Our modus operandi is to lessen the 

canclidate set to the mininiurn before computing the frequent spatial predicate k-item-sets. 

To simplifj- the discussion. we will analyze an abstract example with one conceptual level 

and one dimension (shape) as follows: 

Example 6.2.1 Considering the three images in Fi,we 6.5 with one dimensional objects. 

n-e would like to find association rules involving the spatial relationships between the objects 

in the images. For simplicit3r, we are only considering the dimension shape at a gïven 

conceptual level. but the same can be applied for other dimensions such colour, testure. etc. 

n-itli related concept hierarchies. Finding sufficiently strong association rules with spatial 

relatio~ships essentially consists of finding the sufficiently frequent conjunctions of spatial 

predicatcs. To do so, given the transaction-based minimum support threshold of = 3' a 

first scan of the image set reveals only three frequent items: 0. A and Cl, each occurring 

in the t h e  images and appearing a t  maximum twice in an  image. Considering only these 

thrcc frequent items, a second scan of the data set reveals the frequent pairs of items. The 

first table in Tables 6.8 indicates the support of each of these pairs. Only t h e  of them 

are frequent enough and are coupleci with the spatial predicates. Notice tha t  if we added a 

wildcard * to the frequent items with a de facto support equal to we could combine it wiith 

the frequcnt pairs of items: and thus generate association rules with wildcard at tr ibuts .  

Since we only have four spatial predicates (H-next-to, V-next-to? overlap, and include), this 

gives us up to 12 possibilities. However, a scan of the data  set would reveal that only 7 

combinations are possible, and at the same time, would aiso compute their support and 
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Figure 6.5: Examples of images with objects. 

mavimum occurrence in an image. The second table in Tables 6.8 shows the result of 

this scan. which is the set of frequent 1-item-set found in the first step of the hIasOccur. 

hIaxOccur can then be used to  discover the following frequent k-item-sets: Overlap(0. A). 

H-Nat - to (0 .  A): Overlap(0. A) ,  H-Nest-to(O.0): H-Next-to(0. A) ,  H-Next-to(O.0): 

Overlap(0. A), H-Ne+*-to(0, A) : H-Nest-to(Ol O), and al1 the deriveci association rules 

such as: H-Nest-to(0.U) A H-Next-to(A. i) -* Overlap(0. A )  [100%] 

1 1-item-set 1 Freauencv 
Pairs of Objects 

{O- O) 

h I a x  Occurrence 
Frequency 

1 

Table 6.8: Frequent pairs of objects and Frequent spatial predicates. 

The above esample and discussion proceed to  the followi-ing algorithm for rnining mdt i -  

media association rules wi th spatial relationsIùps. 

Algorit hm 6.2.1 (MM-Spatial) Find sufficiently frequent item-sets for enumerat ing mul- 

timedia association d e s  with spatial relationships in image collections. 

Input: (i) V I  a set of image descriptors with spatial relationships being the visual and non 

visual descriptors of the images; (ii) a set of concept hierarchies for each attribute: (iii) 

the minimum and maximum support thresholds ot and Cf for each conceptual level. 
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Output: Sufficiently fiequent spatial predicate conjunctions. 

Method. The pseudcxode for generating sufiiciently frequent item-sets with spatial rela- 

tionsliips is as follows: 

begi n 

(1) Pl - {Frequent atomic items) 

(2) P.) - {Frequent pairs in Pi x Pi) 

(3) Cr - {&x {Spatial predicate set) and their support) 

(4) Fi - {Frequent 1 item-sets €rom Ci ) 

( 5 )  line 3 to Iine 16 of MaxOccur 

end 

In the process of discovering multimedia association rules with recurrent spatial relation- 

stiips. we have assumed the e-uistence of enumerated spatial relationships such as in Table 

6.2. These relationships are siniply processed by comparing the centroid of each locale as 

well as the radius of the locale's shape approsimated to a circle (minimum bounding circle). 

Tlie centroids and the radii of locales are sufficient t o  rapidly and efficiently give a good a p  

prosimation of spatial relationships betw-een objects in an image such as closeness. overlap 

and inclusion. There e-est other methods for determining more precise spatial relationships. 

Howcvcr. t hese met hods to be effective can be computat iondly cost ly. The coarse-te fine 

strate= of the PRR algorithm simplifies the process by de facto eliminating in each round 

the images and objects not leading to  interesting rules. Ideally WC would preprocess once 

t hc dctailed spatial relationships a t  a fine ganu lan ty  and lower granularit .  and have a 

table such as Table 6.2 provided to the mining module. If t his conipiitation is not prepro- 

ccsscd before the discovery of association rules, another step could be added to the loop of 

PRR (Algorithm 6.1.1) to  determine rough spatial relationships at the current resolution 

level ancl discover association rules wit h these approsimate spatial relationships: t hen. the 

nest rounds would refine the spatial relationships for only the frequent item-sets discovered- 

Notice that removing the minimum bounding circles at  any resolution level Iike in Figure 

6.3(a), assists at  removing false p s i  tives from enumerat cd frequent spatial relat ionships. 

ICé will discuss in the next subsection topological changes from rough to fine resolution. 
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6.2.1 Topological Relationships with Resolution Refinement 

We ha~re int roduced in Fi,gure 6.2 some simple spatial relat ionships: closeness (vert icd 

and horizontal). overlap. and containment. WXle t hese relationships have some level of 

detail like for vertical and horizontal closeness. they are still kept simple to make the dis- 

cussion on multimedia association rules with spatial relationship understandable. Spatial 

relationships are essential components in query languages for geographic information sys- 

tems and spatial databases. and describe topology of areas or regions in maps. In [75. 761 

hIas Egcnhofer presents a forma1 derivation for eight spatial relationships namely disjoint, 

inside, contains, equafs, mets, covered by, covers, and overlap. The relationships are for- 

mulated for areas based on intersections of the boundary of an area A denoted t3.4 the 

interior of the area denoted A" . and the exterior of the area denoted A-. The inter- 

sections bounda~/boundary. boundary/interior. boundarv/esterior. interior/interior. inte- 

rior/esterior. and esterior/exterior of two areas are characterized by the d u e  empty (0) 

or non-cmpty (-0). For tm-O areas A and B we can distinguish 2' = 512 different rela- 

tionships bj- combining the boundaries. interiors and e-xteriors (Le. 9 combinations and 2 

\aliics). hIost of these combinat ions hontcver. are not valid combinat ions and o d y  8 valid 

relationships are derived. Because two of the relationships are synimetric. namely cover and 

covcred by inside and contains. some view these relationships <as 6 distinct ones: disjoint, in, 

touch, equal, cover. and overlap [117]. In our discussion. we will use the eight relationships 

as described by Egenhofer. but we wi11 use only boundary (a.4) and interior(AO) to define 

t hem since the boundary and interior suffice to distinguish bctween the different spatial 

rclationships in Our case. Table 6.9 shows the 2% 16 combinations arnong which 8 are 

\alid. 

The idea of progressive resolution refinement is to progressively reduce the size of the 

data set to be analyzed. Spatial relationships are defined for a given resolution level. If the 

spatial relationships are to be analyzed at the highest resolution level. the analysis could 

bc vcry costly if the data set is large. However. analyzing the same data set at a rough 

resolution level can effortlessly yield some preliminary resuits. This preliminary rcsult at 

a rough resolution level can be used to filter the large data set and obtain a smaller data 

set to be analyzed a t  a higher resolution. Doing the process recursively until reaching the 

finest resolution ievel available is more efficient than analyzing the whole large data set 

directly at the highest resolution level (see AIgorithm 6.1.1). However. for the process to be 
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J 

0 0 0 A disjoint B 

0 70 0 A inside B @ ,  
0 0 70 .4 contains B 

10 0 0 A equals B 

0. g 
-70 0 0 A m e t s  B 

70 70 0 A covereci by B @ 
-0 0 70 A CO\-ers B 

-0 70 70 A over1aps B 

@ 
0 0 0 not t-alid 
0 70 0 no t valid 
0 0 70 not tdid 
0 70 4 not tdid 
70 70 0 not valid 
70 0 70 not valid 
70 70 10 not valid 
0 70 -0 not talid 

Table 6.9: Topological relationships based on intersections of boundaries and interiors. 
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effective? the filtering operation should only remove data that wouid not yield interesting 

results at a higher resolution level. In other words, the ûitering operation weeds out data 

t hat is proven not useîùl a t  the current resolution level and a t  al1 fmer resolutions. If the 

filtering removes data that is determinant at  a higher resolution after all, the final results 

could be incomplete or even erroneous. This is the reason why the number of occurrences, 

for esample, is not used to fiiter out non-frequent item-sets fiom one resolution Ievel to the 

other: since one rough locale could end up k i n g  two distinct locales a t  a finer resolution. 

TIiust an infrequent two occurrences of a tisual feature could become more frequent at a 

higher resolution. As mentioned in Section 6.1.1: the same applies for kisual features like 

colour and texture: some are better preserved than others from fine to  coarse resolution. 

Spatial relationships between locales are non deterministic from one resolution level to a 

finer resolution level. In ot.her words, a given topological configuration between two areas 

can become a different topological configuration a t  a higher resolution level. 

As stated in Section 6.1.1, we envision three models for resolution refinement for objects 

(or locales) in visual media: pixel based. bounding circle based, and tile size based. \Ve will 

discuss in t lie following subsect ions the resolution refinement wi t h exclusion of minimum 

bounding circles and the resolution refinement with resizing of locale tiles. 

Resolution Refinement with Exclusion of Minimum Bounding Circles 

\Vit h the bounding circle model, locales are first roughly estimateci by a circle t hat comprises 

the totality of the locale. A minimum bounding circle is the smallest circle that could 

contain the whole locale. The centroid of the locale is taken as the centre of the circle 

and the longest distance across the locale is the diameter of the minimum bounding circle. 

\Vhile there could be many different minimum bounding rectangles for a polygon. there is 

only one unique minimum bounding circle (Figure 6.6).  

Resolution with minimum bounding circle has only two levels. In the first level (rough 

resolut ion), the locales are approximated by circles and the topology is based on the bound- 

ing circles. In the second level (fine resolution), the circles are excluded and the topology 

is based on the envelope and m a s  of the locales (See Chapter 4 about locale definition and 

cliaracteristics) . Obviously, the topology (i.e spatial relat iomhips) could change from the 

configuration with the bounding circles to the configuration mit hout the bounding circles 

and thïs potential change should be taken into account in the filtering process. As rnentioned 

before, there is a finite number of spatial relationsliips (8). For the filtering process to be 
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adk-antageous? a given spatial relationship a t  a rough resolution shodd  not potentially resdt 

in al1 the eight other topologies at the fine resolution, but o d y  lead to a limited nurnber of 

possible new spatial relationships (< 8). 

Figure 6.6: Minimum bounding circle and minimum bounding rectangles. 

\Vhen taken one spatial relationship t-vpe a t  a time. it is possible to  determine the 

outconie of a resolution refinement (i-e. elimination of the minimum bounding circk) by 

analping the valid combinations of intersections between boundaries and interiors. Let A 

ancl B be two areas a t  a rough resolution (i-e. approximated t o  their minimum bounding 

circlcs). and a and b the same areas a t  a higher resolution (i-e. without minimum bounding 

circle). 3.4. dB, au  and 86 are the boundrtries of respectively -4. B. a and 6, and A". Bo. a" 

and bO arc the interiors of A. B, a. and b respectively. 

The topological relation between two areas A and B a t  any resolution level is defined 

by a mat r is  R: 

I 

The following are the eight possible topological relations and their valid outcomes witli 

a resolution rcfinement by elimination of the minimum bounding circle: 

A disjoint B (,4" n Bo = 0 , d A f l  dB = 0.d.4n Bo = 0. - 4 O  n d B  = 0) 

.dg r i  Bo = 0 a a0 n 6" = 0 
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-4 contuins B n Bo = 7 0 . d A  f ~ a B  = 0 . d A  n Bo = 0 .  AO n aB = 10) 
.-Io n Bo = -0 a" n bO = -0 

A meets B (A0 n Bo = 70.  a-4 n d B  = 0 .  i3A n Bo = 0. -4" n dB = 0) 
.A0 ri Bo = -0 a" r l  b0 = 7 0  
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(iO : )v ( ;  ;) 
A covered 6y B (A0 fi Bo = 7 0 ,  d A  fi al? = 70. a.4 n Bo = 70. -4" n dB = 0) 

A s n  Bo = 70 = + a O n b O  = O v a O n b O  = -0 

70 0 
The marris ( ) ir not valid in thir contest because n and b could not ùe 

\ / 

equal, since A overlaps B and by definition the minimum bounding circle of an area 

is unique. If A and B overlap, this means that their minimum bounding circles are 
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Figure 6.7: Topology and resolution increase with minimum bounding circles. 

A disjoint B 
1 

tlifferent. thus a and b could not be  equal. othem-ise it contradicts the  unicity of the 

minimum bounding circle. 

l 

The table in Figure 6.7 graphically sumrnarizes the possible topological changes when 

minimum bounding circles are  eiiminated for resolution refinement . Fi,we 6.8 gives esam- 

plcs for each case. 

Resolution Refinement with Tile Resizing 

Tiles arc squares of 2 x 2, 4 x 4. 8 x 8. 16 x 16 or  32 x 32 pixels. As presented in Chapter 

-1: a tile can have different colours (or other  visual features) at the same timc: the  bigger 

the tilc is, the higher the  likelihood of a multi-talucd visual attribute. Considering colour 

as an example of a visual feature and s tar t ing from a large 32 x 32 tile, the  more the  tilc 

shrinks the more it is possible t o  distinguish betwecn the different colours of the original 

tiles. In ot  her words, if the  resolution refinement consists of dividing each tile by four, the 

four new tiles would share o r  split the  colours among t h e m s e k s .  I t  is also possible (for 

peripheral tiles) tha t  the  new smaller tiles would lose the features from the parent tile. If 

colour is the building factor for locales ( s e  Chapter 4): whenever a tile is divided into four 
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F 

child ti 

This is 

alid al1 

gure 6.8: Examples of topological refinement wîth minimum bounding circles. 

es from one resolution level to a finer one, at least one child tile inherits the colour. 

true for peripheral tiles. Peripheral tiles are considered the boundary of a locale. 

other tiles are the interior. Figure 6.9 shows a locale Mth  boundary and interior. 

The intersection between boundaries and interiors of locales is based on shared tiles. For 

two locales -4 and B: BA is intersecting d B  if there e.uist a tile belonging to the boundary of 

-4 and the boundary of B. A" is intersecting Bo is there esists a tile belonging a t  the sarne 

time to the interior of A and the interior of B. The same applies to d.4 n Bo and A" n dB. 
Neiglibouring tiles are not intersecting (See Figure 6.9). 

Figure 6.10 illustrates the progressive refinement in the case of shrinking tiles. The 

roughest resolution level uses a 32 x 32 tile size. Each finer resolution level divides the tile 

size by four. Since the child tiles of peripheral tiles rnay lose colour. the boundary of a 

locale may "retreat" inward which may result in a topological change from rough resolution 

to finer. 

The following are the eight possible topoiogical relations and their calid outcornes with 

a resolution refinement by shrinking the tiles: 

A disjoint B (AOn Bo = 0 , d A n 8 B = 0 t a A n B 0  =O,AOnaB=O) 
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Disjoint 

oundary EzEl Meet 

Figure 6.9: Locale envelope with boundary tiles. 

Figure 6.10: Progressive tile shrinking. 
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A covers B (A0 n Bo = 70 .dAndB = -70,dAn Bo = 0, AOndB = 7 0 )  

A O n B O  = 1 0 = + a 0 r i b 0 = 7 0  

The table in Fimaure 6.1 1 graphically summarizes the possible topological changes when 

the tile size is reduced for remlution refinement. Figure 6.12 gives esamples for each case. 

6.3 Performance of MaxOccur Algorithm 

IVe have inipleniented Algorithm 6.1.2 to generate sets of synthetic images as prcsented in 

Table 6.10. each image transaction had up  to 15 objects. The different sized image sets 

which w r e  produced were intended to demonstrate the scalability of the algorithms and 

compare their performance. Since The algorithm for rnining multimedia association rules 

witii rccurrent spatial reIationsliips uses the Max-Occur algorithni after two extra scans of 

the data set. we will only show in this section the performance of MaxOccur. It is obvious 

t iiat the scalability of both algorithms are related. We implemented the Apriori algorithm 

[8] and two versions of the bIasOccur algorithrn, as wel1 as the naïve algorithm presented 

earlier. in ANS1 C on a PC 166Mhz and Ultra-Sparc workstation. both with 64Mb of main 

mcmoq-. Since the Apriori algorithm uses the number of transactions as support. and 

WC wanted to compare our algorithm with Apriori, we have implemcnted hIaxOccur and 

t hc naïve wi th  transaction based support (h~faxOccur1). The second version of MasOccur 
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Figure 6.11: Topology and rcsolution increase with tile size shrinking. 

A ovabps B - 

Figure 6.12: Examples of topological refinement with tile size shrinking. 
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(hlauOccur2) used the object-based support as presented in Aigorit hm 6.1.3. Surprisingly. 

the algorithms run 40% faster on the PC thcm on the Ultra-Sparc workstation- We believe it 

is a network overhead since the PC used a local disk. while the Unix machine was connecteci 

to a network. Table 6.11 shows the average execution times for the four algorithms running 

on the PC with different image set sizes and of = 0.05 for Apriori? -Naïve" and hIauOccur1. 

and 0.0035 for hIaxOccur2. The resuits are graphically illustrated in Fi,aure 6.13. Clearly. 

hlaxOccur scaies well with both versions treating one thousand images in 1.3 seconds. on 

a\.erage. regardless of the size of the data set. The running time for filtering the Gequent 

iteni-sets wit h 01. the maximum support threshold (line 16 of Algorit hm 6-13):  is negligible 

since it is done in main memory once the fiequent item-sets are determined. hloreover. 

the calculation of the total number of items (line 4 of Algorithm 6.1.3) is done during 

the first scan of the da ta  set and has limited repercussion on the algorithms' execution 

time. The major difkrence between -4priori and hlaxOccur is in ascertaining the candidate 

item-sets and counting their repeated occurrences in the images. Ob\-iousl. h h O c c u r  

discovers more frequent item-sets. The naïve algorithm also finds the same frequent item- 

sets but is visibly capable of l e s  performance in execution t h e .  Figure 6.15 shows the 

average number of frequent item-sets discovered wit h the t hree algorit hms: Apriori found 

on average 109 different frequent k-item-sets. while hIaxOccurl and Naïve found 148 on the 

same data sets. and hIaxOccur2 found 145 on average. The discrepancj between h1avOccurl 

and hIasOccur2 is basically due to the different definition of support. The price we pay 

in performance loss with hlaxOccur, is gained by more frequent item-sets and thus. niore 

potentially useful association ruies discovered. We have experimented with different settings 

of support thresholds with hIz~~Occur  and we found that  the scalability is not compromised. 

The curves in Fiove  6.14 show that m-hile the performance is reduced when the minimum 

t hreshold is reduced. the scalability remains. The foresceable reduction in the performance 

is due to the increase of the number of frequent item-sets in each round ( 1  F, 1) becaiise of 

the lower support filter in line 14 of Algorithm 6.1.3. This intuition is also predictabIe and 

true with the Apriori algorithm. 

6.4 On-going work and Conclusions 

In this chapter, we have introduced multimedia association rules based on image content 

and spatial relationships between visual features in images using coarse to  fine remlution 
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Figure 6.13: Scale up of the algorithms. 

Figure 6.14: Performance with variable of d u e s .  

Figure 6.15: Frequent item-sets found by the different algorithms. 
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[ Database 1 Number of images 1 Size 1 
1LlhI-25 25,000 3.7hIB 
hlh.1-50 50,000 7.5hIB 
hI hcI-75 75,000 11.3h.lB 

h(lh.1- 100 100,000 15 -2 hlB 

Table 6.10: Sample Databases of Synthetic Image Descriptors. 

Table 6.1 1: Average execut ion t imes wit h different number of images. 

approach. ive have put forth a Progressive Resolution Refinement (PRR) approach for 

mining visual media a t  different resolution levels. and have presented two algorithms for 

the discovery of content-based m d t  imedia association rules- These rules would bc mean- 

ingful only in a homogeneous image collection: a collection of semantically similar images 

or rcceitwi from t h e  same source channel. For other heterogeneous image collections. tlie 

ticscriptor-based association rules described in tlie previous chapter. and  implemented in the 

hIultihlediahIiner. would suffice. W e  have also formally presented the topological changes 

with resolution refinement. We have enumerated al1 changes in spatial rehtionships with 

# of images 

10K 
25K 
50K 
75K 
lOOK 

Naïve 

70.91 
176.69 
359.38 
514.33 
716.01 

Apriori 

6.43 
15.66 
30.54 
44.93 
60.75 

Table 6.12: Average execution tinw of hhxOccur mith different thresholds. 

# of images 

10K 
25K 
50K 
75K 
lOOK 

hIi~xOccur1 
13.62 
32.35 
66.07 
97.27 

130.12 

MaxOccur2 

13.68 
34.11 
67.44 

101.23 
137.81 

a/ = 0.25 

1.43 
2-80 
6.27 
8.24 

1 1 -32 

a/ = 0.20 
2 -20 
4.78 
9.28 

13.57 
17.63 

ai = 0.15 
2.70 
6.3 1 

11 -59 
17.69 
23.13 

a/ = 0.10 
5.06 

11.20 
22-74 
33.94 
46.74 

o/ = 0.05 
13.51 
32.35 
66.07 
97.27 

130.12 
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the minimum bounding circle model and the locale tile shrinking model. 

One major improvement in the performance of the multimedia association rules discov- 

ery algorithms is the addition of some restrictions on the rules to be discovered. These 

restrictions would add focus on the data set t o  be analjzed. A data mining query with 

DhIQL (see Chapter 3). for example. would substantially reduce the data set and put a 

focal point on the  interesting information to  be discovered. tVhile reducing and focusing 

the data set would lessen the execution time. it does not necessarily improve the perfor- 

mance of the algorithms. However. giving some restrictions on the form of the rules to be 

discovered codd decrease the execution tirne. Such restrictions could be given in a meta 

rule form (see DMQL in Chapter 3 and Appendix C). MetaQueries and hleta-Rule Guided 

JIining of association rules have been presented in [227] and [105]. Meta rules (or queries) 

arc logical dcscriptions in the form of the rules to be discovered. Such Iogîcal --templates" 

could be for cxample P(v. u )  A ... A Q(w. x) -, R(y. z ) ,  where P. Q and R are predicate 

\.ariables bound to ans concrete variable (or spatial relationsliip). and u. v. W. z. y and t 

are ~ariables bound to  any data in the database or constants from the data set a t  multiple 

conceptiial levels. Meta-rule guideci mining consists of discovering rules that not onlÿ are 

frequent and confident. but also coniply with the meta-rule template. The rneta rule tem- 

plate can convey a lot of information that could be exploited to improve the performance 

of mdtimedia association rule mining. For example. the conjunction of the antecedent and 

the consequcnt of the meta rule indicates the size of the frequent item-sets needed. In ot her 

tvorcis. k is revealed by the template and would help stop the algorithm's main loop when 

necessa- and sufficient k-item-sets are found. hIoreover: the predicate variables P. Q. R 

and the variables u. u. W .  z. y. z in the rule template can substantially reduce the candidate 

set size 1 Ck 1. For euample. with a meta rule such as '-H-Next-to(X. Y) A Colour(x. red) A 

Overlap(Y. 2) -t P(Y.  2)'' one need only to find frequent 3-item-sets of the form (H-Next- 

to(rcc1. Y). Overlap(Y, *), P(Y.  *) ) where Y is an attribute value and P a visual descriptor 

or spatial relationship predicate defined in Table 6.2. Obviously: such a filter would greatly 

reduce the complexity of the search problem. A method for exploiting meta-rules for mining 

multi-level association rules is given in [105]. 

In the process of discovering multimedia association rulcs with recurrent spatial rela- 

tionships. we have assumed the esistence of the enurnerated spatial relationships such as 

in Table 6.2. These relationships are simply processed by comparing the centroid of each 

locale as well as the radius of the locale's shape approximated to a circle. The centroids 
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and the radii of locales are s d c i e n t  t o  rapidly and efficiently give a good approximation 

of spatial relationships between objects in an image such as closeness, overlap and con- 

t ainment. There exist o t  her met ho& for determining more precise spatial relationships. 

However. t h s e  methods t o  be  effective can be computationally costly. Ideally. we wouid 

preprocess once the detailed spatial relationships a t  a fine granularity and have a table such 

as Table 6.2 provided t o  the mixring module. If this computation is not prepïocessed before 

the discovery of association rules, a first step couid determine rough spatial relationships 

and discover association rules with these high level appro-umate spatial relationships: then. 

at a second stage, refine the spatial relationships for only the frequent item-sets discovered. 

Notice that a concept hierarchy could be built on top of the  spatial relationships. and an  

i terat ive approach could be applied to  discover sufficiently strong multimedia association 

rules n-ith recurrent spatial relationships From less accurate t o  refined spatial relationships. 

Object reco-~t ion  (or identification) in image processing and cornputer vision is a verj- 

active research field. Accurately identiS.ing an object in a video. for example. as being a 

object in itself. is a very difficult task. W e  believe that da ta  mining techniques can help in 

this perspective. hlultimedia association rules with spatial relationships using the motion 

vector of locales as a conditional filter. can be used to discover whether locales moving 

toget her in a video sequence are part of the same object wit h a high confidence. While 

this cannot <-certain ail objects in a set of video frames. it may help dist in,~sh between 

coniposite locales that might be objects and those that are definitely not composite objects. 



31- staj-s nlse as long as he searches for tvisdom; 

as soon as he thinks he has found it. he becornes a fool. 

TALMUD 

Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

The information revolution is upon us. We are publishing al1 sorts of documents a t  an 

amazing speed. In fact, we are ovembelmed by these publications. Techniques t o  manage 

t his escess of r w u r c e s  and retrieve pertinent documents when needed. have yet to  be 

developed. The phenomenal growth of the Internet. in terms of resources it contains and in 

ternis of users accessing these resources. shows the urgency and the crucial need for efficient 

and effective resource discovery techniques. 

>Tuch of the bandwidth on the Internet is taken up by transmission of visual data. 

Furthermore. it can be argued that image and video processing Ml1 be a central technology 

in the information age. Visual data from satellites to video cameras and medical scanners 

arc providcd in remarkable overwhelming arnounts. The bulk of this data is never analjzed 

or u~ed because of lack of efficient and scaiable techniques. 

ifé have addressed in this thesis both of these problems. Ive have studied resource and 

knon-ledge discovery from the Internet and investigated da ta  mining from image collections. 

In the following sections, our work is summarized and research directions are discussed. 

7.1 Summary of the Thesis Work 

In this thesis, w e  have demonstrated the inefficiency and inadequacy of the current infor- 

mation retriekd technology applied on the Internet. W e  have proposed a framework. called 

Virtual Web Views? for intelligent interactive information retrietal and knowledge discov- 

ery from global information systems, and have put forward a query language? WebhIL, for 

resource discovery and da ta  mining from the Web using the Virtual Web Views. 
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W e  have illustratecl in this thesis how descriptors collecteci for virtual web view building 

can be exploiteci for content -bad  image retrieval. and have shown how to  c a r y  out on-line 

analytical processing and data  mining on visual data  from the  World-Wide Web. or  other 

multimedia repositories. 

The major contributions of t his t hesis are surnmarized as follows: 

1. IFë have proposed a framework in which virtual web views can be created t o  rnake 

the w b  appear structured and use database technology t o  efficiently and interactively 

retrïeve information and discover implicit knowledge from the Internet. A rnuitiple 

layered database approach is used with concept hierarchies along which data is gener- 

ülized a t  high conceptual Ievel. Different scenarios for interaction betwcen heteroge- 

ncous views via a mediating agent are also proposed. This work has b e n  published 

in [12ï1 128. 276, 2751. 

2. IVe have proposed WebML a declarative web mining language for resource and knowl- 

cdge discovery from the Internet. The language allows interactive and progressive 

qiierying of global information systems seen through virtual web views. Embedded in 

other traditional programming languages? WebhiL could be used as a programming 

language for Web mining. more than just an interactive query language. The language 

1 1 s  been published in [277]. 

Using the image descriptors extracted for summarizing images and videos in the Vir- 

tua1 \téb Views. we have designed and developed a system prototype. C-BIRD, for 

content-based image retrieval from large image and video databases. The system was 

demonstrated a t  the CASCON conference in 1997. It allows image search based on 

colour and texture characteristics as well as search by objects contained in images. W e  

have put forth a feature localization and a three-step matching algorithm to support 

search by objcct model. The system is also linked to  the Internet allowing resource 

discovery in the World-Wide Web based on image and video containment. The results 

of this research was published in [168. 169, 1671. 

4. Ité have designed and developed an  multimedia data mining system prototype, Multi- 

Media Miner, which offers on-line analyt ical processing (OLAP) mit h multi-dimensional 

data  cubes built on top of the descriptors initially estracted for content-based image 
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retrieval, and descriptor-based data mining from multimedia repositories. h,IdtiMe- 

diaMiner. which was demonstrated a t  the AChI SIGMOD conference in 1998 [279L 

lias the following features: (i) a multi-dimensional multimedia data cube, (ii) mul- 

tiple da ta  mining modules, including characterization (or summarization), association. 

and classification, and (iii) an  interactive mining interface and display ~ 7 t h  Web in- 

formation retrieval capabilities. The system combines da ta  mining and information 

retrieval from the Web by "drilling t hroughr' the t-isualized results. Our preliminary 

esperinients denionstrate that multimedia da ta  mining may Iend to interesting and 

fruit ful know-ledge discoveries in muit imeùia databases. The result of t his research 

~ ~ 1 s  published in [280]. 

5. II> ha\-e studied and introduced association rules with recurrent items which are asso- 

ciation r d e s  with items that may appear more than once in the same rule. This type 

of association rules is crucial in the multimedia context, especially for images n-hcre 

fcatures such as colours. textures, sfiapes. etc.. can be repeated. We have presented 

tn-O scalable algorit hms for the discovery of content-based mu1 tirnedia association rules 

witli recurrent objects and multimedia association rules with recurrent spatial rela- 

tionsfiips betm-een visual features. The algorithms and the results of the comparative 

csperirnents conducted were submitted for publication in [281]. 

6 -  IIk have developed and implementeù a data mining system DBMiner (125, 1201 for 

niining several kinds of knowledge and rules. Figure 3.3 to  3.5 in Chapter 3 show 

esarnples of outputs of this system. As depicted in Figure 7.1. we have implemented 

DBhIiner with a multi-tier client-server architecture in a web-based environment ex- 

cecding the current stateless conjuncture of web servers by sinlulating user status and 

implernenting communication protocols betn-een the different tiers. Our webbaseci 

implenientation of DBhliner was demonstrated a t  CASCON conference in 1996. 

7. IVc have designed a data mining query language DMQL to  describe ne& and con- 

straints in a da ta  mining process. The language Iets users specifj- the data mining task 

at hand and the representation needed. It was implemented in the DBMiner system 

and \vas published in [126]. The l angage  was inspirational in the design of 1fÏebhIL. 



Figure 7.1: DBhliner multi-tier client-server architecture for the webbased implementation 

7.2 Discussion and Research Directions 

- --- 
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The massive and ovexwhelming aggregate of various documents on the Internet is 

obvious. This continuous accumulation of documents is not only large, but also het- 

erogeneous. Creating a da ta  warehouse for Internet da ta  ( l ieb  IVarehousing) is a good 

idea to alleviate some t his heterogenei ty problem and appease inforrnat ion gat hering as 

well as resource and knowlecige discovery issues. Our study presents a general franie- 

work of the VWV approach for the resource and knowledge discovery in the global 

information system. More studies are needed in the construction and utilization of 

the global multiple layered databases. A larger scale implementation and esperiment 

for an automatic construction and maintenance of a global MLDB, is needed to study 

the efficiency of the initial design and probably refine and improve it. 

WwW 

XhIL is widely predicted t o  improve the degree of interoperability between applications 

on the Internet. However, the utility of XhIL is severely lirnited d e s s  the semantics 

of terms used in metadata is agreed upon. This has lead researchers to work on 

new studies in an attempt to  put forth means to  provide interopcrability between 

applications that eschange information on the Internet. The Dublin Core elements. 

already in use. could be a starting point to buiid a warehouse (Le. VIW) with a 

niche of resources that uphold the element set. The Resource Description Framework 

(RDF) currently being revised by the World-Wide Web Consortium. is a domain- 

neutral mechanism for describing on-line resources and a ne%- foundation for processing 
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metadata. Once ratified, it could be adopted by the information extraction tools (Le. 

for creation of Layer-l of the WVV) which would comply with other web applications 

for inforrnat ion exchange. The VlW itself could be accessed and queried through the 

RDF. 

ive have presented some scenarios in which CO-cxisting heterogeneous VWVs ex- 

changeci information through blediators as interrnediary. hlediators allow VCVVs to 

specialize in geographic areas or topics. and count on other VWVs that warehouse 

other web artifacts, when extra data is neeried. HoweVer: hlediators may need to 

translate exchanged data from ontologies to others if a global or common ontology 

is not available. Common ontologies for restricted applications are in the works, like 

the Ontology.com initiative for the electronic commerce domain. hlany industries are 

working on standard vocabulary and semantic requirements to ease interoperability 

in their application domain. There is nevertheles a need for efficient algorithms for 

intra and inter-domain ontology translations. in order for hIediators to play their role 

of intermediary between CIWVs. 

\\éb usage mining is a new research field that is drawing the attention of many scholars 

and industq people. Unfortunately. web semer logs collect only very limited infor- 

mation. The structure and the content of web access logs n-ere not designed for data 

mining purposes. Data mining on this compilation of data necessitates expensive and 

corn plex data cleaning and transformation. Established data mining techniques are 

very difficult in this context. Oftcn. information not collected in the logs are neeùed. 

Further research is required in the coIlection of web access information. the data ciean- 

ing and transformation procedures. and in sophisticated algorit hms. hloreover. t here 

is still an important challenge due to missing information resulting frorn caching prac- 

tices at different levels. client browser. proxy server, etc. Accessing a cache instead 

of a web site can mislead web access data analysis. In addition. the HTTP protocol 

uscd for web information eschange makes it very difficult to identify user sessions ac- 

curately, especially that the protocol is statc-less. New protocols are being proposed 

to solve some of these problems. 

Web usage mining, right frorn the beginning, is part of a large privacy debate involving 

the persona1 data web servers retrieve from users when thcy browse for leisure or for 
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buying in electronic commerce sites. It is obvious that for marketing purposes, elec- 

tronic businesses track what users do on a site: when they access, and try to correlate 

it with who the users are. The marketers' argument is that users may benefit from 

t his pract ice. By understanding surfing patterns and on-line buying habits, elect ronic 

businesses can provide better services and even personalized senices. On-line busi- 

nesses even maintain preferential treatment by serving the best customers first and 

excluding occasional users from special deals or senices. Privacy advocates worry 

sccondarily about the sophisticated profiles created. but are specially and primarily 

concerned with the proper use of this personal data accurnulated. Several compa- 

nies are sharing and even selling user information. This h a  lead to the Big Brother 

sjndrome-rnany web users refrain from niaking business on-line out of a concern over 

the collection of personal data. Because of the stern warnings from privacy advocates, 

more and more on-line senrices and retailers are adopting policies for non-divulging 

transaction histories or releasing customer names. The issue is often more than just 

a simple orientation: marketer versus customer, but imposing or allowing anonymity 

in n-eb transactions. Some even believe that posting anonj-mously in nen-sgroups and 

chat rooms should be allowed. Some senices like Anonyrnizer.com and many others 

are niaking private surfing possible. However, for on-line shopping, retailers still have 

to get addresses to ship the purchased goods and credit cards are used for pa-vments. 

Some digital cash schemes are being proposed that ailow on-line pajments that cannot 

l e  correlated back to any other on-line identity It remains that the pri\acy issue has 

not been addressed in a rneaningful way by the Internet community, and finding a 

good balance between persona1 privacy and marketing is paramount for a righteous 

growth for electronic commerce. It is important to  note that privacy issues are not 

proper to web mining but are problematic for data mining at  large. Freedom and pri- 

vacy organizations are dealing with the problem at a national and international level 

tr5ing to find solutions acceptable by al1 parties. It is sure thoiigh: that the dialectic 

will remain since privacy issues are a very deiicate matter. 

ive ha\-e demonstrated how WebhlL, Our declarative language for mining the \Veb, 

can be very efficient and powerful for resource discovev and progressive information 

retrieval from the W b .  We have also illustrateci the effective capabilities of the Ian- 

guage for data mining in the Web. However, the curent  design of the Ianguage does 
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not emphasize web usage mining as it should be. The only information recovered from 

web log files in the \W that the language takes advantage ofo are access counts. This 

limits Webh4L in the expression of web usage mining tasks. For example, usage be- 

haviour studies, clustering of users, correlation between requesters and resources. etc., 

can not be done with the current WebhIL. 

\Ve have proposed the mVVs using hILDB structure with the extended relational 

model. The relational model was used for simplicity and efficiency. Hontever. because 

of its fle.xible structure. the object-oriented mode1 seems more suited fer corn plex data 

t p e s  and to handle the unstructured and semi-structured data that can be found 

on the Internet. Besides. determining an effective and efficient design of data mining 

systcrns using object oriented databases is still a research issue. Little has ken  done 

so far on knowledge discovery from object-oriented databases. Because t h e  object- 

oriented data model i s  more suited to support cornplex data types. it is natural to use 

objcct-oriented databases to store descriptors of Internet artifacts. However. new al- 

gorithms for attribute-oriented induction and generalization have to be de\-eloped for 

object-oriented databases. It is obvious that al1 algorithms pertaining to the construc- 

tion and manipulation of the hILDB. as well as algorithms for data summarization 

and ~Iassification and association rule extraction. tailored for relational databases. do 

not operate in the object-oriented database context. The challenge is to find new al- 

gorit hms appropriate for on-line anal-yt ical processing (OLAP) operations. data cube 

handling: and data mining with object-oriented databases. Integrating the object- 

oriented paradigm in the mVT design and investigating new data niining algorithms 

spccific for object-oriented databases is one of our future objecti-. 

0 The MultiMediaMiner prototype system we implemented. dong with C-BIRD? our 

content-based image retriek-al system, could be integrated in a Visud Asset Man- 

agement application. BIanaging large video or image data banks, like in the newscast 

or film industry. is extremely difficult, We have subdivided videos in video sequences 

rcpresented by some selected fiames. Text caption accompanying videos could also 

be stored in the database. This hierarchical representation dong wit h text caption, 

content-based retrieval, and OLAP capabilit ies. are an excellent advantage to  investi- 

gate in a visual asset management context. 



hluitimedia data are describeci with a large nurnber of attributes, which rnakes multi- 

media mining applications highiy dimensional. Depending upon the impending data 

mining task. most of these attributes are usually necessary- However. dealing with a 

large number of dimensions is problematic. This is called the curse of dimensional- 

ity Each added dimension exponentially incre'ses the search space by the number 

of distinct values of the related added attribute. Choosing which dimensions to drop 

and which to keep in order to  reduce the size of the multi-dimensional data cube, is 

a problem in itself. hloreover. constmcting the data cube is expensive in timc corn- 

plcsity. We have briefly proposed a data cube materiakation model. called blulti- 

Dirncnsional Database (hIDDB), in which data cubes are conceptualized in a database 

and are materialized only when needed. The model allows a hierarchy of data cubes 

where materialized cuboids can generalize ot her cuboids. Furt her investigation and 

espcriments wi t h t his model are necessa. 

\Cë have presented and discussed the discovery of content-based multimedia associa- 

tion rules and association rules with spatial relationships. There are other data mining 

t'asks calling for further research. Content-based descriptors of tisual data could also 

bc used for clustering and classifications of images with respect to the at tr ibuts of 

locales present in these images. There are a number of studies on classification and 

clustering. However. most of the algorithms do not overlap between classes. New 

algorithrns for classification and clustering of multimedia objects. using image content 

ticscriptors, should be developed. These algorit hms should allow nlulti-classification 

of the same objects in different classes. 

7.3 Final Thoughts 

Isaac Newton once said something like "We can see this far because we stand on the shouiders 

of thosc who went before." In this work we have put to use and built on top of research 

contributed and started by others. We expect that our contribution will be a starting point 

of mariy explorations, hu-t her study and probably debate in the field of informat ion retrieval 

and data mining. 

The  global information network of tomorrow will neither be what the Internet is today 

nor just become the hIemex that Vannevar Bush dreamed of. It will become an entity 

intelligcntly organized and used in a way bcyond what we might try to foresee in the present. 
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IVe believe that the work in this thesis, no matter how insignificant it might be regarded 

in the future, will contribute in the building of the next generations of sophisticated virtual 

and physical globai information networks. 



\Ve know what we are, but know no t what n-e may be, 

SHAKESPEARE 

The world is moving so fast these days that the man who says it can't be done is generdly 

interrupted by someone doing it.  

ELBEK~ HUBBGRD 

Appendix A 

Information Retrieval from the 

Internet 

?Vhen Johannes Gutenberg introduced the printing press in Europe more than five cen- 

turies ago. it spawned a revolution in publishing. Reproduction of publications was enabled 

on a large scale. Today the World-Wide Web is bringïng forth a revolution in electronic 

publishing. We are witnessing phenomenal mass production of on-line publications of al1 

sorts. New test  documents. images. videos. sound files. programs are niade available e v e l  

single moment. However. with this ovemhelming production of on-line resources i t  is very 

difficult to know what is available and where and how it can be accessed. 

At the end of the Second World War. in 1945. Vannevar Bush wrote an article inviting 

scicntists to join the effort in the massive task of building a system holding the sum of human 

knon-ledge. and of making this astounding store of information acccssible[44J. In his paper. 

Bush wrote: "The difficulty seems to be. not so much that we publish unduly in view of the 

estent and variety of present-day interests. but rather that publication has becn estended 

far beyond our present ability to  make real use of the record." He described the .-Memex." 

a lijpothetical machine that allowç a scientist t o  store thoughts and link abailable material 

in .trails' of t houghts. The World-Wide Web technology and the  convenient aut horing 

tools partially mimic Bush's description of the hlemex. and are available today not only 

to scientists. but to millions of users who are continuously contributing to  this remarkable 

m a l t h  of knowledge. However. one issue described by Bush still remains to  be solvcd. Bush 

wrote: .-A record. if it is t o  be use hi... must be continuously extended. it nlust be stored. 
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and above ail it m u t  be consulteci." Today the web consents to the storage of an extremely 

large amount of multimedia and alIows its continuous update. However, to make use of this 

accumulated asset. one has to find the informat ion and retrieve it . An efficient and effective 

way has yet to be found. 

Informat ion retrieval has been a fertile research field. hIany techniques have been pro- 

posed and implemented in successful and Iess prevailing applications[209. 112. 2 18. 1 151 - 
ii,-ith the advent of the Wbrld-Wide Web. the appearance of a panoply of services and ac- 

cumulation of a colossal a=egate of resources. information retrieval techniques have been 

adapted to the Internet: bringing fort h indexing models and  search engines. Finding a p  

propriate documents pertinent to a given request is h o w n  as Resource Discovery. Resource 

discovery is the process of clarifS.ing an information retrieval request and identifying and 

retrievïng resources relekant to  this request. This is exactly the function that search engines 

perform. However. the effectiveness of these tools is not sa t i s fac to .  The annoying results 

of current search engine technologies have invited researchers to tackle new challenges. Bet- 

ter indexing approaches. specialized information gathering agents. filtering and clustering 

rnetliods. etc. have since been proposed. 

-4 ncn- trend in the researcli in information gathering from the Internet is known as 

Knowledge Discovery. Knowledge discovery from the Internet is the process of estracting 

knowledge. or facts. fiom discovered resources or the global network as a whoIe. Knon-ledge 

discovcry on the Internet largely inherits from the data mining domain. This is not to be 

confusecl with the access of databases from the Iorld-Wide IVeb[251. 1911 or data mining 

in relational databases via the Internet. IVlile the goal of resource discovery is to  find 

csplicit information. like text documents. multimedia objects. or even m-eb sites. the goal 

of knowledge discovery is to  bring to light implicit knowledge not necessarily stated in any 

resource. such as classification of web artifacts. correlation between document descriptors. 

relationships between resources or document content, summarization of resources. etc. 

The Internet, since its inception. has evolved in a three dimensional space (Figure A.1). 

A myriad of services has emcrged allowing a variety of resource exchange and protocols. 

Documents on the Internet have progesseci from simple text documents: to semi-structured 

documents. fuliy st ructured documents and mu1 timedia records. Using Artificial Intelli- 

gence. tools for information retrievd are becoming more sliilled. Starting from manual 

sifting and tools for resource browsing. some tools now learn to exploit availablc services for 

information gat hering, and others learn to deduce knowIedge from document content. Tools 
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Figure A.1: Internet 3D space representation. 
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can be categorized into five classes. Tools for direct resource access or browsing are in the 

first class. Resource discovery tools like mega-indexes and search engines are in the second 

class. The third class encompasses ,pidecl and autonomous agents that,  given a specified 

targct or goal. would retrieve or filter information. More sophisticated agents are in the 

fourt h class. These agents have the ability t o  aciapt and learn from experience. They can 

infer user needs from a user profile and resource search and access patterns. Finally. Web 

mining tools that  discover and extract knowledge from found resources constitute the fifth 

clcass. The aues in the fi,we A.l represent the available ciocument formats. the premiling 

services. and the axis of retrieval capability along which rnethods are evolving- Each infor- 

niat ion ret rievai method pertains to  a set of services. performs on some tq-pes of documents. 

and enjoys a retrieval power. Retrieval methods can be categorized on this last axis depend- 

ing upon their aptitude in retrieving resources and/or knowledge from the Internet. Etzioni 

in [82] hcas compared this evolution to a food chain organization where agents (carnivores) 

fecd on search engines (herbivores) which graze on documents. In [201] Peterson uses the 

metaphor of biolo,~ tasonomy t o  compare information retrieval tools and their ex-olution - 

from kirigdoni to  species. He uses cladistics (i-e. biological classification scheme) to explain 

the plienomenal rapid development of new tools on the Internet and foresee the outconie for 

suc11 tools. 

In this Appenclis we survey techniques for resource discovery on the Internet. and the 

trends in the knodedge discovery field applied to the Internet. 1Ve also suri-ey text r e t r i e d  

technolog in document databases, as the same technology or variations and adaptations of 

the tcchnology are in the hecîrt of resource discovery methods used on the Internet. A more 

thorough siinrey can be found in our publications [270. 2711. 

A. 1 Information Retrieval Technology 

Librarians were among the first to  adopt computer technology. Early library science re- 

scardicrs dealt with the problem of manual indesing and text retrieval. The  introduction 

of computer technology in l i b r a l  science permitted the automation of some inde-xing and 

rctrie\.al. Library catalogues were automated and bibliography databases were created. 

During the past few decades, much work has been done in information retriewl for Iibrary 

systems[261, 212, 218, 197, 253,2091. Automated document retrieval became important not 

only in libraries, but also in other areas like patent offices. Iaw offices for jurisprudence text 
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databases. business offices for computerized text retrieval from documents and memos. etc. 

Information retrieval teclmology has drawn the attention of many researchers. and the 

phenomcnal increase of machine-readable material and network communications has brought 

new cliallenges and has stimulated new research[131t 107. 64. 142. 1151. 

Information Retrieval (IR) is a tenn coined for the first time in a paper by hlooers 

in 1952. Today it is a field that subsumes many topics ranging from da ta  retrieval from 

databases to knowledge extraction, al1 related t o  information processing tasks. It is however 

regardcd as being sj-nonyrnous with document retrieval. In this section. m-e will focus more 

on the test retrievaf aspect of the idormation retrievai field. Text retrietal. or  document 

retrietal. has three distinct activities: inde~ing.  searching and ranking. Indesing refers 

to the mcthods, or rneans. used to represent documents for retrieval purpose. Searching 

rcfcrs to the process that examines documents (or their representation) and a t t r i b u t s  these 

tlocunients to a search query. Finally ranking refers to the process of ordering documents 

retrievcd with respect t o  their relevance to  the search query. This section will examine these 

three activities for different document retrieval techniques. 

Information Retrieval systems are evaluated based on effectiveness measures. Effec- 

tivcness is typically characterized by three statistics: Precision. Recall and Fallout. In a 

document retr ie~al  system. after a search is cornpleted. the document collection is divided 

into two groups consisting of the documents that are r e t r i e d  and the documents that are 

omit tcd. Each group is subdivided into those documents that are relevant to  the search 

qucry and those that are not relevant. Figure A 2  shows a table presenting these groups of 

documents and defins precision. recall and fallout. 

.A good information retrieval systems minimizes c and b (silence and noise) and maxi- 

mizes a and d_ (selection and rejection). 

Precision is the fraction of the retrieved documents that are actually rele\iant to  the 

q u e v  A systern usually tends to  ma...mize the precision. It is obvious that precision 

could not be enough t o  evaluate an  information retrieval systern. Indeed. it is easy to 

mtz~imize the precision by simply retrieving only one document and having that  document 

relevant. The precision in that case would be 100%. The recall is the  fraction of the 

actual set of relevant documents t hat are correctly retrieved by the system. In other words. 

the number of relevant documents retrieved from al1 relevant documents. An information 

retria-al system should also maxirnize the recall. It is again obvious that  simply retrieving 

al1 documents in the collection maximizes the recall. Al1 relevant documents are necessarily 
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1 Relevant 1 Non-relevant 1 
I 

recall = - ( a t c )  

Retrieved 
Not retn'eved 

ail relevant 
documents in 

collection 

Figure A 2  Precision, Recall and failout in IR. 

al1 non relevant 
documents in 

collection 

in the collection. Therefore, precision and recall sliould be used together. -4 compromise to  

niasiniize them both should be found. i n e n  used together, precision and recall measure 

selection efTectit.eness. Because both precision and recall are insensitive to  the total size 

of the collection. fallout is used to  measure rejection effectil-eness. Fallout is the fraction 

of the non-relennt documents that are retrieved. An inforniation retrieval system should 

rninimizc the fallout. The  calculation of recall requires bon-ledge of the total nurnber of 

relcmnt documents in the collection (a+c). 19 a large collection, this is not always practical 

and eLPen impossible. Often, the number of not retrieved reIevant documents (c) is estimated. 

Sampling techniques and other methods like pooling are used to estimate this number. 

It is important to note that precision, recall and fallout depend upon the definition of 

relevance. The relevance of each document-query pair is rated individually Relevance rating 

is obtained by experts or  users. Thus, this measure is highlÿ subjective and represents a 

user nced. To avoid a user-centered etduationl a population of users (or esperts) might 

be used. Nevertheless, with the same collection of documents, the same queries, and the 

same reIevanc~ precision, recall and fallout can be used to  compare different information 

ret rietal systems performance. In addition, time performance can also be used for system 

cvaluation. 

a 
c 

b 
d 

(a+b) al1 retrieved documents 
(c+d) documents left out 
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A. 1.1 Convent ional Document Retrieval 

The niost obvious way to look for documents that match a query string is to examine al1 

documents one by one. and search for the string [148. 36. 2401. While this brute force 

met hod giarantees to locate al1 documents containing the exact string, it is certainly not 

scalabIe. and is redundant. However. this method generates no space overhead since no 

representation for documents is used acep t  the documents themselves. 

It was clear for the information retrievd research community that indesing was key 

for successful information retrieval systems. Researchers have devoted a lot of attention 

to the development of autornated indexing techniques. A rnyriad of techniques have been 

implemented and tested. Some of them are still at the heart of modern techniques used 

for resource discovery from the Internet. As will be outlined in the following subsections. 

indexes differ ~ i ~ i f i c a n t l y  from one information retrieval met hod to the ot her. Each met hod 

Iias its own indexing technique and index structure. Indexes may contain terms. Iike for the 

invertecl file technique. or a representation of some sort of these terms. Bit strings constitute 

the indexes for some information re t r i ed  techniques. where a particular bit may indicate 

tlic prcsencc or the absence of a term. for example. Not al1 words of a document are indesed. 

\\brds that occur with a high frequency are usually eliminated before the indesing process. 

.A list of these wordç. called a stopword list[261]. is consulteci for each word encountered 

during the document indexing. or during the query parsing. Indeed. commonly occurring 

words are also discarded from queries when these are submitted in natural language. 

Othcr means are also used to reduce the set of words for inclusion in the index. For 

csampIe. plurals are converted to sin,dars. Different language normalization techniques 

horron- from naturai language processing to reduce tvords with similar meanings to a gen- 

cralizcd common concept. These are caIled conflation techniques. Stemming. for instance. 

rcduces al1 words with the same root to a single form by stripping the root of its derivational 

and inflectional affkes (Le. suffi-Y. prefk. and infiu). That is. al1 words are transformed to 

thcir canonical form. In the English language. stripping the suffixes usually suffices. Con- 

fla t ion techniques are usually language dependent and are often based on dict ionaries. like 

dictionaries of common word endings. dictionaries of synonyms. etc. In general. there are 

threc clcasses of word norrnalization: 

1. morphological stemming: For example, for the term "retrieving". the stem '-retrievy 

wouid be extracted. 
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2. lexicon-based word normalization: For example, "retrieval'? wouid be reduced to "re- 

t rieve" . 

3. terrn clustering into synonymy classes or subsurnption hierarchies: For example, "re- 

t rieve'. ? "recover" 'fetch" , --bring" : etc. could be grouped in the same class. 

IVord normalization not only reduces the size of the indexes. but it has also bcen proven 

to improve the selection effectiveness of information ret rieval systems. Not al1 information 

retrieval systems use these natural language techniques for word normalization. Some sys- 

tems are notorious in choosing t o  only eliminate some stopwords like articles and pronouns. 

For simplicity. t hey index the whole full test document content. This increases the size of 

the index and. more importantly, may decrease the recall. 

iVlien systcms include phrLases in their indexes. the phrase recognition phase is processed 

bcfore stopwording and normalization in order to  keep phrases in their original form. hIany 

alternatives are used for phrase recognition: some based on syntactic recognition. sorne on 

word CO-occurrence statistics. and some on manually built phrase dictionaries. Often a 

conibination of these approaches is usecl. 

Information retrieval systems normally involve the following: 

1. Docunients (or ot her records) are processed to record features about them that will 

rtssist in the nlatching with the queries. This is the inde-xing which either associates 

terms with the documents (keywords and phrases extraction) or  generates a document 

representat ion. 

2. Queries are processed in a similar manner as documents to extract features associated 

with t hem, such as phrases. 

3. The document features and the query features are compared in such a way as to  

separate the documents that are relevant to  the query from the others. 

4. An ordering of the selected documents is prepared according to the relenncy. 

In systems witli relevance feedback? anot her step may be involved wherc the user may mark 

tlie relevance of the documents displayed and resubmit the ranking to  the systeni. Using the 

judgmetit submitted, the system modifis the original query and re-evaluates it. Because 

it is difficult to  formulate queries in a retrieval system when the document collection is 
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unknown, relevance feedback yields progressive refinement and reformulation of queries. 

Reference feedback significant ly improves retrieval performance [2 171. 

Traditional information retrieval approaches used in library science a re  signature file 

niethods and clustering methods which index documents by generating bit strings represen- 

t a t  ions. \%-hile t hese systems are not as popular today as t hey were? hybrid variations of 

the technoiogy still subsists. By and large. inverted file index is the most comrnonly used 

approach in information retrieval systems. These methods are outlined in t he  following sub- 

sections. Artificial intelligence-based methods Iike neural networks and genetic algorithms 

are not covered in this survey 

Document Clustering 

The idea behind document clustering is that similar documents tend t o  be relevant to 

the same request. By grouping similar documents into clusters. the  search space can be 

reduced and the search accelerated. Document clustering involves cluster generation. which 

is the indcsing process. and  the  cluster search which is the  query processing and matching. 

Clustering techniques operate on  vectors. Each document is represented as t-diniensional 

\.ector. where t is the nurnber of selected index terms. From al1 documents in the collection. 

t ternis are chosen and a re  represented in the vector. '-0 in the corresponding position 

in the document vector indicates the absence of a term in a document. The presence of a 

tcrm is indicated by '-1" o r  by a term weight which is either the occurrence hequency of 

the term in the document o r  a calculateci term weight based on a relative occurrence of the 

tcrm in the whole collection[89]. T h e  vector mode1 yields a representation of the documents 

in n t-dimensional space. Each document becomes a point in this space. Partitioning 

these points into groups constitutes the cluster formation. There have b e n  manÿ cluster 

formation met hods proposed. Most are classified into t hree types of methods: similarity- 

bascd methods. iterative methods, and hybrid methods. 

dlethods based on similarity rnatni[218]: These methods apply graph theoretic tech- 

niques and require a similarity fùnction tha t  measures how closely two documents are re- 

lated. hfany such document similarity measures have been proposed in t he  literature. The 

methods of this class are  basically the  following: Connect by an  edge t h e  two points rep- 

resent ing two documents if t h e  two documents have the similarity measure exceed a given 

threshold. When al1 documents are compared, the maximal cliques (i-e. t h e  connected com- 

ponents) in the resulting graph are  proposed clusters. If n is the number of documents in the 



collection. t hese met hods require 0 ( n 2 ) .  Other methods using graph t heory and requiring 

quadratic time have also been proposed[269]. 

Iterative methods[218] : These methods do  not require a document-document similarity 

function. but they necessitate empirically determined thresholds like the number of clusters 

desired. the size of clusters. etc. Alany iterative methods were proposeci- They usually 

opcrate in the order O(n log n)  or 0 ( n 2 /  log n). The general approach is to determine 

an initial partitioning and iteratively re-assis documents to clusters until there are no 

cassigrinlents that can iniprove the clusters based on a document-cluster measure. These 

niethods can allow ot-erlap between clusters. 

The same document clustering can be applied t o  terms. Co-occurring terms are usually 

related or relevant to each other. This grouping of terms into clusters is very useful in 

dirricnsionality reduction- Clusters are represented by concepts that can be used in the 

t-dimensional vectors as term representatit-es. Using concepts instead of terms reduces the 

kej-n-ord dimension. 

f ? g b ~ d  methods: These methods combine similarity matriu and iterative rnethods. Salton 

and hIcGiI1. for example. present in [218] a method that uses an iterative approach to gen- 

erate rough partitioning of documents and then uses a graph-theoretic method to subdivide 

eacli partition into smaller clusters. 

The cluster search star ts  by processing the que- and representing it in a t-dimensional 

vector. A cluster t o  query similarity function is required. This function compares the query 

vcctor to the cluster centroids. The search is donc only in the clusters whicli have a similarity 

\\-itll the query vector exceeding a certain threshold. 

The vcctor mode1 of the clustering method allows relevance feedback. After relevant 

clocunients aniong the retrieved ones are marked by the user, the system reformulates the 

qucq- vector and restarts the cluster search. The effectiveness of the search has been shown 

to increase after two or  three iterations. 

Clustering techniques are still attracting much interest. In [163] Lee presents two similar- 

ity based approaches t o  solve the sparse data problem in clustering methods. The techniques 

applied for word classification in natural lcznguagc processing are also used for document 

clustering and speech recognition error-rate reduction. 
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Document signatures 

In the signature file document retrieval method. each document yields a bit string called 

a signature or filter. Signatures of al1 documents are collected in a signature file to form 

the index. Signatures are either stored sequent ially in the  same order as t heir correspond- 

ing documents in the document fiie. or are stored with a pointer t o  their corresponding 

clocurncnt. A document signature is generated by transforming wor& in a document into 

bit strings using hashing. and superimposing or concatenating the coding. By perform- 

irig siniilar transformations on the query words and comparing the resulting bit string to 

the document signatures. it is possible to  determine the  documents that contain the query 

words. Being smaller than the document collectionr the signature file can be searched much 

faster. However. since hash functions are not precise. this method can generate noise (i.e. 

false positives: documents retrieved that 'are not relevant t o  the query). 

Thc signature file method is more efficient when the distribution of the "1"s in the sig- 

natures is uniform. Hence the importance of selecting a good and effective bash function. 

hlany techniques were proposed aiming a t  a uniform distribution in signatures[S9]. Varia- 

tions in the signature file method are based on the choice of hash function and the approach 

adopted for cornbining the word signatures into a document signature. 

Stiassy proved that.  for a given signature size. the probability of false positives occurring 

is niininiized if the number of '-1"s in the document signatures is equal to  the number of 

"O"s[235]. Indeed. if there are too many 9 ' s  there is space wasted in the signature. while 

if the nurnber of -1"s is too high, most query-document pairs m-ould match. To have each 

bit convej- optimal information. it is necssary to  have half the bits set to "1". In [33] 

Bloom autoniatically selects a size for the document signature (bloom filter) t hat conveys a 

probability of 50% for a bit in the filter to  be "1" or "O". The size of the filter is calculated 

baset1 on the distribution of numbers of m-ords per document in the collection and the number 

of transformations performed on each R-ord. 

Two-level signature files as well as tree structured document signatures, and a cluster- 

ing signatures approach have been proposed to improve the search speed of signature file 

tcchniqucs[89]. 

Despite its low accuracy rate (compared to other methods) the signature file method 

is popular because of the low space overload required. However. the method has another 

major drawback. Since the entire signature file has t o  be consulteci for each query, the 
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method is expensive in terrns of disk input/output (I/O) operations when the number of 

docunients is large. To reduce the 1/0 cost for retrieval? Roberts suggests in [212] to store 

signature mes in --bit slices". Instead of organizing the signature files in rows of signature 

bits one signature per row, the file is organized one signature per column. In other words, 

the first bit of al1 document signatures are stored consecutively in the first row, then the 

second bit of al1 signatures in the second row and so on. This structure in a random access 

file can reduce the 1/0 operations drastically. However. while the updates are easy in the 

nornial signature files, bit slice signature files are very costly in maintenance. Each time a 

document is updated or added. the whole signature file has to be changed. 

Inverted Indexes 

.Just 'as the relational mode1 is the most used mode1 in commercial databases. inverted 

indexes are followed by most commercially available information retrieval systems [218]. An 

inverted index (or inverted file) is a file containing every term in a set of documents with the 

list of documcnts n-here tliey appear. The file is ordered in alphabetical order and each term 

appears only once. Terms can be words. compound words or phrases. In practice. terms 

arc storcd sorted in the inverted file along with a pointer to a posting file which contains 

the document accession nurnbers of the documents containing them. Fiorne A.3 shows an 

esaniple of such structure: the term -retrieval" appears in four documents pda. pdb. pdc. 

and pdd. -4 pointer points to a record in the posting file where pda pointer is stored. pda. 

pdb. pdc and pdd pointers are stored consecutively in the posting file. They al1 point to 

the appropriate documents in the document file. 

This structure is easily built by going over the document collection once and cumulating 

counters for selected terms. The search process simply locates documents containing a 

spccific tcrm by retrieving the document pointers in the posting file pointed by the term 

cntry in the inverted file. By using a B+tree structure on top of the sorted inverted file. the 

scarch process becomes extremely fast. hloreover, the in\-erted file structure permits easy 

processing of boolean expressions by using set operations on the document sets of the terms 

in the expression. For example. a simple intersection between a document set pointed by 

a tcrm A and the set pointed by a term B would yield the docurnexits satisSjng A and B. 

The union of such sets yields the documents sa t iskng A or B. The not operation can also 

be processed in the same manner. 
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Figure A.3: Invcrted Index File structure. 

The most significant problem with inverted file structure is the storage overhead. Typ 

icallx an inverted file structure requires 50% to 300% of the  original docun~ent collection 

size [131] depending upon how terms are chosen (words. phrases, overlapping phrases. s m -  

onynis  etc.). Another disadvantage of this met hod is the maintenance cost. -4dding new 

rlocunierits involves updating many document lists in the posting file, while adding new 

term niay necessitate costly B+t ree structure updates. Hom-ever. the easÿ implementation 

and the speed of the inverted file outweigh the disadmntages: making this method by and 

large the most popular, even in today's World-Wide LVeb search engine applications. 

The simple structure of the inverted file can convey additional information that can be 

~scful  in the ranliing of the documents retrieved. Relevance ranking of documents is usually 

based o n  heuristics using the number of terms from the query that appcar in the documents, 

and the popu!arity of the terrns in the collection. This information can be obtained from 

t hc inverted file structure. An enhancecl information file structure has an additional file 

holding the positions of the terrns in the documents. A change in the posting file schema 

allows adding pointers to  the posting file. Figure A.4 shows such a structure. The term 

"retrie\-al" is used in four documents. A pointer from the inverted file points to a record in 
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Fi,we A.4: Inverted Index File structure with position file. 

the posting file which is the first of four consecutive records like in the structure in Fiogre 

X.3. A record in the posting file lias a pointer to the corresponding document but also the 

number of occurrences of the term in the document and a pointer to a list of positions of 

this term in the document. The list is stored in the position file. For instance. .-retrieval" 

appears t hrec times in the document pda in positions 4, 113. and 552. With this ne%- 

structure. the number of occurrences of a term in a document can be used in the relevancy 

of a document, and the relative position of search term in a document can ako  be used to  

rank the relex-ance of the document. Xioreover, the pro'timity of terrns (i.e. how close two 

ternis are to each other) can be used in retrieval queries. 

Term Weight Assignments 

Ièrms in a document are not equally usefui in content representation, Some terrns are 

more important than others. Giving weight to terms according to  their importance in the 

document can help rank documents according to their relevance to a query, hence. the term 

wcighting approach, In order to  a s s i s  high weight to terms deemed important and low 
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weight to less important terms, Erequency of tenns in a document with respect to their 

frequency in the whole collection can be used. In other words, terms that are fiequent in 

a document but do not appear in other documents are important, while terrns that are 

repeated in al1 documents are not important. For a term t in a document Di! its weight 

is equal to the term frequency in Di times the inverse of the frequency of the term in 

the collection (wit = f t (Di)  x &). This definition of weight favours terrns with high 

frequency ( f i ( D i ) )  in a particular document Di but with a low frequency overall in the 

collection ( f i ( C ) ) .  When al1 documents in the collection are represented by weighted term 

vectors of the forni Di = ( w i l .  wi2, .... win) where wit is the weight of the term t in the 

document Di and n the nurnber of distinct terms, a similarity measure can be calcuIated for 

each pair of vectors. This measure reflects the text similarity between the two documents. 

If queries are processcd in the sarne manner <and a weighteà vector is generated, giwn a 

query Q j ,  a sirnilarity computation of the form Sirnilarity(Di. Q j )  = CE=i wik x wjk can 

be camputed for any document Di in the collection. Given this similarity function, a ranked 

list of docunients in decreasing order of similarity can be obtained for any query or sample 

document. 

A. 1.2 Hypertext and multimedia 

Bccause major resources on the Internet reside on the World-!Vide Web and the \Vorld-\Vide 

IVeb is using the hypertext paradiPt indeed. the IVorid-Wide Web started as a hypertest 

project. it is important to provide a glimpse of the hypertext developrnent. 

Hypertext basic concepts were introduced by Ted Nelson. who coined the term --h-ver- 

test" in 1965 [l88]. Following Vannevar Bush's hlemex idea [44], Ted Nelson developed the 

Xanadu project ' which aimed at placing the entire world's ii terary corpus on-line. Hypertext 

systems. also known as non-linear test systems. provide non-sequential access to informa- 

tion by incorporating the notion of navigation. annotation. and tailored presentation [SI]. 

Hypertext has been defined as "an approach to information management in which data is 

stored in a network of nodes connected by links. Nodes can contain text, graphies. audio. 

video. as well as source code, or other forms of data'' [230]. With multimedia. hypertext is 

called hypermedia. 

The major original concept with hypertext is the concept of links. Links can either 
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be within a node, o r  between nodes. A document in a hypertext system is a collection of 

riodes interconnected by links, which can be unidirectional or Si-directional. Bi-directional 

links permit backward traversals of docunients. It is the linking capability that allows the 

non-linear organization of te.xt. Figure A.5 shows an example of a hypertext document. The 

node from which a link originates is called the reference, and the node a t  which the link 

points is called the referent. The  starting point of a link is referred t o  as an  anchor point, 

or a button. When reading a document, a user is presented with nodes which can be con- 

sidercd as document parts conveying the sarne theme. By clicking an  anchor. the associated 

link is traversed. taking the user to  the associated node. Obviously. the  user interface is 

paramount in hypertext systems for navigating through large amounts of information. -4u- 

t horing documents wit h such systems have beexi known to  be somehow problematic. causing 

cognitive ovcrhead. referred to as cognitive ta& scheduling problem- Aut hors need an ad- 

ditional effort and concentration to maintain several tasks and keep track of different links 

at one time(59J. User interface issues and hypermedia authoring issues have drawn much 

attention in the rcsearch community [112. 59. 31. 2301. The major information retrieval 

approach used for such a mode1 is a querq--les approach using simple browsing - navigating 

the document bj* trat-ersing i t  node after node follon-ing its links. Browsing. however. has 

a niajor drawback: disorientation. Users have the tendency to lose their scnse of location 

and direction in a non-linear document. This is known as the .-Lost in Space-' problern. 

Sonic aspects of this problem can be addressed by the user interface offered by the browser. 

hluch effort has been put into this issue by Human Cornputer Interaction and User Inter- 

face researdiers. Another solution for coping with disoricntation is a querÿ mechanism. By 

looking at nodes as records, or documents. as in the traditional information systenis. stan- 

dard information retrieval indexing techniques can be applied. Usual querics with boolean 

operations combining keywords allow a user to locatc interesting nodes. Links. however. can 

givc additional information that ranking heuristics can exploit for node relelance ranking. 

A.2 Survey on Resource Discovery on the Internet 

hIany consider the muon landing to  be the most significant event in our timc. however. the 

advcnt of the Internet had, has, and will still have a greater impact on our society. Historians 

will not rernember the 20th century as the atornic bomb century but rather as the century 

of the birth of the global communication network. The atomic bomb certainly struck an  
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immense reaction among scientists, politicians and the homo qualque. The emotional impact 

on our society is unprecedenteà. However. hopefully, t his means will never be used again 

and m-il1 be remembered as a bad e~perience in our civilization. On the other hand. the 

Internet and its collection of services will continue to grow to a Ievel we cannot even imagine 

today. -4Iready the Internet is a necessity we can not cifford to lose. We use it to interact. 

lcarn. communicate. and entertain. 

hlany a g e e  that the Internet started as the ARPANET. an initiative of the Advancecf 

Research Projects Agenc. during the Cold Ik in 1969. By building the ARPANET. the 

US Department of Defense wanted to explore the possibility of a communication network 

that couId survive a nuclear attack. Initially the network connected four sites. but very 

rapidlp many research centres and uniwrsities were connected- The introduction of the 

cornniunication protocol TCP/IP in the early 1980s helped interconnect various research 

nctworks. n-hich resulted in the Internet n l th  ARPANET as a backbone. During the same 

period. the National Science Foundation (NSF) established six supercornputer centres in 

the United States. In 1986. a dedicated network (NSFNET). h d e d  by the NSF. connected 

tliesc centres and becanle the new Internet backbone when ARPAiiET was dismantled. 

Since tlien. the growth in the number of hosts and the gron-th in packet traffic on the 

backbone have b e n  increasing exponentially [185. 2831. The table in Figure A.6 and the 

draplis in Fioves A.7. A.8 and A.9 show the gowth  of the Internet in host numbers. domain 

numbcrs and web site numbers. The data was collecteci and compiled from various sites 

on the Internet. ainong them [185. 283. 2371. The growth of the Internet accelerated even 

niorc with the  advent of the World-Wide \Veb and the connection of commercial TCP/IP 

providers. -4long with the growth of the Internet. there has been an important increase 

in the numbcr of software tools to make use of the multitude of resources in the network. 

3lorcovcr. different transfer protocols have been adopted each creating a *-subspace" of 

rcsourccs within the Internet. File Transfer Protocol (FTP) for instance. which was t h e  

rnost frequcntly used service on the Internet until 1994 (in terms of data packet tramferred). 

has a subspace of more than 3 million documents estimated a t  a few tera-bytes scattered on 

a few thousand sites[70]. Other subspaces like gopher- space. USENET space and World- 

il'ide IVeb space contribute to the ever-growing size of the Internet- It is interesting to note 

that many attempts have b e n  made to index on-Iine resources. al1 of which aim at  one 

Internct subspace or another. Archie for example indexes FTP sites. and Veronica indexes 

Gopher space. while search engines cover the World-Wide Web. Most of recent World-Wide 
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\Veb indexes include USENET subspace and/or FTP or Gopher as well. 

A.2.1 Internet tools for information Retrieval 

This section out lines some of the widespread networked information retrieval tools and ser- 

cices. The number of tools available today is very large and still growing very quickly The 

foIlowing classification is one possible ordering of some of the most popular services on the 

Internet aiding in the proliferation of resources or the retrieval of those resources. There 

are four categories of networked information r e t r i e d  tools or sertices. The first category 

encornpasses communication services like electronic mail, nenTs groups, telnet. synchronous 

chat tools, etc. The second category groups information storage and information exchange 

services. like FTP, Gopher, Alex. etc. Information indexing and information r e t r i e d  ser- 

v i c e ~ ~  like Archie, Veronica, \VAIS, WHOIS and Netfind, are in the tliird category. Finally. 

the interactive multimedia information delivery service. namely the World-\vide Web and 

its indexes. is in the fourth c a t e g o v  

Communication Services 

Electronic mail (e-mail): E-mail has been one of the main uses of the Internet and n-as 

one of its first applications. E m a i l  is a waq- to send messages from a user on a computer 

to a recipient user on a destination machine. both user machines being connected via a 

netn-ork. The message can contain any test  such as a business memo or a personal letter. 

Today. e-mail can contain multimedia Iike sound. images or \-ideo. Although e-mail is still 

one of the major uses of the Internet. the documents generated by this service are usually 

pri\-ate and do not contribute largely t o  the proliferation of public on-line resources on the 

Internet. However. it is comrnon. on corporate Intranets. to archive office memos exchanged 

by e-mail. Such archives or persona1 electronic mailboxes grow very rapidlÿ and necessitate 

information retrie~al techniques t o  locate particular e-mail messages. o r  even data mining 

techniclues to surnmarize message contents. 

USENET (network news groups): USENET is a collection of hosts that  reccive network 

news groups. which are discussion groups or forums about a variety of topics. Network 

news is a mechanism for broadcasting messages from one host to a large number of hosts. 

A message or article sent t o  a news group is received by a host on USENET. People who 

acccss the USENET hosts can read the messages. This connection simulates the message 
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Date 
O9/ 1969 
04/1971 
06/1974 
0311977 
08/1981 
05/1982 
08/1983 
10/1984 
10/1985 
02/1986 
11/1986 
12/1987 
07/1988 
10/1988 
01/1989 
07/1989 
10/1989 
10/1990 
01/1991 
07/1991 
10/1991 
01/1992 
O4/ 1992 
07/1992 
10/1992 
01/1993 
O4/ 19% 
07/1993 
10/1993 
01/1994 
07/1994 
10/1994 
01/1995 
071 1995 
01/1996 
O7/ 1996 
01/1997 
O7/ 1997 
01/1998 
07/1998 

Domains Web sites 

Figure A.6: Growth of the Internet From 1969 to 1998. (Compiled from [185: 2831 and other 
si t C S )  
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Figure -4.7: Grom-th of the Internet in terms of number of unique hosts. 

I Number of lnternet Domain Growth 

Figure -4-8: Growth of the lnternet in terms of numkr of unique Internet domains. 

Number of Web Sites Growai 

Fimgtue A.9: Growth of the Internet in terms of nurnber of Web Sites. 
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broadcast. People who access news groups can browse and read articles? p s t  new messages. 

or reply to particdar messages. News group messages are archived and are accessible on- 

line. There are thousands of news groups on different topics from scientific or technical. to 

political or esoteric. The large collection of articles posted daily on USENET contributes 

~ i ~ i f i c a n t l y  to the rapid expansion of the size of the on-line resource accumulation. 

In ternet  Relay Chat (IRC): Real-time textual chat ting has been very popular since 

the early days of the Intemet with Unix facilities Iike .-talk . This service allows real-time 

interactive character-based communication betn-ecn two or more remote users. IRC sessions 

are usually not archived. However. in a business conte~t .  chat session may be saved on a 

corporate Intranet for later retrieval and reference. 

\Vit h the growing popularity of the Internet. thanks to the World-IVide l'eb. new com- 

niunicat ion semices are added and enhanced regularly. Newcomers li ke net teiephony. net 

f a .  and video conferencing, will si,anificantly contribute to  the large number of on-line 

resources. 

Information Storage and Information Exchange Services 

Anonymous FTP: File Transfer Protocol (FTP) allows the access of resources. maidy files. 

on remote coniputers. An FTP semer provides a portion of its file d i r e c t o ~  structure and 

nl1on.s escliange of files. Before the World-Wide IVeb became widely used. anonymous FTP 

archive sites (i-e. pubIicly accessible FTP sites) were the most wïdely accessible source of 

information on the Internet. Each FTP site usuallÿ offers files related to one or more topics 

of interest. These files can be document files. executable progmms, data files. or any file a 

cornputer can store. FTP archive sites are usually maintained as a volunteer effort. Each 

file directory accessible by anonjmous FTP, contains a .-readme file" explaining the content 

of cach file in the directory. There are no standards about the content or the structure of the 

readnie file or even the name of t he file2. Usualiy, free text is used to  compendioulÿ describe 

the fiIes. Thus. it is necessary to  manuallg browse the FTP semer directop structure and 

read the readrne files in order to  find sought for resources. Techniques like Archie[69] and 

UCSTRI[250] were implemented t o  help find resources in anonjmous F T P  archive sites. 

-4rcIiie and UCSTRI are described later in the following subsection. 

An analysis of the files available a t  FTP sites was presented in [TOI. On 1044 anonymous 

'F i l a  can be cailed "index". "readrne". 'read-me' , "dif . etc. 
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FTP sites. there were 3.1 million files, 44% of which were testual documents. Clearly, 

anonjmous FTP and FTP sites contnbute to the wealth of information available on the 

Internet. Today there are thousands of FTP sites with a total of  a few million files. and 

roughly a terü-byte of data. 

Gopher: The Internet Gopher[255] is a distributed document de l i ve l  system originally 

developed in an effort to provide the University of Minnesota students and staff u-ith a 

flesible campus-wide information system for disseminating news. amouncements. and other 

kinds of information to the university community Its simple single menu-driven interface 

made it  veq- popular and helped its rapid adoption by many sites across the Internet. 

Gopher evol\.ed from a system primarily intended to distribute documents to  an enviromlent 

for providing access to  many different types of files. and network services through gateways. 

Despite its initial popularity and the proliferation of Gopher documents. gopher space is 

shrinking and is gradually being --translated" to IVorld-Wide Web docunients. Veronica. 

an indexing and retrieving system for gopher documents. has been developed. Veronica is 

prcsented in following subsection. 

Alex: Ales[l3] is a file system that provides transparent read access to  files in distributed 

arionymous FTP sites on the Internet. Rathcr than accessing FTP files by logging in to  

remote hosts and copyïng files locally. Ales allows the user to  see FTP files as part of the 

local file system. Transparently. fiIe directories of FTP sites are -'mounted" to the local 

file system with /alex as root d i r e c t o .  The Internet domain of a n  FTP site is coded as 

sub-directories in the Alex structure. The Simon Fraser University FTP site for esaniple 

would be /alex/ca/sfu. whiIe F T P  Berkeley wouid be /alex/edu/berkeley. LocaI Unis toois 

like grep or find can be used to find and retrieve documents from remote sites without having 

to make local copies or keep track of remote file updates. Any document or file put into any 

anonjmous FTP site becomes availabie via Alex. 

Information Indexing and Information Retrieval Services 

Archie: Until 1995, when the i'orld-IVide ?Veb became the most used service on the 

Internet in terms of data packets transferred on the NSF backbone, FTP was the rnost used 

sertice on the Internet. FTP still accounts for a large amount of data  transferred on the 

Iriternet. Hundreds of FTP sites offer reports, documents, raw data, images, programs, etc., 

howewr, in order to find a file, one has to know the FTP site where the file might be archived 

then browse the directory structure of the FTP site. download readme files and eventually 
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find the file sought for. Archie is an electronic directory service implemented at h1cGill 

University by Peter Deutsh. Alan Emtage. and Bill Heelan[69]. that ailows locating files 

archived in anonyrnous FTP  sites- The automatic cataloging system periodicaily retrieves 

listings of file names from anonjmous FTP sites by recursively browsing directories via 

anon-ious FTP. Listings are combined into a searchable database which can be accessed 

from the Internet via telnet. Archie clients. or various information system gateways. Archie 

clatabase contains oniy file names. modification dates and FTP sites and paths where files 

can bc found. Its index is produced once a rnonth and is mirrored in 13 sites to reduce 

t r a c .  The problem with Archie is that only file names are indexed. This means that in 

order to locate a file. its name or portion of its name has to be known. It is not possible to 

find a file with Archie when only a description of the file or the file topic is known. Despite 

its limitations. Archie has been extremely popular. and new World-IVide Web Archie-like 

systenis have b e n  implemented like FTPSEARCH~ or CIJET" which provide indexes of 

free software on FTP and Iiorld-Wide Web servers organized by topic. 

Veronica (Very Eaçy Rodent-Oriented Net-wide Indes to Computerized Archives): The 

Internet Gopher system provides a simple menu-driven user interface. Its protocol is a 

simple client-server stateless protocol. When a server gets a request it returns a document 

or a menu and closes the connectiori. This makes an automated traversal of gopher spacc 

casy. IWien searching for a document manually. one has to browse a hierarchy of menus 

to  event ually locate the resource. Veronica, developed at the University of Nec-ada. niakes 

it  e~asy to search for items in gopher space by title. Veronica periodically traverses gopher 

spacc by recursively requesting menus from different Gopher senrers starting from a set of 

registereci menus. It indexes al1 titles in each tevt menu receivd. -4 search with a terrn 

results is a menu wïth links to known gopher menus containing the search term as a menu 

en t r s  Veronica has been very popular among Gopher users. but since gopher space is fading. 

Veronica is becoming useless. 

WAIS (Ii ide Area Information Servers): WNS. developed by Thinking Machines Cor- 

poration. is a system that allows users to deplo~., search and retrieve documents and different 

types of resources from indexed databases. WAIS was developed in collaboration with A p  

pie Computer and Dow Jones initially for use by business executives. In contrast to Archie 
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Server Directory 

Server selection 

WAiS servers 

Figure A. 11: \VAIS general architecture. 

which indcses only file names. iVAIS indexes contain keywords from the content of tes- 

tua1 documents. bibliographical databases. and even descriptors fkom graphical files- IVliile 

-4rchie or Veronica centralize their index in a single global index which is mirrored. WAIS ad- 

dresses scalability with a better approach decentralizing its index. W-US divides its indexes 

among the senvers that provide information. Each server indexes its information locally and 

rcgistcrs its repository and index in a directory operated by Thinking hIachines. The di- 

rcctory is a top-level index that classifies servers and procides knowledge about information 

a~-ailablc on each WAIS server. Servers are thus spccialized and each usually contains re- 

sources on a particular topic. When searching for a rcsource. users connect to the directory 

of servers and select a particular server to search. Queries are submitted in natural language 

to the selected server. After eliminating stopwords, the conjunction of the remaining words 

and phrases iç applied to the full text indes to find relevant documents. Documents are 

ranked bcascd on heuristics using word weighing algorithms. Relevant documents can be fed 

back to the server to refine the search (Le. relevance feedback). Successful searches can be 

automatically run to alert the user when new- information becomes available. \.\--AIS is used 

by niary systems as the underlying indexïng scheme. The first World-Wide Web search 

cngines. for example. used l'AIS to index information retrieved by their spiders ( s e  section 

A.2.3). Figure A11 shows the general architecture of the WAIS approach with distributed 

indexes. 
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Fi,we -4.12: UCSTRI general architecture. 

UCSTRI: The Unified Computer Science Technical Report Inde.u[250]. built by hlarc 

VanHeyningen in Indiana University in 1994. is a service whicb provides a searchable indes 

over esisting technical reports. theses. and other documents broadly related to computer 

science and stored in anonmous F T P  sites. UCSTRI index pulls information from a large 

nuniber of registered anonymous FTP sites each n i th  its own format for the readme files. 

UCSTRI re,piariy visits the registered FTP sites and automatically don-nloads the readnie 

files it finds. A11 these readme files -9th different free test formats are parsed and merged 

in a large master index. 6.000 technical reports are indcxed by UCSTRI from about 120 

different FTP sites. UCSTRI uses file names and descriptions found in the readme files 

to index technical reports and academic papas. The system has the advantage of bcing 

completely automated. However. the maintenance of the index is cumbersome because 

readme files are written in free te'ct. hloreover. the name of the readme file differs from 

site to site and can Le named READhlE, read-me, dir. about. etc. Each time a new FTP 

site is added to  the registered FTP site Iist: the UCSTRI index builder has to  be rewritten 

or updated in order to  take into account the structure of the readme files of the new site. 

Figure A. 12 shows the general architecture of the UCSTRI system. 
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Netfind: Netfind is a n  hternet  directory service developed by the Networked Resource 

Discovery Project a t  the University of Colorado. Despite the fact that Netfind does not 

locate documents in the Internet: it is a service worth mentioning for the esemplary method- 

ology used for resource discovery. Netfind attempts to  locate electronic mail addresses and 

ot  lier information about Internet users dynamically. Rat her t han developing a protocol to 

collect and register every user on the Intemet in a database. which would be very difficuit 

to maintain. the Netfind approach is t o  use already existing network services to locate likely 

machines wherc the sought for user rnight reside and address these machines with a finger 

service. This s t r a t e s  has been adopted by many intelligent agents on the Internet (see 

section A.2.4). Netfind redarly browses USENET archh-es and other services to retrieve 

unique e-mail addresses and build an  Internet domain-based hierarchy of addresses that help 

future searches. A search query iç subrnitted by providing the name or login identification. 

and sonle keyxords describing the institution or location where the user sought for rnight 

rcsicle. Netfind uses a set of heuristics to locate hosts on n-hich the desired user may have 

an account or mailbox. T h e  query can be refined by the user selecting among the different 

locations Netfind guesses. The subset of domains selected ~IJ- the user is searched in parallel. 

again takirig advantage of existing network senices. Netfind has bcen v e q  successful and 

scalable despite the incredible growt h of the Internet. Using existing netn-ork services and 

resourccs proved to be a viable and prevailing method of supplying a new senice on the 

Internet. 

In terac t ive  Multimedia Information Delivery Service 

The Ilorld-\Vide Web is the  interactive multimedia information delivery service on the Inter- 

net. hlany hjpertext and text retrielal systems. still in use. wcre aïailable before the advent 

of the Ijkrld-iiide IVeb. Researchers in hjpertest were v e v  active. but most focussecl on 

user interface and authoring issues. Apart from the Xanadu project. no hj-pertext project 

was ernph,asizing wide area distribution and global system access. In 1992. an  interna1 

project at CEFW in Switzerland. led by Tim Berners-Lee and Robert Caillau. attempted to 

make distribution of information easy for physicists working around the world and exchang- 

irig data. The World-\Vide Web was born out of this project and was very rapidly adopted 

by Intcrnet users for its ease of use, interactivity and multimedia support. The World-Wide 

Ii'eb relies on hypertest technology[27. 281. Documents are formatted using HThIL (Hy- 
perTest hZarkup Language), and hypertext links within the documents are used to traveI 
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from current documents to ot hers. HTML allows annotat ing documents using hypertext 

links and colours, and intermixing text with images and other media in the same document. 

it'hen the IVorId-Wïde IVeb browser Mosaic was released in 1993, the World-Wide Web 

became n-idely used thanks to  the 'point and click" interface of Mosaic. No Internet senice 

uscd to share information across the Internet allows simple browsing and ease of use like the 

IVorld-\Vide \Veb, which allows users to browse large collections of information across the 

nctwork without having to log in or h o w  in advance where to look for information. The 

IVorltl-IV& \Veb became the teclrnology of choice to deploy information on the Internet and 

ivi\S the  na jor reason for the tremendous gron-th of the Intemet in tenns of the amount of 

published information and in terms of use of the network. Figure A.9 shows the exponential 

increcase of numbers of web sites on the Internet. Because gateways to rnost Internet services 

have bccn devcloped for the IVorld-Wide IVeb. the tVorld-\Vide IVcb is becoming for rnany 

a s1-nonj-m of the Internet. Because of the huge amount of data rapidly cumulated in the 

\VorId-Wide \Veb space. -surfing" the web to find information becanie cumbersome- Find- 

ing real information is often a hit-and-miss process. While browsing to look for a particular 

information. a user may drift and end up reading other possibly interesting pages which 

rnay be irrelevant to the original quest. a phenomenon siniilar to browsing an enc~clopedia. 

The following sections fiighlight the evolution of information retrieval techniques applied t o  

the iVorld-\Vide It-eb. 

A.2.2 Catalogues and Directories 

Becnuse the number of web pages available on-line n~as recasonabIy small at the start of the 

IVorId-IVidc IVeb project. browsing through a list of web sen-ers maintained at  the CERN 

sufficed in looking for on-Iine resources. The very large number of web senrers and available 

iveb pages today prohibits this method for information retrieval from the World-\Vide Web. 

Many started building lists of interesting links (i.e. bookmarks) and made these lists publicly 

arailable. NetServices Iist and NCSA hIeta Index were maintained lists of references. These 

lists were very useful because users could access references to on-line resources n-ithout 

having to collect them themselves browsing the web. However, the rapid increase of web 

sites and web pages made these lists obsolete. In an attenipt to make these lists more upto- 

date. automatic collection of on-line references was introduced. The ;-CUI \V3 catalog" 

at the Centre Universitaire d-Informatique a t  the University of Geneva was based on an  

automatic retrieval of references from a fked set of documents Iike the "NCSA What's new 
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list-' that reported new sites on the web, or automatic sifting through news groups articles. 

These automatically collected lists of references to on-line resources were comprehensive and 

reasonably up-twdate, however, their size rapidly became too large to be a valuable resource. 

To make the lists more usehi despite their sizes? lists were made searchable. A search key 

would t hen allow a user to find entries in the reference list that could be interesting. No 

real indexes were constructed but searches were processed in real time going though the 

list test and matching strings. The response tirne was acceptable. however. the dynamic 

nature of the World-\Vide Web made these Iists stale and thus impractical. Catalogues and 

directories built t his way could not be representative enough of the wealth of resources on 

the web giwn the rapid growth of the Internet. hlaintenance of these Iists is too espensive 

and not scalable. 

The only successful on-line catalogue of web pages is YahooS. an initiative from two 

graduatc students from Stardord University. Yahoo is a clcassification of topics built in a 

hierarçhical tree. A node in the tree is a category visualized bya menu of subcategories (Le. 

arcs in the tree structure coming out of that node) and leaves are links to web resources. 

Rcsources are collected. revien-ed and classified rnanually by editors. Authors submit the 

URL (Wnified Resource Locator) of their web page (or n-eb site) along n-ith a title and 

a description of the resource to Yahoo editors. If the submissiori is accepted (only 33% 

are['ZiJ). the reference to the nen. resource is classified and added to the Yahoo directoq-. 

-4 seardiable index on Yahoo directory has been implemented. Contrary to what many 

niight beliew. Yahoo is not a search engine for web resources at large. Yahoo searchable 

index contains only resources catalogueci by Yahoo eciitors. hloreover. the index does not 

contain keywords from the resources' content. The index entries are words Yahoo category 

names. resource titles and resource descriptions submitted by the authors. Apart from the 

classification of resources that allow the users to browse the hierarchy to find information 

rclatcd to a topic of interest. the originality of Yahoo is the fact that resources are not 

riccessarily individual web pages like automated discovery indexes might have. Submissions 

that describe entire tveb sites are also accepted. The content of the web pages is never 

used for indexing. When users search for resoiuces? they can either browse the directory by 

topic or submit terms to search. Ln the case of a search. matches are resources in categories 

containing the search terms and resources with titles or descriptions containing the search 
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terms. Documents in the result are ranked in prionty based on the terms appearing in their 

cat egorÿ. t heir t it le. and finally t heir descript ion. 

Because of the success of Yahoo, others have tried t o  copy their concept and present a 

friendly user interface with a reviewed directory of sites. The ~ o o k ~ m a r t ~  approach: for 

esample. is to  present to  the user an initial list of 10 topics. After a topic is chosen? a new 

classification of 20 topics is presented with the original list remaining on the screen. After 

a second choice. a third subclassification is displayed, in addition t o  retaining the first two 

Iists. This continues on with each further selection until a document list is displayed. This 

allows the user to easily see the path taken to reach the resource in a concept hierarchy like 

classification. LookSmart is a hybrid search engine. It allows a search on its catalogue like 

Yahoo. but also combines the result with the result of a search on the World-Wide Web 

spacc like other search engines. 

Other popular types of catalogues or directories, are specialized directories: directories 

that contain only references to resources pertaining to  a particular topic. For example. 

a directory for triathlon contains only references to web pages about triathlon or related 

to triathlon. These directories are  either createà manually (i.e. author's submission) or 

generated from the resuit of a query submitted to a search engine. Building a search engiiie 

on top of such a specialized directorq- creates a specializcd search engine. 

Rings are another t>-pe of specialized directory [104]. Resources in such directories 

are inter-linked in a circular list. hlaintainers of web sites pertaining to a common topic 

collaborate to insert a bi-directional hypertext link in each web site t o  link to the next and 

previous site in the circle. Site Si for esample is linked to Sit1 and Si-l. The last site in the 

list and the first site are inter-linked to form a ring. A centralized *'authority" orchestrates 

the ring by accepting newcomers and maintaining on a server a list of links to  al1 sites in 

the ring. \Vhen browsing, a user can jump from one site to the other in the ring followirig 

the links? or randomly access any site by requesting a link from the centralized list on the 

server. Figure A.13 shows an  example of ring with six web sites interconnected. 

A.2.3 Robots and Search Engines 

Since simple browsing, listing, and even automatic collection of resources did not solve 

the  problem for information retrieval on the web, automatic discovery became necessary 
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Figure A.13: Example of a ring with 6 sites. 

to makc effective use of this wealth of information in the World-Wide Web space. There 

are progranis that traverse the World-Wide Web, download documents, analyze them, and 

store sonie information about them in an index that can be queried. Documents are found 

by esploring the graph that hypertext links form between documents. From an initial Web 

page. al1 its links are extracteci and added to a queue of URLs (Unified Resource Locator). 

The recursive process repeatedly selects a URL from the queue, retrieves the page and 

cstracts its links. These programs are known as robots, crawlers, spiders, or wanderers 

[l?i]. Robots may have different purposes. They can crawl the Web for indexing. fütering, 

mirroring documents. or for statistical intent, Iike calculating the size of the IVorld-Wide 

\Veb space (it is estimateci today a t  1.5 TB.) or the nurnber of web sites. 

Perhaps the first academic work describing these robots is  the work of Jonathan Fletcher 

at Stirling University in Scotlanci. who implemented JumpStation [98]: and the work of 

Oliver hlcBryan at the University of Colorado, who developed the World-Wide iVeb Worm 

(WWJW)  (179j (today the Goto.com search engine). A paper by Eichmann revealed 

the anatomy of RBSE spider [77], built for the Repository-Based Software Engineering 

Program funded by NASA. Uliile the \V1.V\IiQV indexed only text that appeared in the 

title and headers of HTML documents. RBSE spider did a full text indeving in the hope 

of improving precision and recall of the system. The architecture of these systems has 
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three major components: a spider, a parser and indexer. and the index itself- The spider 

is the program t hat traverses the known, or visible World-Wide Web and downloads the 

documents found. It is important to note that the visibility of a spider is limited to the 

connected graph of documents commencing a t  the starting point. Starting from a particular 

docunient. there is no guarantee that al1 documents in the World-Wide Web ni11 be sornehow 

indirectly connected t o  it. Thus. the need for a set of starting points to ensure a better 

coverage. Directories of web sites are usually good starting points- Spiders are usually the 

rnost elaborate coniponent of the search engine and manipulate large databases of URLs 

[do. 5.51. IVith respect t o  the visibility of the World-Wide Web space. it is also important to  

note that most spiders do not traverse frame-based web pages and can not access dynamically 

generated web pages or  authenticated ones. Dynamic web pages are web pages that do not 

csist on the web semer and are generated on the fly after a webbased form is filled and 

submitted. Usually these dynamic web pages contain amers to  database queries. 

The indexer (and parser) receives a document downloaded by the spider and parses it to  

estract new URLs Gom the links found in the document. These new references are passeci 

back to the spider for download. When parsing the document. test  is also analyzed to 

extract terms for indexing. The extraction of terms differs from one system to the nex?. 

Some may index the full text. some may select terms depending on their location in the 

docunient (i.e. title. header. etc.). while others rnay choose to a n a l p e  only the beginning of 

the document. The third component is the index itself. which is the result of the automatic. 

and recursive tra\.ersal. The  index depends Iargely upon the information r e t r i e d  technology 

chosen. LVhile some systems use inverted file technolow. others use the vector space mode1 

or the probabilistic inde'ting mode1 [177. 2131. What is calleci a search engine is in fact 

the program that sifts through the index to  a m e r  user requests. In other words. it is 

the interface between the user and the index. This automatic and autonomous exploration 

of the \Frorld-Wide 1Veb structure to build a searchable index seerns a simple and elegant 

solution for information retrieval in the World-IKde Web. However. it involves ethical 

concerns relating to  its resulting impact. Spiders continuously retrieve entire objects and 

then discard them after retaining some of t heir content. It seems t hat robots are generating 

substantial load on  web servers. and are generally increasing the traffic on the Internet 

backbone. especially with the proliferation of such spiders [156]. To index the whole World- 

IVide Web. the entire World-Wide Web content has to  be downloaded. With the plethora 

of search engines doing the same exercise: the entire corpus is circulating continuously 
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on the Internet. The number of crawlers doing this procedure today is estimated at 400 

[237]. This means that more than 400 processes are independently doanloading the entire 

visible content of the World-Wide IVeb to build their onn index-. Since the content is 

coritinuously changing, indexes need to be updated in an uninterrupted manner. For each 

pass. the entire liorld-Wide i ieb content. estimated today at  more than one tera-byte. is 

sent ttirough the network more than 400 times. again and again. It is true that crawlers 

usually download only test documents (i.e. HTRIL files) and not images and other large 

artifacts in the Web. but there esist more and more specialized crawlers (like the one 

tlcscribed in Chapter 4) that also domdoad images. Videos. VRLhl objects (Le. Virtual 

Reality). pdf and postscript documents. software. etc. At the rate the content of the World- 

IVide Web is increasing (behaving similarly to an exponential growth) and the number of 

nen- crawlers are developed, this approach is definitely not scalable and even not viable in 

the long terni even if the network bandm-idth is enlarged by one order of magnitude. 

hloreover. spiders can unnecessarily overload web servers. When parsing a web page. or 

a set of ~ r e b  pages from the same siter to extract h-yperlinks to follow. these hyperlinks often 

end up pointing to pages localized in a common web site. By continuorlsly and consecutively 

rccpsting al1 documents pointed by those hyperlinksl spiders overload web servers and can 

flood t hem and prevent them from serving other users. it is desirable to spread the request 

to the same senrer in time to give the server the opportunity to attend to other users (or 

spiders). Furt hermore, spiders tend to  downioad al1 possible documents: al1 the documents 

that the spider comes across are requested. This is riot always necessary. and sometimes 
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e\-en undesirable. Indexing a web page can sometimes be meaningless if the web page is 

duplicated. under construction. or simply not rneant by its author t o  be indexed. This has 

preci pi tated controversy. Based on t hese concerns, guidelines for implement ing spider-like 

programs were proposed [154, 1551. Breadth-first traversal. instead of depth-first traversal 

of the liÏeb was suggested, for example, to alleviate some of the load on the servers. The 

suggested standards for robot e,uclusion speci& some rnechanisms t o  indicate to spiders 

which part of a server can be indexed. and which part should not be accessed. and suggest 

to avoid submitting too many requests to the same server a t  any given time. Spiders that 

follow these recommendations exclude superfluous web pages and avoid bombarding sen-ers 

by sending consecutive requests t o  the same server in a short period of time. This is done 

by randomly selecting. rather t han sequentially selecting. a page t o  visit frorn the Iist of al1 

pages still to visit. Alternatively. a Iist of servers visited can be maintained with the time 

of last visit. This list could be consultecl when a page to  request is chosen from the list of 

pages still to visit. avoiding calling upon the same senrer too  quickly. 

Other researchers advocate spider-les techniques to index the IVorld-Wide Web. Aliweb 

[153] is particuiarly interesting in that it does not use a spider to  create its index. Instead. 

n-eb page authors h t e  their on-n descriptions of their pages. and register with Aliweb. 

n-hich indexes these summaries. This process removes the problems of server overload that 

n-eb crawlers in general are causing- Moreover, only pertinent information is indexed since 

it is subrnitted by the authors or web site managers. However. it does require extra work 

on the part of the pages' authors to  describe their resources and n o t i h  Aliweb about their 

existence. The Hanes t  system [34] and the hlultiple Layered Database approach (hILDB) 

[117. 2761 are supportive of a distributed index architecture. Hanes t  solves the problem of 

server load and network traffic by moving the inde'cing task t o  the information provider site. 

The system comprises two major cornponents: a gatherer and a broker. A gatherer collects 

information from a provider for indeuing purposes. like a spider would do. while a broker 

provides an interface t o  the index The originality of the solution is the variety of possible 

configurations. h Iany gat herers and brokers can CO-e-xist o n  the network. I ih i le  brokers 

can specialize by providing customized indexes. gatherers can reside on the same host as 

the information server? and be executed during off-peak periods. The hluitiplc Layered 

Database approach [127], presented in Chapter 2. is to build a distributed repository of 

metadata describing artifacts on the Internet. Specializeci tools. similar to  Essence [129], 

are executed on information provider sites by the site maintainer during off-peak times 
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Figure A. 15: The spider-based search engine general architecture. 
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and stored in LV, the list of gsited pages. This list avoids revisiting the same page again. 

The third list. LNV, is a bst of pages not to -site This is to conform to the robot exclusion 

guidelines and to avoid revisiting known problematic sites. The spider selects a URL from 

LTV (1) and d o d o a d s  the correspondhg page (2): then moves the URL from LTV to  LV 

(3). LIW is updateà. if necessary (4). If the page is downloaded successfuliy. it is passed 

to the indexer (5). The indexer parses the page to extract new URLs. and stores them in 

LTV (6). if they do not already euist in LV or LNV. then estracts terms from the page for 

inde-xing purposes (7). Once LTV is empty. the entire '%sible" web is indexed. The index 

is used by the search engine to a m e r  user requests (8). 

Because the index rapidly becornes stale. it is necessary to rebuild the index often by 

restarting the web traversal with LTV initialized with a starting point list. The starting 

point list can be aiggnented with new URLs submitted by users who want their sites indexed. 

The described scenario is a simplistic one. There are other considerations when -*spider- 

ing" the IVeb. The execution of a web spider is a challenging task that involves performance 

issues as well as "net social" issues. Despite the high parallelism in the implementation of 

i lèb  crawlers. due to the very large size of the Web it takes weeks. if not months. to index 

the I170rld-\Vide Web [237]. Hence the existence of difTerent strategies for URI, selection 

from LTV. For example. spiders may store modification dates of pages visited in order to 

rcvisit pages that are updated regularly more often than static pages. Particular dornains 

or popular sites may aIso be revisited more often than others. In addition. when selecting 

a URL to visit. the spider bas to take into account the fact that it should not consecutively 

request several pages from the same server. In other words. the selection of URLs from LTV 

is not a sequential selection. but may involve complex heuristics 

In a recent paper[55] Chot Garcia-hIoIina and Page present a new technique For URL 

selection based on backlink counts. URLs that are referenced more often by other pages are 

selccted and visited more ofien by the spider. Priority in the selection from LTV and the 

rciteration through LTV is given to "cyber-popular" pages. 

Relevancy and Ranking of Documents 

Due to the profusion of commercial search engines, the competition pushed spiders to  crawl 

and index as rnany resources as possible in order to assert the most complete index Today? 

some search engines claim to have indexed more than 100 million documents [237]. However, 

completeness is not the most important factor. As long as the search result is adequately 
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presented, inde-uing the whole Internet or a portion of it wouldn't matter. Indeed, a set 

of 8000 matching documents or  a set of 1Oûû matching documents does not make a big 

difference for a user. The user still has to go over this large set to  identify the documents 

fitting the quest. It has been demonstrated in (3231 that any single web search engine pro- 

vides the user wit h only 15-42 % of the relebant documents. Because of the over-abundance 

of resources on  the Internet. any search query would yield hundreds, if not thousands, of 

mat ches. Search engines, like t radit ional informat ion retrieval systems, rank the resources 

found by relevancy and present them ordered with the most relevant first. Apart from the 

size of the index, the mode1 chosen for indexing and the user interface, the most important 

difference between search engines is the ranking mechanisni. Relevance is a very subjective 

term. hloreover, it is very difficult t o  ascertain with high confidence the real need of the 

user from a query. Queries present little conteut. and search engines do not learn from past 

csperience (yet ). 

hIost search engines would analyze how often terrns appear in relation to other terms 

in the document. The  higher the frequenc~.1 the more relevant the document is considered. 

The location of the term is also taken into consideration. Being semi-structured, HTML 

doctinients can disclose information regarding the location of a word or phrase. For exam- 

pIe. if a term appears in the title or in a header of the document. i t  is considerd more 

rele~xnt than a word in the body of the document. Frequency and location are not the only 

factors used to determine relevancy Each search engine uses different stimuli to  influence 

the rele\.ancq= Since relevance ranking is capital for the success of search engines! these 

algorithms are securely guarded and rarely disclosed. Usuallq.. the factors used to  carculate 

the rclek-ance of a document are the following. These are heuristics that may not have large 

support. 

Frequency: Documents with a higher frequency of ke-vwords are ranked better than 

documents with a low kejword frequency. The frequency is calculated using the percentage 

of keywords in the document in order to  normalize documents of different sizes. 

Location: When counting the frequency of keyxords, words can be weighted based on 

their location in the document or their location with respect to  each other. Words that 

appear in t lie ti t le are generally considered more important. O t  her locations considered are 

the lieaders, the URL of the  document, the anchors (or hyperlinks), and the beginning of 

the document. A word is considered more important if i t  appears in the first paragraph 

(or paragraphs) for example. The closeness of keywords t o  each other can also be a factor 
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t o  increase the word weight. Some search engines may also disadvantage isolated words by 

favouring ke5words that appear in compIete sentences. 

Entirety: The number of matched keywords in a query is an important factor in deter- 

mining the relevancy. The more terms from the query match words in the document, the 

more the document is relevant to the query. in  other words, if al1 search terms appear, it is 

considered better than if only some of the terms do. Documents can be ranked by entirety 

t o  create clusters in which documents can be ranked by frequency. 

Size: It seems t hat some search engines favour smaller documents over larger ones123q. 

Age: The date of the last modification of a document can be accessed easily This date 

can be used to  favour old documents for instance. By keeping track of modification dates of 

documents, search engines "learnt the update frequency of documents and favour in their 

ranking documents that are updated regularly. 

Directory: Hybrid search engines (i.e. those that also maintain a directory of sites) 

usually favour documents that appear in their catalog. Since the sites appearing in their 

catalogs are reviewed, they are considered more important (i-e. relevant). 

Links: Web pages that are referenced by many other pages seem to be more important 

tlian others. This popularity of web pages can be estimated by counting the nurnber of links 

leading to a page. When ranking pages, search engines favour pages t hat have many links 

pointing a t  them. Links can also be weighed based on the popularity of the web page they 

corne from. Hence the notion of link quality. 

Metadata: The Dublin Metadata workshop has stressed the importance of metadata 

(i-e. document descnptors) in networked documents to  facili tate resource discovery 1259. 

2581. Extensions to the HThIL specifications include new tags allowing the description of 

keywords and content summary inside the HTRIL docunient. Fi,bure A.16 shows an exccrpt 

of an HThIL document example using these tags ( s e  Appendix D for more information on 

the HThIL META tag extensions). Obviously these tags have to be entered by the document 

author- Holt-ever, when present, these keywords may reffect better the real content of the 

document. During the relevance ranking of web pages, some search engines may favour 

pages that have keywords from the meta t ag  match search terms before those that have 

matches only Nith terms in the document body. Thus, terms extracted from the meta tags 

(i-e. kejwords and description) get a higher weight than ot hers. 

Domain: The Internet domain from which web pages are retrieved may play a role in 

the ranking. Domains Iike ".corn" or b'.org'' can be ranked before others. 
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<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
<RIETA NAh,IE="descnptiont CONTENT="This is a survey about search engine tricks" > 
< AIETA NAAI E=l keyword" CONTENT=" Spider,Indexing,relevance rankingsparnming" > 
<TITLE>Search Engïne Tricks</TITLE> 
</HEAD> 
<BODY> 

Figure A.16: A snippet from an HTML document with MET-4 tags. 

$Money$: Unfortunately,. some search engines may aliow companies to pay to have 

their pages r ankd  first when a match with their pages occurs. Being ranked among the 10 

or 20 first documents is important since rare are the users who dig deeper than two or three 

pages of ciocurnerit lists. Statistics show that less than 7% of users go beyond the fist three 

pages of results[237]. 

Knowing these ranking factors. some web pages authors t ry to --cheat" to see their web 

pagcs bctter rnnked. This is commonly cal14 spamming. Spamming consists of adding for 

esample the same kejword over and over in the same page. These keyw-ords are usually 

imisible to users (using comment tags or using same colour for test  and background). but 

clcarly visible to web crawlers. One of the most common techniques is also to put keywords 

in the meta tags that do not relate to the page's actual content. like general keywords that 

are frequent Iy used in queries, or  kep-ords copied from meta tags of sites t hat rank high 

t>_v search engines. There are techniques and heuristics to  detect spamming. Some search 

engincs penalize documents. when detecting spamming, by ranking them lower. 

Some new techniques for ranking retrieved documents were recently unveiled: Direct 

Hit by Direct Hit Technologies Ince7. CLEVER by IBhI Almaden Research ~abs"  and 

PageRank by Stanford universityg. 

Direct Hit is a relevance feedback approach. Users' selections from the usual search 

result are recordcd. For any given query, the documents t hat are selected the most become 
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the most relevant the next time the same query is submitted. Obviously. this technology 

is useful only if the query is frequent. Direct Hit needs to gather information about users' 

selections per query. ÇVhen enough information is gathered, the Direct Hit ranking can 

proceed. 

Direct Hit does not exclude the other ranking strategies but is a supplement that can 

be added on any ranking strategy. 

This idea is not completely novel. h.IetaCrawler presented in section ,424 exploits user 

choscn references as metrics for their search result ranking. This metric takes also into 

account the origin of the resource selected [224]. 

PageRank used in the experimental search engine a t  Stanford University is based on 

links[40]. The basic component of its ranking metric is link popularity. A large link graph 

of the web. called citation graph, is constructed. It represents al1 present links between 

\veb pages. This graph is used to attribute the PageRank weight to each web page, which 

is latcr used for ranking pages when appearing in a search result. The mechanisnl to 

calculate PageRank is the following: Each Page P has a nurnber of links coming out of it 

C ( P )  (C for citation), and a number of pages pointing a t  it Pi. fi. .... P,. PageRank of P 

PR(Pk)  ). d is a dumping factor between O and 1. Intuitivel. P R ( P )  = (1 - d )  + d x (C,"!, 
PageRank represents the probability to choose a page after a random browsing[401 551- 

CLEVER also is heavily based on link frequency. It ranks documents by measuring 

Iinks between them. The main purpose of CLEVER? as stated in [46]: is not to simply 

rank documents in a search result, but to find authoritative resources in a pool of web 

pages. The objective is to build directories like Yahoo directories but automatically find the 

aut horitative entries in each category. Starting from categories (i-e. category hierarchy), 

queries are generated and sent to standard search engines. For each given quer_v, the result 

t hat is gat hered from the search engines constitutes a pool of documents. In order to rank 

thesc documents and keep the most authoritative in the topic of the query (i.e. current 

directory category in process). al1 pages pointing to and al1 pages pointed by the documents 

in the pool are retrieved and add to the pool of documents. Al1 pages collected are then 

weighted by iteratively calculating the weight of links pointing to each page, and carry more 

weight from pages that cumulate more weight in each iteration. This way, pages that are 

pointed by important pages get more weight and become the "authorityt. CLEVER uses 

also page content, like text in h-yperlinh to add more weight to corresponding links if the 

searc11 terms appear in the text. By sorting the pages by weight? the more authoritative are 
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selected to  represent the catalog category. CLEVER can dm be used for real-time search 

result ranking. however, the calculation of weight may take time depending upon the size 

of the root set. One might classify CLE\TR as a knowledge discovery approach since it 

finds networked information based on relationships between resources. rather t han finding 

resources on the Internet. 

Concept-Based Retrieval 

Furnas. et al. flll] show tbat due to widespread synonymy and potysemy in naturai lan- 

guages. indesing methods based on the occurrence of single words do not perform ade- 

quately. Concept-based met hods match n-ords wit h similar meanings rather t han string 

patterns. Concept-based search tools can find related documents even when they do  not 

contain any of the search words specified in the query. By searching for documents about 

"fruit jam". one can retrieve documents with - b l u e b e r ~  jam" for example (Le. subsump 

tion). Concept siblings and sjnonyms are also possible. One way t o  broaden the scope of a 

search to incIude such concepts. is to use thesauri. A thesaurus correlates terms and helps 

search engines t o  conjoin the searcti terms with related terms. Thesauri can either be static 

based on a language. or buiIt d_vnamically bj- statisticaHy tracking cross-references for words 

cornrnonly appearing together in queries o r  documents. Relevancy ranking usually favours 

matches with search terms before matches wïth similar concepts. 

Stemming is also a common technique used for concept-based retrieval. It consists of 

estract ing the stem from search terms and concatenat ing siiffixes to generate new terms. 

This approach. however. may generate poor precision in many cases. The stem '-tea" for 

csaniple. may generate words like "tear'-. --teak" . .-team". -*teal". .-teach" . etc. Stemming 

neverthelesç hm advantages for substring matching. 

The  document similari t y search can also be considered a t-vpe of concept-based ret rieval- 

Thc word weighting technique generating term weight vectors representing documents can 

be used to compare documents with a similarity function similar to  the function presented 

in section A.1.1. By starting with a document about kangaroos. a similarity search could 

finci documents about wombats. evcn though. these documents do  not contain the terrn 

Lmgaroo. Since kangaroos and wombats are both marsupials living in Australia. documents 

about t hesc two Ieaping herbivorous animals may share many similar words. hence the vector 

si milari ty. Research in knowledge represent a t  ion and nat ural language processing is paving 

the way for automatic paraphrasing[262]. Techniques for generating paraphrases of queries 
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can lead to more precise content retrieval. 

Sonie other approaches use concept hierarchy to match concepts. These concept hier- 

ardues are either built by e-uperts like in [127] and may contain synonyms from different 

languages allowing multi-lingual querying, or built by automatic subject extraction using 

assuniption grammars[273: 2721. 

A. 2.4 Agents for Informat ion Retrieval 

Ivllile spiders are a type of information gathering agent. there are other types of agents 

specialized in information retrieval. Agent based information retrieval has stimulateci great 

interest over the past several years. While the definition of a n  agent is still in question and 

generating much debate. research in related fields has been very productic-e. Heterogeneous 

dat abase access. knowledge representation. cognitive science. learning algori t hms. commu- 

nication protocols. distributed query processing. are a11 fields of interest for agent-based or 

mult iagent-based information gat hering systerns[l38. 381. 

Desirable characteristics for an  "intelligent" agent were proposed or alluded to  by many 

researchers. No single agent or agent prototype today compounds al1 the desirable charac- 

teristics yct. However. many of the agents include most of them. The commonly advisable 

characteristics which distin-sh agents form 0 t h  software components are: 

Autonomy: An agent should be able t o  take initiatives and have a certain control over 

its actions Iike rnodifihg high-level requests. dialo,a;uing wit h the user to  clarify requests or 

even invoking help froni other agents. 

Adaptabi l i ty:  An agent should not be static but able to  change the sequence of its 

actions in response to its environment. Ideally. it should learn from its interaction n-ith 

uscrs and other agents and customize itself t o  the preferences of its users. 

Communicabil i ty:  An agent should be able to communicate and engage in involving 

cornniunications with the user and other agents. Dialogues with the user are necessary to 

disarnbiguate some requests or  priorities. while communication and collaboration with other 

agents or users is paramount in information gathering and task delegation, 

Personali ty:  An agent should have a perceivable and plausible behavioural and enl* 

tional state. This well-defined agent character is significant for effective communication and 

conversation like for avatars representing o r  acting on behalf of users in virtual spaces. 

Mobility: Agents typically run on one host and retriet-e information scattered around 
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the Internet. This may make them look like moving, however. only the resources are trans- 

mit ted. Real mobile agents (i-e. agents t hat move. transport themselves or  duplicate t hem- 

selves. t o  execute on  different hosts on the web) exist nevertheless. While the usefulness of 

agent mo bili ty is s t  il1 disputeci. i t inerant agents can be very useful for informat ion gat hering. 

Wien  the amount of information on servers is greater than can reasonably be transrnitted 

to a client for processing. mobile agents can be sent t o  execute on sen7ers for information 

gat hering and filtering. hIobile information gat hering agents are of great importance when 

client madiincs are disconnected or Iack the necessary proccssing power and resources to  

perform the filtering. 

In the information retrieval context, an agent can be seen as a program that learns about 

user needs adapts t o  the needs. and reacts to  them by collecting and retrieving resources or  

cven bon-ledge t hat c o d d  sat is& t hose needs. 

Networked information retrieval agents are personal assistants that act on behalf of users 

on the IVorld-Wide Web? often relying on tools and services already available. After users 

state their needs, agents determine where to find the  information on the Internet and hon- 

to retrieve it. One such simple agent is the MetaCrawler[224] wlich alleviates the burden of 

rcsubmitting requests to  different search engines by automatically simultaneouslÿ sending 

thc user query to several of the most popuiar search engines. The agent knows specific 

feat ures of each search engine and adapts the search query accordingly. Users need not 

rcrnembcr these specific characteristics and peculiarities of the different query interfaces. 

Xloreover. the agent merges the different results and eliminates u n n e c e s a l  duplicates. It 

evcn don-nloads the web pages in the result list to  scan their content for search terms. This 

allows further filtering and the prwnta t ion  of concise relevant result list. SanySearch[13Fj] 

does a similar job. but rather than using always the  same resources it sclects the search 

engines to  query. SamySearch learns to  identify which search engines are most appropriate 

for part icular queries by tracking long-term performance of t hese search engines. The  agent 

kccps a compendium of search esperience and uses it to  rank specialized search engines 

to query SawySearch does not adapt to  the users but rather adapts t o  the amilable 

resourccs. The approach is v e v  similar to the information agent matchmaking presented in 

[158]. wliere an intelligent facilitator (agent) matches information providers with consurners' 

needs. Other agents adapt t o  the user by observing the users activity (i.e. brom-sing. 

querying. etc.) and may recommend resources or queries that other users on the systern 

with similar profile and needs have retrieved or  submitted. The agent manages user profiles 
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that it updates regularly based on the user interest and activity on the World-Wide Web. 

iVeb\lVatcher[l8] developed at Carnegie Mellon University observes users' browsing activity 

and provides advice on which hyperlink might lead to  preset goals. Some commercially 

anilable agents. based on user behaviour observation. predict user needs and autornatically 

donmload and IocaIly cache web pages potentially interesting to the user. If the user. for 

esample. regularly acccsses a particular set of pages at a particular time in the day (Le. 

news. stock market. etc.). the agent would autornatically retrieve the pages a few minutes 

before the usual access time and cache them locally in preparation for the user's on-Iine 

browsing. 

One popular t,uk for agents is information filtering. Information filtering in the Internet 

contest is the extraction of relevant information irom large volumes of dynamicalIy generatd 

clocunients[192]. USENET news and electronic mail are the most commonly used dynamic 

large document collections for information filtering in the Internet. The dynamic nature 

of the document repositoq is a binding requirement for information filtering systems. -4 

continuously running process sifts through incoming e-mail messages for instance. and filters 

out niessages that satisfy the user's requirement or interest. A sirnilar agent can listen on 

news groups charnels and alert the user when interesting topics are being discussed. The 

agent could even surnmarize articles of interest. SIFT[267]. an  agent developeci a t  Berkelec 

uses kejwords describing users topics of interest to filter new netnews articles and e n d  

by e-mail to mers articles or surnmaries of articles that are of interest to these users. The 

DICA agent[3] applies this approach on the IVorld-Wide Web and monitors previously found 

relevant pages for anÿ changes. The DICA agent only reports interesting changes. 

-A nen- breed of agents go beyond information filtering or gathering from the Wbrld-Wide 

IVeb. Some shopping agents access vendors' web pages and look for bargains by comparing 

prices offered. Suggestions are presented to the user or automatic ordering of the product 

is initiateci. Netbot n an go" one such web shopping agent. compares product prices offered 

on-line. creates accounts on users' behalf: and when instructed. can initiate the purchasing. 

Networked agents for information retrie\al from the Internet can be classifieci into three 

categories: Exploiter agents. Watchdog agents. and Apprentice agents. E-uploiters take ad- 

vant age of existing networked services (or other agents) to find resources. Watchdogs mon- 

itor given resources for interesting changes. They learn about the environment in which 
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they act. Apprentices learn fiom users behaviour and infer new needs. An overlap between 

t hese categories is possible and is desirable. Ideally, a good agent should be an apprent ice, 

a watchdog and an exploiter. In other words, it should learn about i t s  users, learn about 

its environment, and take advantage of existing services. 

hIany of the information gathering agents are a t  the same time in the information re- 

trieval domain and the data-mining domain. By returning information or knowledge from 

wi t hin documents, like cornparison-shopping agents[71] rat her t han returning resource ref- 

erences. agents can be perceiveci as web mining processes. 

A.3 Summary and Conclusion 

This survey outlines major inforniation retrieval approaches used on the Internet and pin- 

points sorne of tlieir weaknesses. AIas, the currently most successful and widely practiced 

approaches are using "spidering" techniques to index documents on the  Internet. crawling 

the \Veb from one artifact t o  the ot her. IVhile heavily '-parallelizing" the process in different 

machines. like some business applications do. may partially solve the scalability problem. 

it rcmains that the whole content of the Web has to  be continuously downioaded to  build 

the indexes and keep them current. Despite the parallel inde-xing solutions. and the  smart 

methods for updating indexes. given the tremendous growth of the Internet size and the 

great ~iuniber of the independently built indexes, spidering the Web as i t  is done today will 

always overload the FVeb traffic: this confirms Our first thesis regarding the \\ëb overload 

(see Chapter 1). Spidering the Web could be viable if it is done in a collaborative way where 

tlie resources to index couid be divided geographically or  other. and t h e  indexes sharcd at  

a higher level. Srnall indexes could be büilt locally and sent to a central body for sharing 

and merging with generally visible index This avenue is expIored in Chapter 2 w-ith Virtual 

IVeb Vicws tliat could centralize, a t  a high level. indexes gathered from different channels. 

The high level indexes are updateù only when the changes are propagated from the different 

channels. 

Another major problem with current technology is the relevancy issue. The relevance of 

documents in a search resdt  is f a r  from satisfactory, making current search engines almost 

useless. Research effort is underway to develop new techniques, h m  concept- based ret rieval 

to wcb mining. This survey reports the initial undertaking. The research may necessitate 

contribution and collaboration from different communities such as artificial intelligence, da ta  
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mining, information retrieval, natural language processing. etc. 

Web hlining, knowledge discovery from the CVorId-Wide Web, is becorning a new research 

trend. Chapter 2 covers a brief survey on Web hlining. 



There are two ways of being creative. One can sing and dance. 

Or one can create an environment in whicf~ s inges  and dancers fiourish. 

Us~xow'i  

Appendix B 

Web Mining Language (WebML) 

Grammar 

IVe present a simplifieci estended Backus-Naur Form (BNF) gramrnar for iVebhlL. We 

niakc use of the foliowing conventions: --[ ]" represent zero or one occurrence: --{ )" represent 

zero or more occurrences: upper case words represent IVebhIL kejwords: characters between 

quotes are characters or s>-mbols accepted in IVëbhIL: n-or& starting with upper case are 

~xriable: words in italic and starting n-ith lower case are terminal categories. The termi- 

nal categories are: Type (integer. poat, string). Identifier (identifier-Tab. identifier- Var. 

identifier-Attn'b. identifier--4ttSet). and Function (function-user. function-boolean. function- 

compare). Types are self-esplanatory. identifier- Tab is the name of a relation: identifier- Var 

is a t-ariablc name: identifier-Attrib is the name of an attribute: and identifier-AttSet is the 

namc of a set-talued attribute (example: set of links. set of authors: etc.). Functions are 

user defined functions: function-boolean returns a boolean O or 1: function-compare takes 

two arguments. A and B. and returns -1 (if A < B). O (if A = B) or 1 (if A > B): and 

function-user has no restrictions on the value it can return. 

Ij'cbhlL-Qucv 

. ..- . - Select-clause [INTO identifier- Tab] 

From-clause 

Pert inence-clause 

Where-clause 

[ Ordering-clause ] 



Select-clause 
*.- . - - Ret rieval-header 1 hlining-header 

Ret rieval- header 
..- . . - Selection-header Attribute-name-list 

Select ion-header 

::= SELECT 1 LIST 

-4t t ri bute-name-list 
*.- - * 1 Attribute-name {: Attribute-name) 

At t ribute-name 

..- . [identijier- Var.] identifier-A ttrib 

From-clause 
. . - . FROM Relation-Iist 

Relat ion-Iist 

.-- . - Relation-reference { ,Relat ion-reference) 

Relat ion-reference 

..- .. - identifier-Ta6 [identifier- Va4 [LEVEL integed 
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Pert inence-clause 

..- - [RELATED TO Name-list] [IN Location-list] 

Locat ion-list 
..- . . - Name-reference{, Name-reference} 

Na~ncreference 
..- . - [identifier- Var.]identifier-Attnb 

It'here-clause 
..- . - WHERE Where-predicate 

Il'liere- predicate 

-.- - Predicate-term 1 iihere-predicate OR Predicate-term 

Prcdicatctcrm 

-.- . . Predicate-factor 1 Predicate-term AND Preclicate-factor 

Predicate-factor 

..- . . - [NOT] Predicate-condi t ion 

Prcdicatccondi t ion 
..- . . - Condition 1 (Where-predicate) 



Condition 

..- . . - Comparecondi t ion 

1 In-condit ion 

1 Likecondit ion 

( Between-condition 

1 Exist-condi t ion 

1 Xull-condition 

Conipare-condition 

. . . . - - Scalar-expression Cornparison Scalar-expression 

1 Scalar-expression Comparison (Select-eupression) 

In-condi t ion 

..- . . - Scalar-expression [NOT] I N Set-espression 

Set-expression 

::= Set-of-scalar 1 string (Link-path) 1 (Link-path) string 

Link-pat h 

::= Link-element (Link-element ) [OR Link-pat h] 
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Set -O f-scalai-s 

..- . - identifier-.4 t t S e  t  1 (Const ant-list ) 1 (Select-expression) 

Constant-list 
-. - - Constant(. Constant) 

Constant 

..- - String-item 1 i n t e g e r  1 Poat 

String-item 
.-- - s t r ing  1 SUBSTRING(s t r ing)  

Select-espression 
. . - . . - Re t riexxl- header 

Frorn-clause 

Pert inenceclause 

\\-here-clause 

[ Ordering-clause ] 
[ Ranking-clause ] 
[ Grouping-clause ] 

Likc-condition 

..- -. - [Quantifier] Like-element [NOT] Likcoperator Set-of-scalars 

Li ke-element 
- * -  . . - At tribute-name 1 Set-of-scalars 

Like-operator 
..- - LlKE 1 CLOSE TO 1 COVERED BY 1 COVERS ( function-boolean 



Quantifier 
*.- . ONE OF 1 ALL 

Betn-een-condition 

..- . - -4t tri bute-name [NOT] B tTWEEN Scalar-expression AND Scalar-expression 

Esist-condi tion 

. .. . - - [NOT] EXISTS (Select-expression) 

Null-condi t ion 

::= Attribute-name lS [NOT] NUL1 

Scalar-expression 
. . - . EXACT Constant 

1 Scalar-term 

( Scalar-expression "+" Scalar-term 

f Scalar-expression "-'? Scalar-term 

1 Scalar-expression "I" Scalar-term 

Scalar-prirnary 
..- . Constant 1 Attribute-name 1 (Scalar-expression) 1 -4ggregate-function(Sca1ar-expression) 
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Aggregat e-funct ion 
..- . COUNT ( AVG ( SUM ( MIN ( MAX 1 function-mer 

hlining- header 

: : = Descri be- header f Classi&-header Associate- header 

Descri be-header 

..- . . DESCRIBE IN RELEVANCE TO -4ttribute-name-list 

Cl as si fi- header 

-. - - CLASSIFY ACCORCI NG TO &tributename{, Attribute-name) 

IN RELEVANCE T O  Attribute-name-list 

.4ssociate-header 

::= ASSOCIATE IN RELEVANCE TO Attribute-name{- Attribute-name) 

Ordcr-item-list 
..- . Order-attribute{, Order-attri bute) 

Order-attribute 
..- - Attribute-name [ASC 1 DESC] 

Ranking-clause 
-.- - RANK BY Ranking-function 



Ranliing-funct ion 

..- - ACCESS 1 INWARD 1 OUTWARD 1 function-compare 

Grouping-clause 

. . . - CROUP BY Attribute-name(, Attribute-name) 

T hres hoId-clause 

..- . . - T hres hold-speci fica t ion(, T hres hold-speci ficat ion) 

Tlireshold-spccificat ion 

..- . - - Threshold-name T H  RESHOLD -=" Threshold-value f FOR At t ribute-name] 

Threshold-nanie 
. . - . SUPPORT 1 CONFIDENCE 1 CLASSIFICATION 

Threshold-lalue 
. .- . integer 1 Poat 

Note t hat the syntax presented above is veq- permissive. It allows the generation of some 

constructs that are not legal or semantically incorrect in IVebhIL. For esample. there is no 

distinction betn-een numeric and string expressions in Scalar-ezpression. \Ve have simplified 

the grammar for clarity, to avoid complicczted production rules due to  the context-sensitivity 

of IIëbhlL. For clarity? we have also allowed redundancy. like for Name-List and Location-List. 



Language is d e d  the gannent of thought: however. it shouid rather be. 

lagage is the flesfz-garment, the bodq- of  though t. 

THOMAS CARLYLE 

Appendix C 

Data Mining Query Language 

(DMQL) Grarnmar 

l i e  present a simplified extended Backus-Naur Form (BNF) gramrnar for the Data Min- 

ing Q u e v  Language D3IQL. \IV> make use of the folloning conventions: --[]" represent zero 

o r  orle occurrence: "( }" represent zero or  more occurrences: upper case words represent 

\\ébAIL keuwords: characters between quotes are characters or  sjmbols accepted in DhlQL: 

words starting with upper case are variable: n-ords in italic and starting with Ion-er case are 

terniinal categories. The terminal categories are: Type (integer. fiout. string) and Identifier 

( zdentzfier-DB. identifier- Tub. identifier- Va. identifier-.+! ttrib. identifier-Cube) . T-vpes are 

se l f -esp lanato~ identifier-DB is the name of a database: identifier-Tub is the  name of a 

relation: identifier- Var is a variable name: identifier-.-l ttrib is the name of an attribute: and 

zdentifier-Cube identifies a niuiti-dimensional data  cube. 

D hIQL-hierarchy-manipulation 

. . - .- Hicrarchy-definition 1 Hierarchy-insertion ( Hierarchy-delet ion 

Hierarchy-definition 

. . . - - DEFI N E HI ERARCHY FOR Concept-hierarchy [Hierarchy-name?"] Hierarchy-expression 
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Hierarchy-espression 

-.- - - Schema-hierarchy 1 Grouphierarchy 

Hicrarchy-name 
..- - string 

Concept- hierarchy 

..- . - Schema-attribute-name 1 Attribute-name '-)" 

Schema-attribute-name-list 

.-- .. - Schema-attribute-name{, Schema-at tribute-name) 

Schenia-at t ribute-name 
..- . [identifier- Tab.] identifier-Attrib 

Constant-list 

. - - - Constant (, Constant) 

Constant 

. . . - s tnng 1 integer 1 Poat 
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Hierarchy-insertion 

. . . - INSERT Concept-name U NDER Concept-name 

TO HIERARCHY [Hierarchy-name V] FOR Concept-hierarchy 

Concept-name 
..- . Constant 1 Attribute-name 

Hierarchy-delet ion 
..- . DELETE Concept-name UNDER Concept-name 

FROM Hl ERARCHY [Hierarchy-name -.:"] FOR Concept-hierarchy 

Attribute-name 

. . . . - - [identifier- Var.] identifier-A t tri6 
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Corn parator-query 
..- . - [ Use-dbclause ] 

[ Hierarchy-clause {, Hierarchy-clause) ] 
Con1 parator-clause 

From-clause 

Where-clause 

[ S-Threshold-clause ] 

[ Showclause ] 
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Use-db-clause 

. . . - USE [DATABASE] identifier-DB 

Hicrarchy-clause 

..- . . USE Hl ERARCHY Hicrarchy-name FOR At t ributc-name 

From-clause 

::= FROM Source-list 

Source-list 

..- . . - Relat ion-Iist 1 Cube-reference 
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Relat ion-reference 

..- . . - identifier- Ta6 [identijier- Va4 

\Vhere-clause 
.-- - WHERE Where-predicate 

Pretficate-terni 
. - - - Predicate-factor ( Predicate-term AND Predicate-factor 

Predicate-factor 
-.- . . - [NOT] Predicate-condi tion 

Predicatc-condition 
. . - . . - Condition [ ( Where-predicate) 

Condition 

-. . . - - Compare-condit ion 

( In-condition 

1 Like-condition 

/ Bet ween-condi t ion 

1 Exist-condition 

( NulI-condi tion 
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Compare-condi tion 

. - . - - Scalar-expression Corn parison Scalar-expression 

1 Scalar-expression Comparison (Select-expression) 

In-concli t ion 
..- . . - Scalar-expression [NOT] IN (Set-of-scalar) 

Set -of-scalars 
*.- - - - Constant-list 1 Select-expression 

Li ke-condi t ion 
..e . Attribute-name [NOT] LlKE Constant 

Between-condi tion 

..- . At tributcname [NOT] BETWEEN Scalar-expression AND Scalar-expression 

Esist-condi t ion 

..- . - [NOT] EXISTS (Select-expression) 
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Null-condi t ion 

. . .- Attribute-name IS [NOT] NULL 

Scalar-expression 
..- . EXACT Constant 

f Scalar-term 

Scalar-expression '*+" Scalar-term 

f Scalar-expression "-- ScaIar-term 

1 Scalar-expression '-1" Scalar- term 

Scalar- tcrm 
..- . . - Scalar-factor 

1 Scalar-factor '-*" Scalar-factor 

1 Scalar-factor '-/" Scalar-factor 

Scalar-prinial 

..- . - - Constant 1 At tribute-name [ (Scalar-expression) 1 A=egate-funct ion-reference 

.\ggrcga te-funct ion-reference 
. . - - COUNT( * ) 

1 Aggregate-funct ion ( [ALL] Scalar-expression) 

1 Aggregate-function(DISTINCT Attribute-name) 

Xggregate-funct ion 

. . - - COUNT 1 AVG 1 SUM 1 MIN 1 MAX 
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Sclec t-ciause 

. ..- . - SELECT [ AL1 1 DISTINCT ] Attribute-name-list 

-4t t ribute-name-list 

::= * 1 Attribute-name ( ?  Attribute-name) 

Orciering-clause 
-.- - [ORDER BY Order-item-kt] 

Ordcr-i tcm-list 
*.- - - Order-attribute{, Order-attribut~) 

Order-at t ribute 
.-- - Attributcname [ASC [ DESC] 

Grouping-clause 

..- - GROUP BY Attribute-name{. Attribute-name) 

Sumniarizer-clause 

.-- . S U M  MARIZE Attribute-name-Iist WlTH RESPECT TO Attribute-name-Iist AS string 

Coniparator-clause 

.. . . - - COMPARE Target-name Where-clause Contrasting-classes 

WlTH RESPECT TO Attribute-name-list 
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Cont rasting-classes 

..- . I N CONTRAST TO Contrast-name Where-clause 

{IN CONTRAST TO Contrast-name Where-clause) 

Target-narne 
. * - - string 

Associator-clause 

-.- . . MI NE ASSOCIATION AS string WITH RESPECT TO -4ttribute-association-list 

[ hleta-rule-clause ] 

,At t ri bute-association-list 

. . . - * ( Attribute-name (AS string] {. Attribute-name [AS string]) 

clcassi fier-clause 
. . . - MINE CLASSIFICATION AS string FOR Attribute-name 

WITH RESPECT TO -4t tribute-name-list 

Clusterer-clause 

-.- - MINE CLUSTERING AS string FOR Attribute-name 

WITH RESPECT TO Attribute-name-list 

Predictor-clause 

..- . MINE PREDlCTlON AS string FOR Attribute-name 

WITH RESPECT TO At tribute-name-list 



S-Threshold-specification 

..- . [SET] SUPPORT [THRESHOLD] Threshold-value 

1 [SET] DISTINCT-VALUE [THRESHOLD] Threshold-due [FOR Attribute-name] 

A-T hreshold-clause 
..- . - A-Threshold-specification{. A-Threshold-specification) 

-4-Threshold-specification 

. . . - - - [SET] A-Threshold-name [TH RESHOLD] Threshold-due 

.A-Threshold-name 
..- - SUPPORT 1 CONFIDENCE 1 INTERESTING 

>let a-rule-clause 
..- . MATCHING Predicate-list '-=>*' Predicate-list 

Predicate-list 
..- . . Predicate (AND Predicate) 

Predicate 
. . . . - - string(identifier- VAR? Constant) 
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C-Threshold-specification 

..- . . - [SET] GThreshold-name [TH RESHOLD] Threshold-value 

C-T lires hold-name 
..- - CLASSIFICATION 1 NOISE 1 TRAININGSET 

T-T hreshold-clause 

. . . . - - [SET] TRAINING-SET [THRESHOLD] Threshold-value 

S how-clause 
. - - - SHOW Output 

Output 

..- . RULES 1 TABLES j GRAPHS 

Note that the s>ntax presented above is very permissive. It allows the generation of 

sonlc constructs that are not legal or semantically incorrect in DRIQL. We have simplified 

the grarnmar for clarity. to avoid complicated production rules duc to the context-sensitivïty 

of DhlQL. 



Knowledge is a zïch storehouse for the glo- of the Creator and the relief of man 's esta te. 

Frwscrs BACOS 

Knowledge cornes, but wisdom lingem 

ALFRED LORD TESSYSOS 

Appendix D 

Defining Metadata for the Internet 

The most comnion definition of the  term '-metadata" is data about data. Metadata for 

docunients would greatly help in the indexing process and improve relevancy of information 

ret rievd. Most on-line documents today have n o  specific metadata wi t h t hem. However. 

in HT3lL 2.0. nenr tags were introduced to allow web ddeelopers and authors t o  identi- 

document creators. kelw-ords. description. and even specify web agent behaviours regarding 

some documents. In the first section. we enunlerate some of these tags and variables that  

allow to define metadata for on-line documents. 

The second section gives a document type definition for XhlGbased docunxmts using 

the Dublin Core Metadata element set. 

D. 1 META tags in HTML 

HThlL 2.0 defines the NETA elernent, a tag type which allows a limited ability to  describe 

a particular document. META tags have two possible at  tributes: 

1.  <META HTTP-EQUIV=" name*' CONTENT=" content" > 

2. <META NAME=-' name" CONTENT=" content" > 

The corresponding structure of the  hlETA clement is defined by the following DTD (Doc- 

ument Type Definition) : 

<!ELElIEST JIET.4 - O E'cIPTY> 

< ! ATTLIST META 
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HTTP-EQUIV Y A h E  #I>IPLIED 

SAlIE X-4.31E #L\IPLIED 

COSTEXT CDATA #REQUIRED > 

META tags are placed in the head of the HTh,IL document, between the <HE-'U>> and 

</HEAD> tags. The major difference between HTTP-EQUIV and NAME is that HTTP- 

€QU IV is to define variable destined to be part of the HTTP response headerl. Variable 

ciefined in this form have an equivalent effect as when they are specified directly in the 

HTTP headcr. Some Web servers actually translate HTTP-EQUTV AIETA tags into actual 

HTTP headers automatically MFTA tags with a NAME attribute are used for other types 

which do not correspond to HTTP headers. The CONTENT element contains the associateci 

data to the cariable narned in NAME or HTTP-EQUIV. 

D.1.1 Examples of HTTP-EQUIV META Tags in HTML 

Here arc some examples of the wwiables defined in the META tag with HTTP-EQUTV 

attribute (conform to RFC1945 and RFC2068): 

O Content-Language may be used to declare the natural language of a document. 

csample: <lIETA WTTP-EQUIV=" Content-Language" COSTEST=" en" > 

O Content-Length is used to specify the size of a document in b_vtes. 

O Content-Location is used for the URL of the resource. 

O Content-Type specifies the media type and can be extend to give the character set. 

esample: 

<,\IETA HTTP-EQUW='Content-Type" COSTEST=" test/html: charset=ISO-2022-JPv> 

O Content-Version may be used to indicate the version of the evolving document. 

O Expires is used to deciare the expiry date of the document. This date is used to 

control caching and update indexes? example: 

<JIET-4 HTTP-EQUIV='Expire" COSTEXT=" Fri, 26 Mar 1999 09:30:57 GNT" > 

Last-Modified indicates the date the document waç last modified. 

' HTTP heacicrs arc defined in RFC 19.15 (HTTP/ 1 .O) and RFC2068 (HTTP/ 1.1). 
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rn Link is used to  indicate relationships t o  other resources. 

PICS-Label is for document content labeling. PICS stands for Platform for Inter- 

net Content Selection2 and the tag is used t o  declare a document-s rating in terms 

of adult content (sex. violence, etc.) for example: <META HTTP-EQUN='PICS-Label" 

COSTE'I'T=" (PICS- 1.1 " http://m'tkar.picsse~ice.org/vl .O" labels on " 1999.01.05T09:30-0500- 

for " http://n-mv.site.com/mypage.html" ratings (s O v O ,a O))'> 

Pragma allows the  document content t o  stay current by preventing caching by browsers 

and web agents, example: <META HTTP-EQUIV=- Prama7 COSTEXT=" no-cache > 

Refresh specifics the time in seconds before a Web browser (or agent) reloads the doc- 

unlent automatically It can also specify a n  alternative URL to load. example: <META 

HTTP-EQUIV=- Refresh" COXTENT=" 5: URI,=? http:n~fcw.mme\%-here.ca/document. html" > 

D. 1.2 Examples of NAME META Tags in HTML 

Herc are somc esamples of the variables defined in the RIETA tag with NAME attribute. 

Escept for the Dublin Core elements, these are  not standardized and are suggested by a 

l-aricty of companies and organization. 

1. Dublin Core: there are 15 elements in the Dublin Core. They can be used in the HTML 
hIET.4 tags by adding the DC prefiv t o  their label: DC-TITLE, DC.CREATOR, 

DC.SUBJECT, DC.DESCRIPTION, DC.PUBLISmR, DC.CONTRIBUTOR, 
DC-DATE, DC.TYPE, DC-FORMAT, DC.IDENTIFIER, DC-SOURCE, 

DC-LANGUAGE, DC.RELATION, DC-COVERAGE, and DC-RIGHTS. 
See Section 3.3.1 in Chapter 3 for more dctüils. 

2. Othcr variables 

Robots controls crawling robots on  a per-page basis. Normally well behaved 

crawling robots consult the robots.t& file to  ver&- indesing permission on  a site. 

This tab  allows to speciQ to visiting crawlers how they should behave with regard 

to  the document. Values can be ail, none, index, noindex: follou! and nofollow. 

For example, to  allow a crawler t o  index the document but not t o  follow its 

'sec PICS standard at http://u%'w-.w3c.org/PICS. 
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hyperlinks, the follow-ing tag is needed: 

<META X~UlE=~Robots" CO'c'TEXT=-index t nofoilon~ > 

O Keywords is used to  enurnerate important keywords and synonyms associated 

with the document- They can be used and are gîven priority by searcfi en,' -ines 

for indexing or gîven weights to keyvvords. for example: 

<lIETA SAME=- Keqwords" COSTEST=" Information Retriaii. Data Mining- > 

O Description can be used to describe the content of the document in plain texte 

Search engines index it and display it as a snippet related to the document. 

O Author is used to  qualiS. the document's author. 

O Contact is used to specifS. the authors e-mail address. 

O Location can be used to  specib the geographical location like country? province. 

city. etc. 

O Note is used to  add any supplemental information in plain test. 

O Copyright indicates the document copyright statement. 

There are many other variables for the AIETA NAAIE tag suggested by different appli- 

cations such hlicrosoft Office (Generator, Editor, Language, Office, Publisher, 

Project, Status, Subject, Date-Completed, etc.) and others. It is also important 

to notice that there arc many different nriables with the same semantics, for esam- 

plc DateofLastModification, Date-Compieted, Last Updated and t imestamp 

s p c c i l  the date of the Iast update. 

D.2 Example of Web Document Described with Dublin Core 

As an esample of adding metadata in web documents. we make use of the Dublin Core 

elcments t o  describe the information pertaining t o  the document. Tfiese elements are in- 

tcndcd to support access to  information on the World Wide iVeb or other digital libraries. 

The escerpt shown bellow, cont ains some descriptive metadata. invisibly embedded in the 

HThIL using the <META> tag in the <HEAD> section of the  document. 

<NETA SAlIE=" package- COXTEST=- (TYPE=begin)(VERSIOS=Q. 1) Dublin Core" > 

<SIETA SA!tlE="DC.title" COXTEST=" Resource and Knowledge Discovery From the Internet 

and llultimedia Repositories" > 
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<lIETA 3'-4,\IE=-DC-subject- CONTEXT=-Data ,\Xining. UTVU'. KnowIedge Discovery. Visual 

Data. Content-Based Retrieval" > 
<META S4AIE=-DC.creator7 COKTEST=" (TYPE=name) Osmar R. Zaiane"> 

<JIET-4 S.L\,\IE=" DC-creato? COSTEST=- (TYPE=email) zaianecs.sfu.ca" > 

cJ1ET.A SANE=-DC.creator7 COXTEST=~(TkTE=affiliation) Simon Fraser University" > 

<LIET-A S A  ME=" DC.creator7 COSTEST=' (TYPE= homepage) http: / /~ax-.cs.sfu.ca/'zaiane- > 
<JIETA S;L\IE=DC.Description COXTEST="In this thesis. the inefficiency and inadequacy of 

the current information retrieval technology applied on the Internet is demonstratecl- A framework. 

called Virtual Nreb Views. for intelligent interactive information retriekd and knoik-ledge discoc-en- 

from global information systems is proposed. and a query language. IVebllL. for rwurce  discovec 

and data mining from the ?Veb using the virtual web viens is put fom-ard. it is also illustrate how 

dcscriptors collecteci for virtual web vies- building can be exploitcd for content-basecl image retrieval. 

and hon- to carrq- out on-line analytical processing and data  mining on visud data from the IVorld- 

II'ide 11-eb. or other multimedia repositories." > 

<AIETA SXJIE="DC.date" COSTEST='(TYPE=creation) (SCHElIE=ISO31) 1999-01-12"> 

<LIETA SAlIE=" DC. form" COSTEST=- (SCHElIE=imt) text/html" > 

<lIET,A SAME=" DC-identifier" COSTEST=" (TYPE=url) ht tp://nx~-.cs.sfu.ca/'zaiane/thesis.html" > 

<AI ET-4 SAAIE=" DC.language" COSTEST=" (SCHEAIE=iso639) en-GB" > 
CIIET-4 SAAIE=" DC-Rights" COSTEST=" http://nx=-.cs.sfu.ca/'zaiane/rights.htl > 

<LISIi  REL=SCHElIA.dc HREF=" http://purl.org/metadata/dublin_core/clements#title" > 

CLLXK REL=SCHE,\IA.dc HREF=" http://purl .org/metadata/dublin~ore/elernents#subjet > 

<LISE; REL=SCHElIA.dc HREF=" http://purl.org/metadata/dublin_core/elements#crcator~ > 

<LISI*; REL=SCHESI-4.dc HREF="http://purl.org/nietadata/dublin~ore/elements#date> 

< L P X  REL=SCHEAlAdc HREF=" h t t p : / / p u r l . o r g / m e t a d a t a / d u b l i n l r o r e / e ~ r n "  > 

<LISE; REL=SCHEJIA.dc HREF=" http://purl.org/metadata/dublinrore/elements#Dcription > 

<LISE; REL=SCHE1IA4.imt HREF=" http://sunsite.auc.dk/RFC/rfc/rfcl52l.h > 

<LISE; REL=SCHElIA.dc HREF=- http://purl.org/metadata/dublinlrore/elements#identier> 

<LISK REL=SCHElIA.dc HREF=" htt p://purl.org/metadata/dublin_core/elcmcts#lanuae > 
c1IET.A SAAIE=" package" COSTENT=" (TYPE=end)(VERSIOS=O- 1) Dublin Core" > 
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D.3 Dublin Core XML DTD Fragment 

The Dublin Core is a set of 15 key metadata elements. the form of which has b e n  agreed 

upon alid has become the basis of a standard for metadata on the WW1.V. The 15-element 

metadata element set is intended to facilitate discovery of electronic resources. The 15 

elements are: CREATOR, TITLE, SUBJECT, DESCRIPTION, PUBLISHER. CONTEUE3- 

UTOR, D,4TE, TYPE, FOWIAT, IDENTIFIER. SOURCE, LANGUAGE, RELATION, 

COWRAGE? and RIGHTS. An explanation of these elements can be found in Section 

2.3.1 of Chapter 3. 

The following is a DTD (document type definition) for Xh.IL documents using the Dublin 

Core elements. 
< !- Beginning of metadata element declarations -> 
<!- $Id: X1IL.dtd.v 2.0 1999/01/12 Osmar Zaiane. modified from v 1.1 jon ExpS -> 
<!- The SlET-4P-4CIiAGE element is intendeci to be the outer grouping element for a whole set of 

rclated metadata from a single metadata schema (such as Dublin Core). It irnplicitly forms an  .4\m 
grouping of its child elements. The  default schema attribute value should be taken by applications 

as " DublinCore" and the default version as " 1.0". -> 
<!ELENEST IIETAPACKAGE (iL\-DGROUP* 1 ORGROUP* 1 CREATOR* 1 TITLE* [ SUBJECT 

1 DESCRIPTIOS* / PUBLISHER* ( COSTRIBUTOR* 1 DATE* 1 TYPE* 1 FORJIAT* 1 IDES- 

TIFIER* 1 SOURCE* 1 LAXGUAGE* [ RELATIOS* [ COVERXGE* 1 RIGHTS* j META* )> 

<!.ATTLIST MET.W.4CKAGE SCHEIIA CDATA #I'rIPLIED VERSIOS CDATA #I'rIPLïED> 

<!- The ASDGROUP element is used to  expiicitiy form a conjunction betn-een its child elements. 

-> 
<!ELENEST .i.SDGROUP (.Lh?>GROUP* 1 ORGROUP* 1 CREATOR* 1 TITLE* 1 SUBJECT 1 
DESCRIPTIOS* [ PUBLISHER* 1 COSTRIBUTOR* 1 D-\TE* 1 TYPE* [ FOR\lAT* 1 IDESTI- 

FIER* 1 SOURCE* [ LA'GUAGE* 1 RELATIOX* [ COVERAGE* 1 RIGHTS* 1 META* )> 

<!- The ORGROUP element is used to  esplicitly form a disjunction between the  child elements 

witliin it -> 
<!ELE>IEST ORGROUP (AXDGROUP* 1 ORGROUP* 1 CREATOR' 1 TITLE* 1 SUBJECT / 
DESCRIPTIOS* \ PUBLISHER* / COSTRIBUTOR* ( D-\TE* 1 TYPE* 1 FORSI.\T* 1 IDESTI- 

FIER* 1 SOURCE* 1 L-kYGunrJE* 1 RELATIOS* 1 COVEMGE* 1 RIGHTS* [ MET.4* )> 

<!- Son. n-e get the actual metadata elements themselves. Here the elements are named after the  

Dublin Core v1.0 element set names. Xote tha t  the all take the  same set of attributes (relating t o  

tlicir qualifiers) -excePt- for contributor tha t  also requires a role attributc as well. -> 
<!ELENEST TITLE (#PCDATA)> 
<!ATTLIST TITLE SCHEJIE CDAT.4 #IlIPLIED TYPE CDATA #JlIPLiED CHARSET CDATA 
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#I'\IPLIED LLXGUAGE CDATA #I%IPLIED> 

<!ELE'cIEST CREATOR (#PCDATA) > 
<!-ATTLIST CREATOR SCHENE CDAT-4 #ïhIPLIED TkTE CDAT.4 #L\IPLIED CHARSET 

CDATA #I,\IPLIED LAKGUAGE CD-4TA #IJIPLIED> 

<!ELEMEST SUBJECT (#PCDATA)> 

<!ATTLIST SUBJECT SCHEJE CDATA #IllPLIED TYPE CDATA #I1\IPLIED CHARSET 

CDXT-4 #IlIPLIED LXSGUAGE CDATA #IJIPLIED> 

<!ELESIEST DESCRLPTIOS (#PCDATA)> 

<!ATTLIST DESCRIPTION SCREME CDATA #IlIPLIED TYPE CDATA #IJlPLIED CHARSET 
CDATA #I,\IPLIED LAKGUAGE CDATA #IJIPLIED> 

<!ELE51EST PUBLISHER (#PCDATA)> 

<!.ATTLIST PUBLISHER SCHENE CDATA #IMPLïED TYPE CDATA #L!IPLIED CHARSET 

CDATX #IMPLIED LASGUAGE CD-4T4 #IMPLIED> 

<!ELENEST DATE (#PCDATA)> 

<!ATTLIST DATE SCHEME CDATA #T'cIPLIED TYPE CDATA #lllPLIED CHARSET CDAT-4 
#IMPLIED L.LZ_YGUAGE CDATA #I'cZPLIED> 

<!ELENEST TYPE (#PCD,4TA) > 
<!ATTLIST TYPE SCHEIIE CDATA #I'IIPLIED TYPE CD.4T-4 #IlIPLIED CHARSET CDATA 

#IMPLIED LASGUAGE CDAT-4 #ïlIPLIED> 

<!ELEMEST FORMAT (#PCDATA)> 

<!XTTLIST FORII.4T SCHEME CDATA #I'rIPLIED TYPE CDAT-A #IMPLIED CHARSET 

CD-4T-4 #I,\IPLIED L.;LKGUAGE CD-4TA #I'rlPLIED> 

<!ELENEST IDESTIFIER (#PCD14T.4)> 

<!ATTLIST IDESTIFIER SCHElIE CDAT.4 #IlIPLIED TYPE CD.L\TA #I,\IPLIED CHARSET 
CDAT.4 #I?rlPLIED LXSGUAGE CDATA #IJIPLIED> 

<!ELENEST SOURCE (#PCDAT.4) > 
<!ATTLIST SOURCE SCHElIE CDATA #IlIPLIED TYPE CD-4T.4 #IlIPLIED CH-4iISET CD.4TA 

$:IMPLIED LAYGUAGE CDATA #nIPLIED> 

<!ELENEST LASGUAGE (#PCDATA) > 
<!ATTLIST L-4YGUAGE SCHElIE CDATA #llIPLIED TYPE CDATA #I,\IPLIED CHARSET 

CD-4TA #IIIPLIED LAYGUAGE CDAT.4 #llIPLIED> 

c!ELE.\IEST RELATIOX (#PCDATA)> 

<!ATTLIST RELATIOX SCHEME CDATA #I'cIPLIED TYPE CD.4T-A #II\IPLIED CHARSET 

CDATA #IMPLIED LAYGUAGE CDATA #I1\IPLIED ROLE CD.4T.A #IMPLIED> 

<!ELENEST COVERAGE (#PCDATA)> 

<!ATTLIST COVERAGE SCHENE CD.4TA #IIIPLIED TYPE CDATA #I,\IPLIED CHARSET 

CDATA #IAIPLIED LKYGUAGE CDATA #INPLIED> 
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<!ELEMEXT RIGHTS (#PCDAT,4)> 
<!ATTLIST RIGHTS SCHEME CD44T.4 #I'clPLIED TYPE CDKT.4 #IJIPLED CHARSET CDATA 
ff1bIPLIED LAXGUAGE CDATA #ïlIPLïED> 
<!ELElIEST COSTRIBUTOR (#PCDATA)> 
<!ATTLIST COSTRIBUTOR SCHElfE CDATA #nIPLIED TYPE CDATA #I'rIPLIED CHARSET 
CDATA #IMPLIED LAXGUAGE CDATA #ïlIPLIED ROLE CDATA #I'rfPLED> 
<!- This is similar to the HTNL 2.0/3.2 META element definition and is included for some limiteci 

backn-ards compatibility and use nith non-DC likc metadata schemes. -> 
<!ELENEST META E'c-IPTY> 

<!.TTLIST X.4lIE CDATA #IlfPLIED HTTP-EQUN CDAT-4 #I'riF'LIED COXTEST CD.4T-4 
+II\IPLIED> 

<!- End of metadata declarations -> 
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